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Summary

This thesis examines the relationship between the work of three twentieth-century 

Caribbean writers; V. S. Naipaul, Wilson Harris and Derek Walcott, and the legacy of 

Renaissance accounts of voyages of discovery to the Caribbean. The aim is to highlight 

the prevalence of contemporary reactions to the vestiges of the history of encounter and to 

demonstrate that the mythic discourse of the earliest European witnesses offers a viable 

voice to the postcolonial writer involved in the creation of an aesthetic vision for the 

Antilles. History, in the Renaissance period, differs from the linear, progressive view 

promulgated by later writers and commentators. Renaissance visions of history owe much 

to narrative and myth, and this creative relationship is the reason for their centrality to 

twentieth-century writers.

The first two chapters analyse the surviving textual materials from the voyages of 

Christopher Columbus and Walter Ralegh, as the perceptions of the ‘New World’ recorded 

by these voyagers were widely disseminated throughout Europe and have had a lasting 

impact on external impressions of the Caribbean. The thesis suggests that these accounts 

owe much to the conventions of the medieval travel narrative and that their creation was 

affected by the prior expectations of their writers. The relationship between historical 

discourse and myth or narrative in the Renaissance period forms the central tenet of this 

analysis—twentieth-century Caribbean writers examine the huge distance between reality 

and recorded encounter in the Renaissance accounts in order to unleash the creativity 

inherent in the mythic vision for their own writing, or to justify their conclusions about the 

crisis caused by historical misinterpretation.

The final three chapters focus on specific texts by the three Caribbean writers: V.S. 

Naipaul’s The Loss o f El Dorado and A Way in the World, Wilson Harris’s Palace o f the



Peacock, Ascent to Omai and Jonestown, and Derek Walcott’s Drums and Colours, 

Another Life and Omeros. The relationship between the history of encounter and modem 

Caribbean writing has not received full critical analysis, and the thesis aims to demonstrate 

the validity and scope of such an inquiry. The thesis concludes that Renaissance accounts 

of the initial encounter between Europe and the Caribbean are of crucial significance in the 

formation of cultural identity in the work of these three writers, and that the importance of 

the history of encounter is attested to, by the continual return to the topic displayed in the 

oeuvres of Naipaul, Harris and Walcott.
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Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the various ways in which modern Caribbean 

writers react to the history of the Antilles, and particularly to the history of encounter * 

The three writers chosen to exemplify the range of responses are Trinidadian V. S. 

Naipaul, Guyanese Wilson Harris and St. Lucian Derek Walcott. In the work of all three, 

history is a consuming presence. They react to the history of encounter, question it, 

subvert its analyses and seek to create a new discourse from it, but it is never ignored. In 

the first two chapters the thesis examines the surviving textual materials from the voyages 

of Christopher Columbus and Walter Ralegh—the travellers whose accounts have 

influenced the perception of the Caribbean to the greatest extent. These early chapters 

highlight the substantial difference between Renaissance conceptions of historiography and 

the rational, linear conceptions developed in the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries. The chapters also demonstrate Renaissance travellers’ reliance upon older 

authorities. The year 1492 is often cited as the beginning of the modem age, as the date 

that divides the medieval and the modem mindsets, but Columbus and his followers were 

heavily reliant upon the conventions of existing travel narratives such as Marco Polo’s 

Travels and the account of the legendary John Mandeville. The first two chapters of this 

thesis suggest that the marvels and monstrosities included in the writings of Columbus and 

Ralegh transform their empirical accounts into the stuff of myth. The inaccuracies and 

exaggerations that are an integral part of the discourse of the history of encounter form a 

fantastical writing space that can be utilised by twentieth century Caribbean writers in

' I use the term ‘history of encounter’ throughout the thesis to describe the discourse that was developed in 
relation to Europe’s first impressions of the New World and the textual materials that were disseminated 
throughout Europe during the Renaissance period. For the purposes of this analysis, the period extends from 
Columbus’s encounter at the end of the fifteenth century to Ralegh’s second voyage at the beginning of the 
seventeenth.
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order to subvert hierarchical conceptions of historical progress and worth. The very 

techniques and practices of the Renaissance period suggest viable methods of dealing with 

the cruelties of Caribbean history, and the three writers recognise and utilise these 

methods, albeit in very different ways.

At the end of the twentieth century, Caribbean aesthetics had turned away from the 

limiting discourse of rational history; a discourse that saw the history of the Antilles as a 

linear series of tragic events from the holocaustal decimation of the Amerindian 

populations through slavery and indenture to the corruption and petty rivalries of the 

independent postcolonial societies. In the work of numerous writers we find an attempt to 

posit a different way of viewing these events, a way that admits the potential of creativity 

to overcome the degradations of the past. This thesis suggests that for a number of these 

writers the key is to be found in the vestigial traces of the Renaissance conceptions of the 

Caribbean.

Renaissance writers and travellers tended to view history as a narrative, closely 

related to myth. As Raymond Williams has pointed out, “in early English use, history and 

‘story’ ... were both applied to an account either of imaginary events or of events supposed 

to be true.”  ̂ The concept of history as a narrative defines the history of encounter. The 

clear distinction that now exists between ‘history’ and ‘story’ in English is a relatively 

recent development. The existence of terms such as histoire and Geschichte in other 

European languages indicates the wide extent of the originary link between ‘history’ and 

narrative. Use of the term ‘history’ in the Renaissance period was complex. Travellers 

used the term interchangeably with such designations as ‘discovery,’ ‘voyages and travels,’ 

‘voyage,’ ‘declaration,’ ‘discourse,’ ‘news,’ ‘report,’ ‘praise and report,’ ‘chronicle,’ 

‘summary,’ ‘brief and true relation,’ and ‘narration.’ History’s relationship with literature
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was taken for granted. As Ralegh said, “Historians do borrow o f poets, not only much of

their ornament, but somewhat o f their substance.”  ̂ The rediscovery o f classical texts in the

period led to a search for patterns o f correspondences between Renaissance experience and

the experiences described by the Greek and Roman authors, and the development of the

travel narrative led to expectations of the monstrous and mythical. History and progress

were viewed as a series of spirals or gyres that corresponded to the propensities o f human

nature and classical authority. As George Hakewill said in 1627:

There is (it seemes) both in wits and Arts, as in all things besides, a kinde of 
circular progresse. they have their birth, their grov\H;h, their flourishing, their failing, 
and within a while after their resurrection, and reflouishing [sic.] again."*

This mythic view of history offers much to the writer who wants to undermine rigid

categorisations of cultural validity. The writers under analysis in this thesis forge a new

sense of history that links their discourse with that o f the Renaissance traveller. The

distance between history and narrative is collapsed in their work in order to bridge the

chasms caused by linear conceptions o f the historical. The imaginative recasting of the

past undertaken by these writers has shaped Caribbean literature in the twentieth century

and has led to the development o f a truly creative aesthetic.

One o f the most pervasive myths derived from classical antiquity in the

Renaissance period was that of a Golden Age.^ The idea contained within this myth, of

decline through subsequent Silver, Brass and Iron ages, was offset by the belief that the

cyclical nature o f history would lead to eternal recurrence. The Age of Gold would come

again. In the writing o f many Renaissance travellers we see a belief that their discoveries

marked the beginning o f a new Golden Age— a new time of prosperity, harmony and hope.

“ Raymond Williams, Keywords, London: Fontana, 1976, 119-20.
 ̂Wdter Ralegh. History o f  the World, London, 1614, II, xxi, 6.
George Hakewill. An Apologie Or Declaration o f  the Power and Providence o f  God in the World, (1627). 

Quoted in John Racin, Sir Walter Ralegh as Historian: An Analysis q/'The History o f the World, Salzburg: 
Institute fiir Englische Sprache und Literatur, 1974, 55.
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The immense distance between the hope and the reaUty o f hardship, disappointment and 

brutality did not prevent these ideas from being widely disseminated throughout Europe.

V. S. Naipaul seeks to justify his negative analyses o f Caribbean potential by 

returning to the lies and exaggerations o f even the earliest descriptions o f  the New World. 

He sees the lack o f a visible history as proof o f the Caribbean’s inferiority For a writer 

such as Wilson Harris, on the other hand, the visionary discourse of the Renaissance 

traveller provides an enormous source o f potential for the development o f a positive 

aesthetic vision for the future. He taps into the fresh perspective of the Renaissance 

encounter with the Caribbean and transforms the external quest for gold into an internal 

quest for self-discovery. Derek Walcott, too, sees the Renaissance perspective as 

providing a key to reconciliation. He rejects a filial relationship with linear history, in 

favour of a return to the Renaissance concept of history as myth. Walcott agrees with 

virtually all o f Naipaul’s conclusions about the lack o f a visible history in the Caribbean 

but suggests that the lack is inconsequential and that history is present in the landscape,^ 

The gap between reality and expectation or dream, a gap that represents deterministic 

failure for Naipaul, creates an imaginative discursive space for Harris and Walcott.

These writers are by no means the only Caribbean writers who display a concern 

with the legacy o f Renaissance accounts of the New World in their work. Hispanic writers 

such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Alejo Carpentier; Francophone, Edouard Glissant; 

and Anglophone writers like Michael Anthony, Jamaica Kincaid, Fred D’Aguiar, Edgar 

Mittelholzer and George Lamming’, all respond to the encounter with the New World in

 ̂See Harry Levin, The Myth o f the Golden Age in the Renaissance, Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1969.
 ̂Walcott is quoted by Seldon Rodman as saying, “All the criticisms he [Naipaul] makes of Trinidad are true- 

true but irrelevant,” Tongues o f Fallen Angels, New York: New Directions Publishing, 1974, 237.
See Marquez, One Hundred Years o f  Solitude (1967); Carpentier, The Lost Steps (1953), The Harp and the 

Shadow, (1979); Glissant, The Indies (1992), Anthony, Bright Road to El Dorado (1982), Kincaid, “Ovando” 
(1989), D ’Aguiar, “1492” (1992), Mittelholzer, The Kaywana Trilogy (1952), Lamming, Natives o f My 
Person (1972), Water with Berries (1971).
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the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in their writing. The responses range from anger and

lamentation at the destruction of a people and a way of life, through hope for the creation

of a new, heterogeneous culture, to the possibility that the New World is the utopia that the

European writers suggested. This thesis focuses on Naipaul, Harris and Walcott, however,

because of the sustained interest in the relationship between the history of encounter and

the present throughout their writing careers. In these three writers, one can trace the

growth of their ideas regarding the vestigial legacy of Renaissance conceptions of the New

World and a theory of aesthetic development can be posited for each.

Marquez’s One Hundred Years o f Solitude replays the quest for fabulous riches in

the South American landscape He sets the novel in the historical and mythic terrain of El

Dorado. Through magic realism, he destroys the temporal distance between past and

present and shows a people becoming reconciled to their heritage. Carpentier’s The Lost

Steps also plays with the conventions of the El Dorado quest and visions of utopia. The

narrator finds his paradise deep in the jungle after partaking in a quest to find Manoa. The

journey takes him back in time to the medieval perspective of the first Europeans who

encountered the New World but he desires the technological advances of European society

and leaves to replenish his supplies of manuscript paper. Inevitably, this choice cuts off

his chance of returning to the Paradise he had abandoned. In The Harp and the Shadow,

Carpentier examines the discourse of wonder and myth developed by Columbus and

debates his European reception and Caribbean legacy. Columbus is the main character in

the novel and he explains his motivations to the reader:

GOLD. Seeing this marvel, I feh a sort of internal shock. A lust the likes of which 
I had never known rumbled in my gut. ... The gold ... led us on, ., was our guiding 
light, the great compass that directed out travels.*

* Carpentier, The Harp and the Shadow, 84-85.



Glissant’s project in The Indies is an exploration of human fantasy. The title 

itself, with its reference to the Indies (echoing Columbus’s famous geographical mistake) 

and not the Caribbean, situates the poem in the discourse of the mythic quest for Paradise, 

for a Utopian, untouched space, that we know will inevitably degenerate into the realities 

o f slavery and extermination. The imagination and hope involved in the utopian vision 

itself, however, retain positive echoes that allow Glissant to transform the endeavour and 

link Columbus’s hopes with those of the modern writer or dreamer. In “The Conquest”, 

Columbus is depicted in dialogue with a feminine personification of the land and he says:

India I will call you. India from the West: so that I may regain my dream.
So that nothing here should be lost, of this appalled dream! The image is right and
I will keep it.^

Linear time is circumvented and a rational version of history is replaced by a cyclical set of 

echoes and continuities. Glissant allows himself to explore the flawed vision of Columbus 

because the latter sought a new promise and experienced the Caribbean through the lens of 

the mythic, and Glissant reappropriates the horrors of the Caribbean past into a celebration 

of continuities and correspondences. He says:

There is an India that ends when reality brushes its thick fur; land of dream.
She gives way to what comes, suffering or joy, what is multiple upon the clay,
(At the half-way point of races, blending them).
From the dream here described has proceeded a high ground, that must be
described.
Its wealth is to name each ferment and each stalk.
Land bom of itself, rain of the Indies assumed.

Conceptual stasis is anathema to Glissant, and he seeks to avoid allowing his theoretical 

and literary concepts to become fixed. The final prose section, which precedes “The

 ̂Glissant, The Indies, 56. [Inde je te diiai. Inde de I’Ouest: afin que je regagne mon reve./ Afin que rien ici 
ne perdu, de ce songe effare! L’image est bonne, et je la garde.]

Ibid., 87. [II est une Inde qui finit quand le reel brosse son poil ardu; terre du reve. Elle cede a ce qui vient, 
souffrance ou joie, qui est multiple sur I’argile, (A mi-chemin des races, les brassant). Du reve la decrit a 
procede un haut terrain, qu’il faut d^rire, Sa richesse est de nommer chaque ferment et chaque ^ i .  Terre 
nee d’elle-meme, pluie des Indes assumes.]
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Relation” makes explicit the cyclical nature of the mythic vision provided by the history of 

encounter;

What wealth has grown, during this cycle? Who returns? And this one, what does 
he covet in this turn? But perhaps in the end man has the same desire and the same 
ardour, whoever he may be? And regardless of where he comes from, can only 
know that same suffering? What Indies call him? Or, if his dream is already 
merely passionate reason, which ocean nonetheless must rise between it and 
him?—No one can say for sure; but each attempts the new crossing! The sea is 
eternal."

Michael Anthony’s Bright Road to El Dorado, represents the destruction of the

dream and the horrors of European treatment of the Amerindian population. The

protagonist is a young Arawak child who subverts the colonising endeavours of the

Europeans and their quest to find El Dorado. The Spanish commander, Don Ricardo,

totally misreads his attitude, even saying, “he is the only Arawak I can trust.” Ayun, the

boy, tells Raleigh'^ tales of gold and riches in order to whet his appetite and speed his

departure from Trinidad. The tales cause dissent and greed in the ranks of the European

forces. Raleigh remains deluded to the end. He says;

We did not find the bright road this time, but only the labyrinths, and the chasms, 
and the dark, snake-ridden hell. ... He [Ayun] would certainly have led us to the 
Golden City, and if he were here now, our boats would have been borne down by 
gold.'"

Jamaica Kincaid’s “Ovando” is an anticolonial reaction to the presence of the 

conquistador. The violent conquistador, Nicholas de Ovando, is fictionalised and his 

perspective on his actions is questioned. The questioner, despite the difficulties of the 

confrontation, uses the opportunity to assume agency and oppose imperial authority;

“ Ibid., 91. [Quelle richesse a grandi, durant ce cycle? Qui revient? Et celui-la que convoite-t-il a son tour? 
Mais peut-etre enfin rhomme n’a-t-il que meme desir et meme ardeur, n’importe soit-U? Et d’ou qu’il 
vienne, meme souffrance connaissable? Quelles Indes I’appellant? Ou, si son reve n’est deja qu’une 
passionnee raison, quel ocean pourtant s'impose entre elle et lui?— Nul ne peut dire en certitude; mais chacun 
tente la nouvelle traversee! La mer est etemelle.]

Michael Anthony, Bright Road to El Dorado, 14.
This is the spelling used in Anthony’s text.
Michaael, Anthony, Bright Road to El Dorado, 146.
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A charge against Ovando, then, is that he loved himself so that all other selves and 
all other things became nothing to him. I became nothing to Ovando. My relatives 
became nothing to Ovando. Everything that could trace its lineage through me 
became nothing to Ovando. And so it came to be that Ovando loved nothing, lived 
in nothing and died in just that way. I cannot judge Ovando. I have exhausted 
myself laying out before him his transgressions. I am exhausted from shielding 
myself so that his sins do not obsess and so possess me.'^

“Ovando” portrays the death of colonialism as it enters the future, having destroyed

itself*^ Fred D’Aguiar’s poem, “1492,” draws on the importance of text in the legacy of

Columbus. Again, the narrator conjures up the figure from the past in order to question it:

“The current on shingle/was pure whispers I spelled/out, which spelt his name./Step

forward Columbus.” '^ Scenes of violence and sexual exploitation of the Amerindian form

the central challenge to Columbus’s protestations of innocence, and he is clearly depicted

as guilty.

Mittelholzer’s The Kaywana Trilogy begins prior to the arrival of Ralegh in Guiana 

and traces the relationships between Europeans and Amerindians through the centuries. 

The actions and motivations of the characters are cyclical, and ancestry is shown to play an 

enormous role in determining attitude. George Lamming’s Natives o f  My Person recreates 

a sixteenth-century colonising mission and suggests that reconciliation can only take place 

when all members of the Caribbean community are taken into account. The discourse of 

the coloniser breaks down and is replaced by a hybrid polyglot that represents future 

potential for the region. Water with Berries returns to the details of the colonial encounter 

with the Caribbean and highlights the importance of a mythic vision to exorcise the 

atrocities of the past.

Jamaica Kincaid. '‘Ovando,” 83.
In an interview that I conducted with the author at her home (June 1999, Vermont), she told me that 

writing ‘Ovando” had been enormously liberating for her and that she was plarming a longer novel that 
would engage with the historical legacy of the conquistador.

Fred D ’Aguiar, “1492”, 48.
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The Caribbean is in a unique position regarding history and few societies 

demonstrate as marked a concern with the past. It is a society created by historical events 

and forces that originated in geographically distant locations. Writers in the area are 

forced to confront historical legacies in their work because these legacies still have such an 

enormous impact upon the present. However, the Caribbean simultaneously possesses 

almost no concrete historical monuments, artefacts or edifices. The historiography and 

literature of the region must confront the judgements of commentators such as J. A. 

Froude, who concluded that, “There are no people there, in the true sense of the word, with 

a character and purpose of their own.”^̂  V. S. Naipaul’s work, especially The Loss o f El 

Dorado (1969), seeks to confirm this conclusion, but the other imaginative interpretations 

of the past that are examined in this thesis undermine the analyses of rational 

historiographers by celebrating the presence of the historical in the landscape and the 

culture of the Caribbean people, rather than lamenting the lack of concrete historical 

monuments.

Despite the richness and variety of literary responses to the history of encounter in 

the Caribbean, the critical attention that has been devoted to the subject is slight. A 

number of critics have treated the general subject of the relationship between history and 

literary production in the Caribbean, but few have observed the split between Renaissance 

and Enlightenment historiography and have noticed the special link between twentieth 

century Caribbean cultural production and the legacy of the initial European impressions of 

the New World. Barbara Webb’s History and Myth in Caribbean Fiction (1992) 

concentrates on Harris’, Carpentier’s and Glissant’s imaginative reinterpretations of linear 

history. Renu Juneja’s Caribbean Transactions: West Indian Culture in Literature (1996) 

has some interesting points about the uses of linear history in Naipaul’s and Walcott’s

James Anthony Froude. The English in the West Indies, 306.
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work, but the reliance upon myth is not drawn out. Nana Wilson-Tagoe’s Historical 

Thought and Literary Representation in West Indian Literature (1998) contains chapters 

on Mittelholzer, Naipaul, Lamming, Harris, Walcott, Brathwaite and West Indian women, 

but again her focus is on history as a general discourse from the sixteenth century through 

to the twentieth, rather than on the specific legacy of Renaissance perception. Louis 

James’, Caribbean Literature in English (1999), discusses the legacy of historical events 

such as slavery in the writing of the contemporary Caribbean, but does not attempt to 

address the legacy of earlier historical events. Hena Maes-Jelinek’s article, “The Myth of 

El Dorado in the Caribbean Novel,” treats the area in some detail, but this article was 

published in 1971 and there is a need to address the more recent literary reconceptions of 

the Renaissance encounter that have been written.

This thesis, then, considers the relationship between twentieth-century Caribbean 

writing and Renaissance thought and historiography. It examines the position of the three 

writers in order to highlight both the points of convergence in their approaches and the 

individuality of each aesthetic vision. The link between the history of encounter and myth 

is examined in the first two chapters, which concentrate on the surviving textual materials 

from the voyages of Christopher Columbus and Walter Ralegh. The enquiry then turns to 

an analysis of V. S. Naipaul’s The Loss o f El Dorado and A Way in the World, Wilson 

Harris’s Palace o f the Peacock, Ascent to Omai and Jonestown, and Derek Walcott’s 

Drums and Colours, Another Life and Omeros. The approaches of the three writers are 

highly individual, despite the common historical background that they are reacting to, and 

in each case the literary vision is amply supported by comments in their critical writing 

that shall also be examined in the course of the thesis. The legacy of Renaissance accounts 

of voyages of discovery touches on the reality of cultural production in the modem 

Antilles.
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Chapter One: Visions of Paradise:

Christopher Columbus’s Importance in the Antilles.

The first Conquistador
Ripped fi'om the western sea the riotous wealth 
And squalor of the fiature centuries 
And showed, in his myopic prescience,
The shape of our modem world.

Foster Provost, Columbus, Dream and Act: A Tragic Suite, 3.^

In this chapter, the figure of Christopher Columbus will be examined in three ways. Initially 

the examination will centre on those aspects of contemporary life that shaped Columbus’s 

expectations prior to his first voyage. The books that Columbus owned and annotated 

contain important evidence for piecing together an image of his expectations and 

motivations. Works by Pierre d’Ailly, Marco Polo and Sir John Mandeville formed the 

basis for Columbus’s belief in the possibility of sailing west in order to reach the luxurious 

east, and it is necessary to trace those images and ideas that resonated with Columbus, and 

which he repeated in his own accounts, in order to see how he situated his writings within 

the conventions of the travel writing with which he and his audience were familiar. The 

political and religious climate in Europe that caused the explosion of interest in exploration 

will be briefly outlined, along with changes in cartographic representation that reflect a shift 

of perspective on the part of a large number of Europe’s scholars, if not the general 

populace.

The examination will then move onto the surviving source material fi'om Columbus’s 

voyages. While the Bartolome de las Casas transcript of the logbook of the first voyage and 

Fernando Columbus’s account will form the centre of this section of the enquiry, other 

sources will also be examined, either to verify details or to present a change of perspective.
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The Santa Fe Capitidaciones and the Book o f Privileges aid an understanding of the policy 

decisions that Fernando and IsabeP established with regard to the colonies. They help to 

trace the motivations of those who chose to take the risk and to give Columbus backing for 

his first voyage, despite abundant proof of his gross miscalculations of distance. A 

particularly interesting comparison may be made between Columbus’ s own inability to fully 

grasp the extent of his discoveries and the changing policies of Fernando and Isabel as they 

began to accept the existence of a totally new continent with the potential to yield its 

wealth, resources and the souls of its people to the will of the people of Spain and the 

Catholic Church. The accounts of those who travelled with Columbus, or who wrote about 

his voyages with first hand knowledge of the place and people, like Dr. Chanca and Oviedo, 

can give a clearer impression of the cultural expectations which the people of his time had. 

The central concern of this section is an examination of the motivations of Columbus and 

the Spanish monarchs and the cultural context of those motivations. The power of textual 

inscription, and the crucial role which writing about a place had in gaining power and 

authority over that place are central to the inquiry.^ Misrepresentation, either wilfijl or 

otherwise, strengthened the imposition of European culture on that of the Caribbean by 

denying the complexity and vitality of the existing indigenous cultures and calling for 

stringent controls over the fate of the Amerindians. The complex history of Columbus’s 

logbook’s survival, which will be outlined later, calls into question its validity as an accurate 

historical document, but this ambiguity does not lessen its powerful influence upon

' Foster Provost, Columbus, Dream and Act: A Tragic Suite, Providence: John Carter Brown Library, 1986, 
3.
 ̂For the sake of consistency, 1 will use the Castilian form of the King’s and Queen’s names rather than the 

more conventional mixture of Italian (Isabella) and truncated Latinisation (Ferdinand). The use of the 
Castilian forms is becoming more popular, e.g. Bedini, 1991.
 ̂Tz\'etan Todorov’s The Conquest o f  America contains a useful discussion of the link between writing 

about a place and controlling its fate, and this enquiry owes much to Todorov’s groundbreaking ideas on 
this relationship.
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contemporary European perception, and perhaps makes the present task of examining it as a 

cultural document that displays the preoccupations and prejudices of its writer and 

commentators all the more valid.

The influence of Columbus upon the Europe o f his time shall be traced. The rapid 

dissemination of information about his first voyage was unprecedented, and, indeed, was 

only made possible because o f the recent developments in printing techniques. Columbus’s 

influence upon Europeans’ world-view may be seen by examining the developments that 

occurred in cartography in the decades following his return. The inclusion of the newly 

discovered continent on maps of the world began very early with such images as de 

Torres’s world map, and the cuhural classification that formed the major preoccupation of 

cartography at this time was vital in shaping perception in the Renaissance world.

The depictions of the new continent in the literature o f the time will also be 

examined briefly The rise of the utopia as a genre has its roots in Columbus’s descriptions 

o f a paradisiacal place where the people live fi'eely without possessions and enjoy the 

effortless satisfaction of all their earthly desires. It is no coincidence that both More and 

Bacon situate their descriptions o f an ideal world in the newly discovered continent. The 

influence o f accounts of America upon Shakespeare’s writing shall also be noted.

The myth o f the cannibal shall be examined in some detail in order to highlight the 

enduring potency o f the ideas that Columbus presented to a European audience for the first 

time. Recent scholarship has demonstrated the lack o f supporting evidence for the myth of 

the anthropophagic savages in the Caribbean.^ Europeans resorted to various conscious and

The position of cartography in controlling perception may be demonstrated by the fact that Martin 
Waldseemuller’s map of the world and globe of 1507 used the Latinised version of Amerigo Vespucci’s 
name to designate the new lands. This designation was taken up in 1538 by Gerardus Mercator, and thus 
the choices of cartographers established the tradition which has rankled Columbus’s supporters ever since.
* See Kirkpatrick Sale, The Conquest o f America, London: Macmillan, 1990. See also Marcel Trudel, The 
Beginnings o f  New France, Toronto; McClelland and Stuart, 1973, Robert A. Myers “Island Carib
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subconscious strategies, to describe, contain, and classify the peoples they encountered in 

the New World. Among the most common of these, particularly during the early years of 

exploration, was the habit of characterising Amerindians as though they were inhabitants of 

the Earthly Paradise or the Golden Age. However, as schemes of conquest, conversion, 

and material exploitation began to dominate the minds of European adventurers, such 

idealisations began to give way to less flattering parallels. The division of the Amerindians 

into the two categories of ‘good’ (generally Tainos or Arawaks) and ‘bad’ (man-eating 

Caribs) allowed the Europeans to justify extreme brutality in order to rid the ‘uninhabited’ 

virgin shores of the inconvenient number of people making it their habitat. Incredibly, these 

dualistic images still have potency today, and the figures of the noble savage and the evil 

cannibal have been immortalised in literature, particularly in Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe and 

all the ‘Robinsonades’ which followed in its wake of popularity.

Finally, the examination prepares an understanding of the lasting legacy of 

Columbus’s accounts. Contemporary European ideas about the Caribbean and America 

continue to be shaped by the myths that Columbus articulated for the first time. The ideas 

that are particularly prevalent in the discourse of tourism about the Caribbean islands as a 

carefi'ee place, filled with virginal nature and compliant natives, belie the extent of the 

environmental and social havoc which were wreaked upon the islands in the wake of 

Columbus’s journeys. Unlike later historical discourses, the Renaissance view of history did 

not develop along linear, hierarchical lines. Instead, history was viewed as cyclical, and 

examples of echoes and continuities with a golden past find their way into much 

Renaissance travel writing. This essential difference between the way that history was used

Cannibalism.” New West Indies Guide, Utrecht, 58, 1984, W. Arens, The Man-Eating Myth, Oxford;
Oxford UP, 1979, 21, 54. Celestin, Roger, From Cannibals to Radicals, Minnesota; Univ. o f Minnesota 
Press, 1996.
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in the Renaissance period and its later utilisation in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

is at the centre o f my enquiry. Renaissance history o f  encounter offers much to the 

twentieth-century Caribbean writer interested in the exploration o f  an interstitial writing 

process.

I

The ghost o f  Christopher Columbus continues to haunt the many peoples o f  the so-called 

‘New World’, which he encountered in the year 1492. This ghost manifests itself in many 

ways: in the numerous towns, colleges, parks and monuments bearing his name^; in the 

myths which have filtered their way into the consciousness o f the American people via their 

school text books^; and, most importantly for this enquiry, in the many novels, short stories, 

poems, plays and treatments o f Columbus by writers bom and bred in the islands and 

mainland which he is credited with discovering. Even in the field o f  postcolonial studies, an 

area proud o f its mistrust o f historical metanarratives, a number o f  writers and scholars have 

credited Columbus with single-handedly revolutionising Europe, dragging it away fi'om 

medievalism and into modernity. His position as successor to a long tradition o f  maritime

 ̂ The name by which we know the Genoese seaman was not one which he himself ever used. It is the 
Anglicised version of the Latin translation. Columbus himself preferred using the designation Christoforo 
or ChristofFenis (Christ-bearing) to emphasise his sense of divine mission in bringing Christianity to the 
‘savages’ he found. Columbus himself also used the names Colon, Colom, Colombo, and finally settled 
upon the mysterious signature Xpo Ferens which has caused so much controversy. His more commonly 
accepted name will be used throughout this enquiry, with an awareness that he was never known by this 
appellation by his contemporaries.
’ Among these myths are the famous stories that all of Europe apart from Columbus believed that the world 
was flat (the educated public were fiilly aware of the earth’s spherical nature and the first cartographic globe 
had already been produced); that Queen Isabel pawned her jewels to pay for the first expedition (the 
townsfolk of Palos had to fiind most of the first voyage as punishment in a dispute over fishing rights); that 
the crew of the first voyage was made up of criminals and gangsters (most of them were ordinary Palos 
sailors, with only one individual released from gaol following a murder conviction); and that Columbus died 
in penury, an under-appreciated genius amid the scepticism of a Spanish people grown fat on his endeavour 
(Columbus actually died a very wealthy man with a constant and huge income from the Caribbean colonies, 
and his reputation was diminished because of his own ineptitude regarding the government of Espanola).
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exploration and geographical enquiry is ignored, and the date 1492 stands as the clear 

beginning of the process of European expansion that has shaped the world as we know it* 

The term ‘discovery’ cannot be used without an awareness o f recent debates, 

including the writings o f Edmundo O’Gorman in 1961, about its meaning in the time of 

Columbus.^ The verb ‘to discover’ may mean uncovering something, in this case land, that 

was ‘hidden’ but known to exist, or it may mean finding, by good fortune or intuition, lands 

never known before. Columbus persisted in referring to his discoveries under the first 

category as an attempt to find a new route to the Orient. In his letter to the Catholic King 

Fernando, around October 18, 1498, he lists the areas that have come under the Spanish 

crown as a result of his voyages, among which he included a large portion “of terra-firma, 

well known to the ancients and not unknown, as the envious and ignorant would have it,” ”̂ 

O’Gorman reserves the word ‘invent’ for the person who first conceives that what has been 

discovered is of a new order of reality and is outside the scope of any expected discoveries. 

He credits Amerigo Vespucci with the first fiall understanding o f the accomplishments of 

Europe in arriving at a totally new continent, and thus, controversially, with the 

accomplishment itself

The focus on the Renaissance voyagers, Columbus and Walter Ralegh, prepares for 

a later examination o f the various means and efforts used by Caribbean writers in order to 

deal with the legacy of their endeavours and ideas. The importance of Columbus as a 

celebrated world figure was amply demonstrated in 1992, on the occasion of the 500th

* Among the frequent examples of this t>pe of sweeping historicism is the work of Bill Ashcroft et al.. The 
Empire Writes Back. Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures, London; Routledge, 1989.
® See Edmundo O’Gorman, The Invention o f America: An Inquiry into the Historical Nature o f  the New 
World and the Meaning o f  its History, Bloomington; Indiana UP, 1961.

Raccolta di documenti, pt. I, II, 46-48. Quoted and translated in Edmundo O’Gorman, The Invention o f  
America, Bloomington; Indiana UP, 1961, 99-100.
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anniversary o f his first encounter with the people o f the New World.*' Scholarly and public 

interest in the Columbus legacy reached new heights and a spate of publications and 

conferences ensued. As a result of this worldwide interest and activity, it is now possible to 

produce a fialler picture of Columbus’s achievements and failings than ever before. The 

popular figure immortalised in Washington Irving’s biography was examined with a more 

critical eye, and the picture which emerges is less conclusive, but undoubtedly more 

accurate than the earlier idealisations.'^ Columbus’s textual inscriptions of the New World 

came to replace the unwritten reality of the geographical place, and this fact has led 

twentieth-century writers to react against or explore his presumptions. The legacy of 

Columbus has been an enduring one, one that has altered dramatically fi'om century to 

century, and the strength of his image shows no signs o f abating.

II

The Age of Discovery, a term used to describe the short period in which the world-view of 

the educated European was changed beyond all recognition due to the flood of information 

received fi’om maritime exploration, did not represent a decisive break with the past.'^ The 

motivations of many of the leading figures o f the age continued to reflect medieval 

preoccupations, such as the anti-Muslim crusade carried on by Isabel, and Prince Henry the

' ’ The Columbian Quincentenary elicited a range of institutional, individual, and collective responses. 
There were symposia, exhibitions, publications, debates, demonstrations, the multi-million dollar 
construction of a lighthouse, even an automobile rally. For a good survey of recent literature on the subject 
of Columbus, see James Axtell, Beyond 1492 New York: Oxford UP, 1992 and J.H. Elliott “The 
Rediscovery of America.” The New York Review o f  Books, June 24, 1993.

Irving, Washington, A History o f  the Life and Voyages o f  Christopher Columbus, 4 Vols. 1828. Irving 
utilised the newly discovered Navarrette manuscripts (a work on Columbus’s life by one of his 
contemporaries) to create a romantic hero for the nineteenth century.

For the purposes of this examination, the Age of Discovery is considered as the period between 1486, the 
date of Bartolomeu Dias’s voyage to round the Cape o f Good Hope and 1522, the date when the sailors on 
the Magellan expedition returned. After this period, the motivation of the navigators changed from the 
discovery of new lands to the settlement and exploitation of the discovered lands with the notable exception 
of the continuing search for the Great Southern Continent.
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Navigator’s search for the mythic Christian figure of Prester John. Columbus himself was 

attempting to reach the rich lands of Cathay and Cipangu described in travel narratives such 

as Marco Polo’s text. Even when new lands were reached, the initial reaction of the 

travellers was usually to try to incorporate them within the body of information known to 

them from biblical, medieval and classical texts. Early explorers in the Americas imagined 

themselves to have been transported to a biblical Eden, or encountering the figures and 

places of medieval romance and classical mythology. However, alongside the textual legacy 

of the past, the Europeans of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries displayed a new spirit of 

curiosity, an ability to adapt and improve upon existing maritime technology, much of it 

assimilated from Asia, and to resolve major problems of navigation and ship construction 

through persistent experimentation.

Among the travel accounts that influenced Columbus greatly was the book entitled 

The Travels o f Sir John Mandeville that first began to circulate in Europe between 1356 

and 1366.''* Petrus de Corneno published an Italian translation in 1480 at Milan, and five 

independent Latin translations have been recorded prior to Columbus’s departure. The fact 

that the text was available in the languages he used does not, of course, certify his 

familiarity with it, so here we must be content with the assurances of his son, Fernando, and 

his near-contemporary biographer, Andreas Bemaldez, that he was familiar with 

Mandeville’s work and saw it as providing his own conclusions, especially about the 

location of the islands he had reached, with a textual precedent and giving them validity. 

Bernaldez and Fernando were sure that Columbus was familiar with Mandeville’s text and 

that the information he provided had guided his judgement. A copy of The Book o f Sir

Cecil Jane, Select Documents, London: The Hakluyt Society, 1930, 130-31, puts forward a strong case for 
Columbus’s familiarity with the text. and. quoting Andreas Bemaldez, suggests that the information Sir 
John provided had. on occasion, actually guided the Admiral’s judgement, particularly on the second
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John Mandeville is listed in the Registrum of Fernando’s own library/^ Bemaldez was

personally familiar with Columbus and claimed that the latter had left him certain papers

concerning his second voyage. In the section of his Historia de los Reyes Catolicos where

he describes the second voyage, Bemaldez states that;

Of it [Catayo] is read, as John Mandeville says and others who have seen it, that it is 
the richest province in the world and the most abounding in gold and silver, in all 
metals and silks. But the people are all idolaters and subtle; they are necromancers 
and are learned in all arts and noble, and of them many marvels are written, as the 
noble English knight, John Mandeville, relates, who went there are saw and lived 
with the Grand Khan for some while. Any one who wishes to know the truth of this 
may read in his book in the eighty-fifth and eighty-seventh and eighty-eighth 
chapters, and there he will see that the city of Catayo is very noble and rich, and that 
its district has the name of the city.

Bern^dez’s faith in the account of Mandeville is made apparent in this passage where he

directs doubting readers to The Travels as a textual authority or precedent for Columbus’s

account. He clearly accepted Columbus’s view of the geographical location of his

discoveries and conflates Columbus’s islanders with those described by Mandeville as living

oflF the coast of Cathay, The link between Columbus’s observations and those of

Mandeville, that Bemaldez traces here, is made more explicit in the following section where

he claims that Columbus decisively acted because of information gleaned from Mandeville’s

text:

the admiral wished to go to the south and to leave these islands on the right 
hand, but remembering that he had read that all the sea is so entirely filled with 
islands, and that John Mandeville says that in the Indies there are more than five 
thousand islands, he resolved to go forward, and to follow and not to lose sight of 
the mainland of Juana and to see certainly whether it was an island or no.^^

voyage. See also Valerie J. Flint, The Imaginative Landscape o f  Christopher Columbus, Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1992.

For more on this see Andres Bernaldez, Memorias del reinado de los Reyes Catdlicos, ed. M. Gdmez 
Moreno and J. de Mata Carriazo, Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 1962, 270, 307, 315, 319. See also 
Neil J. S. Renni. Fact and Fiction in the Literature o f  Travel, Real and Imaginary, with Particular 
Reference to the South Seas. Ph.D. thesis. University of London, 1986.

Andres Bemaldez. Memorias del reiando de los Reyes Catdlicos, 116.
Ibid., 130.
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Bemaldez has traced key decisions on the exploratory route taken by Columbus on this 

momentous and keenly observed second voyage to information given by Mandeville.

Apart from Columbus, Mandeville influenced people as diverse as Leonardo da 

Vinci, who included a copy of his Travels in the inventory of his books, and Frobisher who 

took a copy of Mandeville with him on his attempt on the Northwest Passage for its 

information on China. The number of surviving manuscript and early print versions of the 

Travels attests to its popularity in the late medieval and early Renaissance periods. 

Mandeville’s account was widely believed and the text has survived in over 250 manuscripts 

in Latin, French, English, German, Danish, Czech, Dutch, Spanish and Irish. The scepticism 

with which the text was regarded in later periods cannot alter the fact that Mandeville was 

read as an authority and that his descriptions of strange peoples and customs influenced the 

ways in which his readership regarded the world outside Europe, and especially the 

collection of islands he locates off the coast of China.

The fact that the Mandeville author has been shown to have collated most of his 

information from other travellers such as Vincent of Beauvais, Odoric of Pordenone, 

Haiton, Boldensele and John de Plano Carpini should not impinge upon a reading of his 

influence and legacy in the accounts of Columbus and Ralegh. His account was the means 

by which the information presented by these other travellers reached its widest audience. 

Whether he did travel or whether he collated all of his information at one of the best 

monastic or university libraries in Europe is an issue that need not affect a reading of his 

importance as a literary authority. At a certain stage, Mandeville was so widely believed 

that his account was liable to be presented as a voice of truth in comparison to the account
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of Marco Polo—‘II Milione.’'* European interest in the wealth, spices and exotic goods of 

the Orient had been stimulated by the crusades between 1095 and 1250, and the accounts of 

Marco Polo and Mandeville found an eager reading public that had already developed a 

taste for the spices, rich brocades, dyes, silks and other goods that were trickling through 

the expensive trade routes from east to west.

Mandeville’s reputation did not remain unsullied, however. Hakluyt, the great 

English compiler of voyage accounts, whose first edition (1598) was specifically gathered to 

provide a reliable fiand of information for his contemporaries planning commercial exploits 

in the Orient, reflected a general trend when he left Mandeville’s account out of the second 

edition of his Principall Navigations. Mandeville’s dependence upon earlier accounts of 

the East provoked one critic in to claiming that his longest journey was to the nearest 

library. His sources have been studiously traced and, as well as the general influence of 

Pliny, Aethicus, Solinus, and Herodotus, these have been found to include Albert of Aix’s 

Historia Hierosolomitanae Expeditionis, Jacopo de Voraigne’s The Golden Legend, 

William of Boldensele’s Itinerarius, Jacques de Vitry’s Historia Hierosolomitana, Haiton 

of Armenia’s Fleurs des Histors d ’Orient, William of Tripoli’s De Statu Saracenorum, 

Odoric of Pordenone’s Itinerarius, Caesarius of Heisterbach’s Dialogus Miraculorum, the 

Alexander Romances, including Alexander’s letter to Aristotle and Vincent of Beauvais’s 

Specidum Historiale and Speculum Naturale, including extracts fi"om John de Plano 

Carpini, Pliny and Solinus.

Marco Polo gained his nickname, meaning “The Millions”, because of his excessive use of superlatives in 
describing the wonders of the Orient. His friends urged him to retract his claims on his deathbed but Polo 
insisted that all was as he described.

This list of sources is based on the list compiled by Moseley in the introduction to The Travels o f  Sir John 
Mandeville, Trans, and introd. C. W. R. D. Moseley, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1983, 14. This text will 
hereafter be referred to as Travels.
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The long line of sources contributed to the discrediting of the text’s veracity, despite 

the accepted medieval practice of reliance on auctoritas—reworking older sources—but the 

main reason for its fall from grace was the fact that the flood of information about the New 

World and the Orient that was reaching Europe contradicted its tales of monsters and 

marvels. However, at the period when Columbus and his contemporaries would have been 

familiar with the text, prior to the reception of more accurate information concerning 

foreign places, such traveller’s tales as those collected by Mandeville were more readily 

accepted. The Travels was used as a source in such seminal texts as the Nuremberg 

Chronicle (1493), and Munster’s Cosmographia (1544), chiefly for its tempting information 

on the luxury of the Orient and the wealth of its rulers. As a result of this dissemination the 

text gained authority and credence. It was used as a source in the Catalan Atlas of 1375, 

made by Abraham Cresques for Peter III of Aragon, whose fascination with reports of the 

East and particularly of Prester John led to the creation of a priceless cartographical 

collection that incorporated the most up-to-date geographical knowledge. The Travels 

again seems to have been used in the Andrea Bianco map of 1434, and the ‘Behaim’ globe 

made in Nuremberg in 1492—the earliest to have survived—quotes Mandeville 

reverentially. It is important to remember that these maps represent the picture of the world 

that the explorers took with them and they were used as supporting evidence in the search 

for financial backing.

The popular conception of the presence of the monstrous, so important in 

Mandeville’s text, in the alternate hemisphere was long established. The belief in the torrid 

zone, an area so hot that the sea boiled and sailors could not survive, was only dismissed in 

the late 1400s, as Portuguese explorers such as Femao Gomes in 1469-75, Bartolomeu Dias 

in 1487-88 and Vasco da Gama in 1497-99 began the exploration of the west coast of
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Africa. The fact that, when America was encountered, there was a reluctance to admit that 

its inhabitants could be human and an constant expectation that monsters would emerge 

demonstrates the degree to which the expectation of monstrosity and perversity had been 

entertained. When this proved to be untrue, many Europeans set about creating monsters 

from the people who were encountered and depicted the Amerindian as depraved or less 

than human. As Robin Blackburn has made clear, the frightening thing about the 

encountered people was their similarity to the European explorers, not their differences. 

The ‘naked savages’ reflected many of the travellers’ unspoken desires for freedom and 

sexual liberation, and the mirror had to be distorted in order to preserve the Europeans’ 

sense of superiority: a sense based on their perception of themselves as having a superior 

culture, more control over their basic instincts, and a divinely inspired mission to convert, 

enslave, or destroy the people they met.

The falsehoods presented in Mandeville’s Travels may be seen as justifiable in terms 

of literary conventions about the description of travel that go back to an earlier period and 

present a different concept of reality and truth. The blend of fact and fantasy in 

Mandeville’s text invokes a real geographical location (although its centre is the quasi- 

mythical Holy Land), a believable narrator (who may never have travelled and whose 

identity has never been conclusively pinpointed), and real, useable information (though 

collated, for the most part, from the accounts of other travellers).

The first ten chapters of the Travels purport to be a guide for an intended pilgrim to 

the Holy Land:

L John Mandeville ... [shall] of these lands and isles ... speak ,.. and specially for 
those who desire and intend to visit the holy city of Jerusalem and the holy places

Blackburn, Robin, The Making o f  New World Slavery: From the Baroque to the Modern, 1492-1800, 
London: Verso, 1997, 12-13.
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that are thereabouts; and shall tell of the way that they should go thither, for I have 
many times travelled and ridden over it in goodly company of lords.

The book’s anti-Semitism guaranteed it an eager reception in the climate of the late fifteenth

century, as did its confirmation of European hopes o f a possible Christian ally, Prester John,

beyond the lands o f the infidel. Coupled with its exotic, luxurious imagery and engaging

style these factors ensured immense popularity.

The expectations aroused by Mandeville and other medieval travel writers led the

first discoverers to see the New World not objectively but in preconceived, inaccurate

terms. As is well known, Columbus seems, fi’om surviving letters, to have died believing

that he had found islands off Mandeville’s Cathay.^^ As late as his fourth voyage, he claims

that Mago (Macaca in Cuba), borders on Cathay.^ Even after America was universally

accepted as a new continent, the legends o f monstrosity and fabulous wealth were still

operative, merely being transferred to the unknown interior or the next fi-ontier. When the

Amerindian myth of the regenerative land of Bimini reached the ears of the first Spanish

settlers, they grafted onto it the tale o f Mandeville’s Well of Youth, from which Mandeville

claimed to have drunk, and Ponce de Leon led two major expeditions, in 1513 and 1521, to

look for it. The result was the finding of Florida. Mandeville’s tempting description

follows:

At the foot o f this mountain [beside the city o f Polumbum] is a noble and beautifiil 
well, whose water has a sweet taste and smell, as if  of different kinds o f spices. 
Each hour o f the day the water changes its smell and taste. And whoever drinks 
three times o f that well on an empty stomach will be healed of whatever malady he 
has. And therefore those who live near that well drink of it very often, and so they 
are never ill, but always seem young. I, John Mandeville, saw this well, and drank 
of it three times, and so did all my companions. Ever since that time I have felt the

Mandeville, John, Travels, 44-45.
^  However, as will be examined later, on his third voyage he admits for the first time the possibility that he 
is skirting a huge unknown continent.

See "Letter written by Christopher Columbus. Viceroy and Admiral of tlie Indies, to the Most Christian 
and Mighty King and Queen of Spain, Our Sovereigns”, J. M. Cohen, ed.. The Four Voyages o f Christopher 
Columbus, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1969. 294. This text will hereafter be referred to as Four Voyages.
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better and healthier, and I think I shall do until such time as God in his grace causes 
me to pass out of this mortal life. Some men call that well the fons iuuentutis, that 
is the Well of Youth; for he who drinks of it seems always young. They say this 
water comes from the Earthly Paradise, it is so full of goodness.

The later sections of the Travels that describe Mandeville’s journey eastwards from

India, via the kingdom of the Great Khan, to the islands of the Indian Ocean and the edge of

the Terrestrial Paradise had a profound influence upon Columbus and subsequent voyagers.

Europe’s widespread cultural assumptions about immense Oriental wealth in metals, jewels

and spices, and the existence of monstrous customs and creatures are abundantly supported

by Mandeville, The kingdom of Lamory (Sumatra) is described in terms that are strikingly

similar to those Columbus will later use in describing the islands of the Caribbean. The

combination of utopian equality and monstrous cannibalism echoes in the Manichean

binarism of colonial textual justifications:

For all things are common, as I said, com and other goods too, nothing is locked up, 
and every man is as rich as another. But they have an evil custom among them, for 
they will eat human flesh more gladly than any other. Nevertheless the land is 
abundant enough in meat and fish and com, and also gold and silver and other 
goods. Merchants bring children there to sell, and the people of the country buy 
them. Those that are plump they eat, those that are not plump they feed up and 
fatten, and then they kill and eat them. And they say it is the best and sweetest flesh 
in the world.

The Great Khan’s court is filled with golden tables laden with golden peacocks that can 

strut and flap their wings, and golden vines hung with grapes made of priceless gems.^  ̂ On 

the various islands, every form of monstrous behaviour and strange creature can be found, 

from the afore-mentioned cannibals, through cyclops, dog-heads, acephali, hermaphrodites 

and sciapods.

Mandeville, Travels, 123. 
Ibid., 127.
Ibid., 143.
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The most important elements for Columbus in Mandeville’s text were his matter-of-

fact endorsement of Columbus’s belief that it was possible to reach the East by sailing west;

his description of Prester John’s wealth, power and potential as a Christian ally; and his

description of Paradise. The possibility of circumnavigation is given enormous weight in

Mandeville’s text. He indisputably depicts the world as round and maintains that a sailor

with enough skill, luck and divine aid could sail around the world and return to his home

country. Most commentators now dismiss the idea that Columbus was the first to prove to

a disbelieving Europe that the world was not flat. Columbus himself indicates the extent of

knowledge about the world’s true shape, saying “I have always read that the world of land

and sea is spherical. All authorities and the recorded experiments of Ptolemy and the rest

... have constantly drawn and confirmed this p i c t u r e . E d u c a t e d  individuals were well

aware of the calculations and reckonings of Ptolemy, Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle and

Euxodus, and writers like Mandeville clearly planted the image of a globule world in the

readers’ imaginations:

And you must understand that in this land [Lamory], and many other thereabouts, 
the star called Polus Articus, [Pole Star], cannot be seen; it never moves, and by it 
seamen are guided. It is not seen in the south. But there is another star which is 
called Antarctic, which is exactly opposite the first star; and seamen steer by that 
star there as here they do by the Pole Star. Just as their star cannot be seen here, so 
our star cannot be seen there. It can be seen fi'om this that the world is quite round; 
for the parts of the firmament which can be seen in one country cannot be seen in 
another. It can be proved thus. If a man had adequate shipping and good company, 
and had moreover his health, and wanted to go and see the world, he could traverse 
the whole world, above and below.

This passage lends weight and credibility to Columbus’s project. Mandeville couches his

argument in rational, scientific terms, with reference to the tools of navigation and the

expanding field of maritime exploration. His ideas are designed to appeal to a mercantile

“Narrative of the Third Voyage of Christopher Columbus to the Indies in which he Discovered the 
Mainland, Dispatched to the Sovereigns from the Island of Hispaniola,” Four Voyages, 209.
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audience and one that is aware o f the trade implications o f a circumnavigable globe. 

However, Mandeville never suggests the possibility o f travelling west to reach the east— an 

obvious extension of his logic. He refers on a number o f occasions to travellers returning 

home by continuing their eastward movement, but Columbus seems to have relied on other 

sources for his specific ideas about reaching the wealth o f the Orient by travelling west. 

Mandeville strengthened the image of the world as round and manageable in passages like 

the following:

So I say truly that a man could go all round the world, above and below, and return 
to his own country, provided he had his health, good company, and a ship, as I said 
above. And all along the way he would find men, lands, islands, cities and towns, 
such as there are in these countries. For you know well that those men who live 
right under the Antarctic Pole are foot against foot to those who live right below the 
Arctic Pole, just as we and those who live at our Antipodes are foot against foot. It 
is like that in all parts. Each part o f the earth and sea has its opposite, which always 
balances it. And understand that to my way o f thinking the land of Prester John, 
Emperor o f India, is exactly below us.^^

The world is depicted as densely populated and therefore readily suited to the needs of

medieval travellers, with their demands for supplies, trading infrastructures, luxury goods

such as silks and spices and novelties, Mandeville has drawn mirror images between the

Arctic and the Antarctic and the natural extension o f this logic leads to an expectation of

reflections between the parts o f the world that are “foot against foot.” He suggests here

that Prester John’s wealthy, Christian kingdom is exactly opposite Western Europe and in

so doing he flatters his readership. Prester John’s kingdom is described as being the most

desirable and one of the wealthiest on earth, rivalled only by the court of the Great Caan,

and its Christianity is one of its most appealing features to a medieval audience caught up in

the threat of Moorish invasion and the rhetoric of the Crusades.

^  Mandeville, Travels, 127-128. 
Ibid., 129.
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Mandeville does not leave his discussion of the circumnavigation of the globe there.

He backs up his own ideas by reporting incidents that he heard from others in his childhood.

In the tradition of medieval literature he allows multiple auctoritas to convince his

readership of the truth of his claims;

I have often thought of a story I have heard, when I was young, of a worthy man of 
our country, who went once upon a time to see the world. He passed India and 
many isles beyond India, where there are more than 5,000 isles, and travelled so far 
by land and sea, girdling the globe, that he found an isle where he heard his own 
language being spoken. For he heard one who was driving a plough team say such 
words to them as he had heard men say to oxen in his own land when they were 
working at the plough. He marvelled greatly, for he did not understand how this 
could be. But I conjecture that he had travelled so far over land and sea, 
circumnavigating the earth, that he had come to his own borders; if he had gone a bit 
further, he would have come to his own district..^*'

Here, Mandeville supports his claim that it is possible to travel around the world and he

again emphasises the convenience of the large number of islands, or places to gather fresh

supplies. He does not turn away from the issue at this stage, however, but uses a clever

rhetorical strategy to gain further support for his ideas. In the continuation of the passage

he claims that the traveller turned away from his homeland and went through the entire

journey in reverse, encountering great hardship on the way, and that he only became aware

of his mistake when he reached the same place from the opposite direction. Mandeville

berates his foolishness and persuades his readership to condemn the ignorance of “simple

men” who ignore the evidence before their eyes. His conjecture is given extra credibility

because the reader fears being aligned with the stupidity of the traveller who expended such

unnecessary effort:

But after he heard that marvel, he could not get transport any further, so he turned 
back the way he had come; so he had a long journey! Afterwards it happened that 
he went to Norway, and a gale blew him off course to an island. And when he was 
there he knew it was the island he had been in before and heard his own language, as 
the beasts were being driven. That could well be, even if men of limited

Ibid.,  129 .
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understanding do not believe that men can travel on the underside of the globe 
without falling off into the firmament. For just as it seems to us that those men 
there are under us, so it seems to them that we are under them.^'

Mandeville’s educated readers, it is implied, do understand that it is possible to travel under

the world without falling off. The possibility of circumnavigation does not make it easy,

and Mandeville certainly does not recommend the attempt, saying “ ...even though it is

possible for a man to travel all over the globe, nevertheless only one in a thousand, perhaps,

would travel a route round the earth that would bring him back to the country he started

from. For there are so many routes, and countries, where a man can go wrong, except by

special grace of God,”^̂  It was necessary that there should be some major developments in

the tools and skills of navigation before the journey could be attempted, and even then

Columbus feh that he had been ordained with God’s grace to undertake the journey. This

feeling that Columbus expressed of being God’s messenger strengthened as the years went

by, until he began to view himself as ‘Christo-foro’, the Christ-bearer bringing the word of

God (and the diseases o f Europe) to the defenceless ‘Indians’ o f the New World— a world

that he always hoped was the old world as described by Mandeville. Even on his first

voyage Columbus described his project as being a missionary endeavour:

I had given your Royal Highnesses [information] concerning the lands o f India and a 
prince who is called the Great Khan—which means in Spanish ‘King of Kings’— and 
of his and his ancestors’ fi'equent and vain applications to Rome for men learned in 
the holy faith who should instruct them in it, your Highnesses decided to send me, 
Christopher Columbus, to see these parts of India and the princes and peoples of 
those lands and consider the best means for their conversion.

Columbus clearly felt that he was on a divine mission and he interpreted the weather

conditions on his first voyage as divinely controlled. In the Digest, Las Casas quotes

Columbus as saying on the 23"* of September that “I was in great need of these high seas

Ibid.,  129- 3 0 .

130.
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because nothing like this had occurred since the time of the Jews when the Egyptians came

out against Moses who was leading them out of captivity. The multiple islands that

Mandeville described as situated off the coast o f India also appealed to Columbus’s

imagination, and he cited tales of Canaiy Islanders seeing these islands in certain weather

conditions only a few days sail away.^^ It is unlikely that Columbus used Mandeville’s ideas

as direct supporting evidence in his long battle to gain financial backing for his venture,

preferring the words o f his respected contemporary, Toscanelli, who also endorsed his ideas

about sailing west, but undoubtedly the assertions o f Mandeville were well enough known

to have aided his claims.

The description o f Prester John given by Mandeville would have struck a chord with

many in that fundamentalist late-fifteenth century society whose ambition it was to wipe out

all forms of religion apart from Christianity, and to wrest control of the lucrative gold and

spice trade from the hands of the Moslems.^* The fall o f Constantinople to the Turks in

1453 rocked Christian Europe to the core, and one of Columbus’s stated objectives in

undertaking the western journey was to provide a link to a sympathetic Christian ally.

Mandeville fuelled these hopes by saying:

This Emperor Prester John is a Christian, and so is the greater part of his land, even 
if they do not have all the articles of his faith as clearly as we do. Nevertheless they 
believe in God as Father, Son, and Holy Ghost; they are a very devout people, 
faithflil to each other, and there is neither fraud nor guile among them.^’

“Digest of Columbus’s Log-Book on his First Voyage made by Bartolome de las Casas,”in Four Voyages, 
37.

Ibid., 45.
Ibid., 40.
The earliest report of this mytliical figure occurred in 1145, shortly after the Turks regained the city of 

Edessa from the crusaders. A Frankish bishop of Gabala, near Antioch, returned to Europe and told the 
Pope that Prester (or Presbyter) John, a Christian ruler descended from the Magi, might be called upon to 
help the hard-pressed crusaders. The bishops’ report found its way into the chronicle of Otto o f Freising 
and thereby attained wide circulation. For fiirther information, see William D. Phillips and Carla Rahn 
Phillips, The Worlds o f  Christopher Columbus, Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1992. 41.

Mandeville, Travels, 168.
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Mandeville goes on to consolidate his audience’s interest in Prester John by describing a

river full of “precious stones, without a drop of water” *̂ and a palace filled with riches,

where people eat off emerald and gold tables, where the steps are made o f precious stone

bordered with gold and where even the frame o f the emperor’s bed is made o f sapphire and

gold.^^ This would prove to be an enticing lure for a continent that had recently lost one of

its richest outposts and trading routes.

Mandeville is extremely interested in the Terrestrial Paradise, which he locates at the

absolute end o f the east: “And in the east o f that place the earth begins.”'*” Logically, this

will be the region that Columbus will first encounter when he travels west to the islands

surrounding Cipangu. As can be seen fi'om the following quotation, Mandeville’s

description o f the Terrestrial Paradise lends much to Columbus’s wild theory, formulated on

his third voyage, that the world is spherical in all places except at paradise, where it rises

like the stalk of a pear or a woman’s nipple.

The Earthly Paradise, so men say, is the highest land on earth; it is so high it touches 
the sphere of the moon. For it is so high that Noah’s flood could not touch it, 
though it covered all the rest o f the earth."*'

The four massive rivers that Mandeville describes as welling from a spring in Paradise, the

Ganges, the Nile, the Tigris and the Euphrates, only served to authenticate Columbus’s

viewpoint as he observed the intermingling o f huge amounts of fresh and salt water near

Trinidad. O f course, he was experiencing the flow of the Amazon, another mighty river, but

not one known to his culture.

Many striking similarities can be drawn between the shoreline o f what is now known

as the Gulf o f Mexico, and the coast o f the China described by Mandeville and Marco Polo,

Ibid., 169
Ibid., 170.

^°Ibid., 183.

Ibid,  184.
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and depicted upon Columbus’s maps. Marco Polo had reported not only the civilised, 

technologically advanced, populous, and wealthy kingdoms like China and Japan, but also 

islands such as “Necuveran” in which “they have no king or chief, but live like beasts. And 

I tell you they go all naked, both men and women, and do not use the slightest covering of 

any kind. They are idolaters.”'*̂ Columbus’s expectations relied to a huge extent upon 

medieval mental geography and he interpreted the evidence he saw in order to support his 

convictions. What Columbus saw in the Caribbean was in fact a myth constructed from his 

reading of Sir John Mandeville, Marco Polo and other medieval travellers; a world in which 

he saw the Amerindians as vassals of the Great Khan; a land where exotic eastern spices 

grew; and a climate whose balminess, combined with fresh waters and peace-loving 

inhabitants, indicated the proximity of the Earthly Paradise.'*^

Marco Polo’s account, written in collaboration with the romance writer Rustichello 

of Pisa, after the two had spent a period in prison together, also had a wide readership in 

fifteenth-century E u r o p e . T h i s  text differs from the Mandeville account primarily through 

having its authenticity verified rather than undermined as the reports about foreign lands 

filtered into Renaissance Europe.

Polo was not greatly influenced by those preoccupations that concerned most 

medieval geographers, being much more concerned with aspects o f trade and mercantilism, 

and apart from references to the four rivers o f Paradise'*^ he would not have added much to

Marco Polo, The Travels o f  Marco Polo., trans. and introd. Ronald Latham, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 
1958, 306. Hereafter referred to as Polo, The Travels.

For a further discussion of Columbus’s expectations and their influence upon his impressions, see L. 
Olschki. “What Columbus saw on Landing in the West Indies,” Proceedings o f  the American Philosophical 
Society, 1941, 633-59.

In 1298, according to the Prologue (33), Polo spent a period o f time in the jail at Genoa. Giambattista 
Ramusio, in the preface to his printed edition of Polo’s book (dated 1553) says he was captured at the battle 
of Curzola (6 September, 1298) but this may be conjecture. One of his fellow prisoners was Rustichello of 
Pisa, who had at one time enjoyed the patronage of Prince Edward of England, later Edward I.

Polo, The Travels, 35, 50n.
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the fantastic ideas which Columbus gleaned from Mandeville’s elaborate fiction. The

occasional fables of this sort in which Polo indulges—men with tails''^ and dogs’ faces/’ the

Male and Female islands/* the Valley of Diamonds'*^ and the rukh^“— are always described

at a remove, as reports that others gave to him. The most influential aspect of his work

with regard to Columbus is the assertion of incredible wealth and prosperity to be found in

China, Japan and the surrounding islands.

In Columbus’s copy of the Travels of Polo, the following keywords are underlined.

pearls, precious stones, brocades, ivory, pepper, nuts, nutmeg, cloves and an abundance of

other spices. Spices equalled wealth and were an important object of trade in the medieval

and renaissance periods. They were non-perishable, light, easy to transport and promised

rich returns. The use of spices, as well as adding flavour and a preservative quality to a

dish, was an overt extravagance that identified the householder as wealthy and successful.

Spices were kept in locked chests and the mistress of the household often held the only key.

Columbus hoped to open up an easy, non-taxable route between the spice producers and the

western European market, and his markings in the Polo text confirm this motivation.

Polo’s Travels supported some of Columbus’s other major theories; such as the

echoes of the Golden Age in the living conditions of the island-peoples. At one stage Polo

describes the lack of knowledge of warfare among the inhabitants of Quinsay:

The natives of Kinsai are men of peace, through being so cosseted and pampered by 
their kings, who were of the same temper. They have no skill in handling arms and 
do not keep any in their houses. There is prevalent among them a dislike and 
distaste for strife or any sort of disagreement. ... They love one another so 
devotedly that a whole district might seem, fi-om the fiiendly and neighbourly spirit 
that rules among men and women, to be a single household. This affection is not

Ibid., 256 . 
Ibid., 258 . 

^  Ibid., 295-6 
Ibid., 273 . 
Ibid., 300 .
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accompanied by any jealousy or suspicion of their wives, for whom they have the 
utmost respect.^'

This explains the care with which Columbus reports the peacefulness of the inhabitants of 

Cuba and all the peoples he encountered, as he mentally travelled through the places 

described by Polo.

Many of the most striking echoes of literary sources in Columbus’s supposed

eyewitness descriptions become apparent when he speaks of amazing customs, and of

monsters. In his letter to the Spanish sovereigns upon his return from the first voyage, he

speaks of the province of Avan in Cuba, where the people have tails. This echoes an entry

in Polo’s Travels in which he speaks of the tailed inhabitants of the kingdom of Lambri:

I give you my word that in this kingdom there are men who have tails fully a palm in 
length. They are not at all hairy. ... Their tails are as thick as a dog’s. There are also 
many unicorns.

Columbus echoes this by saying that “One of these provinces is called Avan and there the 

people are bom with tails.””

Columbus is simultaneously willing to entertain reports of dog-headed men and 

islands where men and women live separately; such reports finding their origins in the words 

of Polo, and willing to depict himself as the empirical observer, denying the existence of the 

marvellous. In the same letter he attempts to sound a rational note when describing the 

inhabitants of HQspaniola by saying “I have not found the human monsters which many 

people expected. On the contrary, the whole population is very well made.” "̂* Columbus 

treads a fine line between on the one hand acknowledging the reports of his predecessors, 

relying on their authority to verify his own narrative, and on the other avoiding accusations

Ibid., 219.
Ibid., 256.
“Letter of Columbus to Various Persons describing the results of his First Voyage and Written on the 

Return Journey,” Four Voyages, 119,
^ U b id . , \ l \ .  '
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of falsehood by stressing the normality of the encountered islands and their similarities to 

Europe.

The native prisoners taken captive by Columbus showed fear at the thought of 

landing on Bohio, and Columbus understood them to say that it was the home of the 

Caniba, Caribs, or Cannibales—dog-faced people with one eye who ate human flesh. 

References to dog-headed people are made in Mandeville’s Travels and Polo had described 

the inhabitants of Andaman as having “heads like dogs, and teeth and eyes like dogs; for I 

assure you that the whole aspect of their faces is that of big mastiffs.

The letter that Columbus wrote to Luis de Sant^gel^^ gives prominence to 

mirabilia, especially those that echo the reversed world order described in Mandeville’s and 

Polo’s more outlandish passages: women doing men’s work, men with hair like women’s, 

cannibals, tailed men and Amazons. The edition of this so-called “Letter to Luis de 

Santangel” that exists in the Archive of Simancas is not in Columbus’s own hand. Scholars 

now suggest that it is a version doctored by royal officials with a view to suppressing the 

possibility of a foreigner following Columbus’s route and to bolstering the reputation of the 

Spanish crown. The first edition of the letter, in the original Castilian, was published in 

Barcelona at the beginning of April 1493, some two weeks before Columbus himself arrived 

there. An Aragonese cleric, Leander del Cosco, translated it into Latin, and before the end

Polo, Travels., 258.
Written on return from his first voyage, this letter seems to have been quickly prepared for printing as a 

Spanish propaganda piece. Until quite recently, the only versions of the announcement known to have 
survived were the almost identical texts addressed to Sant^gel and S^chez. Within a few months of 
Columbus’s retiuTi, these had been published in various editions throughout Europe. The letter of February 
14, referred to in the Diario, was apparently lost at sea. The letters of March 4, to Joao II of Portugal and to 
Isabel and Fernando also disappeared and were lost until 1989, when Antonio Rumeu de Armas published 
an undated and unsigned copy of the March 4 letter, based on a mid-sixteenth century manuscript of 
uncertain origin. For the background on this copy, see Rumeu, ed. El Libro Copiador de Cristobal Coldn, 2 
vols., Madrid: Turner, 1989,1; 19-20. Rumeu considers the manuscript to be an authentic sixteenth century 
transcription, perhaps two or three copies removed from the original. For another evaluation of the 
authenticitv' of the Librio Copiador, see P.E. Taviani, Relaiione e Lettere sul Secundo, Terzo, e Quarto
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of the year three editions had been printed in Barcelona, three in Paris, and other editions in

Antwerp and Basel.”  Giuliano Dati’s verse paraphrase of the letter, Lettera delle isole

nouvamente trovate, was published in the same year in Rome by E. Silber and S. Plannck

and also in Florence in an illustrated edition by J. Besicken and S. Mayr.^*

Echoing the religious and secular legends that formed the consciousness of his

contemporaries and the basis for many of the descriptions of the medieval travel writers,

Columbus presented the islands as a combination of the Terrestrial Paradise and a rich area

ripe for exploitation. The inhabitants were described as gentle people, who had no skills

with weapons and who were ripe for conversion. The fiercer native tribes, easily

distinguishable by their long hair, would have to be conquered and could then be sold for

profit. Columbus did not disappoint his audience’s expectation of strange, semi-human

creatures. He describes in both the Santangel letter and the letter to the Monarchs the

island of Matinino that supposedly contained an Amazonian society, where women warriors

with copper breastplates lived alone without the regular company of men:

These men have relations with the women of Matinino [Martinique], where there are 
no men and which is the first island you come to on the way from Spain to the 
Indies, These women do not follow feminine occupations but use cane bows and 
arrows like those of the men and arm and protect themselves with plates of copper, 
of which they have much.^^

The legend is associated with the classical female warriors. Columbus had shown an

interest in this legend for some time, drawing attention to references to the Amazons in the

Viaggio, Rome, 1992 ,1: 163-82. The matter of the printing and dissemination of this letter will be further 
examined in Section V that deals with Columbus’s own writings.

In Barcelona the edition published by P. Posa was supplemented by a Catalan edition, while in Rome S. 
Plaimck and E. Silbert published three editions between them. In Antwerp the publisher was T. Martens 
and in Basel an illustrated edition was published by J. Wolff. The Parisian publisher, G. Marchant, 
produced three editions, two of them illustrated.

See Giuliano Dati. The History o f  the Discovery o f  the New Indian Islands o f  the Canaries, Trans, and 
introd. Theodore J. Cachey, Jr., Chicago: Newberry Library, 1989. Dati was prolific in the production of 
popular pamphlet literature for public recitation. His poem demonstrates the extent of popular interest in 
news of exotic encounters.

“Letter of Columbus to Various Persons,” Four Voyages., 121-22.
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margins of his copy of the Historia Rerum Uhique Gestarum of Pope Pius 11.  ̂ It is also

linked with the passage in Marco Polo about the two islands of Masculina and Feminea:

I assure you that in this island the men do not live with their wives or with any other 
women; but all the women live on the other island, which is called Female Island. 
You must know that the men of Male Island go over to Female Island and stay there 
for three months, that is March, April and May. For these three months the men 
stay in the other island with their wives and take their pleasure with them. After this 
they return to their own island and get on with their business.^'

Mandeville, too, mentions the land of Amazonia, or Feminea, locating it beside the land of

Chaldea, in the Middle East. He was fascinated by the legend of the Amazon women and

he devotes a considerable amount of attention to them:

Next to Chaldea is the land of Amazoun, which we call the Maiden Land or the 
Land of Women; no man lives there, only women. This is not because, as some say, 
no man can live there, but because the women will not allow men to rule the 
kingdom. . . . they will never let a man live with them more than seven days, nor will 
they allow a boy child to be brought up among them.^^

Mandeville goes on to describe their customs and society. This section of the narrative

displays a fascination with the notion of an independent, warlike race of women who chose

the manner of their mating and reward the skills normally associated with masculinity;

. . . when they want to have the company of man, they go to that side of their 
country where their lovers live, stay with them eight or nine days and then go home 
again. If any of them bears a child and it is a son, they keep it until it can speak and 
walk and eat by itself and then they send it to the father—or they kill it. If they have 
a girl child, they cut off one of her breasts and cauterize it; in the case of a woman of 
great estate, the left one, so that she can carry her shield better, and, in one of low 
degree, they cut off the right, so that it will not hinder them shooting—for they 
know very well the skill of archery. There is always a queen to rule that land, and 
they all obey her. This queen is always chosen by election, for they choose the 
woman who is the best fighter. These women are noble and wise warriors; and 
therefore kings of neighbouring realms hire them to help them in their wars. This 
land of the Amazons is an island, surrounded by water, except at two points where

See J. Perez de Tudela Buesco, Mirabilis in Altis, Madrid, 1983, for a study of the extent o f Columbus’s 
involvement with the legend. Buesco suggests that the search for the island was a motivating force behind 
Columbus’s decision to make the first voyage.

Polo, Travels, 295.
Mandeville, Travels., 116-17.
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there are two ways in. Beyond the water live their lovers to whom they go when it 
pleases them to have bodily pleasure with them.^^

Through the utopian reports of writers like Mandeville, the image of the Amazon women

became associated with freedom, elected governance, bravery and independence. These

island-dwellers are in charge of their own fate, but they do not reject all association with the

company of men. Along with Columbus’s accounts, Hernando’s “Life of the Admiral” also

mentions reports of Amazon women and discusses their mating habits:

He [a Carib India] pointed eastwards, signifying that . . . the island of Matinino was 
entirely populated by women, on whom the Caribs descended at certain seasons of 
the year; and if these women bore sons they were entrusted to the fathers to bring

64up.

Perhaps the most notorious mirabilus that Columbus absorbs from Mandeville and

Polo is the tale of the location of the Terrestrial Paradise. Of the two, Mandeville gives

more credence to the idea of being able to travel to a physical space that is Paradise. Polo’s

description is of a deceptive garden, masquerading as Paradise, designed by an evil Sheikh

to make men do his bidding. However, he does mention the rivers that flow from Paradise

on occasion, and this casual acceptance of its existence, as if it is a universally

acknowledged phenomenon, probably had at least as much effect upon Columbus and his

audience as Mandeville’s lengthy description. On his third voyage, Columbus came to

believe that he was skirting this Terrestrial Paradise. An abundance of fresh water

suggested the flow of the river Ganges out of Paradise:

I believe that the earthly Paradise lies here, which no one can enter except by God’s 
leave. . . . If this river does not flow out of the earthly Paradise, the marvel is still 
greater. For I do not believe that there is so great and deep a river anywhere in the 
world.

Ibid., 117.
“The Life of the Admiral by His Son, Hernando Colon, Chaps. 27-42,” Four Voyages, 98. 
“Narrative of the Third Voyage of Christopher Columbus to the Indies ...” Four Voyages, 221-22.
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It is at this stage that Columbus touches on another possibility for the presence of such a

strong freshwater current and reveals a glimpse of the enormity of his achievement before

resettling into his preconceived notions about the place he has encountered:

I would say that if this river does not spring from the earthly Paradise it comes from 
a vast land lying to the south, of which we have hitherto had no reports. But I am 
firmly convinced that the earthly Paradise truly lies here, and I rely on the authorities 
and arguments that I have cited.

Columbus makes clear his reliance upon written authority to back up his ideas and

conclusions in this passage. He could not admit the possibility of a hitherto unexplored

region and eschewed the position of discoverer for that of validator of old truths.

The other source for many of Columbus’s preconceptions about world geography

and the commodities one could expect to find in foreign countries is Pierre d’Ailly’s Imago

Mundi, written in 1410 and first printed about 1480. Columbus carefully read and

annotated this text, repeating in the margins what seemed to be the key points made by the

French Cardinal; Sea and land combine to form a spherical body; Between the end of Spain

and the beginning of India lies a narrow sea that can be sailed in just a few days; Six parts of

the earth are habitable, and only the seventh is covered with water. Again, as with Marco

Polo’s book, the treasures and potential sources of trade are underlined or repeated: the

crystals and precious stones; the river that carries gold dust, elephants and precious stones;

spices; goldmines and worked gold. The incunabulum that Columbus used is held in the

Biblioteca Colombina in Seville, Spain.®̂  Examination of this copy of Imago Mundi reveals

that Chapter 8, entitled “De quantitate terrae habitabilis,” is heavily annotated, This chapter

discusses the relatively short width of the western ocean and thus obviously supports the

intentions of one determined to cross the space. Authorities including Aristotle, Seneca and

Ibid.,  224 .
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Pliny are cited in support of the conclusion that the ocean does not cover an immense three

quarters of the earth’s surface, as some had conjectured, but is much smaller. ‘Conclusive’

proof is supplied by a passage from the Apocrypha, where it is written that six-sevenths of

the world is dry and that only one-seventh is covered by water.®*

According to a personal note written in his copy of Imago Mundi, Columbus

navigated by the calculations of the tenth-century Arabian astronomer Alfraganus. In terms

of the Europeans’ system, Alfraganus’s calculations lead to an underestimation of the length

of an equatorial degree by just over three m i l e s . T h i s  led Columbus to estimate a journey

of approximately 2,500 miles from the Canaries, his most westerly provision and water

source, to the Orient. In two letters written to Fernando and Isabel, one from Espanola in

1498 and the other from Dominica in 1503, Columbus asserted that his voyages had

confirmed d’Ailly’s cosmography and the calculations of Alfraganus. In the 1503 letter

describing his fourth voyage, Columbus proclaimed;

The world is small and six parts of it are land, the seventh part being entirely 
covered by water. Experience has already shown this and I have already written in 
other letters with illustrations drawn from Holy Scripture concerning the site of the 
earthly Paradise accepted by Holy Church. I say that the world is not as great as is 
commonly believed and that the degree on the Equator is 56^ miles, which may be 
exactly proved.’”

The other important aspect of d’Ailly’s work that shaped and influenced Columbus’s 

perception of his own destiny was d’Ailly’s assertion, in Chapter X of his Elucidano 

astronomice concordie cum theologica et hystoria, following Augustine, that the world 

would last for just seven thousand years. The time that had elapsed between the creation of

For the Latin text of chapter 8 of Imago Mundi and Columbus’s annotations on it, see Buron, Imago 
Mundi de Pierre d ’Ailly, 1: 206-15.
® See 2 Esd. 6; 42.

According to the European system, Alfraganus’s figure was 56^  ̂land miles per equatorial degree, but the 
correct figure is 60 land miles. However, as most astronomers realised, Alfraganus was using Arabian 
nautical miles, a fact which contributed to the rejection of Columbus’s plans by the Council of Salamanca.
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Adam and the coming of Christ was five thousand, three hundred and forty three years and 

three hundred and eight days, leaving less than 200 years until the end of the world. 

Columbus strongly believed those Christian assertions that claimed that the entire world 

would have been converted to Christianity before its end, and so saw his own role as 

crucial. According to him, he was to provide the means of allowing Christianity to spread 

throughout the entire globe. He gathered together the psalms and prophecies related to the 

conversion of the heathen in his Book o f Prophecies that provided the main focus in the 

latter years of his life. These included Psalm 18: 43-44, “Thou dost establish me as the head 

of the nations; Peoples that I have not known serve me; As soon as they hear of me they 

submit to me”; and Psalm 22: 27-28: “All the ends of the earth will remember and turn unto 

the Lord; and the clans of the nations will worship before him. For the kingdom belongs to 

the Lord; and he rules over the nations.” The numerous other excerpts along the same lines 

that were compiled in the Book o f Prophecies demonstrate Columbus’s concern with this 

idea.’*

Columbus saw his role as preordained. He was to be the Christoferens or ‘Christ- 

bearer’ bringing the news of Christianity to the heathen in preparation for the end of the 

world. This millenarian feeling was by no means uncommon in his time, but Columbus’s 

lifelong commitment to what he viewed as his ordained task was unusually single-minded. 

In the prefatory letter to the Book o f Prophecies, addressed to Fernando and Isabel, 

Columbus says:

I spent six years here at your royal court, disputing the case with so many people of 
great authority, learned in all the arts. And finally they concluded that it was all in 
vain, and they lost interest. In spite of that it [the voyage to the ‘Indies’] later came

“Letter Written by Christopher Columbus. Viceroy and Admiral of the Indies, to the Most Christian and 
Mighty King and Queen of Spain, our Sovereigns,” Four Voyages, 289.
” On the final conquest and conversion of the heathen, see Pss. 18: 43-44, 22: 27-28, 46; 10, 57: 9-11, 67; 
3-4, 72; 10-11, 86; 8-10, 96; 1, 106: 47, 115; 1-6.
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to pass as Jesus Christ our Saviour had predicted and as he had previously 
announced through the mouths o f His holy prophets^

The text of d’Ailly provided Columbus with the religious framework within which to place

his colonising enterprise and led to this conception of his mission as preordained.

Juan de la Cosa, who made what is generally considered to be the earliest map of the

New World in 1500-05, depicted and supported Columbus’s vision of himself as the Christ-

bearer.^^ In this image, la Cosa includes the emerging coastline o f the New World, traced

with accuracy in a few places. The interior is as yet unknown and is depicted as a marshy

landmass on which stands a figure—Columbus—bearing the Christ child on his shoulders.

The figure is an obvious adaptation of the popular image of St. Christopher carrying Christ

across the river; only here we have Christoferens, the destined bearer of Christ to the shores

of the savage New World.

In the Book o f Prophecies, Columbus, in a fi'enzied outpouring, makes the claim that

he is the awaited Messiah of the Last Days. Before the end of the world, which he

anticipates as occurring in 1656, two biblical conditions must be fulfilled. All peoples must

be offered the possibility of conversion to Christianity; and Jerusalem, which had been in the

hands of Islam for over three centuries, must be restored to the Christian Church. Within

this spiritual Iramework Columbus asserts that his discovery of ‘Asia’ and the hitherto

unknown islanders has fulfilled the first condition. This achievement is the miracle through

which the second condition can be fulfilled. Columbus posits that with the aid of the gold

De Collis, Raccolta di Documenti e Studi Pubblicati della R. Commissione Colombiana, part 1, Vol. 2, 
Scritti di Colombo. Rome, 1894, 80. My italics.

The map is in the Museo Naval. Madrid. Juan de la Cosa was the owner of the Santa Maria and second- 
in-command on Columbus’s first voyage, but there may have been more than one Juan de la Cosa. A Juan 
de la Cosa. well-known mapmaker, accompanied Columbus on his second voyage and subsequently sailed 
with Amerigo Vespucci. For a further discussion of the figure, see Taviani, Christophe Colomb, 294-6,
302. For a more detailed discussion of the map itself see G.E. Nimn, The Mappemonde o f  Juan de la Cosa, 
Jenkintown, Penn., 1934),
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from the Indies, a man from Spain, (perhaps even Columbus himself?) will launch a crusade 

that will bring about the Christian re-conquest o f the Holy Land.

As has been demonstrated by such commentators as Tzvetan Todorov, Peter Hulme 

and Stephen Grreenblatt, the discourses that purported to relay the actualities of the Orient 

reveal more o f the collective fantasies of Europe than the cultures of any o f the people they 

claimed to describe. Those images that found enduring popularity in the European cultural 

imagination told o f wealth, sexual freedom and a lack of toil. These wealthy, sensual lands 

must have seemed like Paradise to a European culture still reeling from the devastation 

caused by the Black Death and periodic famine, without recourse to the miraculous New 

World crops—potatoes and corn.^‘‘ Columbus’s obsessive marginal notations in the 

geographical accounts he owned point to his desires and the desires of his financial 

supporters. The medieval accounts he had read led him to believe that as well as gold, 

spices, and other valuable objects of trade, he could expect to reach a place where sexual 

permissiveness went hand-in-hand with a life of comfort, lack o f toil and personal liberty.

Ill

The climate of change and technological development that swept Europe in the 1500s 

culminated in the discoveries o f the mariners o f the Iberian Peninsula. A growing desire for 

overseas expansion and trade, and a desire to avoid the cumulative taxes on the established 

land routes, along with advances in shipbuilding engendered by Asian example, encouraged 

the quest for new areas o f trade and for untapped sources o f precious metals and other 

commodities. Dozens of voyages figured in this rush to explore, but the most famous and 

influential were Bartolomeu Dias’s rounding of Africa’s southern cape in 1488, Columbus’s

Castile endured at least four serious general famines of which we have record in the fifteenth century.
See Kirkpatrick Sale, The Conquest o f Paradise, 33-36, for a discussion of the devastation caused by famine 
and disease in fiHeenth-centun,' Europe.
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first voyage to the Caribbean in 1492, Vasco da Gama’s arrival in India in 1498, and the 

first circumnavigation of the globe in 1519-22 by Femao Magalhaes (Magellan)

The great Italian merchant cities of Venice, Genoa and Pisa had been involved in 

overseas commercial expansion since the eleventh century, and had combined trade with the 

movement of the Crusades.’® It is unsurprising that this tradition and acceptance of foreign 

exploration resulted in a large number of Italians undertaking voyages in the service of 

other, less fi’agmented, countries such as Spain or England/’ John Cabot, who found a 

Northwest Passage to America in 1497, in the service of the English crown, was also 

Italian, although Hakluyt and Purchas gave him the status of an honorary Englishman.

As has been clearly demonstrated by Felipe Fernandez-Armesto in a number of his 

works, but particularly in his introduction to The European Opportunity (1995), one of the 

main advantages available to European sailors in their conquest of America was their 

geographical location on the edge of the Atlantic. In the age of sail, maritime planning 

depended upon access to favourable prevailing winds and currents. Navigators from other 

areas, like the Indian Ocean and the Pacific would not have found conditions particularly 

favourable for long-range navigation outside the zone of the monsoons, despite the 

superiority of their shipbuilding skills. The circular wind systems of the Atlantic provided 

potential links with the Pacific and Indian Oceans as well as routes between the Old and 

New Worlds.

Magellan himself died in the Phillipines before the completion of this voyage, but tellingly the 
achievement is still generally attributed to him, rather than to the nameless sailors and crew who were 
actually the first people to complete a circumnavigation of the globe.

For an overview see Brian I^illan, A History of Early Renaissance Italy, London: Allen Lane, 1973, 98- 
104, 223-226. On Genoese expansion, the earlier research of Roberto Lopez is still usefiil, Storia delle 
Colonie Genovesi rel Meditterraneo, Bologna, 1938.

Italy was made up of many principalities at this stage and did not reflect the general rise in singular 
nationalism tliat was finding force throughout Europe.
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In the early stages, European expansion depended less on advances in technology 

than might have been expected. Although a huge amount of commentary has been devoted 

to the problem of how and when navigation by means of astronomical instruments 

developed,’* in the initial phase celestial navigation sufficed. It was important, however, not 

only to find routes but also to record them accurately so that they could be repeated and 

lastingly exploited, and the successes of European explorers were matched by enormous 

developments in cartography.’^

The European worldview in the late fifteenth century fluctuated between fantastic 

conjecture and scientific observation. Older T-in-0 maps illustrate a medieval global 

conception laid out into three continents by a T within a circle, but also record real and 

imagined countries. This type of map, with its deliberate placing of Jerusalem, the religious 

epicentre, at the centre of the world, was contradicted by the new maps intended to aid sea 

and land travellers. The most popular geographical work printed in the fifteenth century 

was Ptolemy’s Geography or Cosmography^ a work that clearly depicted the world as 

spherical. Originally compiled by Claudius Ptolemy, an Alexandrian mathematician and 

geographer, in the second century A.D., the Cosmographia was translated fi'om Greek into 

Latin in Florence in about 1410. The Ptolemaic worldview was often supported and 

explicated in copies of the work with maps such as those illustrating the edition of the 

Cosmographia issued by Lienhart Holle o f Ulm in Germany in 1482. These maps show the 

Old World extending 180 degrees longitudinally, but in actuality it covers only 105 degrees.

For example, see D.W. Waters. “Science and the Techniques of Navigation in the Renaissance” in C.S. 
Singleton, ed., Art, Science and History in the Renaissance, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1967,

See. T. Campbell. “Portolan Charts from the Late Thirteenth Century to 1500” in J.B. Harley and D. 
Woodward, eds.. The History o f Cartography, I: Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient and Medieval Europe 
and the Mediterranean, Chicago; Univ. of Chicago Press, 1987, 371-93.
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This false elongation, which greatly shortened the unknown portion of the earth, was to 

influence navigators such as Columbus for many years.*®

The importance of the production of a new kind of map, the globe, cannot be 

overestimated. Ideologically, the existence of a spherical world map meant that the peruser 

could mentally conceive voyages and colonizing missions. As John Elliott wrote in Circa 

1492'. “A globe encompassed became a globe reduced,” and “a globe held in one’s hand is a 

globe controlled.”*̂  In 1492, Martin Behaim, a cosmographer working in Nuremberg, 

presented his globe of the earth, the Erdapfel, to the public. This is today the oldest 

surviving globe of the earth and it reflects the mainstream cartographical thinking of 

Columbus’s time: there is nothing between Europe and Asia except Cipangu and assorted 

islands. The distance from the Canaries to Cipangu is less than 3000 miles.

Cartography has always been an accessory to, and product of, geographical writing. 

Technical imprecision precluded maps from the capability of standing alone, and early maps 

typically served as visual illustrations of the verbal descriptions of the world contained in 

books like d’Ailly’s Imago Mundi and Ptolemy’s Cosmographia. With the rise of 

Christianity and its dogmatic controls that privileged the authority of Sacred Scripture over 

empirical observation, European cartography became largely devoted to the visual 

interpretation and illustration of the spiritual geography defined by Christian Scripture. Real 

discoveries touched the medieval mappae mundi very little; paradoxically, it seems as 

though the greater the advances in geographical certainty, the more zealous the mapmakers 

were to preserve spiritual control. The distinguishing feature of the medieval world map

See Fem^dez-Armesto, Felipe, “Atlantic Exploration Before Columbus: The Evidence of Maps” in The 
European Opportunity, Aldershot: Variorum, 1995, 278-300. Also see H. Yule Oldham, “The Importance 
of Medieval Manuscript Maps in the Study of the History of Geographic Discovery,” Report o f  the VI 
International Geographical Congress, London, 1895, 703-6.

John Elliott, Circa 1492, New Haven, Yale UP, 1991, 647.
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was its adherence to scripture, and to its mission to interpret and support the cause of 

Christianity.*^

Later cartographic control was appropriated by monarchies that sought to present 

their territories in a propagandist way as tightly controlled and ordered as the Christian 

productions had been. The knowledge contained in maps was carefully manipulated in 

order to uphold the reputation and power o f the state sponsoring their production. Maps 

from the Renaissance onwards offer transparent opportunities to explore the changing 

perspective on the relationship between the rise of nationalism and the expansion of 

cartography.*^ Cartography can be seen as a form o f political discourse concerned with the 

acquisition and maintenance of power, and the development o f a sense o f nationalism. 

One of the most effective demonstrations of this deliberate control over information is 

intentional falsification, where mapmakers leave out, or transform, important details. These 

maps come to represent socially and culturally constructed perspectives on the world. The 

inevitable selectivity of the mapmaker and financier, and the links between physical space 

and the project of colonisation gave cartography an active role in legitimising the new 

power-systems that were being imposed in the wake of Columbus’s voyages.

By the sixteenth century, censorship of various kinds became a common aspect of 

European cultural control as the emergent colonisers struggled for self-justification and

For further discussion, see NebeiLzalil, Kenneth, Maps o f the Bible Lands: Images o f Terra Sancta 
through Two Millennia, London: Times Books, 1986, 70-133.

For an indication of the importance of this theme see James R. Akerman and David Buisseret, Monarchs, 
Ministers and Maps: A Cartographic Exhibit at the Newberry Library, Chicago; Newberry Library, 1985. 
Also J.B. Harley, “Silences and Secrets: the Hidden Agenda of Cartography in Early Modem Europe” in 
Scientific Aspects o f  European Expansion, 161-80. For an analysis of this theme in a specific postcolonial 
context see Simon Ryan. “Inscribing the Emptiness: Cartography, Exploration and the Construction of 
Australia” in De-Scribing Empire: Post-colonialism and Textuality, eds. Chris Tiffin and Alan Lawson. 
London: Routledge, 1994, 115-130.

Peter Hulme’s definition of ‘discourse’ is useful in this context. In Colonial Encounters: Europe and the 
Native Caribbean: 1492-1797, London: Methuen, 1986, 2, he writes o f ‘colonial discourse,’ meaning by 
that term a set of linguistic practices unified by their deployment in the management of colonial 
relationships.
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physical territory.*^ Cartographic knowledge was frequently viewed as classified, privileged 

knowledge, with access given only to those authorised by the state or its ruler. At the same 

time as developments in technique and knowledge were allowing a potentially more 

accurate representation, maps were also being appropriated as a secret intellectual weapon 

of the system of governance. The power of maps to legitimise territorial rights in both 

practical and symbolic senses was recognised and the map image became increasingly 

subject to concealment, censorship and manipulation.*® The circumstances that led 

governments to control cartography by means of censorship and restricted access spanned a 

wide range of interests—military, commercial and religious.*’

Commercial control was the major motivation in the censorship of maps of the New 

World in the wake of Columbus’s voyages. For the new commercial monopolies that came 

into being, first in Spain and then in other European countries, to survive, there had to be 

strict control over the knowledge that enabled the new lands and the routes to and fi'om 

them to be mapped. State censorship began extremely early, as we have seen, with the 

Santangel letter which was published before Columbus even arrived in Seville, already being 

altered in its geographical details.

The Castilian court set up a specific institution at the start of the sixteenth century 

called the Casa de la Contratacion (house of shipping and commerce), to oversee Spanish 

exploration and to securely store documents of discovery.** By 1508, a separate

See Patterson. Annabel, Censorship and Interpretation: The Conditions o f  Writing and Reading in Early 
Modern Europe, Madison; Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1984.

See Mukerji, Chandra, “Visual Language in Science and the Exercise of Power; The Case of Cartography 
in Early Modem Europe,” Studies in Visual Communication 10, n. 3 (1984), 30-45 and Sack, Robert David, 
Human Territoriality: Its Theory and History, Cambridge; Cambridge UP, 1986.

Harley, J. in “Silences and Secrets”, 163, gives the interesting example of Jesuit Matteo Ricci’s world 
map, published at Peking in 1602, in which the sacred places of Christianity are suitably aimotated while 
those of Islam appear without comment, the reason for Ricci’s silence being that he knew the Chinese 
would be imlikely to be drawn to the religion he was preaching if  they knew that deep fissures o f belief 
existed in the Western world from which that religion came.
** See Parry, J.H., The Spanish Seaborn Empire, London; Hutchinson. 1966, 54-58.
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geographical and cosmographical department had been created within the Casa,

demonstrating the importance attached to this aspect of the colonising venture. A master

world map, the Padrdn Real, was housed here and updated by trained chart-makers.*® The

Casa imposed a number of provisions upon the mariners supported by the Spanish

monarchy, including the following:

Pilots were not to be permitted to make use of any other maps than this, and they 
were directed, upon finding new islands or lands, new ports or bays, or any other 
thing—currents or tides, headlands or mountains—which might serve the purpose of 
subsequent identification of localities, to enter the same in the copy of the Padrdn 
Real which they carried, reporting all entries made on return, but nothing should be 
inserted that was not properly attested and sworn to.^

The drafting of these strict measures in Spain, so soon after the encounter with the New

World, suggests that the governments of Europe were quick to realise the value of

centralised control in ensuring the confidentiality of powerful geographical knowledge

about the New World.

One of cartography’s most important fiinctions was the endorsement of acts of

colonisation. As the indigenous peoples and landscapes came under the control of the

colonists, the process of mapping the discovered terrains created new structures of

meaning—displacing or destroying previous meaning-systems—and indeed created a new

discourse. The Renaissance explorers named and renamed countries, towns, natural

features and people as they progressed around the globe. Cartographical utilisation of these

re-inscriptions deposed the language of minority or subject populations and allowed

European cultures to see these faraway places as uninhabited havens waiting for their

civilising influence. Columbus placed huge importance on the act of renaming, and as a

Stevenson, Edward L, “The Geographical Activites of the Casa de la Contratacion,” Annals o f the 
Association o f American Geographers, 17 (1927). 41, n. 3.
*  Ibid., 42.
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result, the native place names of the Caribbean are lost, except in those instances when 

Columbus read into their pronunciations a name used by Mandeville or Polo. He allowed 

those names to remain, since they fitted his preconceptions about the region.

Another type of control, conscious or unconscious, found on maps of the New 

World arises from the tendency to obliterate the particularities of the American landscape in 

favour of a European stereotype. The opacity o f the landscape, its unreadability in 

traditional terms, is not respected by the majority o f European Renaissance explorers who 

attempt to force it into a European mould. This could have resulted from a simple lack of 

information about the landscape, but it can also be interpreted as a deliberate act of colonial 

propaganda, designed to make the new spaces more attractive to potential settlers or to 

tempt financial i n v e s t o r s . T h e  transposition of European values and preferences, whether 

conscious or unconscious, onto the American landscape had its origins in Columbus’s 

descriptions, where the unique tropical beauty o f the Caribbean landscape is repeatedly 

described as being like Andalusia in April. The choice of the name Espaiiola is notable as an 

instance of Columbus’s attempts to relate the newly discovered islands to Spain. At first 

Columbus’s comparisons had stressed the distinctive exoticism of the islands—“̂as different 

from ours as day from night” (October 17) and “so different from ours that it is marvellous” 

(October 21)—but now, as the possibilities of colonisation began to impress him, he found 

everything quite like Europe and things became “similar in nature to those in Spain” 

(December 6) and “just like the land o f Castile” (December 7), Finding and stressing

This policy was not apphed universally. Despite Spain’s usual preoccupation with secrecy and control, 
cartographic caution was forgotten when Charles V of Spain decided to draw up maps showing the extent of 
Spain’s territory to impress foreign governments.

For a later example of the deliberate use of maps in this way see De Vorsey, Louis Jr., “Maps in Colonial 
Promotion; James Edward Oglethorpe’s Use of Maps in “Selling” the Georgia Scheme,” Imago Mundi, 38 
(1986), 35-45.
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similitude is a psychological precursor to claims o f o w n e r s h i p . M a p s  such as those of 

John Smith (“Lord Baltimore’s Map,” 1635) or William Wood (“The South Part o f New 

England,” 1634) show us a tempered wilderness, one that has been viewed through the lens 

of colonial aspiration and thus rendered more appealing to European viewers. Those areas 

of the landscape that have not been accurately surveyed are depicted, as if by default, with 

the gentle hills and low foliage of an English country landscape. Theodore de Bry and his 

assistants in 1591 similarly transformed John White’s 1585 paintings o f Indians in the 

Roanoke Colony. Kupperman says that de Bry “retained White’s meticulous attention to 

detail in dress, hair style, and body decoration, but changed the faces, postures, and bodies 

of the Indians in dramatic ways,” and claims that their “faces were sweetened, softened and 

Europeanized” so that, with their “new high foreheads, puckered mouths and ringleted hair 

they resemble the classical figures in the German engraving tradition” .̂ '*

Similarly, cartographic representations o f the New World are not necessarily 

accurate representations, but instead show the landscapes as the projection of European 

desires and prepare the way for colonisation. The image offered is that o f a conveniently 

empty landscape in which the Indian is silent or is relegated to the status of a naked savage 

in the map’s marginal decoration. Cartography encouraged the project o f the Renaissance 

explorers, and fuelled the hopes of those who supported their endeavours at home.

IV

In 1493, the Spanish monarchs appealed to Pope Alexander VI, asking him to 

legitimise Castile’s sovereignty over the Atlantic and newly discovered lands, which they

This point has been dealt with by Antonello Gerbi. Nature in the New World: From Christopher 
Columbus to Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo, trans. Jeremy Moyle, Pittsburgh, 1985.

Kupperman, Karen Ordahl, Settling with the Indians: The Meeting o f  English and Indian Cultures in 
America, 1580-1640, London: Dent, 1980, 33, n. 88.
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already claimed by virtue of discovery and occupation. The decree issued by the papal 

chancery. Inter Caetera, granted Castile sovereignty on the basis of religion; the papacy 

tried to transform the enterprise of the Indies from a commercial venture grounded in the 

civil law into a missionary endeavour. Inter Caetera introduced religious motives into the 

American enterprise for the first time by basing papal legitimisation on the conversion of the 

natives to Christianity, Contrary to popular belief, in the early stages Isabel and Fernando 

never made conversion of the Amerindians an important part of their instructions to 

Columbus—of the 40,000 words in the Book o f Privileges, only about 500 refer to religion.

The documents in the Book o f Privileges, and Columbus’s constant requests for 

royal confirmations that guaranteed his economic, political and social privileges, point to a 

figure more concerned with weaUh than the state of his soul. On April 17, 1492, in the 

town of Santa Fe, Fernando and Isabel drew up a memorandum of intent to form a business 

partnership with Columbus. This royal commitment, known as the Santa Fe Capitulations, 

promised Columbus five major and controversial concessions. Commission as Admiral; 

Commission as viceroy and governor general; The right to one-tenth of all gold, precious 

stones, and merchandise the monarchs acquired from his admiralty; Jurisdiction over any 

lawsuits arising from commerce in his admiralty. The right to invest up to one-eighth of the 

costs of all vessels outfitted for commerce in his admiralty and to keep up to one-eighth of 

the profits.

The extraordinarily generous terms of this agreement need to be examined with an 

historic awareness of Castile’s position during the preceding years. Economic rivalry with 

Portugal in the Atlantic, and frustration with Granada’s dominance of the North African 

trade whetted the monarchs’ appetite for economic expansion. Religious motives are absent 

from the royal documents issued for the first and second voyages, contrary to received
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impressions about Castilian missionary motivation in the Columbian voyages. From the 

beginning, this was a commercial enterprise. Fernando and Isabel were interested in 

acquiring possession of any islands that Columbus might find. The importance to 

commercial enterprise o f establishing trading posts was attested to by the success of the 

Portuguese in Africa. At their most optimistic, Fernando and Isabel seem to have hoped 

that Columbus would outdo the Portuguese by acquiring jurisdiction over some piece of 

mainland Asia where the Spaniards could establish a trading station, just as the Portuguese 

had done at St. George o f the Mine on the West African coast. With this possibility in 

mind, the monarchs issued to Columbus a Latin letter to the presumed ruler o f China, the 

Grand Khan, and letters of introduction in triplicate to unknown rulers whose names and 

countries were lefl blank.

Despite the speculative nature of the project, the risk was seen as making economic 

sense. The events that shaped the mentalities and motives of Fernando, Isabel, and 

Columbus emerge clearly in the recent study by William D. Phillips and Carla Rahn Phillips. 

During the Middle Ages, Europeans had conducted regular maritime commerce with Asia. 

Genoese businessmen leased space on cargo carriers and accompanied their merchandise on 

board ship as far as the Black Sea. On the Asian shores o f the Black Sea, Genoese 

merchants had acquired jurisdiction over a few ports from local rulers, as well as a number 

o f islands in the straits and the eastern Mediterranean. This frequent exchange between 

eastern European and Genoese merchants began to shrink during the fourteenth century, as 

political and religious turmoil made the overland routes used by the Central Asian and 

Central European merchants dangerous. By the early fifteenth century, Ottoman expansion 

swallowed the Italian trading posts. To the generation o f Columbus and the monarchs the
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earlier period o f free trade with Asia seemed like a Golden Age, and the urge to find a 

replacement route to Asia was strong.

The disastrous second voyage, with the discovery o f the deaths o f the La Navidad 

settlers,^^ forced Fernando and Isabel to adjust to the reality o f the Americas. Columbus 

attempted to organise Espanola along the lines o f a European trading post, but, as yet, he 

had not found any of the commodities he hoped to trade in sufficient quantities. In autumn 

1494 Antonio de Torres re-supplied the colony with a fleet o f four caravels. The plan 

formed in Spain had been to keep the caravels in port until Columbus loaded them with 

New World merchandise to sell in Spain, but by early 1495 he had found nothing of value, 

apart from the natives. Columbus rounded up 1200 Amerindians captured in skirmishes and 

selected 500 for sale in Spain. 200 of these died on the journey to Europe and Isabel halted 

the sale o f the survivors. Unfortunately, the Spanish policy regarding slavery in the 

Americas did not derive from some humane impulse; but rather was in accordance with the 

ethical norms of the day. No society enslaved its own people, Fernando and Isabel 

themselves had enslaved the entire Muslim population o f the conquered city of Malaga in 

1487 and sold the enslaved Muslims throughout the western Mediterranean. But it was one 

thing to sell Muslims taken captive in war, quite another to enslave the Queen’s “willing 

subjects,” as Columbus had described them.

Fernando and Isabel’s official instructions demonstrate their acceptance o f the 

discovery’s reality. They relaxed their absolute control over all voyages o f exploration in 

order to allow trade to progress. In the decree o f 10 April 1495, they granted permission for

These were sailors who had been left behind by Columbus after one of his ships sank on the first voyage. 
They were instructed to set up a town and establish links with the Amerindians, but their presence was not 
welcome, perhaps as a result of their abuse of the natives’ hospitality, and they were massacred.
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other persons to make voyages of discovery and for Spanish settlers to colonise the island 

of Espanola;

We believe that it would be a service to God our Lord if they discovered lands and 
islands and traded on them, and if we allowed them to settle on the already 
discovered island of La Espanola, because through contact with the inhabitants of 
those lands could become aware of God our Lord and be brought to our Holy 
Catholic faith.^^

This expression of piety is immediately followed by an encouragement to traders and profit-

makers, with tax benefits and large percentage shares:

We desire and it is our favor that anyone going to the island of La Espaiiola with the 
permission of our officials authorized for this purpose may keep for themselves one- 
third of any gold they find and acquire on the island, provided it is not by barter ... 
in addition to this, those going with permission may keep for themselves all the 
merchandise and any other things they find on the island, giving us our delegated 
official one-tenth of it, except for gold, of which they must give us two-thirds.^’

The Papal Decree granting Castile sovereignty over the Indies, written in Rome in June

1493, strategically makes no mention of the important potential economic advantages to be

gleaned by Spain as a resuh of the voyages. Instead, the decree stresses the potential for

Christian conversion and thus sows the seeds of the popular belief that Christian missionary

work was the motivating principle behind Columbus’ voyages:

Indeed, we have learned that for a long time you had intended to seek out and 
discover certain islands and continents, remote, unknown and not hitherto 
discovered by others, so that you might bring their residents and inhabitants to the 
worship of our Redeemer and the profession of the Catholic faith ... we most 
earnestly exhort you in the Lord and by your reception of holy baptism, which binds 
you to the apostolic commands, and by the bowels of the mercy of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, strictly enjoining that, since with eager zeal for the true faith you plan to 
equip and dispatch fully this expedition, your purpose and duty are to lead the 
peoples dwelling in those islands and countries to embrace the Christian tradition.^*

Nader, Helen, ed. and trans.. The Book o f  Privileges Issued to Christopher Columbus by King Ferdinand 
and Queen Isabel: 1492-1502, Berkeley: Univ o f California Press, 1996, 89. A beautiful facsimile version 
of Columbus’s Book o f  Privileges can also be found, published as Christopher Columbus: His Own Book o f  
Privileges, 1502: Photographic Facsimile o f  the Manuscript in the Archives o f  the Foreign Office in Paris, 
trans. George F. Barwick, introd. Henry Harrisse, ed. Benjamin Franklin Stevens, London: Chiswick Press, 
1893.

Ibid., 89.
Ibid., 95-96.
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The Papal Decree went on to use the threat of the Church’s absolute power to ensure that

Spain’s economic advantage was maintained:

Furthermore, under penalty of automatic excommunication to be incurred by the 
very nature of the deed itself should anyone contravene this, we strictly forbid all 
persons of whatsoever rank, even imperial and royal, or of whatsoever estate, level, 
order, or condition, to go for the purpose of commerce or any other reason to the 
islands or continents, found and to be found, discovered and to be discovered, west 
and south of a line from the Arctic pole to the Antarctic pole, without the special 
permission of you, your heirs, or, your successors.^^

By the time of Columbus’s third voyage, Fernando and Isabel began to stress the

importance of Christian conversion in their aims, the basis on which Pope Alexander VI had

agreed the Treaty of Tordesillas giving Spain sole rights over most of the newly discovered

lands. In the first set of Instructions to Columbus for the colonisation of the Indies, Burgos,

23 April 1497, they place their instructions for treating the natives at the head:

First. When, God willing, you are in the Indies you shall endeavour with all diligence 
to encourage and lead the natives of the Indies to serve us and remain benignly 
under our sovereignty and subjection in peace and order, and especially to convert 
them to our holy Catholic faith. They and those who are going to live in the Indies 
shall be administered the holy sacraments by the monks and priests who are already 
there and those going now, so that God our lord may be served and their 
consciences may be satisfied.'”'̂

The same set of instructions contains the initial licensing of the notorious system of tributes,

which was enforced with legendary brutality and resulted in such excesses of corruption that

it encouraged a number of Spaniards, including Las Casas, to question the project of

enforcing tributes and ultimately enslaving the Amerindian population:

It seems to us that the Indians who have agreed to pay the ordered tax should wear 
a token of brass or lead that they can hang from the neck. The design or mark on 
this token should be changed each time one pays, so that it will be known if 
someone has not paid. Every time persons are found on the island without this 
token hanging from the neck, have them arrested and given some light penalty.

99

100

101

Ib id . ,  96 . 

Ib id . ,  107. 

Ib id . ,  107.
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Columbus’s interpretation of the phrase “light penalty” {pena liviand) is now the stuff of

legends. It involved the severing of the offender’s wrist. The hands were left hanging by a

thread of flesh, and the culprit was returned to his or her people as an example of the

dangers of ignoring the wishes of the Europeans.

The powerful financial motivations for Fernando and Isabel, made apparent in their

instructions and decrees in the Book o f Privileges, were disguised by a general perception

that their reasons were religious, not economic. One of the main contributors to this belief

was Captain Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo’”̂  who, in his General and Natural History o f

the Indies (1535-7), claimed that the king and queen were more interested in “winning souls

for salvation than with treasure and new estates which would only increase their royal cares

and responsibilities.” '*’'* He went on to claim that the success of the voyage was due to their

“fervent desire for the spread of His [Jesus Christ’s] holy f a i t h . O v i e d o ’s fervent

endorsement of the Spanish monarchs’ motivations in backing Columbus have had a lasting

effect upon our perception of Renaissance European interests in expansion. He tells us that .

Not content with the holy and victorious enterprise which they had in hand, and by 
which they finally subdued all the Moors in Spain, who had insulted and maltreated 
Christians since the year 720 (as many chroniclers agree), these blessed princes, in 
addition to bringing the whole of Spain to our Catholic religion, decided to send an 
expedition in search of this new world and propagate the Christian faith there, for 
they devoted every hour to the service of God.**’®

A most gruesome engraving, printed in a seventeenth-centurv edition of Las Casas’s Brevisima 
Relacion, shows a Spanish axe-man cutting off the hand of one naked Taino while two others, whose 
punishment has already been meted out, stare on in agonised terror. Other tortures are depicted in the 
background.

Oviedo arrived in America in 1514 and he compiled detailed ethnographic inventories of the resources, 
products, cultures and customs of the Caribbean and Central America. He introduced Europe to a wide 
variety of previously unheard of New World customs and features, such as the canoe, the smoking of 
tobacco and the hammock. His Historia General Natural de las Indias was very popular and went through 
nine editions, and parts were translated into French, Italian, English and Arabic.

“Captain Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo, Book II, Chaps. 2-4”, Four Voyages, 35.
Ibid., 35.

' ^ /b id ,  36.
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Like the Oviedo text, Columbus’s own accounts, in the various forms in which we 

now know them, disguise the financial motivations of Fernando and Isabel while making his 

own preoccupations abundantly clear. In an age where record keeping was erratic and non

standardised, Columbus was unusually aware of the importance of making written records 

of everything he did. When he set sail for the ‘Orient’ in August 1492 he decided, in view 

of the significance of his expedition, to record the findings of the voyage in the form of 

charts and a logbook. He set forward this plan in the Prologue to his Diario.

I decided . to make this carefiil daily report of my voyage and of everything I 
should do, see or experience. In addition to a report of the day’s events recorded 
each night, and of the night’s sailing recorded each morning, I decided to make a 
new chart for navigation, giving the correct disposition according to their bearings 
of the land and water in the Ocean Sea.

At this stage, the keeping of a logbook was not standard practice, and did not become a

legal requirement of Spanish vessels until 1575.

The surviving textual materials surrounding Columbus’s voyages—documents

written on behalf of, or by, the King and Queen, the Pope and other travellers—display a

remarkable range of motivations and interests. Fernando’s and Isabel’s initial support of

Columbus gave way to a separate agenda, one that privileged the interests of the Spanish

nation over that of the Genoese mariner. The Pope’s directives also swayed their purpose,

and forced them to devote more olSicial policy decisions, if not more thought, to the

conversion of the heathen tribes encountered. Having examined these surrounding materials

in some detail, we are now equipped to turn to Columbus’s own words to examine his

motivations, beliefs, anxieties and dreams.

“Digest of Columbus’s Log-Book on His First Voyage Made by Bartoiome de las Casas” Four Voyages,
30 .
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V

Columbus’s account of his first voyage and his initial impressions of the place and peoples 

he encountered had a huge influence, much more so than the accounts of his subsequent 

voyages. With an efficiency and speed scarcely conceivable in the manuscript age from 

which Europe had only just emerged, news of his discovery spread beyond Spain and 

reached the great cities of Europe in the space of a few weeks and months. The letter 

Columbus sent to Fernando and Isabel, bearing the news of his return from the expedition 

and the discovery of the ‘Indies’, was deliberately composed more as a flamboyant public 

announcement than as personal correspondence. This primary document of European- 

American history was written in Spanish and printed in Barcelona in March or April 1493. 

The first printing, which survives only in the New York Public Library collections, was 

hastily prepared fi'om a poor copy of the manuscript and immediately afterwards it was 

superseded by a Latin translation fi’om a more accurate copy of the original report. Printers 

in Rome, Paris, Antwerp and Basel all produced their own Latin editions of Columbus’s 

triumphant letter to the Spanish monarchs. Editions in German and Spanish circulated 

widely, and a Florentine priest, Giuliano Dati, versified the report in Italian, the Lettera 

delle hole Nuovamente Trovante. Five editions of the poem were published in 1493 alone. 

The interest in the discovery was demonstrably huge.

As well as the letter, a version of Columbus’s logbook of this first voyage has 

survived,'”* Bartolome de las Casas made a famous Digest some time around the 1530s, 

whose integrity to the original cannot now be verified, but which is still one of the earliest

The logbook that Columbus himself wrote disappeared, along with its only known copy, in the middle of 
the sixteenth century. The only version we have is a hand-written abstract made by Bartolome de las Casas, 
probably in 1552, and probably from the copy of Columbus’s original then held in the monastery of San 
Pablo in Seville. Commentators have generally agreed that the original log-book was written up almost 
ever>' evening of the six and a half month journey, was not revised, and was not constructed with a view to
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surviving documents relating to the European encounter with America. This Digest forms

the basis for the vast majority of scholarly debate about Columbus’s perceptions and

impressions on the voyage and first encounter. Much of the Digest is presented in the first

person, presumably having been transcribed directly. When dealing with this source, it is

important to remain aware of the possibility that Las Casas edited the text, especially in

those sections where Columbus describes the “Indians.” Las Casas was writing as a

crusader for Indian rights, and he wanted to present the famous Admiral Columbus as a

supporter of his principles. He collected material designed to show the inhabitants of the

New World in the best possible light; as possessing rational intellects, legitimate social and

political systems, natural rights and inherent goodness. It is probably fair to assume, as

Felipe Fernandez-Armesto does in Columbus on Himself, that Las Casas’s role in

transmitting so much of Columbus’s literary legacy has resulted in the over-representation

of the Indians in the surviving material.

In the Preface to the log-book, Columbus posits a religious motivation for the

voyage which, as discussed earlier, has come to be associated with Fernando and Isabel:

And later in that same month [January 1492] ... your Highnesses decided to send 
me, Christopher Columbus, to see those parts of India and the princes and peoples 
of those lands and consider the best means for their conversion."'*

Despite the emphasis on religious conversion in this passage, Columbus’s expected rewards

for this undertaking, as set out by him in the same document, are to be entirely worldly:

titles, position, financial remuneration, and the perpetuity o f these favours for his

successors.

publication. The exception is the Prologue, which seems to have been written after the event from the 
surety of its tone.

Fernandez-Armesto, Felipe, Columbus on Himself, London: The Folio Society, 1992, 11.
“Digest o f Columbus’s Log-Book made by Bartolome de las Casas”, Four Voyages, 37..
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He supports his assertions about the feasibility of his project by referring to

comments and stories from the Azores and the Canary Islands that spoke of lands seen to

the west, out to sea. The fact that Columbus felt the need to cite other people’s opinions

and experiences to back up his own ideas indicates an awareness of a general scepticism

about his plan and shows how closely his mindset resembled that of the medieval travel

writers with their reliance on auctoritas:

Thursday, 9 August. The Admiral says that many trustworthy Spaniards from the 
island of Hierro . . . swore that every year they saw land to the westward of the 
Canaries in the direction of the setting sun, and some men of Gomera also affirmed 
this story under oath . . all accounts agreed as to the direction of the land, the time 
of its appearance and its size."*

Throughout the logbook, it is striking to see the way that Columbus twists the

evidence presented in order to support his own convictions. The instances of this

manipulation in the initial stages of the voyage, while on the open sea, should be enough to

warn a discerning reader to carefully consider the strength of the Admiral’s preconceived

agenda in dictating his impressions when he reaches land. From very early in the voyage,

Columbus interprets all the signs to claim that land is near:

Friday, 14 September. .,. The crew of the caravel Niiia said they had seen a tern and 
a tropic-bird, neither of which go more than twenty-five leagues from land."^ 
Sunday, 16 September. ... Here they began to see many patches of very green 
seaweed, which appeared only recently to have been uprooted. All considered 
therefore that they were near some island, but not the mainland.
Tuesday, 18 September. ... To the north there appeared a great bank of clouds, 
which is a sign that land is near.
Wednesday, 19 September. . . . A little rain fell without wind, which is a certain sign 
of land.

The logbook continues in this vein, with Columbus twisting disjointed facts and 

observations into supporting evidence for his agenda. Columbus was wrong about the

Ibid., 40.
Columbus states this fact confidently, although since it was rare for ships to go out of sight of land 

themselves, preferring to hug the coastline for security, the habits of seabirds on the open sea were not as 
well-known to sailors at this time as his confidence suggests.
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habits o f the seabirds and the features o f the ocean that he describes: the birds were almost

certainly oceanic types that fly thousands o f miles from land; the green weed was the

gulfweed of the Sargasso Sea, which does not have need o f land, and so on.

Columbus’s sense o f divine mission, even at this early stage of his career, is

expressed freely in the course of the logbook. Towards the end o f September the crew

began to express a fear o f the constant winds driving them west, and they claimed that there

would be no wind to take them home, since the prevailing direction was so constant.

However, on Sunday, September 23 rd, the seas rose and the prevailing wind ceased for a

time. Columbus concludes that this is a divine sign o f support for his endeavour, and links

his own voyage with the Biblical journey of Moses and the Israelites:

I was in great need of these high seas because nothing like this had occurred since 
the time of the Jews when the Egyptians came out against Moses who was leading 
them out of captivity.

Upon landing in the Caribbean, on an unknown island that he named San

Salvador,**^ Columbus performed a highly symbolic ceremony to claim the land on behalf of

the Spanish crown, complete with the necessary official observers:

The Admiral called the two captains and the others who had landed and Rodrigo 
Escobedo, recorder of the whole fleet, and Rodrigo Sanchez de Segovia, and 
demanded that they should bear faithful witness that he had taken possession of the 
island—which he did—for his sovereigns and masters the King and Queen.

The motivations behind this elaborate ceremony have generated huge controversy about

Columbus’s aims. The island was clearly inhabited, indeed Columbus claims that it is one of

“Digest”, Four Voyages, 42, 42, 43, 44.
Ibid., 45.
Now generally accepted as Watlings Island, which changed its name to San Salvador in order to 

strengthen its claim. Other candidates include Grand Turk, Caicos, Cat, Mayaguara, Crooked, Conception, 
Eleuthers, Egg, Plana Cay, Rum Cay and Samana Cay. This ultimately unresolveable question has caused 
huge controversy, primarily because the hunt for tourist dollars means that a huge profit would follow a 
conclusive decision, but the resulting historical events are the same, no matter where the original landfall 
occurred.

“Digest”, Four Voyages, 53.
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the outposts of the Great Khan’s empire, so what claim can Europe have? Officially,

Columbus stated that his aim was to establish trade links with the existing societies around

Cathay. In claiming the lands for Spain, Columbus is establishing a new motivation—

colonisation. Perhaps Columbus was attempting to set up a trading post, like Portugal’s El

Mina on the Gold Coast of Africa, but, whatever the motivation, the result was the entire

process of trade, conquest, colonisation and exploitation.

The act of renaming the islands he encountered on this first voyage was a crucial

part of the process of ‘taking possession,’ a process that included showing the royal

banners, erecting various crosses and pronouncing certain oaths and pledges. It is

interesting to note that it was only Columbus’s own naming that conferred legitimacy: when

he thought that one of the other captains, Martin Alonzo Pinzon, had named a river after

himself he immediately renamed it Rio de Gracia instead. He wanted to be seen to be in

control of the entire enterprise. Stephen Greenblatt, in his 1991 text, Marvelous

Possessions, discusses the symbolic importance of the renaming ceremony, and his ideas

highlight the way in which this act contributed to the project of colonialism and the

development of a hegemonic discourse;

The founding action of Christian imperialism is a christening. Such a christening 
entails the cancellation of the native name -  the erasure of the alien, perhaps 
demonic, identity -  and hence a kind of making new; it is at once an exorcism, an 
appropriation, and a gift. Christening then is the culminating instance of the 
marvelous speech act: in the wonder of the proper name, the movement from 
ignorance to knowledge, the taking of possession, the conferral of identity are fused 
in a moment of pure, linguistic formalism.” ^

Grecnblatt, Stephen. Marvelous Possessions, Chicago; Chicago UP, 1991, 83.
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The Admiral took the act o f ‘possessing’ foreign islands very seriously, pointing out

that “it was my wish to pass no island without taking possession o f it” (October 15th)“ *

although, as he says, “having annexed one it might be said that we had annexed a ll / ’̂

Columbus’s first impressions of the Amerindians were of a people living close to the

‘natural’ state, who were ripe for conversion and whose naivety with regard to the value of

objects of trade and the use of arms would make them ideal for material exploitation:

They do not carry arms or know them. For when I showed them swords, they took 
them by the edge and cut themselves out o f ignorance ... They should be good 
servants and very intelligent, for I have observed that they soon repeat anything that 
is said to them, and I believe that they would easily be made Christians, for they 
appeared to me to have no religion. Our lord pleasing, I will carry off six of them at 
my departure to Your Highnesses, in order that they may learn to speak ... They 
will give all that they do possess for anything that is given to them, exchanging 
things even for bits of broken crockery or broken glass cups.^^“

At one swoop, Columbus denies the Indians their religion, their fi-eedom, and even their

language. The echo of Polo’s comments is unmistakable, as noted on p. 17. He goes on to

state explicitly the lengths he is prepared to go to in order to secure the territory for the

Spanish crown:

Should your Highnesses command it all the inhabitants could be taken away to 
Castile or held as slaves on the island, for with fifty men we could subjugate them all 
and make them do whatever we wish.'^'

Las Casas recognises the unsavoury nature o f Columbus’s comments, comments that

undermine his own determination to present Columbus as an ally in the ideological debate

over Indian slavery, and he tries to excuse the explorer with the plea of consequential

ignorance and a comment on the mystery o f God’s ways:

I have no doubt that if the Admiral had believed that such dreadfijl results would 
follow . . .  he would never have introduced or initiated a practice which was to lead 
to such terrible harm. For no one can deny that he was a good and Christian man.

“Digest,” Four Voyages, 53.
Ibid., 60.
Ibid., 55-57.
Ibid., 58.
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But God’s judgements are most secret and no man can or should attempt to 
discover them.*^^

The natives’ ignorance of warfare establishes their image as inhabitants of the

Golden Age, but also means that they will be easy to conquer; their nakedness evokes a

sylvan idyll, or an ideal of dependence upon God (the Franciscans saw nakedness as the

perfect state), but also suggests savagery and bestiality; their lack of commercial expertise

shows that they are both morally uncorrupted and easily duped; their rational faculties make

them identifiable as humans and exploitable as slaves. Columbus’s ambiguous attitude

reflects a genuine inability to decide what way to view the natives. However, his indecision

was short lived, and by the third voyage he could describe captive females in bestial terms as

cabezas (heads, as of livestock). His ability to simultaneously evoke plural interpretations

and representations has prevented the production of a definitive interpretation of his stance

regarding the region and people he encountered, and has thus enriched scholarship by

allowing multiple considerations of his meaning.

Columbus’s main focus was, of course, gold In his Letter to the Sovereigns o f

Spain on his Fourth Voyage, 1502-4, he wrote:

Gold is most excellent. Gold constitutes treasure, and anyone who has it can do
whatever he likes in the world. With it he can succeed in bringing souls to
Paradise.

Kirkpatrick Sale has outlined sixteen references to gold, some of them lengthy, in the 

section of the log-book that covers the two weeks Columbus spent in the small islands on 

his first voyage, another thirteen during the coasting of Cuba, and no fewer than 46 during 

the weeks spent on Espaiiola. From the start Columbus interpreted every sign and every

Ib id .,  59 . 

Ib id .,  300 .
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conversation vsath the natives as a reference to gold or goldmining. The following list of

references, drawn from a list made by Sale, shows the extent of this preoccupation:

There is a lot of gold [October 15] ... there is a mine of gold [October 16] ... 
Samaot is the island or city where the gold is [October 16] ... [on another island] 
there were mines of gold and pearls [October 28] ... in Bohio there was an infinite 
amount [November 4] etc.̂ '̂*

The motivation for Columbus’ s meandering progress through the archipelago is made clear

in entry after entry, for example;

Tuesday, 23 October. . . .  It is best to go where there is much to be done, and so it 
is right not to stay here but to continue on our course, discovering many lands until 
we find one that is truly profitable.

Columbus’s illegitimate son, Hernando, who accompanied his father on his fourth

voyage, wrote a biography of the ‘Admiral,’ as he called him throughout. However,

Hernando was only four at the time of the first voyage and thus cannot be trusted to give a

first hand account of the earlier stages of his father’s journeys. The original Spanish text

has not survived and the earliest copy that exists is an Italian translation of the work,

published in 1571. Hernando originally composed his biography at some time in the 1530s

and it was designed to present “the Admiral” as an aristocratic genius blessed with divine

inspiration. Hernando’s work strengthens the conception of the Caribbean as a paradise

inhabited by noble savages. The people of Espaiiola are described after the loss of the

Santa Maria in the following way:

I assure your Highnesses that there is in my opinion no better people and no better 
land in the world. They love their neighbours as themselves and their way of 
speaking is the sweetest in the world, always gentle and smiling. Both men and 
women go naked as their mothers bore them; but your Highnesses must believe me 
when I say that their behaviour to one another is very good and their king keeps 
marvellous state, yet with a certain kind of modesty that is a pleasure to behold, as is 
everything else here.*̂ ®

Sale, Kirkpatrick, The Conquest o f  Paradise, 1990, 106-7.
“Digest.” Four Voyages, 73.

126 Admiral by his Son, Hernando Colon, Chaps. 27-42,” Four Voyages, 92.
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However, within a few pages the division o f the island peoples into “good Indians” and 

“bad Indians” has also been established and we are given an image of the fiercer Caribs 

reminiscent of Mandeville’s Lamorians/^’ Columbus describes the island of Matinino 

where the population is entirely female, claiming that these women are the partners o f the 

fierce Caribs, who visit once a year to mate with them. Hernando’s references and 

quotations are elaborated on in the recently discovered 4 March “Letter to the Sovereigns” 

announcing the Discovery. The textual history o f this new source has been outlined on 

page 35, note 56:

Here are found peoples which all those o f the other islands of the Indies fear; they 
eat human flesh, are great bowmen, have many canoes almost as big as oar-powered 
fijstas in which they travel all over the islands of the indies, and they are so feared 
that they have no equal ... And when Your Highnesses give the order for me to send 
slaves, I hope to bring or send [you] these for the most part; these are the ones who 
have intercourse with the women of Matenino.^^*

The chronicles of the second voyage highlight Columbus’s binary division of the ‘Indians’ to

a much greater extent. Despite the lack of an official chronicler for the occasion and the

loss of Columbus’s journal for this voyage we still have three short accounts which together

give some idea of the outward leg to Espanola, the initial attempts at settlement, and the

Admiral’s subsequent exploration o f Jamaica and the southern coast o f Cuba; a 1494 letter

by the fleet surgeon. Dr. Diego Alvarez Chanca; a 1495 letter by a Ligurian nobleman,

Michele de Cuneo; and some letters by Guillermo Coma of Aragon, translated into Latin

and published by his friend Nicolo Scillacio in Pavia in late 1494 or early 1495. Coma said:

These islands are inhabited by Canabilli, a wild, unconquered race which feeds on 
human flesh. I would be right to call them anthropophagi. They wage unceasing

On the general theme of primitivism and nostalgia in European thought, see Henri Baudet, Paradise on 
Earth: Some Thoughts on European Images o f Non-European Man, trans. Eli2abeth Wentholt, New Haven 
and London: Yale UP, 1965.

Zamora, Margarita, “Christopher Columbus’s 'Letter to the Sovereigns’: Announcing the Discovery” in 
Greenblatt. Stephen, New World Encounters, Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1993, 1-11.
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wars against gentle and timid Indians to supply flesh; this is their booty and is what 
they hunt. They ravage, despoil, and terrorize the Indians ruthlessly.

Recent scholarship now suggests that the Caribs were not cannibals, or even

warlike. The only direct resistance Columbus encountered on this voyage was on Santa

Cruz (modem St. Croix), which was apparently not then or ever a Carib island— it is

thought that the Caribs settled no further north than Guadeloupe, more than 200 miles

away— and the resisting inhabitants were probably Taino (the race deemed “good Indians”

by Columbus himself) His mistake here is one that would be repeated again and again:

whenever the people o f an island were submissive or, at least, non-hostile, the Spanish

declared that they were the Tainos, or good Indians, and whenever they were deemed to be

hostile or at least defensive, they were said to be the warlike Caribs, the bad Indians. This

duality represents the limited extent of Europe’s understanding o f the island populations.

The supporting evidence for theories about cannibalism is extremely slim.

Columbus himself never saw or recorded any concrete evidence of it, although he was

always in search of it, and on only two occasions did he report even the vaguest signs o f it;

once on a visit to an abandoned Guadeloupe village, where Dr. Chanca said “the neck of a

man was found cooking in a pot” and that bones were found in a hut “so gnawed that no

flesh was left on them except what was too tough to be eaten”; and later, on the return

visit to the island in 1496, when, Hernando says, it was reported that they found “ a human

arm . . cooking in a stewpot .” ^̂ ' In neither o f these cases do the Europeans witness the

actual consumption of human flesh, and their ability to repeatedly misclassify animals, plants

and places prevents us from placing full confidence in their ability to recognise disembodied,

cooked body parts. Columbus’s readiness to accept the idea o f cannibalism from scant

Quoted in Sale, Kirkpatrick, The Conquest o f  America, 129.
“The Letter Written by Dr, Chanca to the City of Seville,” Four Voyages., 136.
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evidence points to the central importance of the theme in distinguishing ‘civilised’ 

Europeans from wild savages. Las Casas, who lived in the islands for decades, said flatly 

that the Caribs were not carmibals. Robert Myers, a recent scholar in the area, has said 

“neither archaeological nor linguistic data support the existence of caimibalism” and argues: 

“Available data do not allow an absolute conclusion, but all the evidence is weak, 

circumstantial and largely second-hand. If the Caribs were on trial for cannibalism, they 

would be a c q u i t t e d . T h e  anthropologist W. Arens, in his wide-ranging The Man-Eating 

Myth, says that he was “unable to uncover adequate documentation of cannibalism as a 

custom in any form for any society” and adds “there is little reason to assume that the very 

aborigines whose name now means man-eaters actually were so.”^̂ ^

The reason for the perpetration of this myth was, again, audience expectation. For 

centuries Europe had read about strange tribes of man-eaters in the nether regions of the 

world and anthropophagi were standard in such reports as Mandeville’s and Polo’s. 

Reports of cannibalism also provided a means of justifying the enslavement and deportation 

of those people so clearly beyond the pale of God’s favour that they could rightfully be 

regarded as beasts. Shakespeare, in The Tempest, cemented the location of the cannibal in 

the New World, The Carib, having been depicted as a cannibal, became Caliban, “a savage 

and deformed slave,” whose island can be justifiably taken over by Prospero, the figure of 

European control and civilisation.

“The Life of the Admiral by his Son, Hernando Colon, Chaps. 51-64,” Four Voyages., 196.
Myers, Robert A, “Island Carib Cannibalism.” New West Indies Guide, 1984.
Arens, W., The Man-Eating Myth, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979, 21, 54,
Daniel Defoe ensured the immortality of the link between the Caribbean and cannibalism in liis 

Robinson Crusoe, set on the island of Tobago. The native anthropophagus is swayed from his bestial habit 
by the example, and cooking, of the European man of reason, Crusoe liimself. The figure of the man-eater 
became a standard element of many of the successive texts that followed the fate of Europeans stranded on 
an island. The central concern of many of these texts is the maintenance of European Enlightenment 
civilisation amidst the savagery of the tropics.
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Columbus’s surviving “Letter to Various Persons Describing the Results of His First

Voyage and Written on the Return Journey” strengthens the image o f his motivations and

concerns that can be gleaned from Las Casas’s and Fernando’s accounts. Repeated

references to tangible gold and goldmines go hand in hand with the invocation of marvels

like men with tails. Clearly Columbus was writing what he thought his audience wished to

hear, combining the appeal of material wealth with fascinating details o f strange customs

and people. He speaks of his achievements in the following confident terms;

to speak only o f the results of this very hasty voyage, their Highnesses can see that I 
will give them as much gold as they require, ... also I will give them all the spices 
and cotton they want . . . and as many slaves, who will be taken from the 
idolaters.

On his second voyage, Columbus is given information by the Indians that does not suit his

purpose. They tell him that Cuba is an island, when he wishes to interpret it as the mainland

of Asia, with Espanola being the large island o f Cipangu. Rather than accepting his

mistake, Columbus chooses to challenge the quality o f his informants, using the charges of

bestiality, illiteracy and sexual indulgence in order to undermine their authority:

And since these are bestial men who believe that the whole world is an island and 
who do not know what the mainland is, and have neither letters nor long-standing 
memories, and since they take pleasure in eating and being with their women, they 
said that this was an island.*^®

The extent of Columbus’s willingness to twist empirical evidence to make it suit his

purpose was made apparent only on his third voyage, 1498-1500. Here, he reached some

notoriously inaccurate conclusions about the shape of the world; conclusions that have

served to irredeemably damage his reputation:

I have found such great irregularities that I have come to the following conclusions 
concerning the world: that it is not round as they describe it, but the shape o f a pear, 
which is round everywhere except at the stalk, where it juts out a long way; or that

“Letter to Various Persons.” Four Voyages, 30.
From Bemaldez’s transcription of the journal of the second voyage, Historia de los reyes catdlicos.
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it is like a round ball, on part of which is something like a woman’s nipple. ... I 
believe that the earthly Paradise lies here, which no one can enter except by God’s 
leave ... I do not hold that the earthly Paradise has the form o f a rugged mountain, 
as it is shown in pictures, but that it lies at the summit o f what I have described as 
the stalk of a pear.

Curiously, it is at this stage, often considered as the height o f his self-delusion, that 

Columbus comes closest to admitting the true significance of his ‘discovery,’ saying that if 

he is wrong then there must be “a vast land lying to the South, of which we have hitherto 

had no previous r e p o r t s . O f  course, this conjecture is exactly correct and the fresh 

water comes, not from Paradise, but from South America.

Columbus’s accounts had a huge influence, not only upon the cartographers of his 

time, but also upon the writers and thinkers. The available view o f the world was changed 

forever by the certainty that the globe could be circumnavigated and that previously 

unencountered people with different ideas about law and order, family relationships, 

religious and social institutions were living in varied lands. The genre o f the Utopia was 

inspired by this new realisation, and a huge number o f writers, such as More, Campanelli 

and Bacon, placed their imagined societies in the lands discovered to the west.

The description o f the idyllic life of the Amerindian in the early accounts, beginning 

with the Santangel Letter and continuing with the accounts o f Oviedo and Vespucci, 

basically created the idea o f the Noble Savage in Europe and provided the characteristics of 

political liberty and equality. The earliest descriptions o f the New World made it seem the 

land of freedom and paradise, as well as a place of horror. As the decades went on, the 

ideas represented in Columbus’s writing became as important in European thought as the 

physical importations—gold, silver, spices, potatoes, tomatoes, com and so on. When 

Europeans actually began to settle in that New World in the seventeenth and eighteenth

“Narrative of the Third Voyage of Christopher Columbus,” Four Voyages, 217-18, 221.
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centuries, they expected to find the land of hope and plenty, the land of savagery and 

paganism, which existed in the world of the Renaissance imagination.

Columbus’s reputation grew steadily over the centuries. In the years following the 

American Revolution a huge number of works celebrating his vision and achievements were 

produced, for example, Philip Freneau’s The Picture o f  Columbus (1788) and Joel Barlow’s 

The Vision o f Columbus (1787). In 1792, King’s College ofNew York changed its name to 

Columbia, and the new capitol in Washington was subtitled District of Columbia. The 

rising reputation of Columbus reached its zenith with the triumphant celebrations for the 

four hundredth anniversary of his first voyage, in which memorial statues were unveiled, and 

coins were minted.

The demythologising of the Columbus figure has largely taken place in the twentieth 

century. Few writers fi'om the Caribbean and Europe today would unequivocally celebrate 

the achievements of a man whose expedition heralded the decimation of entire peoples, 

introduced deadly diseases to the unprotected populations of the American continent and 

utterly transformed the natural landscape. The practices of misrepresentation which, as we 

have seen, were long established in the writing of Europe when Columbus came to record 

his perceptions of the New World have been deconstructed by twentieth-century writers, 

unwilling or unable to allow the authority of the Renaissance discoverer’s voice to go 

unchallenged. The hegemonic discourse that lasted well into the twentieth century 

represented the Caribbean as, at once, paradise on earth and an untameable, dangerous, 

excessive w ilderness.^T his reduction of the region’s many-stranded history to a binary 

model has created difficulties for postcolonial writers who want to expose alternative, more

Ibid., 224.
It is interesting to note that two of the most debilitating diseases known to mankind, syphilis and AIDS, 

are both commonly considered to have originated in the Caribbean. The readiness to attribute the
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complex ways o f viewing Caribbean history and contemporary Caribbean life. In order to 

expose the artificiality of this model of Caribbean culture, a number of writers have returned 

to the first misrepresentations o f the area—the writings o f Columbus and his fellow 

travellers. Writers as diverse as Edouard Glissant, Michael Anthony, Alejo Carpentier and 

Jamaica Kincaid have examined the legacy of Renaissance accounts of voyages of discovery 

in their work, but this enquiry will focus on the ways in which V.S. Naipaul, Derek Walcott 

and Wilson Harris utilise the Renaissance textual material’s paradoxes and fissures as a 

weapon in order to articulate their varying conclusions about the fiiture possibilities o f 

writing and living in the Caribbean.

development of the AIDS virus to the people of the Caribbean, whether or not the link is ultimately proven, 
displays a continuation of the consideration of the region as the seedbed of abnormality.
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Chapter Two: The Legacy of Sir Walter Ralegh and the Dream of El Dorado in the 

Caribbean—Entrepreneur or Chimera-Seeker?

This chapter is concerned with an examination of the legacy of Waiter Ralegh* and his 

experiences in Trinidad and Guiana. The first issue to be explored is the extent to which 

English voyages of exploration diverged from the Spanish-sponsored enterprises that 

formed the subject of Chapter One and the extent to which they were influenced by these 

same voyages. This leads to an analysis of the motivations behind the massive textual 

collection of the two Richard Hakluyts. The Spanish sources for many of Ralegh’s 

perceptions, especially regarding the El Dorado legend, and their influence on his writing 

style is then explored. It is necessary to trace the development of Ralegh’s interest in 

overseas expansion in order to place his Guiana enterprises within a framework of thought 

about the value of such enterprises, and this is the next issue addressed. The chapter then 

turns to an examination of the text of the Discoverie and addresses Ralegh’s continued 

involvement with the region, both in the sponsorship of Keymis’s and Berry’s subsequent 

explorations and in his famous final voyage under the probation of King James. Ralegh’s 

enormous influence ensured that the legend of El Dorado gained powerful currency in the 

centuries following his death and the legacy of his ideas will be traced in a brief survey of 

the literature that was written in the centuries after his death. The final section of the 

chapter introduces the idea, central to the thesis as a whole, that traces of the earliest

' The spelhng that shall be used throughout is ‘Ralegh’. Until 1584 Ralegh himself used a variety of 
spellings, from Rauley to Rauleygh, but from a letter to the Vice-Chancellor and Senate of Cambridge in 
July 1584 onwards, he only used ‘Ralegh’ as his signature. It seems that he never used the common modem 
spelling: Raleigh. Ralegh was the spelling used by Queen Elizabeth in her letters patent of March 1584.
For more on the complex issues surrounding the variations on Ralegh’s name, see John Winton, Sir Walter 
Ralegh, London: Michael Joseph, 1975, 47.
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European perceptions o f the Caribbean remain pervasive in the literature and cultural self

perception o f the modem Antilles.

I

A studied consideration o f the events surrounding British overseas exploration and 

expansion in the Renaissance period must address the fact that the unfolding o f British 

imperial ambition happened almost one hundred years after the initial westward forays of 

the Spanish and the Portuguese, Henry VII famously rejected the petition presented by 

Bartolome Colon, Christopher’s brother, to the English court at some stage between 1488 

and 1492, a meeting recorded in Oviedo’s history, and had thus enabled the Spanish to gain 

a massive head start in Atlantic navigation and exploration. This scepticism was lamented 

by a later generation aware of the rich rewards the Spaniards had gleaned.^ However, 

Henry VII’s successors showed little more interest in colonial expansion, being more 

concerned with the kingdom’s internal security, and it was mainly due to private individuals, 

like the two Richard Hakluyts, Humphrey Gilbert, Francis Drake and Waher Ralegh 

himself that English interest began to wax under Elizabeth’s and James I’s (James VI of 

Scotland) reign.

There are a number o f  notable exceptions to this division between Iberia and the 

northern latecomers. Henry VII issued letters patent to three different groups in 1496, 1501 

and 1502, permitting voyages north, east and west.^ The best known of these endeavours

 ̂As Ralegh himself wrote in the Discoverie: “The west Indies were first offered to her Maiesties 
Grandfather by Columbus a straunger, in whome there might be doubt of deceipt, and besides it was then 
thought incredible that there was such and so many lands and regions never written of before.” Walter 
Ralegh. The Discoverie o f the Large, Rich, and Bewtiful Empyre o f  Guiana, ed. Neil Whitehead, 
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1996, 198. Further references to this text will be indicated by 
Ralegh, Discoverie.
 ̂The letters patent were granted to John Cabot and his sons (1496), to Richarde Warde, Thomas 

Asshehurst, John Thomas, Joao Fernandes, Francisco Fernandes, and Joao Gonsalves (1501) and to Hugh 
Elyot. Thomas Asshehurst, Joao Gonsalves, and Francisco Fernandes (1502). This last group also had royal 
approval to establish a colony, if successfiil. For further reading on Henry VTI’s involvement with
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was the voyage undertaken by John Cabot in 1496/* The charters commissioned Cabot and 

the others to discover and subdue all islands and countries not in the possession of any 

Christian power, thus echoing a principle established by Pope Alexander in his papal bull of 

1493 which authorised the emissaries of the king and queen of Spain to subdue “all new 

discovered countries not in the possession of some Christian prince.”  ̂ Sebastian Cabot, 

John’s son, set out in 1508 in an attempt to discover the north-west passage. When he 

returned, Henry VII was dead and his successor, Henry VIII, was on the throne. Henry 

VIII’s support for voyages of discovery was limited to a single patent granted in 1517 to 

John Rastell, who also apparently wished to establish a colony in the New World. 

However, Henry VIII’s Spanish marriage made him reluctant to support any action that 

could be interpreted as encroaching on Spanish territory, so Sebastian Cabot left England to 

work for the Casa de Contratacion in Spain. It was only when Edward VI was on the 

throne that Cabot was invited back to England. During their reign, Philip and Mary 

chartered the company of “Merchants adventurers for the discoverie of lands, territories, 

lies and seignories unknowen,” later known as the Muscovy or Russia Company, but their 

interest in the westerly discoveries appears to have been slight.^ The Cabot voyages, 

despite the lack of contemporary interest, gave the English claims of priority for both 

discovery and possession of North America when interest in expansion became greater

exploration, see David B. Quinn. .Vew American World: a Documentary History of North America to 1612,
5 vols. New York; Amo Press and Hector Bye, 1979,1.

John and his son, Sebastian Cabot, have been accepted almost as honorary Englishmen because of their 
sponsor, but they, like Columbus, were Italians who offered their services to foreign crowns. John Cabot’s 
petition was offered first to the Spaniards, but after their rejections he moved to Bristol around 1494 and 
petitioned the English.
’ See “Bull of Pope Alexander VI” in F.C.Danvers, ed.. Map o f  the World, NP; India Office, 1889, 10. 
Queen Elizabeth’s “Letters Patent for Virginia” continued this Uradition, granting Ralegh “free liberty and 
licence from time to time to discover, search, find out, and view such remote, heathen and barbarous lands, 
countries, and territories, not actually possessed by any Christian prince, nor inhabited by Christian people,” 
A. L, Rowse, The First Colonists: Hakluyt's Voyages to North America, London: The Folio Society, 1986, 
50,
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during Elizabeth’s reign, a hundred years later. The search for the Northwest Passage 

proved to be an enduring fascination for English explorers and was the major motivation 

behind Humphrey Gilbert’s two expeditions in 1578 and 1583.

England’s contribution to European exploration of the ‘New World’ was thus 

belated and initially tentative. Between Cabot’s exploratory voyage to Newfoundland in 

1496 and the forays of the gentleman-explorers from the 1550s, the nation had little claim 

to originality or leadership in discovery. England did not start to turn its colonial interests 

from Ireland to America until the 1580s, and by then any imperial ambitions were 

necessarily defined in relation to the spectacular example set by Spain. As one of the 

leading Protestant powers, it became England’s ambition to arrest the flow of American 

gold that underwrote Spain’s massive campaign to force the conversion of European 

Protestants to Catholicism. Successful ventures in America built up a strong national pride 

in England and transformed it from an underdeveloped, peripheral nation into a major player 

in the arena of imperial expansion.

The dissemination of information about Spanish successes in the New World was 

rapid. As was outlined in Chapter One,’ the letter Columbus wrote to Santangel was 

published numerous times in 1493 in a number of European cities. However, despite this 

demonstrated continental European interest in the news of the encounter, according to the 

European Americana, nothing was published in Britain that mentioned the ‘New World’ 

until 1509, when it was referred to in Sebastian Brant’s Ship o f Fools, published by R.

® Quoted in Mar\ C. Fuller, Voyages in Print: English travel to America, 1576-1624, Cambridge; 
Cambridge University Press, 1995, 16.
' See 35, Chapter One.
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Pynson and W. de Worde. The next reference mentioned in European Americana was in 

1520 when Nature o f the Four Elements, anon., was published in London by J. Rastell.*

Interestingly the first work that referred to America at any length, a medical treatise 

on syphilis, wasn’t published until 1533. This, America’s most notorious export, is said to 

have been carried back to Europe by the sailors on Columbus’s first voyage.^ England’s 

necessary interest in the subject is indicated by the fact that this text had gone through four 

editions by 1540. It seems from the late date of publication that our common perception of 

a huge amount of European interest in news of discovery did not extend to the English in 

the early part of the sixteenth century.

By the 1570s and 80s a mass of publications on everything fi-om the art of 

navigation and the compass, to cookery and the maintenance of health on the voyage began 

to appear. Publishers such as John Windet, Thomas Creede and Thomas East brought the 

European encounter with the New World to the attention of an English audience—albeit 

nearly one hundred years after the rest of Europe. Only two publications appeared outside 

London until 1600. A. Solempne published R. Gonsalvius’s Heyliger Hispanischer 

Inquisite in Norwich in 1569 and Joseph Barnes published C. Fitz-Geffrey’s Sir Francis 

Drake at Oxford in 1596.

The texts that emerged in the decades leading up to England’s initial voyages of 

discovery did not simply record events. They established the possibility and rewards of 

discovery and the geography of the lands discovered while dealing with the necessary task

* More’s Utopia, which clearly reflected an awareness of recent discoveries, was published in Louvain in 
1516, Paris in 1517 and Basel, twice, in 1518, but not in Britain until 1551.
 ̂This treatise was entitled De morbo gallico and was published in London by T. Berthelet, 1533. The 

impact of syphilis was so huge that a special Mass, “contra morbum gallicum”, was included in Catholic 
Missals of the sixteenth century. This mass was first found in a Missal for the Diocese of Passau printed at 
Augsburg in 1505. Further information on the spread of syphilis in Europe can be found in Alfred W. 
Crosby, Jr., The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences o f  1492, Westport, CT: 
Greenwood, 1972, chap. 4.
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of recasting failures as strategic or noble. The huge rewards enjoyed by some explorers 

were inevitably offset by the failures and difficulties of others, and the recorded narratives 

quickly began to incorporate failure and present it in as positive a light as possible. This 

task was only possible in the context of the written narrative, with a controlling author, as 

the bare events told another story and needed to be embellished with rhetorical flourishes in 

order to leave a positive impression with the reader. This ideological control was linked to 

a “self-conscious effort to create a continuous epic myth of origin for the emerging imperial 

nation.” '” Hulme sees the creation of this myth in an obsessive concern with 

documentation. The figure at the head of this project was Richard Hakluyt the Younger, 

the editor o f Principal Navigations o f the English Nation (1589, 1598-1600), a massive 

collection of printed documents that has often been characterised as a national epic. The 

link between voyaging and writing was a hugely complex one. The actual fact of the 

voyage having taken place was essential. The recorder must have witnessed the events in 

order to establish his authority and, as Richard Helgerson states, “before being books, these 

voyages actually happened. Their having happened was essential to their meaning.” *̂ The 

converse is also true in that the act of writing was an essential and indispensable part of 

making a voyage. The voyage narratives were an integral part of the activities they 

documented, not just retrospective ideological justifications of performed activities. To a 

certain extent, this phenomenon owes its origin to such works as Mandeville’s Travels that 

had been exposed as elaborate inventions or collations of the achievements of other 

travellers. The Renaissance audience placed enormous emphasis on the ‘truth’ of the

Peter Hulme. Colonial Encounters: Europe and the Native Caribbean, 1492-1697, London: Methuen, 
1986, 90.
" Richard Helgersoa Forms o f Nationhood: the Elizabethan Writing o f  England, Chicago: Chicago 
University Press. 1992, 151.
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written source, so the voyagers needed to produce credible supporting evidence for their 

claims and experiences in order to avoid charges of being another Mandeville.

Richard Hakluyt produced the initial version of the Principall Navigations in 

1589.*  ̂ His purpose was to set out a great, comprehensive collection on English 

achievements overseas. The defeat of the Armada and the northern, western and 

circumnavigating voyages of the English had marked the emergence of the nation as a rival 

to the might of the Iberian powers. The Principall Navigations presented an eager public 

with up-to-date information and a new, vigorous and vivid, style of prose writing. Hakluyt 

carefully controlled the textual presentations of the English and the other nations in the 

collections. The encountered peoples are presented as sexually perverse, ‘savage’ and 

filthy, while the English are only ever presented as the custodians of modem civilisation. He 

was providing a model or manual that would encourage further travel and trade.

The Principall Navigations was not Hakluyt’s first publication. In 1582 he 

published Divers voyages touching the discouerie o f America and the Hands adiacent to the 

same. This was a 38,000-word treatise whose aim was to attract sponsors for Sir 

Humphrey Gilbert’s second voyage which took place in 1583. During the late 1570s and 

early 1580s Hakluyt was extremely interested in Gilbert’s plans. He then published “A 

particular discourse conceminge the greate necessite and manifolde comodyties that are like 

to growe to this Realme of England by the Westeme discoueries lately attempted” (1584), 

commonly referred to as the Discourse o f Western Planting. This was written for Ralegh to 

present to the Queen, and Hakluyt made clear his interest in the Roanoke project. He wrote

This text was published by George Bishop and Ralph Newberrie, deputies to Christopher Barker who was 
the printer to the Queen.
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to provide the most up-to-date information on the subject, drawing on research he had 

collated in France.’̂

The Renaissance writer was extraordinarily aware o f the power o f language and 

texts in controlling perception. In 1492 Antonio de Nebrija wrote in his Spanish grammar 

that “Language has always been the companion o f empire,” '̂* a phrase that would not look 

out of place in a twentieth-century analysis o f language and colonialism. Knowledge about 

another place gave one power. Hakluyt’s own nationalistic, ideological slant became the 

basis for a filtration of the narratives o f the explorers, slave traders and colonists. The 

ethical complexities of the imperial project are quickly reduced to a belief in the ‘natural’ 

superiority of Europeans, and particularly the English, over the native populations they 

encounter.

Technical skill is cited in many of the narratives collected by Hakluyt as evidence o f

this European superiority. In the following extract from Thomas Harriot’s “A Briefe and

True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia”, technology is seen as the basis o f civility,

and technological awareness separates the Europeans from the Amerindians:

Mathematical! instruments, sea Compasses, the vertue o f the load-stone in drawing 
yron, ... gunnes, hookes, writing and reading, ... were so strange unto them, and so 
farre exceeded their capacities to comprehend the reason and meanes how they 
shoulde be made and done, that they thought they were rather works of gods than o f 
men, or at the leastwise they had been given and taught us of the gods. Which 
madde many of them to have such opinion of us, as that if they knew not the trueth 
o f God and Religion already, it was rather to bee had from us whom God specially 
loved, then from a people that were so simple, as they found themselves to be in 
comparison of us.

Ills interesting to note that Hakluyt, the great collector of voyage narratives, never travelled fiirther than 
France. On this journey, undertaken in 1583, he went not to the New World o f discovery and observation 
but to the Old World where such information was stored.

Quoted in Tzvetan Todorov, The Conquest o f  America: the Question o f  the Other, trans. Richard Howard 
New York: Harper, 1984, 123.

Richard Hakluyt, The Principall Navigations, Voyages, Traffiques, and Discoveries o f  the English 
Nation, 3 vols. (London. 1598-1600); repr. in 12 vols., Glasgow: James Maclehose, 1903-5, VI, 189-90,
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It is important to acknowledge the fact that although these narratives come to us as

ideologies that have the feel of institutionalised narratives, they were produced by

individuals with a necessarily subjective view of their own experiences. I suggest that

Hakluyt’s intervening role as editor, combined with the clearly defined expectations of the

medieval and renaissance travel narrative, resulted in a certain misleading homogeneity of

description and outlook among the narratives. A great degree of reverence for Hakluyt’s

project, has been preserved in some quarters until remarkably recently. For example, V.T.

Harlow, in his Colonising Expeditions published in 1925, says:

Every man’s hand was against his fellow. Yet despite the brutality, there is much of 
the heroic in this desperate struggle of men battling against Nature and each other to 
win a foothold, and build a home, where the first explorers had led the way. Despite 
disease and massacre, they continued and expanded the work of their Elizabethan 
predecessors and laid foundations without which the edifices of the future would 
never have been.*^

The heroic struggle against the elements, the denial of an indigenous settlement, the fear of

savagery and massacre, and the belief in English ability to create civilisation out of chaos are

all ideologies found in Hakluyt’s first collections. Harlow goes on to say that:

to land on the shores of a vast Continent rife with fever and teeming with native 
tribes, and to endeavour to build there a permanent community, was an enterprise 
which expedition after expedition found too hard to be accomplished. That Guiana 
was eventually colonised is a great tribute ... [to those who] went doggedly on till 
success was achieved.*’

The textual transformation of failure into heroic endeavour, inevitably destined to succeed,

is another Haklujrtian motif that lasted into the twentieth century.

The first edition of Principall Navigations (1589) was 825 pages long, already a

considerable achievement. The second edition grew to three folio volumes and about 2,000

pages, beginning with King Arthur and ending with Drake’s voyage and Ralegh’s The

V.T. Harlow, Colonising Expeditions to the West Indies and Guiana: 1623-1667, The Haklujt Society, 
Second Series. LVI, London; Bedford, 1925, xiv.
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Discoverie o f the Large, Rich and Bewtifull Empire o f Guiana (1596). As early as 1585,

Hakluyt had pointed out to Ralegh in the Discourse o f Western Planting that the Spanish

did not occupy all of the lands they claimed:

All that part of America eastward from Cumana unto the river of St. Augustine in 
Brazil contains in length along the sea side 2,000 miles. In which compass and track 
there is neither Spaniard, Portuguese nor any Christian man but only the Caribs, 
Indians and savages. In which place is great plenty of gold, pearls, and precious 
stones.'*

Hakluyt is suggesting that this entire area would be open to English exploration and

colonisation. Crucially, El Dorado was reputed to be located in this area.

As Hakluyt’s reputation grew, his collections began to stimulate and attract further

travel narratives. Many of the documents were originally addressed to him as letters, or

transcribed by him from a solicited oral narrative. However, in the initial stages of his

project he was in part dependent on the existence of widespread existing writing practices,

particularly merchants’ writing. Both commerce and navigation demanded the creation of

accurate written records and Hakluyt drew on this rich, and previously closely guarded,

source of information. Sebastian Cabot’s ordinances of 1553 specify that the “marchants

and other skilful persons in writing, shal daily write, describe, and put in memorie the

Navigation of each day and night”; once a week, the writings of different ships are to be

collated and “upon good ... conclusion determined, to put the same into a common leger to

remain of record to the company.”'  ̂ Luca Pacioli’s important 1494 treatise on commercial

bookkeeping similarly instructs the merchant to keep:

a book in which he records all his transactions, large and small, in chronological 
order regardless of their size. He will record in detail in this book everything bought

Ibid., Ixvi.
Richard Hakluyt the Younger, “Discourse of Western Planting”, in The Original Writings and 

Correspondence o f  the Two Richard Hakluyt's, 2 vols., ed, E.G.R. Taylor (London, 1594) rprt. London:
The Hakluyt Society, 1935, 2: 212-236.

Appendix 4 in David W. Waters, The Art o f  Navigation in England in Elizabethan and Early Stuart 
Times, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958, 509.
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or sold, omitting nothing, clearly mentioning the who, what, when, and where o f the 
transaction.^”

Both commerce and navigation demanded a reliable, permanent record in order to replicate

success and avoid the failures of the past. These documents were foundational in the

creation of Hakluyt’s collection. His uncle, Hakluyt the Elder, who was also involved with

the international networks of merchants and travellers, shared his concern with documentary

records and he wrote to a traveller:

set downe in writing whatsoever you shall leame from day to day, lest you should 
forget, or lest God should call you to his mercy, and by ech retume I wish you to 
send in writing whatsoever you have learned, or at the least to keepe the same safe 
in your coffer, that come life or death your countrey may enjoy the thing you goe 
for. '̂

The accounts gathered by Hakluyt on America subscribe to the traditional binarism 

found in so much medieval and Renaissance travel writing. They suggest a paradisical, 

Edenic scene reminiscent of the Golden Age, where labour is reduced to a minimum, while 

simultaneously presenting the inhabitants as diabolical savages. This paradoxical 

presentation was also seen in Columbus’s writings explored in Chapter One. The 

importance of the myth of the Golden Age to Renaissance travellers can be attributed to a 

number o f key factors. The Renaissance revived the myth o f the Golden Age and shifted 

the focus from the temporal to the spatial, so that it became an attainable goal to explorers. 

Those who experienced the genuinely new on their voyages were forced to find language to 

describe it. The discoverer must explain the fresh experience in terms comprehensible to 

those who have not seen it and this fact, combined with the human tendency to single out 

the familiar and fit it into our pre-existing schema, led many to place their experiences 

within a framework provided by the Ovidian myth. Arthur Barlow’s report to Ralegh

Luca Pacioli, Particularis de computis et scripturis (Venice, 1494), in Paciolo on Accounting, ed. and 
trans. R. Gene Brown and Kenneth Stanton Johnston, New York: Mac Graw-Hill, 1963, 36.
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concerning the first voyage to Virginia in 1584 is in the vein of the writings on the Golden 

Age;

In Maye they sowe, in July they reape, in June they sowe, in August they reape; in 
July they sowe, in September they reape. Onely they cast the come into the ground, 
breaking a little o f the soft turfe with a woodden mattocke or pickaxe. Ourselves .,. 
put some of our Pease into the ground, and in tenne daies they were o f fourteene 
ynches high. ... The soile is the most plentiflill, sweet, fhiitfull, and wholsome of all 
the world. ... We found the people most gentle, loving, and faithflill, void of all 
guile, and treason, and such as lived after the manner o f the Golden Age. The earth 
bringeth foorth all things in aboundance, as in the first creation, without toile or 
labour. The people onely care to defend them selves fi’om the cold, in their short 
winter, and to feede themselves with such meate as the soile aflfordeth.^^

The wholehearted approval of Barlowe is tempered by such views as that of Ralph Lane,

who, in a letter to Richard Hakluyt the Elder on 3 September 1585, describes America as

having “the goodliest soil under the cope o f heaven,” but being peopled “savagelie”^ . John

Hawkins describes the ‘Indians’ he encounters on his voyage to the Indies o f Nova Hispania

in 1564 in extremely savage terms: “These were no such kinde o f people [gentle inhabitants]

as wee tooke them to bee, but more devilish a thousand parts and are eaters and devourers

of any man they can c a t c h . T h e  myth of the Golden Age, as used in the New World

context, led to the creation of the Amerindian as Noble Savage— a vision o f Utopian

innocence and generosity—or as Savage Beast. The latter image gradually became

predominant and the association of the Amerindian with bestial tendencies became fixed in

the minds of the European audience, as chronicler after chronicler depicted their societies as

Quoted in Principall Na\>igations (1904), III, 250.
Richard Hakluyt, “The first voyage made to the coasts of America, with two barks, where in were 

Captaines M. Philip Amadas, and M. Arthur Barlowe, who discovered part of the countrey now called 
Virginia, Aimo 1584. Written by one of the said Captaines, and sent to Sir Walter Ralegh knight, at whose 
charge and direction the said voyage was set forth,” Principall Navigations (1904), VIII, 304, 305.
^  Richard Hakluyt. “An extract of Master Ralph Lanes letter to M. Richard Hakluyt Esquire, and another 
Gentleman of the middle temple, from Virginia,” Principall Navigations, VIII, 319.

“The Voyage made by M. John Hawkins Esquire, and afterwards knight, Captaine of the Jesus of Lubek, 
one of her Majesties shippes. and Generali of the Salomon, and other two barkes going in his companie, to 
the coast of Guiana, and the Indies of Nova Hispania, begun in An. Dom. 1564,” Principall Navigations, X, 
29.
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barbaric, immoral and uncivilised. English writers, as was stated at the beginning of this

chapter, lagged behind their Spanish models by almost one hundred years and in this time

the concept of the Noble Savage had been almost totally replaced by the Amerindian as

Savage Beast. This may explain the recurring tendency among English writers to depict the

inhabitants of the New World in the worst light. The inhabitants may seem unworthy in the

accounts of English travellers, but the landscape itself is still depicted in the Edenic terms

that were found in Columbus’s writing. The anonymous report, Newes o f Sir Walter

Rauleigh, written before he returned from his second voyage and published in 1618,

describes Guiana as follows:

For truly hitherto to mine eye this Country hath appeared a very earthly Paradise, 
and therefore doubtlesse is full of strong promises, that our attemptings cannot 
retume without much honour and reward, a rent hopefully due to every such noble 
action.^*

The tendency of the chroniclers to relate what they had seen back to a pattern of 

European conceptual expectations meant that anything that was clearly completely outside 

this framework was relegated to the ‘marvellous’ or ‘wondrous.’ A general audience 

acceptance of strange human and animal types familiar from medieval travel narratives led 

to the depiction of giants, dwarves, unicorns, cannibals, Amazons, dog-headed men and 

other wonders inhabiting the shores of this ‘New World.’ However, as we shall see, 

Ralegh’s drawing on this rich panoply of marvels led to his downfall and the failure of his 

attempts to attract significant sponsors for future voyages of exploration. The audience of 

the late sixteenth century displayed a sophistication largely missing from the receivers of 

Columbus’s accounts.

Newes o f  Sir Walter Rauleigh. With the True Description o f  Guiana: And also a Relation o f  the 
Excellent Gouernment, and much Hope o f  the Prosperity o f  the Voyage, Sent from a Gentleman o f  his 
Fleet, to a Most Especiall Friend o f  his in London, from the River o f  Caliana, on the Coast o f  Guiana, Nov. 
17. 1617., London: NP, 1618, 44.
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The travel accounts of the Renaissance clearly reveal subtle tensions between the

projection of ideals and the discovery of futility. These writings incarnated simultaneously

the rhetoric of imperial expansion and religious conversion, the projection of personal aims

and desires, and the formation of empirical discourses in the areas of anthropology and

geography. Joan-Pau Rubies says that the traveller and his chronicler were working on

three simultaneous levels;

a definition of the global ideology of imperial legitimation and imperial strategy 
according to a special bias, the expression of personal experiences geared towards a 
profitable social recognition, and the collective construction of an empirical body of 
information concerning the lands and peoples of the New Land.^^

The second edition of Hakluyt’s collection added the significant word ‘Traffiques,’

an indication of the changing role of exploration in the intervening period. The English

were travelling to conduct trade. In the aforementioned Discourse o f Western Planting,

Hakluyt gave the argument for colonial expansion. Strategic reasons were emphasised.

Spain, the dominant European power—financing the Counter-Reformation with American

gold—is identified as the enemy of an England hoping to prosper by the inroads that may be

made upon the Spanish colonial monopoly. An English colony midway along the North

American coast would be in an ideal position to serve as a base for attacks on the West

Indies and the Spanish Main.

He goes on to say that America could potentially make England economically

independent of Europe by providing sought-after articles of commerce that they were

currently obliged to pay highly for. Hakluyt was already attempting to turn attention away

from the numinous gold mine to the fiar trade and timber. He showed uncommon powers of

insight into the problems of colonisation, but unfortunately most of the voyagers ignored his
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advice and went in searcii of more immediate financial rewards. It was only when it became

clear that there was no new Mexico or Peru to be conquered and plundered that the British

and French began to regard their colonies as sources not of mineral, but of agricultural and

commercial wealth. However, Hakluyt’s motivations were not totally divorced fi'om

materialism. He suggested that those who sought to promote the Gospel in the new-found

lands would be rewarded materially for their pains and claimed that this was the reason why

God had filled the Indies with such wealth. Other writers also drew the same conclusions

about the wealth of the Indies. Joseph Mede wrote in 1635 that;

The sound o f the Gospel and the Cross [had drawn a] group of barbarous nations 
across the Bering Strait and down into the New World, where they now awaited the 
coming o f the English, drawn by the promise o f infinite riches, to reveal to them the 
truth of Christianity .̂ ’

The memory of the initial motivations o f the English and French voyagers was 

almost erased by the eighteenth century when writers claimed that the Spanish barbarity and 

greed were alien to the peaceflil desires o f the northern explorers. The abandonment o f the 

feverish quest for gold and silver was depicted as an example of English superiority and the 

mineral wealth o f the Indies was viewed as a poisoned chalice. James Harrington wrote 

“Columbus offered gold unto one of your Kings, through whose happy incredulity another 

prince hath drunk the poison, even unto the consumption of his people.” *̂ The image of 

precious metals as inherently corrupting developed fi'om the suspicious regard with which 

alchemy was held and the belief in the power o f gold to convert souls. As quoted earlier, 

Columbus had said that “Gold is most excellent; with gold treasure is made, and he who

Joan-Pau Rubies, “Futility in the New World; Narratives o f Travel in Sixteenth-Centuiy America,” in 
Voyages and Visions: Towards a Cultural History o f  Travel, ed. Jas Eisner and Joan-Pau Rubies, London; 
Reaktion Books. 1999, 76.

Mede. Joseph. The Works o f  the Pious and Profoundly-Learned Joseph Mede, Corrected and Enlarged 
according to the Author's Own Manuscripts (London; NP, 1677)

James Harrington. The Political Works o f James Harrington, ed. J.G.A. Pocock, Cambridge; Cambridge 
University Press, 1977, 332.
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possesses it, can do as he wishes in the world. It can even drive souls into Paradise,” but 

later writers, with the benefit of hindsight, could attribute the power of gold to an evil 

source. However, for Renaissance explorers such as Ralegh the search for gold was still 

seen as a worthy motivation and successful enterprises gained the approval of the reigning 

monarch.

The way in which Hakluyt drew together the achievements of the English in 

overseas expansion allows us to examine the flowering of English interest from the early 

voyages of the Cabots and others through to the major undertakings of Hawkins, Gilbert, 

Drake and eventually Ralegh, whose interest and financial investment in the colonisation of 

Virginia preceded his own voyage to Guiana.

II

The English wished to emulate Spain’s success while avoiding its reputation for 

barbarous cruelty. English commentators attempted to revile Spain’s reputation by claiming 

an eagerness on the part of disgruntled and maltreated native inhabitants to form alliances 

with Spanish enemies. Despite this official policy, English explorers coveted and seized 

native land and mineral resources in exactly the same way as the Spanish predecessors. 

These conflicting impulses were exemplified in a certain anxiety in the writing of the period. 

Ralegh’s Discoverie, one of the most complex justifications of the colonial enterprise of the 

period, performs a delicate balancing act between admiration for the Spanish achievements 

and reprehension for their disregard for human rights. As Louis Montrose says:

His text cannot and makes no attempt to erase the footprints of the Spaniards who
have preceded him everywhere he goes and who have either knowingly or

Christopher Columbus. “Letter of 1502” in Textosy documentos completos. Relaciones de viajes, cartas 
y  memoriales, ed. Consuelo Varela, Madrid, 1982, 311.
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unknowingly provided almost all of the practical information as well as the fantasies 
that have generated the motives and underwritten the executions of his project.^”

In the Discoverie Ralegh quotes from Spanish texts, uses information gained from

discussion with the governor of Trinidad, Antonio de Berrio, and appends to the text

relevant Spanish documents intercepted at sea. Those aspects of the Discoverie that call

into question its value as an historical record become the basis of its success as propaganda:

its biases, entertainment, marvels, open hostility to the Spaniards and its poetry. The

relationship with the Spanish is indicated by the exhortation to the Queen that “the Spanish

king vexeth all the Princes of Europe, and is become in a fewe yeares from a poore king of

Castile the greatest monarke of this part of the worlde, and likelie every day to increase, if

other Princes forsloe the good occasions offered, and suffer him to adde this Empire to the

rest.” *̂ After articulating this legitimate fear of Spanish superiority, Ralegh recounts the

successive Spanish failures in reaching El Dorado and indicates that this may be a prize left

by God for the English to claim.

The information gleaned from the Spaniards was mainly concerned with the legend

of El Dorado. This legend came to the attention of the Spanish at the end of the 1530s.

The powerful attraction of the story ensured its swift dissemination and it evolved in detail

and complexity as it was repeated during the ensuing century. It first appeared in print in

the work of the chronicler Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo in 1541, three years after the

conquistador Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada had conquered the area between Bogota and the

north coast of South America. The Indians in this area were such accomplished

goldworkers that the Europeans laid claim to immense wealth. News of the windfall was

combined with news from the conquered Inca city of Quito telling of another source of

Louis Montrose. “The Work of Gender in the Discourse of Discovery,” New World Encounters, ed. 
Stephen Greenbiatt, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993, 191.
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gold. The tales told of a tribe, the Chibcha or Muisca, who performed a ritual where a great

lord, el dorado, was covered each morning with gold dust that was washed off in the

evening. Oviedo wrote that:

... with a certain resin or liquid which has a very fine odor he anoints himself every 
morning, and upon that ointment sets and sticks the gold ground [into dust] and as 
fine as is required for what has been stated, and his whole body is then left covered 
with gold from the soles of his feet to his head and as bright as a gold coin fashioned 
by the hand of a skilled artisan regularly comes out. And it is my belief that if that 
chief is accustomed to doing that, he must possess some very rich mines o f that 
particular quality of gold.^^

This leader scorned the costly armour worn by other kings because he had so much wealth

that he could wash away his golden covering each evening.

This initial version made no mention of a lake, but a letter written a year later by

Pedro de Cieza de Leon identified a lake “El Dorado” in a populous land east of Quito. The

concept of El Dorado as a lake, not found in any other early source, is given further weight

by the fact that the Muisca venerated lakes, as well as the sun, moon and stars. Jimenez de

Quesada described their lakeside offerings in his Epitome de la conquista of 1550 and one

of the questions in the Catholic inquiries designed to eradicate pre-conquest ‘idolatry’ was:

“Have you worshipped in the lakes?” A number of gold artefacts have been dredged up

from lakebeds in the area. The legend was further gilded until the lake became a city,

Manoa (an Achagua Indian word for ‘lake’), and then an entire province where everything

had a golden counterpart. Oviedo’s initial version claimed that:

that great lord or monarch constantly goes about covered with gold ground [into 
dust] and as fine as ground salt; for it is his opinion that to wear any other 
adornment is less beautifying, and that to put on pieces or a coat of arms hammered 
out of gold or stamped out or [fabricated] in any other way is [a sign of] vulgarity 
and a common thing, and that other rich lords and monarchs wear such things when

Ralegh. Discoverie, 138.
Gonzalo Fem ^dez de Oviedo y Valdes, Historic general y  natural de las Indias, islasy  Tierra-firme del 

Mar, trans. Bertram T. Lee. Appendix in Jose Toribio Medina, ed., The Discovery o f  the Amazon, New 
York; Dover, 1988, 392.
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it pleases then to do so, but to powder one’s self with gold is an extraordinary thing 
[to do], unusual, and new and more costly inasmuch as what one puts on in the 
morning every day is removed and washed off in the evening and is cast away and 
thrown to waste on the ground; and this he does every day of his life. . . .  I would 
rather have the sweepings from the chamber o f this monarch than that of the great 
melting establishments that have been set up for [the refining of] gold in Peru and 
[any other] that may exist in any part o f the world .

Pedro de Cieza de Leon was the only contemporary chronicler to visit Quito, which

he did when troops were called to march against the rebellious Pizarro in 1547. He spent

seventeen years in the Indies and published his chronicle on his return to Spain. He states

that the Indians gave the following information to Gonzales Pizarro:

The Indians said that flirther on, if they advanced, they would come to a wide- 
spreading flat country, teeming with Indians, who possess great riches, for they all 
wear gold ornaments, and where there are no forests or mountain ranges. '̂*

He also tantalised his readers with descriptions like the following that make the Spanish

search for gold seem a moral responsibility, to avoid it being used for devil-worship:

If all the gold that is buried in Peru, and in these countries, was collected, it would 
be impossible to count it, so great would be the quantity, and the Spaniards have yet 
got little compared with what remains. . . .  If  the Spaniards had not come, all the 
gold in the country would certainly have been offered to the devil, or buried with the 
dead, for the Indians neither want it, nor seek it for any other purpose.

The Indians also told Pizarro that “the province of La Canela and Lake El Dorado were a

very populous and very rich land.”^̂

The other chroniclers of El Dorado were Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada and Juan de

Castellanos. Quesada retrospectively described his own conquest o f the Muisca in 1537 as

a conquest of El Dorado. At the time in his Logbook o f the expedition he had spoken of

many fabulous places—the country of the Amazons, the House o f the Sun, and so on—but

Ibid., 391-2.
Pedro de Cieza de Leon. Primera parte de la cronica del Peru (Seville: Martin Clement, 1553), trans. 

C.R Markham (London; Haklujl Society, 1864), quoted in John Hemming, The Search for El Dorado, 
London: Joseph, 1978, 100.

Pedro de Cieza de Leon, Primera parte, trans. C.R. Markham, 77.
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never of El Dorado, It was only in the Epitome, written in 1550 that he claimed to have

found what many had searched for in the intervening period.^’ Castellanos wanted to follow

Quesada’s example and establish that El Dorado was Bogota. His Historia, written in

verse, circles obsessively around the figure of Quesada and the mythical resonances of

Bogota. He says that an Indian resident of Bogota claimed that;

[Bogota] was a land rich in emeralds and gold. Among the things that attracted 
them, he told of a certain king, unclothed, who went on rafts on a pool to make 
oblations, which he had deserved, anointing all [his body] with resin and on top of it 
a quantity of ground gold, fi'om the bottom of his feet to his forehead, gleaming like 
a ray of the sun. He also said that there was continual traffic there to make offerings 
of gold jewellery, fine emeralds, and other pieces of their ornaments.^*

These few chroniclers were the primary sources for the original El Dorado legend and the

contributions of later writers were generally limited to embellishments of these accounts.

The embellishments continued beyond Ralegh’s attempts, to writers in the early seventeenth

century like Father Pedro Simon’s Noticias Historiales de las Conquistas (1621-3) and

Juan Rodrigues Fresle’s Conquest and Discovery o f New Granada (1636).

Gonzalo Pizarro was the first explorer who specifically set out to find El Dorado.

He set out fi'om Quito in 1541 and left a legacy of torture and death among the Indians he

encountered. The expedition was beleaguered by heavy rains and difficult terrain.

Eventually the group divided and Francisco de Orellana was sent off" in a boat with 60 men

in search of food. The group found it impossible to reverse their course in the strong river

current and instead made the first European passage from the Amazon to the Atlantic, a trip

^  Gonzalo Pizarro, “Letter of Gonzalo Pizarro to the King” dated Tomebamba, September 3, 1542, in Jose 
Toribio Medina, ed.. The Discovery o f  the Amazon, 245 

Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada, Reparto del botin (Santafe de Bogota, 15 June 1538), in Juan Friede, 
“Descubrimiento del Nuovo Reino de Granada,” Boletin de Historia y  Antiguedades 3, nos 435-7, 524-31 
and Epitome de la conquista del Nuovo Reino de Granada (c. 1550) ed. Manuel Lucena Salmoral, Jimenez 
de Ouesada 3, no. 13 (Instituto Colombiano de Cultural Hispanica, Bogota), December 1962, 43-60.

Juan de Castellanos, Historia del Nuovo Reino de Granada, 1 vois., Madrid: A. Perez Dubrull, 1886. 
Quoted in Hemming, The Search fo r  El Dorado, 101.
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lasting almost five months/^ The Spaniards wore out their welcome among the tribes they

encountered by stealing food and provoking hostility.

Below the river’s junction with the Rio Negro, Orellana and his men claimed to have

encountered Amazons. Friar Gaspar de Carvajal, who wrote an account of the journey,

described the courageous fighting of the women and their appearance in terms that

emphasised their strength and were strongly reminiscent of classical Greek and Roman

mythology. These women look more European than Amerindian:

[they are] very white and tail, and have hair very long and braided and wound about 
the head and they are very robust and go about naked . . . [they carry] bows and 
arrows in their hands, doing as much fighting as ten Indian men.”*®

Two other expeditions also set out in 1541. The first was led by Heman Perez de

Quesada, brother of Jimenez de Quesada, and Phillip von Hutton commanded the second.

Perez de Quesada ran into similar difficulties regarding food and native hostility as Pizarro

had. He lost 80 soldiers and several thousand Indians and did not reached any previously

unclaimed Spanish territories. He returned to Bogota empty-handed.

Von Hutton’s expedition covered more ground than Quesada’s but he, too, ran out

o f provisions and the 130 men he had with him were beset with disease. Von Hutton did

reach a promising area called Omagua, with some large settlements, but as he was returning

for reinforcements he was ensnared in a political struggle between the Germans and Spanish

and was decapitated with a blunt machete.

Due to Bartolome de las Casas’s interventions on behalf o f the Indians, Charles V

took the extraordinary step of banning all expeditions and explorations in 1550. This ban

Alan Gheerbrant includes a detailed discussion o f the Pizarro/Orellana expedition in his The Amazon: 
Past, Present and Future, trans. I. Mark Paris, London; Thames and Hudson, 1988.

Gaspar de Carvajal, Descubrimiento del rio de las Amazonas, trans. BerUam T. Lee and H.C. Heaton,
The Discovery o f  the Amazon, New York. 1934. Carvajal’s was inserted into Oveido’s Historia
General de las Indias, is ia sy  tierra-firme del hAar Oceano, ed. Jose Amador de los Rios, 4 vols., Madrid: 
Real Academia de la Historia. 1851-5.
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lasted until 1559, but when it was lifted it became clear that the Spanish lust for gold had 

not been abated. Pedro de Ursua recruited a band of gold seekers and set sail on a tributary 

o f the Amazon in 1560 in order to conquer the province o f “Omagua an Dorado.” The 

crew mutinied during the rainy season and murdered him in 1561. His replacement was a 

vicious ex-soldier named Lope de Aguirre whose main interest was not finding El Dorado 

but returning to Peru at the head of a rebel army. Aguirre’s brutality led to the death of 

nearly half the expedition, as he systematically killed anyone he suspected of dissent. He 

finally reached the Atlantic in July 1561 and seized control of Margarita. The planned 

march on Peru fell apart when his remaining men began to desert, and in a last act of 

barbarity Aguirre ordered the murder o f his own daughter, ostensibly in order to save her 

from the troops advancing on them. Aguirre was murdered by his own men and another El 

Dorado dream turned into anarchy, death and despair.

The focus o f the search turned fiarther east as expeditions established that El Dorado 

did not lie in the Omagua lands. Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada, who had discovered and 

governed New Granada, despite being in his late sixties, decided to attempt another 

expedition and he set out in 1569 with 300 soldiers and 1,500 Indians. The aforementioned 

combination o f heavy rain, hostile Indians and inadequate supplies dogged the group and 

when the remaining survivors returned, 250 Spanish men had died and only 30 Indians 

remained alive.

The husband of Quesada’s niece, Antonio de Berrio, was to play a pivotal role in 

Ralegh’s later Guiana experience. Quesada, who died in 1579, bequeathed both his 

governorship and his estates to the 59-year old Berrio, who became an ardent supporter of 

the golden kingdom theories. Berrio became convinced that the other quests had failed 

because El Dorado was located in the forested mountains south o f the middle Orinoco
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River, not in the llanos, or plains. On his first expedition, in 1583, he met with the usual

Indian hostility, but was told stories of a large lake called Manoa which was located high

among the peaks. Only 13 fit men could be found among the original 100-strong force to

attempt an ascent and they were forced to give up six miles fi'om the summit because of ill

health and impossible terrain. Unusually, Berrio lost only eight men in this initial attempt.

The second attempt occurred in 1587 with 97 men, but Berrio had no more success

on this expedition. He and his men hiked a distance of 600 miles on the lower slopes but

could not find a passable route to the high peaks. The men were beleaguered with malaria

and Indian attacks. When the commander of a relief force organised by Berrio’s wife,

Maria, believing their tales of fanatical leadership, absconded with most of the men and all

of the canoes, Berrio was forced to return to Bogota.

His dedication to the inherited task unabated, Berrio set off again in 1590 with 70

Spaniards and a number of Indian guides and servants. The food ran out and disease wiped

out a number of his men but Berrio would not turn back. He ordered that the horses be

killed in order to provide the group with a source of food and to prevent thoughts of

desertion. In a letter to the king he described his dilemma:

It was now eighteen months since I had left the Kingdom, and as I lacked supplies 
and the canoes were lost, I determined to make others and to kill the remaining 
horses as food for the men and to go down the Orinoco. For all the Indians assured 
me that on travelling down the Orinoco I should come across large Carib villages, 
and that further down I should find a great river called the Caroni which comes 
down fi-om Guiana and which cannot be navigated because of a great waterfall; but 
that a little higher up, where a chief called Moriquita lived, the mountains ended and 
the provinces of Guiana began, behind which in turn came those of Manoa and 
Eldorado and many other provinces.'"

The Spanish belief in Providential design, the difficulties and discomforts of the voyage and

the overwhelming desire for belief to become reality all come across strongly in this letter.
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The party sailed east several hundred miles until they came to the junction with the Caroni

river. Here, in Guiana, Berrio was sure they would find El Dorado but he could not

continue the search himself because a parasite was causing blindness among his few

remaining men. He sailed to Margarita to ask for help. Domingo de Vera e Ibargoyen,

trusting the stories, recruited enough men in Caracas to lead a foray up the Caroni river.

Vera was also allotted the task of founding a town on Trinidad to act as a preparation

ground for expeditions, and he caused the laying of the foundations of San Jose de Oruna.

On his return from the foray he confidently announced that two million gold-rich Indians

lived in the highlands and that he had come within eleven days march of Manoa. Vera’s

report to the king was copied by Allonso in a letter to certain merchants of St. Lucas, and

was subsequently printed in the 1596 edition of the Discoverie. He said that he had found;

a province not passing a daies journey off, where there are so many Indians as would 
shadow the sunne, and so much gold as all yonder plaine will not containe it. In 
which Countrie . . . they take of the said gold in dust and annoint themselves all over
therwith to make the braver shewe, and to the end the gold may cover them, they
annoint their bodies with stamped hearbes of a gluenous substance . . . And being 
asked how they got that same gold, they told us they went to a certain downe or 
plaine and pulled or digged up the grasse by the roots, which done, they tooke of the 
earth, putting in great buckets which they carried to wash at the river, & that which 
came in powder they kept for their Boracheras & that which was in peeces, they 
wrought into Eagles.'*^

Berrio found an explanation for this unseen land by concluding that the Inca civilisation had

originated in Manoa and had subsequently conquered Peru. He stated that:

There are many stories, with which everyone is acquainted . . . that the Inca kings of 
these provinces [of Guiana] went forth to conquer Peru, and afterwards, owing to 
quarrels arising between two brothers, the one returned, from fear of the other, 
fleeing to these provinces.'*^

Antonio de Berrio, “Letter from Berrio to the King” (1 Jannary 1593). Archivo General de Indias. MSS. 
36315. Published in V. T. Harlow, The Discoverie o f  Guiana, London; Argonaut, 1928, 99.

Ralegh, “Certain Spanyards Letters” in Discoverie, ed. Whitehead, 204.
Antonio de Berreo, Relacion de lo sucedido en el descubrimiento de Guayana y  Manoa, Trinidad, 1593, 

in The Discovery o f  Guiana, ed. Harlow, 106-8.
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Vera was sent to Spain to seek support for a further expedition, but before he could return 

Walter Ralegh arrived in the waters off Trinidad, attracted by the same tales of a high 

culture, rich in gold and previously unencountered, living somewhere in the Guiana 

mountains.

The other rumour that was circulating at the time concerned a certain Juan Martin 

de Albujar, a survivor from an earlier ill-fated El Dorado quest. Juan de Castellanos told 

this man’s extraordinary story, saying that “the report which I give now was revealed by 

Juan Martin, a soldier who is now a citizen o f Carora in Venezuela. He spent seven years 

living among people who never wear clothes: their ornament and fashion consists of 

painting what nature gave them.”'*'* Juan Martin lived as an Indian and came to know the 

region well. He, in fact, reported that the Indians were a poor people, but the believers 

refused to accept Castellanos’s report and embroidered the story. Martin was said to have 

been taken, blindfold, to the city of Manoa, where he lived for seven months and was sent 

away with various treasures to return to his own people. These treasures were reportedly 

stolen firom him and the handful of gold beads he retained was given to the Church on his 

deathbed. Thus, the circulators of the story removed the necessity to produce concrete 

evidence o f the report while claiming that such material evidence had been in Martin’s 

hands.

Ill

Ralegh’s colonising ventures were many and varied. He participated in the military 

subjection and plantation o f Ireland under Elizabeth, took an active role in attracting 

support for Gilbert’s enterprises and other expeditions seeking the Northwest Passage,

^  Juan de Castellanos. Historia del Nuevo Reino de Granada, 2 vols., Madrid, 1886, Vol. II, 217,
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sponsored the settlement at Roanoke and finally led the initiative in Guiana. He had read 

many texts on the ‘New World’. Some are quoted in the Discoverie, and some occur in the 

catalogue of his Tower library, drawn up in about 1606—works like Pedro de Cieza Leon’s 

Cronica del Peru (Seville, 1553), Francisco Lopez de Gomara’s Historia General de los 

Indias (Zaragoza, 1552) and Andre Thevet’s Singularitez de la France Antarctique (Paris, 

1558),

In 1586 he held conversations with Don Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa who had been 

captured in the same year by Captain Jacob Whiddon in a ship owned by Ralegh. Sarmiento 

was an acknowledged expert on Inca history and mythology and had written a work in 1572 

entitled La Historia de las Incas!^^ It is likely that Sarmiento gave Ralegh the idea that El 

Dorado and the Incas were linked. Towards the beginning of the Discoverie Ralegh states 

that:

Many yeares since I had knowledge by relation of that mighty, rich and bewtifiiil 
Empire of Guiana, and of that great and Golden City, which the Spaniards call El 
Dorado, and the naturals Manoa, which Citie was conquered, reedified, and inlarged 
by a yonger sonne of Guainacapa, Emperor of Peru, at such time as Francisco 
Pazaro and others conquered the saide Empire.''^

The indication of a lengthy period of time since this information was received, “Many yeares

since,” means that this information did not come fi’om Berrio, who was captured and

questioned by Ralegh when he arrived in Trinidad. Noteably, Ralegh does not claim, as

does Berrio, that the Incas in Peru descended fi'om the Manoa Incas, but that the city of

Manoa was set up by a group of Incas fleeing the European invasion of Peru. His rhetorical

control becomes apparent in the section in which he attempts to prove this link between

Guiana and Peru. He quotes in Spanish the words of Francisco Lopez’s General History o f

Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, History o f  the Incas, trans. and ed. Clements Markham, London: Hakluyt 
Society, 1907.

Ralegh. Discoverie, 121-22.
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the Indies, where Lopez describes the magnificence of the court of Guaynacapa, the

Peruvian ancestor of the founder of Manoa, and then inserts his own translation;

All the vessels of his house, table, and kitchin were of Gold and Silver, and the 
meanest of silver and copper for strength and hardness of the mettal. He had in his 
wardroppe hollow statues of golde which seemed giants, and the figures in 
proportion and bignes of all the beastes, birdes, trees and hearbes, that the earth 
bringeth forth: and of all the fishes that the sea or waters of his kingdome breedeth. 
Hee had also ropes, budgets, chests and troughs of golde and silver. . . . Finally 
there was nothing in his countrey, whereof hee had not the counterfeat in gold/’

Ralegh makes the most tenuous assertion first, that Guiana and Peru are connected, saying

that the Emperor of Guiana “is discended from those magnificent Princes of Peru of whose

large territories, . . . Francisco Lopez and others have written large discourses.”"** He then

‘proves’ that Peru had spectacular amounts of gold, based on the authority of a Spaniard

who had been an eyewitness. By the time one finishes reading this elaborate description,

Ralegh has conjured up a Guiana fijll of gold and the El Dorado myth has been collapsed

into the reality of European plunder of Peruvian wealth.

Ralegh’s attitude towards the achievements of the Spanish in the New World

reflects a national ambivalence. The Queen was continually urged to naval and military

action to curb Spanish power and yet Ralegh’s admiration becomes clear in such passages

as the following:

Yet persisting in their enterprises, with an invincible constancie, they have annexed 
to their Kingdome so many goodly Provinces, as burie the remembrance of all 
dangers past. Tempests and shipwracks, famine, overthrowes, mutinies, heat and 
cold, pestilence, and all manner of diseases, both old and new, together with 
extreme povertie, and want of all things needfiill, have beene the enemies, wherewith 
every one of their most noble Discoverers, at one time or other, hath encountered.
. . All which notwithstanding, the third, fourth, and fift undertakers, have not beene 
disheartened. Surely, they are worthily rewarded with those Treasuries, and 
Paradises, which they enjoy; and well they deserve to hold them quietly, if they 
hinder not the like vertue in others, which (perhaps) will not be found.

Ibid., 137.
Ibid., 136.
Walter Ralegh, H istory o f  the World  V, I, para 10, 312.
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Louis Montrose describes the Spanish as at once authority, villain and rival to the English 

voyagers. In their Catholicism and Mediterranean background they are spiritually, 

linguistically and ethnically alien, but the English and Spanish share economic and political 

systems as well as a cultural, moral and intellectual tradition.

Ralegh based his relations with the Indians on what he had learned o f the infamous 

Spanish cruelty. He refused to conquer or kill heathens who would not convert, instead 

considering a more humane treatment of the Amerindians, including possible intermarriage 

and population blending as an alternative.^’ According to Andrew Sinclair, Ralegh’s plan 

was to defend the Amerindians against the Spanish, aid them in recovering territories as far 

as Peru, instruct them in civil and social behaviour according to European usage, and teach 

them how to use European weapons. The dominant concern is equipping the natives to 

overthrow the Spaniards from within. The tract he wrote, or had prepared for him, after his 

return, “O f the Voyage to Guiana,”^̂  sets out a model for English empire building and 

lasting investment in the Indies and Ralegh also advocates the replacement of Spain by 

England in the New World, rather than the continual scavenging o f Spanish wealth in acts 

o f piracy.

The 1595 Guiana voyage takes place under a peculiar set o f circumstances. After a 

meteoric rise through the 1580s to the position of the Queen’s favourite, Ralegh jeopardised 

his standing with a secret marriage in 1592 to Elizabeth Throckmorton, one o f the Queen’s 

maids. This select band of women played the role o f symbolic surrogates for the Virgin

For a further discussion of this issue, see Louis Montrose. ’T he Work of Gender in the Discourse of 
Discawtry” Representations 113 (1991), 18.

Ralegh’s policies towards the Amerindians are treated in Stephen May, Sir Walter Ralegh, Boston: 
Twayne, 1989, especially 56.

Andrew Sinclair, Sir Walter Raleigh and the Age o f  Discovery, Harmondsworth: Penguin. 1984, 58.
Walter Ralegh, “Of the Voyage to Guiana,” Appendix C in V.T.Harlow, ed.. The Discoverie o f  the Large, 

Rich and Bewtiful Empire o f  Guiana, London: Argonaut, 1928.
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Queen, making Ralegh’s alliance highly inappropriate. He was confined in the tower for his 

transgression. Interestingly, both Columbus and Ralegh were alienated fi"om the powers 

they served—Columbus as a foreigner and Ralegh because of his disgrace. The similarities 

between the explorers do not end there. Both writers deal with failure by resorting to 

emotional strategies such as shifting attention away from the journey onto the physical 

suffering of the explorer, excusing defeat by pointing to its necessity for future success, and 

repeatedly describing scenes and actions as inexpressible or wondrous.

Ralegh’s first colonising venture was a command on a ship, the Falcon, in his half- 

brother, Humphrey Gilbert’s, attempt to colonize North America in 1578-9. He spent 

nearly six months at sea and sailed as far as Cape Verde on the coast of Africa. After a 

two-year period commanding troops in Ireland, Ralegh gained a position as a favourite of 

Elizabeth and enjoyed this favour for nine years between 1583 and 1592. He was rewarded 

with estates and a lucrative state monopoly. He, like so many other distinguished courtiers, 

financed privateering ships to cream off" some of the Spanish wealth flowing from the New 

World. His famous Virginia colony enterprise took place between 1584 and 1586, framing 

the year of his knighthood. In the following years he buih up his estates, financed more 

anti-Spanish offensives and wrote powerflil propaganda to support overseas expansion, but 

the affair with Elizabeth Throckmorton, combined with the rising fortunes of some rival 

favourites, including the Earl of Essex, culminated in the public reproach of a period of 

imprisonment in the Tower of London.

His continued banishment from the Court led him to consider a spectacular gesture 

to regain his former position. He employed Thomas Heriot as a personal scientific advisor 

and sent Captain Jacob Whiddon to investigate Trinidad in 1594 and to try to learn more 

about El Dorado, Whiddon received permission from Berrio to take on supplies, but his
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attention to Indian reports of Spanish cruelty and his enquiries about El Dorado destroyed 

Berrio’s trust and the Spaniard launched an attack on Whiddon’s men, killing eight of them. 

Another captain, George Popham, seized some papers from a Spanish ship in 1594 that 

encouraged belief in the El Dorado legend. These papers were published in the same 

binding as the 1596 edition of the Discoverie, printed at London by Robert Robinson as 

“An Abstract taken out of Certaine Spanyardes Letters Concerning Guiana and the 

Countries lying upon the Great River Orenoque: with Certaine Reportes also touching the 

Same.”

Ralegh’s own expedition attracted the investment of Sir Charles Howard and Sir

Robert Cecil and once the commission from Elizabeth arrived at the end of 1594, addressing

him not as the usual ‘our trusty and well beloved servant’ but curtly as ‘our servant,’ he

made his final preparations and set sail on February 5th, 1595. The “Epistle Dedicatorie” is

addressed to Howard and Cecil, and it hints at disclosures of riches in the main text, saying

“The countrey hath more quantity of Gold by manifolde, then the best partes of the Indies,

or Peru.” '̂* He sets forth the ideas that the Amerindians are eager to form an alliance with

Elizabeth against the Spaniards and that the area is easy to access and easy to defend. The

epistle also attempts to answer the charges about his lack of success by claiming that his

goal was the future success of a colonising mission, not immediate financial reward. The

defensive tone present throughout the Discoverie speaks for the way his venture was

perceived in court circles on his return:

Because there have been divers opinions conceived of the golde oare brought from 
Guiana, I have thought good by the addition of these lines to give aunswere as 
well to the said malicious slaunder, as to other objections.^^

Ralegh. Discoverie, 122. 
Ibid., 125.
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The epistle also utilises the common rhetorical trope of claiming unstudied plainness, “I

have neither studied phrase, forme, nor fashion,” a trope that serves rather to draw attention

to the sophisticated control of the writer than to inspire expectations of clarity and unbias.

The language of the Discoverie suggests that it is an apology of sorts, an attempt to

reveal his ability to remain continent in the encounter with desirable, virgin territory.

Ralegh seems to be attempting to redress his carnal lapse by displaying virtuous restraint in

the face of huge temptation. This becomes a type of justification for his repeated turning

away from the very aims of his expedition: Guiana itself, Manoa, gold mines and gold-rich

tombs. Ralegh is displaying a voluntary restraint in an attempt to correct the excesses

responsible for his disgrace. The result of this feminisation of the landscape is the turning of

personal failure into national triumph by casting it as chastity and, as I exemplified earlier,

this is a theme that runs through Renaissance English travel narratives. Ralegh is also

drawing a distinction between the behaviour of the English and that of the Spanish in the

face of sexual temptation. He constructs a moral opposition between English continence

and Spanish lust, while paradoxically suggesting that the future of English involvement with

Guiana involves a symbolic deflowering of the natural resources:

To conclude, Guiana is a Countrey that hath yet her Maydenhead, never sackt, 
turned, nor wrought, the face of the earth hath not beene tome, nor the vertue and 
salt of the soyle spent by manurance, the graves haue not beene opened for gold, the 
mines not broken with sledges, nor their Images puld down out of their temples. It 
hath never been entred by any armie of strength, and never conquered or possessed 
by any Christian Prince . There is therefore great difference betwene the easines 
of the conquest of Guiana, & the defence of it being conquered, and the West or 
East Indies.^*

Ibid., 124.
For a detailed discussion of the text as justification for transgression, see Mary C. Fuller, “Ralegh’s 

Fugitive Gold: Reference and Deferral in The Discoverie of Guiana,” Representations 33 (1991), 42-64 and 
Jeffrey Knapp, An Empire Nowhere: England, America, and Literature from Utopia to the Tempest, 
Berkeley: University of California Press. 1993, especially Chapter Five, “The Triumph of Disgrace.”

Ralegh. Discoverie, 196-7.
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The sexual resonances of the language (Maydenhead, tome, vertue, spent, entred, 

possessed, easiness) continue into the language used by the modem tourist industry which 

chooses to describe the Caribbean as virginal, yet open to possession by the tourist. The 

extended metaphor of landscape as feminine implies that the exploration, domination and 

exploitation of a region’s natural resources is an expressly masculine pursuit welcomed by 

the unresisting female body of the land. Louis Montrose complicates this reading by 

suggesting that the process of projecting gender onto the New World is linked to the 

discourses surrounding the relationship between the English and Spanish, and between the 

female Queen and her subservient male courtiers.

Mary Campbell credits Ralegh with having introduced a new style into Renaissance 

travel literature. Rather than the static descriptions and set pieces found in Columbus, with 

Europe as a constant referent, Ralegh’s work “leaves the head spinning with the various 

unpronounceable names of tribes, along with the nature of their languages, their varieties of 

sophistication, their histories and medical lore, their political relations with each other. 

Campbell suggests that Ralegh largely avoided the “dense veil of preconceptions . . . [and] 

false ‘recognitions’ found in Columbus’s descriptions,”®' accounts that appear strenuously 

forced into a European mould. According to Campbell, the narrative form that Ralegh 

chooses is fresher, his vocabulary more varied and vivid, and he seems to permit 

consideration of this as a genuinely ‘new’ world.

However, I suggest that Ralegh’s style is perhaps not as novel as Campbell suggests. 

It is in actual fact quite similar to that of some ancient models such as Herodotus’s History,

See Louis Montrose, “The Work o f  Gender in the Discourse o f  Discovery,” New World Encounters, ed. 
Stephen Greenblatt. 177-217.
^  Mary Campbell. The Witness and the Other World: Exotic European Travel Writing, 400-1600, Ithaca, 
NY: Comail University Press, 1988, 239.

Ibid., 233.
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completed by 425 B In his account of Egypt, Herodotus mixes natural philosophy and 

human history with a scrupulous attention to interesting anecdotes and details (such as the 

number of onions consumed by the pyramid builders), backed up by oral testimony, 

Herodotus, like Ralegh, placed enormous importance on his knowledge of names and other 

nouns. Lorenzo Valle made Herodotus’s History accessible to Western scholars in the 

fifteenth century in a Latin translation.*^ In the classical models, Ralegh could find 

responses to alterity ranging ft-om wonderment, through superiority to identification. 

Herodotus’s reaction to others recognised his own parochialism and attempted to describe 

peoples and cultures, as much as possible, on their own terms. Bound within the 

parameters of his own culture, Herodotus still managed to acknowledge the existence and 

validity of other value systems and cultures, Ralegh was his heir.

In any encounter with the genuinely novel, the use of analogy is inevitable because 

of the impossibility of representing the new in any other language than that of the old, and 

Ralegh draws on descriptions of English parklands and gardens to describe the Guianian 

landscape, especially when he feels that he is nearing the talismanic gold mines. However, 

as Neil Whitehead had pointed out, the analogies Ralegh chose to draw were often 

appropriate. The landscape was not virginal. In some areas the natives burned off grasses 

and practised sophisticated cultivation techniques that would have led to a controlled 

appearance. Our retrospective expectations about the appearance of America, about 

‘wilderness’ and the ‘natural landscape’, may be less appropriate to Ralegh’s Guiana than

Frangois Hartog, in The Mirror o f  Herodotus: The Representation o f the Other in the Writing o f History, 
trans. Janet Lloyd, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988, provides an enlightening analysis of the 
relationship between Herodotus’s methods and those of certain Renaissance commentators upon the New 
World, particularly Jean de Lery, who wrote Histoire d ’un Voyage fa it en la Terre de Bresil, Lausanne, 
1972.

See A, Momigliano, 'The Place of Herodotus in the History of Historiography,” Studies in 
Historiography, London, 1969, 127-42,
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the images of fields, copses and parks he invokes. '̂* Ralegh’s suggestions of equivalencies

privilege the culture of the Amerindians by suggesting that caciques could equal captains,

that the Incas were destined to be saved by the Ing[l]aterras and that a native woman could

approach the beauty of an English noblewoman.

In the Discoverie, Ralegh would have us believe that this is a first encounter, that

the peoples and places he encounters are previously unknown, but this is an anachronistic

presentation. The Amerindians had experienced a century of prior contact with Europeans

and would certainly have buih up complex methods of communicating with them and of

disseminating new information about the arrivants to other tribes. Ralegh’s presentation

denies this fact and attempts to position his narrative with earlier, perhaps more idealistic

travel quests. It also solidifies his claim for the English by ignoring prior Spanish claims and

activity. The only time the Spanish presence is admitted is in order to criticise their

methods and to claim the superiority of English relations with the Amerindians.

The major motivation in writing the Discoverie is defensive—Ralegh needs to

counter claims that he went nowhere, discovered nothing and brought back only fool’s gold.

He claims in the section entitled, “To the Reader,” that he could not dissuade his men fi-om

gathering what he knew to be marcasite, but that:

In Guiana it selfe, I never sawe Marcasite, but all the rocks, mountaines, all stones .
. . appeare marveylous rich, which being tried to be no Marcasite, are the true signs 
of rich mineralles.®^

The reason for not gathering these “rich mineralles” is claimed to be lack of equipment. 

The veins are encased in a hard stone and the small pieces he brought back, he says, were 

found to be gold-rich. He rebuts the accusation that he should have brought home more 

gold by stating that “I was not bound to satisfie anie man of the quantitie” and that the 100

^  Ralegli, Discoverie, “Introduction” by Neil Whitehead, 4-5.
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men, who form a substantial body of witnesses to his version o f events, took up too much

room in the boats to store many ore samples.^^ It seems that Ralegh expected to find

worked gold among the Amerindians or gold nuggets that he could transport easily, rather

than gold ore, judging by his preparation.

Ralegh claims another reason to believe his report, saying that he disliked the

discomforts of the journey so much that he would only go back if he were sure o f success:

I am not so much in love with these long voiages, as to devise, thereby to cozen my 
selfe, to lie hard, to fare worse, to be subjected to perils, to diseases, to ill savours, 
to be parched and withered, and withall to sustain the care and labour of such an 
enterprize, except the same had more comfort, then the fetching o f Marcasite in 
Guiana, or bying o f gold ore in Barbery.®’

This ends the list o f defensive retorts (or excuses) that has taken up a number of pages at

the beginning of the text and Ralegh turns to examine the advantages open to England if she

curbs the power o f the Spanish King:

It is his Indian Golde that indaungereth and disturbeth all the nations of Europe, it 
purchaseth intelligence, creepeth into Councels, and setteth bound loyalty at libertie, 
in the greatest Monarchies of Europe.®*

The section, “To the Reader,” ends with the dramatic statement that Ralegh is ready to lose

“my life withall” if his beliefs turn out to be fa lse .U n fo rtu n a te ly  for him, he was held to

this statement by Elizabeth’s successor, and the wager was lost.

While Ralegh’s prose s ty le  may, as Campbell claims, have heralded a new era in

Elizabethan travel writing, his highlighting o f the marvelous and exotic is rooted in an

“  Ibid., 125 
Ibid., 126.
Ibid., 127. The idea that Ralegh had merely travelled to Ihe African coast and bought gold ore there, 

rather than undertaking the transatlantic crossing, was another one put about by his detractors.
® Ibid., 127.

Ibid., 128.
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awareness of earlier travel literature.™ He draws the reader’s attention to the exotic and

claims that all is possible in this new world, from grotesque monsters to fabulous wealth.

The first of these unnatural features mentioned in the Discoverie refers to oysters growing

upon trees. Oysters actually do attach themselves to the roots of the mangroves and at low

tide could easily appear to be growing as some strange kind of fruit. Ralegh says:

A1 their oisters grow upon those boughs and spraies, and not on the ground: the like 
is commonlie seene in the West Indies and else where.

As with the El Dorado legend itself, Ralegh wards off possible disbelievers by relying on

external textual authority to back up his report:

This tree is described by Andrewe Thevet, in his french Antartique, and the forme 
figured in his booke as a plante verye straunge, and by Plinie in his XII, booke of his 
naturall historic.

Columbus had also relied on invocations of earlier reports by authorities, including Marco

Polo, in order to deflect accusations of falsehood in his depictions of the Amerindians and

islands he encountered.

One of the more famous marvels described by Ralegh occurs at a later stage in the

text when he writes of having heard reliable reports of Amazonian warriors in the jungle.

Again, this report is framed with textual precedents to lend weight to Ralegh’s claims:

The memories of the like women are very ancient as well in Africa as in Asia. In 
Africa those that had Medusa for Queene. others in Scithia neere the rivers of 
Tanais and Thermadas: we find also that Lampedo and Marthesia were Queens of 
the Amazons, in many histories they are verified to have beene, and in divers ages 
and Provinces.’^

The Amazons originally featured in Greek mj^hology, Homer mentioned them in the eighth 

century BC, and they were reputed to be a tribe of warrior-women who shunned men.

Stephen Greenblatt’s Marvelous Possessions: the Wonder o f  the New World, University of Chicago Press, 
1991, while not considering Ralegh’s venture in any detail, is an important study of the use of ‘marvels’ in 
creating interest in and comprehending the New World.

Ralegh, £)/5covme, 131.
Ibid.
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except once a year for the purposes of procreation, who killed all male offspring and who

cut off their right breast to facilitate the drawing of the bowstring.’" The information

Ralegh gives regarding the Guianian Amazons became ammunition for his detractors, but he

had intended a serious scientific investigation and he repeated the results against a backdrop

of textual precedents of the legend. These Amazons do not cut off their breast, as some of

the other reports claim, but they do abstain from male company for most of the year. The

language used to describe their mating month is reminiscent of a chivalric, masque-like

court scene and it led to depictions of the Amazon women in European style dress and with

European features in the subsequent illustrated editions of the Discoverie, such as the

Hulsius and the De Bry editions:

At that time all the Kings of the Borders assemble, and the Queenes of the 
Amazones, and after the Queens have chosen, the rest cast lots for their Valentines. 
This one moneth, they feast, daunce, & drinke of their wines in abundance, & the 
Moone being done, they all depart to their ovrae Provinces.

Male children conceived during this time were returned to their fathers, but daughters were

prized and kept by the women. Ralegh further reports that the women are known to be

cruel and bloodthirsty, and that they have a quantity of gold plates.

The reported marvel that did most to discredit Ralegh’s account was not that of the

Amazons, but that of the headless Ewaipanoma. Like the story of the women, Ralegh

distances himself by admitting that this report is based on hearsay evidence rather than on

personal encounter, but it had a powerful effect on the Elizabethan audience and belief in

the legend was regarded as a sign of ignorance or gullibility. The wide dissemination of the

legend is evidenced by Shakespeare’s reference to the Ewaipanoma in Othello.

And of the Cannibals that each other eat.

Ibid., 146.
The naine ‘Amazon’ comes from the Greek a-mastos, meaning without breast.

'^Ralegh, Discoverie, 146.
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The Anthropophagi, and men whose heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders. This to hear 
Would Desdemona seriously incline.’®

and again in The Tempest, where Gonzalo asks;

When we were boys,
Who would believe that there were mountaineers 
Dew-lapp’d like bulls, whose throats had hanging at them 
Wallets of flesh? or that there were such men 
Whose heads stood in their breasts? Which now we find 
Each putter-out of five for one will bring us 
Good warrant o f ’’

Ralegh’s report claimed that on the Caora river “are a nation of people, whose heades 

appeare not above their shoulders” and states that every child in the province affirmed the 

truth of the report:’*

they are called Ewaipanoma: they are reported to have their eyes in their shoulders, 
and their mouths in the middle of their breasts, & that a long train of haire groweth 
backward between their shoulders.’^

Topiawari’s son, who returned with Ralegh to England in place of two of his crew members

who were chosen to stay in Guiana, tells Ralegh that this race is so common and well

known that they were not a cause of wonder among the other tribes. The boy also tells him

that “if I had but spoken one word of it while I was there, I might have brought one of them

with me to put the matter out of doubt. Ralegh again refers to a textual authority in

order to take his own report out of isolation;

Such a nation was written of by Maundevile, whose reportes were held for fables 
many yeares, and yet since the East Indies were discovered, wee find his relations 
true of such thinges as heeretofore were held incredible.*'

William Sliakespeare, Othello, The Complete Works o f  William Shakespeare, ed., W. J. Craig, London: 
Magpie, 964.

Shakespeare, The Tempest, The Complete Works, 15.
Ralegh, Discoverie, 178.
Ibid.
Ibid
Ib id
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Ralegh’s relationship with Mandeville as an authority is complex. Mandeville’s

reputation had suffered greatly since Columbus’s embracing of his report a century earlier.

Hakluyt had excised him from the second edition of his Principall Navigations, indicating a

general awareness that Mandeville’s text was largely reliant on other travellers for

information and held no concrete evidence that the author had undertaken any personal

expeditions. Ralegh was obviously aware of this, as the first part of the quotation above

indicates, but he was willing to validate his own report with reference to Mandeville. A

certain lack of faith in his perception or his judgement on the part of his readership seems

inevitable under these circumstances.

The complexity of Ralegh’s position can be seen in the way that he distances himself

from the reports of Mandeville and others with a rhetorical gesture that adds credibility to

his reliability as a sceptical witness:

Whether it be true or no the matter is not great, neither can there be any profit in the 
imagination, for mine owne part I saw them not, but I am resolved that so many 
people did not all combine, or forethinke to make the report.*^

He has just spent a considerable amount of time building up the blocks of evidence to prove

the existence of these people, and this distancing has the effect of placing the decision about

the veracity of the report in the hands of an already persuaded reader. If Ralegh had

supported the claims more strongly then he would be the one making a judgement about the

worth of the evidence, but his presentation gives an impression of impartiality that inevitably

strengthens the reader’s trust.

This is not the end of the matter, however. Ralegh claims that in Cumana a

Spaniard asks him, without prompting, “whether I had seene anie of the Ewaipanoma,

which are those without heades: who being esteemed a most honest man of his word, and in

^Ubid.
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all thinges else, told me that he had seen manie of them.”*̂  The nameless Spaniard’s

existence is given further credence by Ralegh’s claims that various respectable persons, such

as Peter Mucheron the merchant, knew him well.

Ralegh was not the only traveller to report the existence of headless men. Lawrence

Keymis, in his 1596 account, says of an Amerindian casique that “He certified me of the

headless men, and that their mouthes in their breasts are exceeding wide. The name of their

nation in the Charibes language Chiparemai, and the Guianians call them Ewapanomos''^*

and a report by the shipwrecked Dutch sailor Lourens Lourenszoon among the Arocouros

of the Amapa coast in 1623 also reports the existence of Acephali.

He was short of height, thick, corpulent and fat of body. On top, where every 
human has neck, he has a long lock of black hair. In the middle of his chest, he has a 
nose. The eyes were a hands-width from each other. The ears close behind the 
armpit. His small passagien could hardly be seen, so everything looked horrible.*’

Despite the existence of these other reports, Ralegh’s own account became the best known

and was used in order to discredit his entire enterprise in Guiana by his enemies.

Another way in which Ralegh uses the conventions of earlier travel literature is his

drawing on a heightened awareness of the Golden Age, a legend that had gained new

credence in the Renaissance and that was employed by so many travel writers that it became

inseparable from the image of the New World. The legend of the Golden Age became

conflated with the Biblical descriptions of Eden and writers used the sacred and secular

imagery interchangeable. The Ovidean version says that in the Golden Age “The earth

herself, without compulsion, untouched by hoe or plowshare, of herself gave all things

Ibid.
Lawrence Keymis, A Relation o f  the Second Voyage to Guiana, London: Thomas Dawson, 1596, C3. 
Lourens Lourenszoon’s “Report” in Nicholas Wassenaer, Twaelfde deel of't vervolgh van het Historisch 

Verhael aller gedenckwaerdiger geschiedeniss die in Europa . . . America . . . voorgevallen zijn 
(Amsterdam, 1627). Trans. Steffan Baetsen in Ralegh, Discoverie, ed. Neil Whitehead, 93.
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needful.”*̂  The History o f the World, written in the Tower between 1609 and 1614, in the

period between the first and second voyages, demonstrates that the lasting image of the

New World in Ralegh’s mind is of an Edenic place:

Those regions [in America] have so many goodly rivers, fountaines and little 
brookes, abundance of high Cedars, and other stately trees casting shade, so many 
sorts of delicate fhiites, ever bearing, and at all times beautified with blossome and 
fioiit, both greene and ripe, as it may of all other parts bee best compared to the 
Paradise of Eden.^^

In the Discoverie itself, he had written of the Tivitivas in terms that strongly echo Ovidian

motifs of the Golden Age;

They never eate of anie thing that is set or sowen, and as at home they use neither 
planting nor other manurance, so when they com abroad they refiise to feede of 
ought, but of that which nature without labor bringeth forth.**

The lack of labour and abundance of riches described by Ralegh are the basis of his

powerfijl propagandist plea for fiarther investment and exploration, situated towards the end

of the Discoverie. In this section he uses his considerable rhetorical skills in order to appeal

to a broad section of society: soldiers, commanders, patriots and so on. The passage is

worth quoting at length, because it represents Ralegh’s powerfijl grasp of rhetorical

strategies, drawing on a variety of motivational tools fi’om legends of the Golden Age to

popular anti-Spanish propaganda:

The common soldier shal here fight for gold, and pay himselfe in steede of pence, 
with plates of halfe a foote brode, wheras he breaketh his bones in other warres for 
provant and penury. Those commanders and Chieftaines, that shoote at honour, and 
abundance, shal find there more rich and beautifiill cities, more temples adorned with 
golden Images, more sepulchres filled with treasure, then either Cortez found in 
Mexico, or Pazzarro in Peru: and the shining glorie of this conquest will eclipse all 
those so farre extended beames of the Spanish nation.*^

Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. Frank J. Miller, London: Loeb, 1916 ,1: 100-1. 
Walter Ralegh. History o f  the World, London, 1614,1: iii, 8, p. 46.
Ralegh, Discoverie, 159.
Ibid., 194.
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Ralegh goes on to describe the abundant natural resources of the region, for once turning

away from talk of gold and instead extolling the varied plant and animal species to be found:

There is no countrey which yeeldeth more pleasure to the Inhabitants, either for 
those common delights of hunting, fishing, fowling and the rest, then Guiana doth. 
It hath so many plaines, cleare rivers, abundance of Pheasants, Partridges, Quailes . ,
. [B]oth for health, good ajre, pleasure, and riches, I am resolved it cannot bee 
equalled by any region eyther in the east or west.^

The healthiness of the region is attested to by Ralegh’s claims that despite the hard labour, 

cramped conditions and poor provisions of his men, none of them died or became ill. He 

claims that the region is disease-free: a true Paradise to a Europe periodically swept by 

pestilence and plague.

The one potential health hazard discussed by Ralegh in the Discoverie, is the effect 

of the poisoned arrows used by the Amerindians, and even here he manages to turn his first

hand experience of the poison’s affect on his men into a personal advantage by indicating 

that the Indians trusted him enough to give him the remedy, but that the Spanish were not 

privy to such information. Ralegh calls his account of the effects of the poison “a digression 

not unnecessary,” *̂ but he does not admit the truth of the situation in his report. His men 

had come under fire after an abortive attempt on Cumana and many of them died a horrible 

death, while Ralegh, who had ordered the attack, sought refiage fi'om the unpleasant sights 

and odours on his own ship on a neighbouring vessel. This situation is disguised and the 

report is presented as impersonal scientific observation:

There was nothing whereof I was more curious, than to finde out the true remedies 
of these poisoned arrows, for besides the mortalitie of the wound they make, the 
partie shot indureth the most insufferable torment in the world, and abideth a most 
uglie and lamentable death, somtimes dying starke mad, somtimes their bowels 
breaking out of their bellies, and are presently discolored, as blacke as pitch, and so 
unsavory, as no man can endure to cure, or to attend them. And it is more strange 
to know, that in all this time there was never Spaniard, either by gift or torment that

194- 5 . 
Ibid.,  170.
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could attainne to the true knowledge of the cure, although they have martyred and 
put to invented torture I know not how many of them.^^

Our impression of Ralegh cannot help being influenced by this fact that he subtly turns his

own men’s suffering into a type of self-promotion. This is one of the points of the

Discoverie that is most strongly criticised by Naipaul, as we shall see in the next chapter.

Ralegh claims that only he was favoured enough to be taught “the best way of healing as

wel therof, as of al other poisons.”®̂

Ralegh’s achievements in Guiana were limited. He put to death the Spanish soldiers

he had plied with wine in return for information on his initial arrival at Trinidad. He then

determined to capture Antonio de Berrio and to destroy his new town of San Jose de

Oruna, saying:

to enter Guiana by small boats, to depart 400. or 500. miles from my ships, and to 
leave a garrison in my backe interested in the same enterprise, . . .  I should have 
savoured very much of the Asse.^“*

The attack was also considered to be revenge for the attack made by Berrio’s men on

Whiddon’s earlier expedition.

Berrio was taken prisoner and was generally treated well. He tried to dissuade

Ralegh from his enterprise, telling him that the streams of the delta were too shallow for his

boats, that the rains were approaching, that the natives were hostile to goldseekers and

refused to trade, that Manoa was further away than Ralegh had reckoned, and so on.

Ralegh was not willing to be put off and instead used Berrio’s information as advice, and

prepared a vessel to draw as little water as possible. He ensured that provisions for one

hundred men for a month were packed into four small boats, took some trinkets to trade

^  Ibid.,  170-1 
Ibid., 171. 

Ibid., 134.
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and set off. His dislike of the cramped, hot conditions comes across clearly in the following

passage;

al driven to lie in the raine and weather, in the open aire, in the burning sunne, & 
upon the hard bords, and to dresse our meat, and to cany al manner of furniture in 
them, wherewith they were so pestred and unsavery, that what with victuals being 
mostly fish, with the weete clothes of so many men thrust together and the heat of 
the sunne, I will undertake there was never any prison in England, that coulde be 
founde more unsavory and lothsome, especially to my selfe, who had for many 
yeares before beene dieted and cared for in a sort farre differing.

A captured Tivitiva pilot helped them through the complex maze of the delta, but Berrio’s

warnings about the distance were apt and the rations began to run out. Even at the height

of their diflficuhies, Ralegh is obsessed by the thought of gold. They intercept an Indian

canoe filled with bread and Ralegh comments that “nothing on the earth could have been

more welcome to us next unto gold, then the great store of very excellent bread which we

found in those Canoas.” ®̂ It was only towards the end of May, two weeks later, that the

expedition emerged into the main flow of the Orinoco. The thick mangrove swamps gave

way to open savannahs that reminded Ralegh of a landscaped English park;

On both sides of this river, we passed the most beautifiall countrie that ever mine 
eies beheld; and whereas all that we had seen before was nothing but woods, 
prickles, bushes and thomes, heere we beheld plaines of twenty miles in length, the 
grass short and greene, and in divers parts groves of trees by themselves, as if they 
had been by all the art and labour in the world so made of purpose; and stil as we 
rowed, the Deere came downe feeding by the water’s side, as if they had beene used 
to a keeper’s call.^’

Just after this description, Ralegh says that the river was full of Lagartos, alligators, and 

that a negro servant was devoured by one of them whilst swimming. No record has been 

found of a Negro crew-member, although as the crew lists are incomplete this does not 

conclusively rule out such as person. However, John Hawkins had described an incident in

^Ubid., 135.
Ibid., 163-4, underlining mine. 
Ibid., 162.
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Guinea when a Negro servant was eaten and V S. Naipaul has suggested that Ralegh

recorded this incident in order to place his expedition within an expected tradition. Naipaul

argues that the devouring of Negroes was a recorded phenomenon and therefore Ralegh

should include such an incident to give credence to his other claims. As we have already

seen in Chapter One, this mingling of empirical reportage with fictional expectation was a

recurring trope in Columbus’s writings as well.

Ralegh’s policy of dealing with the Amerindians they meet is in part an attempt to

distance his own, Protestant, quest fi'om the cruelty of the Catholic Spanish, and also in part

a measure to gain the alliance of the tribes. The description of his speech to the casiques in

Trinidad demonstrates his power at switching and mingling discourses. It is also a

deliberate attempt to flatter Elizabeth by presenting the Amerindian veneration of her:

I made them understand that I was the servant of a Queene, who was the great 
Casique of the north, and a virgin, and had more Casiqui under her then there were 
trees in their Hand: that she was an enemy to the Castellani in respect of their 
tyrannic and oppression, and that she delivered all such nations about her, as were 
by them oppressed, . . .  I shewed them her majesties picture which they so admired 
and honored, as it had beene easie to have brought them Idolatrous thereof^*

He claims that the natives have called Elizabeth “Ezrabeta Cassipuna Aquerewana”—the

great princess or commander. Ralegh’s highlighting of the language and discourse of the

natives is a new and unusual move in European travel literature and the exotic names and

phrases he introduces are an effective means of backing up his claims to have been there and

spoken with these witnesses.

The strategy towards the Amerindians appears to have been successful. Ralegh

gained so much trust from one cacique, the aforementioned Topiawari, that the latter freely

exchanged his only son for two of Ralegh’s crew. The opinions of the two chosen crew

members, Francis Sparrow and Hugh Goodwin, are not recorded. Goodwin is reported to
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have been subsequently murdered by a pack of tigueres, which Whitehead suggests were 

actually ‘were-jaguars’ or kanaimas. ritual assassins that take on the characteristics of an 

animal for the purposes of the hunt.^ Sparrow, or Sparry as he is more commonly now

called, was captured by the Spanish and subsequently produced two accounts of his own

100experiences.

The meeting with Topiawari is the height of the Anglo-Amerindian relations

presented by Ralegh. Topiawari walks many miles to visit the English and his people bear

presents of fhiit, bread, wine, parakeets and an armadillo. Theodore de Bry’s

representation of this meeting is one of the best known of his engravings depicting Ralegh’s

expedition. The culmination of this small reconnaissance, in which Berrio’s warnings about

the impossibility of the task at this time of year are reiterated by a native witness, is an

expedition to see the Caroli falls:

When we ronne to the tops of the first hils of the plaines adjoining to the river, we 
behelde that wonderfull breach of waters, which ranne downe Caroli: . . . there 
appeared some ten or twelve overfals in sight, every one as high over the other as a 
Church tower, which fell with that fury, that the rebound of the waters made it 
seeme, as if it had beene all covered over with a great shower of rayne.’”^

This place, only reached after a hard trek on foot, seems to represent the outskirts of Manoa

to Ralegh and it is at this stage that his admiration for the landscape becomes strongest:

I never saw a more beautiful countrey, nor more lively prospectes, hils so raised here 
and there over the vallies, the river winding into divers braunches, the plaines 
adjoining without bush or stubble, all faire greene grass, the ground of hard sand 
easy to march on, eyther for horse or foote, the deare crossing in every path, the 
birds towards the evening singing on every tree with a thousand severall tunes, 
cranes and herons of white, crimson, and carnation pearching on the rivers side, the

Ibid., 134.
^  Ibid., “Introduction: The Discovei\- as Enchanted Text,” 30.

The first of these was a “declaration” incorporated into a report sent to Spain by Pedro de Liaiio, 
licenciado of Margarita. The second appears in Sparry’s memorial to the King of Spain, dictated at the 
town prison in Madrid. It is undated, but Charles Nicholls, who publishes an English translation in his The 
Creature in the Map, New York: William Morrow, 1995, 337-343, dates it to 1600 or 1601.

Ralegh, Discoverie, 176.
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ayre fresh with a gentle easterlie wind, and every stone that we stooped to take up, 
promised eyther golde or silver by his complexion.

Ralegh claims that they could not take home any o f these stones because they only had their

hands and daggers to dig them out o f the rock, but that some o f the men he had sent on

other forays picked up “all that glistered” and brought home worthless “Marquesite,”*®̂

thus contributing to the rumours about Ralegh’s failure.

Ralegh and his men heed the advice given by Topiawari to return at the appropriate

season with a stronger force, and they return to their ships in mid-June 1595, after an

expedition o f little over a month. Captain Keymis, who led a small, independent foray at

Ralegh’s instruction, had been told about the location o f a gold mine near an Amerindian

settlement and this information, along with a few hundredweight of largely worthless ore,

represented the entire success o f the venture. The lack o f material evidence seems to have

been the motivation behind the attempted attacks on Margarita and Cumana. Captain

Preston, who was sent northwards, brought some spoils from the sack of Caracas, Rio de la

Hancha and Santa Marta. Berrio and his companion, Jorge, were set ashore near Cumana,

and Ralegh and his crew arrived at Plymouth at the end of August. His first concern was

the attempt to interest Elizabeth in conquering Guiana. He had Thomas Heriot prepare a

map o f Guiana for presentation to the Queen, and his friend, George Chapman, wrote a

poem in praise o f the exploit, entitled “De Guiana, carmen Epicum” :

Riches, and Conquest, and Renowne I sing.
Riches with honour, Conquest without bloud.
Enough to seat the Monarchic o f earth.
Like to Joves Eagle, on Elizas hand.
Guiana, whose feet are mines of golde,

^°Uhid.
Ibid., 111.
There is some controversy over whether this is the map that survives in the British museum. Add. MS 

17940 A. or whether this map was drawn by Ralegh himself, and used by Heriot in preparing his 
presentation copy. For a detailed discussion of this issue see Nicholls, The Creature in the Map, Appendix 
2, 344-348.
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Whose forehead knockes against the roofe of Starres,
Stands on her tip-toes at faire England looking.
Kissing her hand, bowing her mightie breast.
And every signe of all submission making.
To be her sister and the daughter both 
Of our most sacred Maide.'’’̂

Despite Chapman’s persuasive language, invoking images of wealth, sexuality and power,

the Queen remained uninterested and the publication of the Discoverie in 1596 seems to

have been an effort both to save Ralegh’s reputation and to publicise his achievements. The

manuscript was enormously influential and was treated as a source of practical information,

despite its references to marvels. It went through at least four editions in its first year,

1596, and was included in Hakluyt’s second edition of The Principall Navigations. It was

published in Latin and German in 1599*'̂ * and by Theodore de Bry in his Collectiones

Peregrinationium. Three more German versions had appeared by 1602 and a Dutch

version that appeared in 1598 was reprinted five times over the next fifty years.

IV

This was by no means the end of Ralegh’s involvement with the exploration of 

Guiana. Robert Cecil helped him to finance two ships that set sail under the authority of 

Lawrence Keymis in January 1596. Keymis thoroughly explored the mouths of the Guiana 

rivers and was told by the Amerindians living at the mouth of the Essequibo that there was a 

vast lake at the head of that river. The natives called this lake Parima and Keymis, and

Published in the same binding with Lawrence Keymis, A Relation o f  the Second Voyage to Guiana 
London; Thomas Dawson, 1596,11. 14-24. Held in the John Carter Brown Memorial Library, Brown 
University, Rhode Island.

Lev'inius Hondius, Bre\>is et admiranda descriptio regni Guianae, auh abundantissimi, in America. 
Nuremburg, 1599, Levinius Hondius, Kurtze Wunderbare Beschreibung des Goldreichen Konigreichs 
Guiana in America,'Hmsmbaig, 1599.

Theodore de Bry, Collectiones Peregrinationium in Indias Orientates e t Occidentales, Part Eight, Brevis 
Descriptio Regni Guianae, Frankfort, 1599.
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subsequently Ralegh, was convinced that this was the location of Manoa. In all likelihood

the Indian information was referring to the flood plains created after heavy rains, but

Keymis chose to accept the lake as the location of El Dorado.

When Keymis reached the Caroni he received the disappointing news that Topiawari

had died and that the two Englishmen were gone. The Spanish had made use of English

lethargy and had built a small town, San Thome, in the area where Ralegh had wanted to

build a fortified settlement. The Spaniards intended to block England’s access to the golden

treasuries of Manoa and the English needed to act swiftly to prevent Spanish legitimisation

of their claims through settlement. Keymis produced an account of his trip, entitled “A

Relation of the Second Voyage to Guiana,” published in 1596. He renamed Guiana

Raleana and named the cape north of the Amazon Cape Cecil, a flattering gesture towards

his sponsors, but the names did not endure. The account attempts to spur the English into

action by highlighting the continued efforts of the Spanish in the region;

The profit then by their example to be gathered is, not to loose opportunitie by 
delay, or to seeme feariull and dismayed, where there is no cause of doubt. . . .  To 
sleep then, because it costeth nothing, to imbrace the present time, because it 
flattereth us with deceitflill contentment, &, to kisse securite, saying what evill 
happeneth unto us? is the plain high way to a fearflill downfall: from which the Lord 
in his mercy deliver us, and give us an understanding heart, in time to see, and seeke 
that, which belongeth unto our peace.

He draws on the example of Henry VIFs inaction in the face of Columbus’s offer in an

attempt to interest investment, saying that “the penance of that incredulity lyeth even now

heavie on our shoulders. His report about the gold mine included in this account fed the

dreams of Ralegh to such an extent that he staked his life in order to attempt a final

expedition:

Neil Whitehead discusses the contemporary reaction to the Discoverie and its publication details in his 
introduction to The Discoverie, 10-11.

Lawrence Keymis, “To the Reader,” A Relation o f  the Second Voyage to Guiana, h i .
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Gilbert, my Pilot, here offered to bring us eyther to the mine of white stones neere 
Winicapora, or els to a golde myne, which Putijma had shewed him, being but one 
dayes journey over land, from the place where we now stayed at an anchor. I sawe 
farre off the mountain adjoining to this golde mine and having measured their paths 
nere the same place this last yeare, could not judge it to bee fifteene miles from us. I 
do well remember, how coming that way with Putijma the yeare before, he pointed 
to this same mountain making signs to have me go with him thither, I understood his 
signes, and marked the place, but mistooke his meaning, imagining that he would 
have shewed mee the overfall of the river Curwara from the mountain. My Indian 
shewed me in what sort without digging they gather the gold in the sand of a small 
river, named Macawini, that springeth and falleth from the rocks, where this mine 
i s . “ '

This report prompted Ralegh to send another expedition at the end of 1596 under Captain 

Leonard Beny to explore the area fiarther. He surveyed the Essequibo river and also 

entered the Wiapoco, the Marawayne and Corentyne, all branches of the Amazon. Berry 

kept the hopes of the Guiana tribes alive by reminding them of Ralegh’s promised return, 

and he confirmed Keymis’s report of Lake Parima, ensuring its continued reproduction on 

the maps of the period.'*^

Ralegh himself was engaged in maritime offences against the Spaniards in this 

period, including the attack on Cadiz in 1596 and the attempt on the Azores in 1597. He 

was again involved in colonial enterprises in Virginia, and had regained the confidence of 

the aged Queen. However, he failed to see the necessity of providing for his own political 

future and did not, as so many of the other courtiers did, make any surreptitious overtures 

to Elizabeth’s obvious successor, James VI of Scotland. After Elizabeth’s death in March 

1603, Ralegh’s attempts to ingratiate himself with James were spurned. His flamboyance.

Ibid., k l .
D.

" ‘Leonard B eny, “The third voyage set forth by sir Walter Ralegh to Guiana with a pinnesse called The 
Watte, in the yeere 1596. Written by M. Thomas Masham a gentleman o f tlie companie” in Richard 
Hakluyt, The Principall Navigations, XI, 1-15. Maps showing Lake Parima included Hondius (1599), De 
Laet (1630), Sanson (1656), Danville (1760), La Cruz (1775), Mannet (1803) and Faden (1807). The 
longevity o f  this chimera is discussed in Justin Winsor, N arrative and C ritical H istory o f  America, Vol. II: 
Spanish Explorations and Settlements in Am erica from  the Fifteenth to the Seventeeth Century, London: 
Triibner and Company , 1885, 588-9.
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his promotion of tobacco smoking and his contempt for the Spanish were repugnant to 

James, and spurious rumours about Ralegh’s involvement in a treasonous plot to replace 

James with Arabella (Arbell) Stuart provided an excuse for his incarceration in the Tower. 

The sham trial, which took place in November 1603, saw a series of dubious witnesses 

presenting to an already decided group of judges. The guilty conviction led to a sentence of 

execution, but James wanted to avoid martyring the popular figure of Ralegh, so he was 

given a last-minute reprieve and returned to the Tower for a period of thirteen years, where 

he occupied his time in writing the first part of his Historie o f the World and in befiiending 

the young Prince Henry.

His thoughts never left the attempt on Guiana, and he proposed a return expedition 

to the Council in both 1607 and 1611. They refused to contemplate such a venture unless 

Keymis mounted another expedition and brought back some gold ore, and Ralegh refiased 

to agree to this condition on the grounds that the Spanish would then be able to take 

advantage of the delay to work Keymis’s mine. He invested £600 in the Guiana expedition 

of Sir Thomas Roe in 1610 and, while Roe discounted reports of El Dorado, Ralegh was 

rewarded with more tales of inland mines. His release on strict probation only came in 

1616 when some of his more vocal opponents, like Henry Howard, were dead and when 

King James was desperately seeking extra money to relieve his £700,000 debt. Ralegh had 

always argued that the 1595 expedition had annexed Guiana for England and that any 

further exploration was therefore no infringement on Spanish sovereignty. However, King 

James was under the strong influence of the brilliant Spanish ambassador, Gondomar, and 

was hoping for a Spanish marriage for his heir. Prince Charles, so when the patent was 

issued Ralegh was required to promise to inflict no injury on any Spanish subject and was

John Winton discusses this expedition in his Sir Walter Ralegh, London; Michael Joseph, 1975, 295.
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refused a full pardon. Gondomar even received assurances that Ralegh would be handed 

over to the Spanish if he broke his pledge. The Spanish were also given exact details of 

Ralegh’s charts and plans. King James stood to lose nothing from this expedition and 

would gain vast wealth if it succeeded, whereas Ralegh was wagering his property, 

reputation and life on the word and memory of his fnend, Keymis.

Ralegh published no account of this voyage. The surviving texts are limited to his 

journal, letters to Bess, some State Papers of the period, a report published in London 

before his return, entitled Newes o f Sir Walter Rauleigh; with the True Description o f  

Guiana: And also a Relation o f the Excellent Gouemment and much hope o f the 

Prosperity o f the Voyage and his Apologie. As a result, an analysis of the surviving textual 

material is of less use than a discussion of the main events with the purpose of 

demonstrating the fate of English interest in the legend of El Dorado and establishing the 

historical reputation of Walter Ralegh that has influenced the work of numerous Caribbean 

writers.

The aged Ralegh devoted huge attention to the expedition. He contributed £10,000 

himself by selling off most of his remaining possessions and managed to attract a further 

£20,000 investment from private subscribers. The expedition set out, headed by the aptly 

named Destiny, in June 1617 and had to shelter in Cork because of bad weather until 

August. The delay did nothing to settle the morale among the voyagers. The published 

report echoed the language and hopes of the Discoverie, but this optimistic tone was 

misplaced:

as all the Springs and Rivers in the world have but one head, namely, the Sea; it is
thought all the wealthy Mynes in the world have but one Soveraigne, which is an
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Empire placed in these parts, and that is the great Empire of Guiana, ruled by the 
great Emperour Inga'^”*

This expedition included almost 1000 men, but they lacked confidence in Ralegh’s

leadership and were suspicious, uneasy and disinclined to submit to his authority. The

group was beset by illness:

We have had two most grievous sicknesses in our ship, o f which forty-two have 
died, and there are yet many sick; but having recovered the land o f Guiana, this 12 
November, I hope we shall recover them/^^

Ralegh himself fell victim to a fever and could not play a personal role in the inland

expedition. Instead he remained on board his ship and sent his force off under the command

of Keymis, with his own son, Wat Ralegh, as a second-in-command. The group should have

concentrated their efforts on the Keymis mine twenty miles south o f San Thome in Putijma,

but inexplicably they bypassed this area and sailed to the Caroni mine in the heart o f Spanish

territory. Ralegh’s written instructions to Keymis were in accordance with James’s patent,

but no attempt was made to carry out the orders and the ensuing fiasco must form the most

famous episode in the tragedy of Ralegh’s later years. The English, led by Wat, attacked

the garrison town o f San Thome in direct breach o f the royal patent. Wat is reported to

have told the troops that this tobacco-rich town was the only ‘mine’ they could expect to

find and that the quest was hopeless. The reasons for the action have still not been

resolved. It may have been a Spanish-endorsed plot because of internal dissent, an attempt

to remove the Spanish threat, self-defence, or a genuine mistake resulting fi'om navigational

error or some other cause. Whatever the reason, the resulting battle led to W at’s death, and

Lawrence Keymis subsequently appeared to lose all motivation. He remained inactive for a

’ ’ Newes o f  Sir Walter Rauleigh. With the true description o f  Guiana: and also a Relation o f  the Excellent 
Gouernment and much hope o f  the Prosperity o f  the Voyage, Sent from a gentleman o f  his Fleet to a most 
especiall friend o f  his in London, from the River o f  Caliana, on the Coast o f  Guiana, November 17, 1617 
London, 1618, 29. Held in J.C.B. Memorial Library.
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period of several days and then wrote to inform Ralegh of the disastrous turn of events. He 

then went on an exploration upriver, but made no attempt to find the mine downstream near 

Mount Aio. He managed to collect some worthless ore close to the former settlement. He 

did not attempt to contact any of the friendly tribes and after 29 days he admitted failure 

and returned to the ships. It may be that Keymis had suddenly found his illusion faced with 

reality, and could not put the fantasy to the test. He was paralysed by the distance between 

his confident reports of the mine’s existence and the actuality of seeking it.

Ralegh’s unwillingness to forgive Keymis for the failure of the mission is attested to 

by Keymis’s suicide on the day of his return to the ships. This loyal supporter, who had 

promoted Ralegh’s Guiana project for over twenty years, received no mercy fi'om Ralegh, 

who saw him as the cause of the irredeemable failure of the enterprise. In the letter to Bess, 

telling her of their son’s death, he shows no remorse about the actions Keymis took to end 

his life;

It is true, that Keymis might have gone directly to the mine, and meant it. But, after 
my son’s death, he made them to believe he knew not the way, and excused himself 
upon the want of water in the river, and, counterfeiting many impediments, left it 
unfound. When he came back I told him that he had undone me, and that my credit 
was lost for ever. . . .  [I] told him that I must leave him to himself to resolve it to the 
King and to the State, he shut up himself into his cabin, and shot himself with a 
pocket pistol, which brake one of his ribs; and finding that it had not prevailed, he 
thrust a long knife under his short ribs up to the handle, and died.^*^

The fleet subsequently disintegrated and some of the captains resorted to piracy. Ralegh

reluctantly turned the Destiny homewards, surely aware that he faced execution upon his

arrival. News of his failures had preceded him:

On Tuesday last Captain Alley came hither fi'om Sir Walter Raleigh, and hath 
brought news of his good success in Guiana . . .  He is within the bowels of the

Ralegh to Bess. “From Caliana in Guiana.” 14 November 1617, Remains o f  Sir Walter Raleigh, London: 
William Sheares. 1657.

Ralegh to Bess, “From the Isle of St Chnstopher’s,” 22 March 1618, MS Harleian 4761 fol 23-25.
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golden mines, and hath the absolute possession of whatsoever he hoped for in those 
parts. . , .
P S. I have opened this letter after since it was sealed to tell your Lordship what I 
heard from a gentleman who saw Sir Walter Raleigh’s letter to his wife: that he is in 
Guiana but not in the midst of the mines.” ’

The events upon his return were orchestrated slowly, as if to tempt him to escape. If he had

then it would have saved embarrassment in the Government. In London he actually did

attempt a flight across the Channel to France, but one of his entourage. Captain Stukeley,

exposed himself as a government agent and arrested him. In a last desperate bid to redeem

his name Ralegh obtained an exotic medication that caused a violent skin disorder and

pretended to be mad. This ruse allowed him just enough time to write his Apology for the

Voyage to Guiana. In the Apologie, Ralegh attempts to place the blame on Keymis and the

men who were with him:

What wonder is it, but that mine (which is the last [enterprise]) being followed with 
a company of Voluntiers who for the most part had neither seen the Sea nor the 
Warres, who, some forty Gentlemen excepted, had we the very scumme of the 
World: Drunkards, Blasphemers and such others as their Fathers Brothers and 
freinds [sic] thought it an exceeding good gaine to be discharged of them . . . [could 
not be found]"*

Ralegh’s voluntary return to England did nothing to soften the royal displeasure, and he was 

summoned before a small private committee of ardent royalists to explain his failure. The 

privacy surrounding the procedures meant that the public were not made aware of the biases 

of the King.

At this meeting of the Privy Council Ralegh was charged with deceit about the 

existence of the gold mine and his intentions on the expedition. It was claimed that his 

purpose had been to cause a war with the Spanish and that he had put his entire company in 

unnecessary danger. The final claim was that he had spoken against the sovereign. He was

Nathaniel Brent to Carleton. 7 February' 1618, Calendar o f  State Papers Domestic, XCVI, 9.
Walter Ralegh, Sir Walter Rawleigh, his Apologie fo r  his Voyage to Guiana, London: T.W., 1650, 3-4.
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reminded that legally he had been dead for fifteen years and that protestations would be an 

insult to the King’s justice. His attempts to refiite the allegations were not given credence 

and he famously resigned himself with no small measure of dignity to his impending fate. 

On October 29th, 1618, he was executed. This was the fate of the most famous and 

visionary seeker of El Dorado.

V

For the purposes of this inquiry, the most interesting thing about Ralegh’s quest, and 

that of his predecessors, is the way it serves as a symbol of the gap between the 

expectations projected by Europeans onto the region, and the realities they actually 

encountered. The function of the El Dorado quest has changed over the centuries since the 

events unfolded. It has been argued that Shakespeare’s The Tempest, produced for the first 

time at court in 1611, was influenced by Ralegh’s account."^ The Tempest deals with 

themes drawn directly fi-om English experience in the New World—negotiations with rival 

imperial powers and relations with native inhabitants. Dryden’s The Indian Queen (1664) 

and The Indian Emperotir (1665) represent a later response to the imperial project and the 

mythic kingdoms of Central and South America. In the later play, for the first time, an 

English audience was presented with a full, intelligent, native character in the figure of 

Montezuma. The rise and decline of Empire exemplified in this figure, central to Dryden’s 

presentation, is surely a warning to the expanding British interests.

By the eighteenth century, the legend became a stable signifier for such writers as 

Milton and Voltaire, who used it as a reference for a fantastical error in the past, an

Robert Schomburgk was convinced that Shakespeare had read the Discoverie. See introduction to 
Schomburgk. ed., The Discoverie o f  Guiana, London: Hakluyt Society-, 1848.
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enduring legend.*^*’ Later it began to simultaneously embody both positive and negative

aspects. The legend was seen to prefigure a bright fiature for South America as a seat of

civilisation. However, it did not lose its previous suggestions of fantasy and illusion and it

began to simultaneously symbolise both the highest hopes for the future and the worst

memories from the past. El Dorado became a central topic in Victorian adventure romances

like Westward Ho! by Charles Kingsley and H. Rider Haggard’s Heart o f the World. The

quest for El Dorado could represent the values required to build and maintain the British

Empire, as well as representing anxieties about the loss of this imperial vigour. Clements

Markham’s Expeditions into the Valley o f the Amazons (1859) represents the same type of

reaction to the El Dorado legend as is seen in Victorian fiction. He says:

There is, there must be, a bright fiiture for this great country, which Providence has 
blessed so wonderfiilly, but which man has so wilfially neglected... one naturally flies 
.. to dwell with pleasure on the picture of the great future which must be in store 
for the broad basin of the Amazons, when many nations will people its banks, and a 
constant flow of commerce will add fresh interest to its ceaseless tide. The history 
of this section of the human race is very melancholy; and previous efforts to civilize 
and humanize these Indian tribes ... have proved Ihiitless, so far, at least, as any 
permanent result is concerned.

Nostalgic tones characterised treatments of Ralegh’s activities, and his continued resolution

and bravery in the face of insurmountable difficulties was highlighted.

At the turn of the century, Conrad presented a more complex treatment of the El

Dorado quest in his Heart o f Darkness and Nostromo, as did W. H. Hudson in his Green

Mansions. The quest for easy wealth was exposed, with its rhetoric of religious conversion

and civilising endeavour stripped away. Notions of linear historical progress, civilisation

Mapmakers seem to have been more reluctant than their literary cousins to accept the chimerical nature 
of the El Dorado quest. Lake Parima, with the city o f  Manoa on its shores, was included in such late maps 
as Danville (1760), La Cruz (1775), Mannet (1803) and Faden (1807). See Justin Winsor, Narrative and  
Critical H istory o f  America, Vol II: Spanish Explorations and Settlem ents in Am erica from  the Fifteenth to 
the Seventeenth Century, London: Triibner and Company, 1885, 588-89.

Clements R. Markham, ed., trans, and intro.. Expeditions into the Valley o f  the Amazons: 1539, 1540, 
1639., London: Hakluyt Societv’, 1859, Ivi, Ix.
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and the rhetoric of imperialism came into question, but the result was a type of nostalgia for 

the certainty of an older order. The very questioning led to a renewed emphasis on the 

endurance of these motifs and assumptions.

By the 1940s a number of Latin American narratives of El Dorado began to emerge. 

The Venezuelan novelist Arturo Uslar Pietri included the legend in his first novel, Las 

Lanzas Colorades (1934) and El Camino de El Dorado (1947), using it to represent the 

gap between European expectations and Venezuelan actualities. Cuban-born Alejo 

Carpentier’s 1953 novel, Los Pasos Perdidos, contains a contemporary search for El 

Dorado through geography, culture and history in a complex reflection on the origins of 

Latin American culture and reality. The Colombian novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez set the 

action of his Cien Ands de Soledad in the historical and mythic terrain of El Dorado.

The interest of English-speaking writers from the Caribbean, the subject of this 

inquiry, began to turn to Ralegh’s texts and the legend of El Dorado, as well as the 

surviving textual materials relating to Columbus’s voyages, in the late 1950s. The history of 

encounter differs from later histories of the region in its reliance upon myth. As I have 

demonstrated in these first two chapters, both Columbus and Ralegh entertained 

expectations drawn from a wide range of medieval travel accounts, especially those of John 

Mandeville and Marco Polo. The landscape of the Caribbean was depicted in mythical 

terms in their accounts as the location of Paradise and Manoa; as the home of acephali, 

Amazons and ewaipanoma, as the fulfillment of their dream-quests. This aspect of their 

legacy has proven most enduring and numerous writers from the Anglophone, Francophone 

and Hispanic Antilles have found a writing space in the fissures between reality and myth 

that are opened by the discourse of the history of encounter. The motivation behind many 

recent re-examinations of the events is a desire to analyse the modem Caribbean, or to open
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up new possibilities for a creative aesthetic, by examining the fantastic, mythical way it was 

represented in the earliest European encounters with the Antilles. The reports of Columbus 

and Ralegh still have currency in the present and, in one of the most ironic twists to the 

entire story, recent evidence has come to light that confirms the existence of auriferous rock 

in the area Ralegh explored. Fantasy can become reality in the Caribbean, but not in the 

way that the Renaissance voyagers or the modem tourist brochures would have us believe. 

In the following chapters I intend to examine the work of three of the most important 

twentieth-century Anglophone Caribbean writers. I aim to show that we can trace their 

major preoccupation with the history of encounter to the Renaissance perceptions that first 

presented the Antilles to Europe as the site of myth, fantasy and dream.

The mines that are now being worked contain gold ore, but the procedures required to extract it would 
have been beyond the capabilities of Renaissance metallurgists. Ralegh was correct but his El Dorado was 
to remain unexplorable for another four hundred years.
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Chapter Three: V. S. Naipaul's Historical Vision— An Attempt at Self-Justification

All landscapes eventually turn to land, the gold of the imagination to the lead of 
reality.

V. S. Naipaul, The Mimic Men. ̂

B.L. You were bom in Trinidad?
V.S.N. I was born there, yes, I thought it was a great mistake.

In conversation with Bernard Levin, 23 June 1983.^

It is my intention in this chapter to examine the work of V. S. Naipaul, paying particular 

attention to his The Loss o f El Dorado: A History (1969) and A Way in the World: A 

Sequence (1994), in order to expose the way that he utilises the legacy of the history of 

encounter, and particularly the quest for El Dorado, in his work. For Naipaul in The Loss 

o f El Dorado, an engagement with the early history of the Caribbean allows him to justify 

the ideas that he has formed about the position of the Caribbean—ideas about myopia, 

neglect, hopelessness and futility. However, I intend to show that in his later text, A Way in 

the World, Naipaul re-examines his earlier conclusions and transforms some of his ideas into 

a more positive assessment about the region and its relationship with history.

Initially, I shall assess Naipaul’s position as an unwilling spokesperson on the 

‘Caribbean situation’ and his reputation and influence as a writer. The inquiry will then turn 

to examine his views on Third World and colonial history in the light of his relationship with 

Victorian commentators, such as Trollope, Kingsley and Froude. The Victorian view of 

history as a linear progression from savagery to civility exemplified by these writers is, of 

course, very different from the mythic, cyclical view of history held by Renaissance writers,

' V.S. Naipaul,77ieM/M/c London: Deutsch, 1967, 13.
 ̂Bernard Levin, “V.S. Naipaul: A Perpetual Voyager,” in The Listener, 23 June 1983, 16-17.
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but I intend to demonstrate that Naipaul gathered his initial ideas about futility in the West 

Indies from these Victorian sources and then returned to Renaissance source material in 

order to attempt to justify his conclusions. The obvious flaws in this approach are great 

enough to prompt a return to the material in A Way in the World, where Naipaul steps 

outside the terms of his earlier ‘History’ and presents a more imaginative, creative, mythic 

treatment of the history of encounter. In The Loss o f El Dorado, Naipaul was 

circumscribed by the limitations of the historical sources he consulted and was unwilling to 

invent—thus denying himself the license he usually has as a novelist. However, in A Way in 

the World he invents dialogue, scenes and motivations in order to present a personal 

reaction to the events surrounding Ralegh’s experiences in Trinidad and Guyana (Guiana in 

Ralegh’s time). This literary transformation of historical events by writers of fiction is at the 

centre of my thesis. Naipaul, Harris and Walcott—each in their different way—overcome 

the limitations set by historical reality in order to reclaim the history of encounter and place 

it in a central position in their creation of a Caribbean aesthetic.

I

V. S. Naipaul continues to stand in the front line of the debate between the former colonies 

and Europe/North America over the interpretation of events and history in these areas. 

New revelations about his character make headline news in the British and American 

"quality press'',^ The publication of Paul Theroux's personal account of Naipaul's 

relationship with his new wife serves as an excellent example of this public interest. The 

inclusion of Naipaul's work in conferences on Caribbean literature sparks heated debate 

over the necessity of devoting research to his often pessimistic views about the history and

 ̂ See the Guardian Weekend, November 21, 1998 and the Sunday Times Books, December 13, 1998.
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the future potentiality of the region. At the first International Conference on Caribbean

Literature in November o f 1998' ,̂ a panel on Naipaul, which included myself, spent most of

the discussion period following the presentation of papers justifying their choice of topic to

an audience which was largely split over the issue of Naipaul's worth. The most vociferous

indictments of his project came from those who work as producers and teachers of literature

in the Caribbean itself, with the majority o f the United States scholars supporting the

inclusion o f Naipaul and pointing to the strategic importance of his work in the context of

the debates over Trinidadian "identity" and the role o f the Indo-Caribbean presence in the

creation of this "identity".

Naipaul's career as a writer has been marked by the debates over whether he has

anything valid to say about Caribbean experience. In general, British and United States

academia has accepted his pronouncements on the futility o f postcolonial societies as truth,

despite distaste at his methods. Jean Kramer has said;

By now we [the First World] embrace Naipaul as a kind of prophet without God, 
one of those doomsday misogynists who used to wander through Russian novels, 
raving and shaking their staffs at the gentry in their country houses — someone 
whose moral vision has marked him with a crazed and arrogant and somehow 
blessed purity. We shudder at his voice and give him supper, but he is clearly not 
one of our sane and measured selves. ... We turn appreciating, even reading Naipaul, 
into a kind o f exemption from his fiiry .̂

He has been made the spokesperson for a group of commentators who consider the former

colonies to be fundamentally unfit for self-rule. Such a viewpoint obviously gains more

credit for coming from someone who was bom and educated in a former colony. Naipaul

has received such accolades from Britain and America as the British Literature Prize (1993),

the Somerset Maugham Award (1961), the Hawthomden Prize (1964), the W.H. Smith

'' This conference took place from November 4th to 6th in the Radisson Cable Beach Resort, Nassau, The 
Bahamas, and over 250 papers were presented.
 ̂Jean Kramer, “From the Third World,” in the New York Times Book Review, April 13, 1980, 1.
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Prize (1968), the Booker Prize (1971), the Bennett Award (1980) and the T. S. Eliot

Award for authors "of abiding importance whose works aflBrm the moral principles of

Western Civilization" (1986).^ The knighthood that was conferred on him in 1990

represents the highest honour that Britain could have bestowed on him. As Rob Nixon has

outlined in his 1992 study, London Calling.

British and American commentators are liable to single Naipaul out as "unarguably 
the most brilliant interpreter in English (perhaps in any language) of the maelstrom 
of the Third World", as "far and away the most talented, the most truthful, the most 
honourable writer of his generation", as "our scourge for truth, a Solzhenitsyn of the 
third world " Naipaul is, one such critic avers, a veritable "Delphic oracle."’

Naipaul's views on the Caribbean and the other former colonies are best known in such

controversial statements as "This [Isabella] was a place that had produced no great men,

and its possibilities were now exhausted".* Many of his novels and travel writings return to

the idea of a futile existence in the former colonies:

We, here on our island, handling books printed in this world, and using its goods, 
had been abandoned and forgotten. We pretended to be real, to be learning, to be 
preparing ourselves for life, we mimic men of the New World, one unknown comer 
of it, with all its reminders of the corruption that came so quickly to the new.^

One of his most important, and most often quoted, pronouncements regarding the state of

Caribbean cultural identity occurs in The Middle Passage (1962), where he states that

"History is built around achievement and creation; and nothing was created in the West

Indies" (p. 29). I will be returning in this chapter to Naipaul's approach to historiography in

order to assess his treatment of the legacy of Renaissance perceptions of the Caribbean in

his work.

Such statements as those quoted above have led to Naipaul's portrayal in the works

® "Naipaul Gets Eliot Award,” in the New York Times, September 16, 1986, C20.
New Yorker, May 19, 1980, 158; Joseph Epstein, "A Cottage for Mr. Naipaul,"in iVew Criterion, October 

1987, 15; Jane Kramer, "From the Third World," inXhs New York Times Book Review, April 13, 1980, 11; 
Phyllis Rose in Peter Webb, "The Master of the Novel," in Newsweek, Aug. 18, 1980, 37.
* V.S, Naipaul, Guerrillas, New York: Knopf, 1975, 57.
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of critics from the Third World^° as "a despicable lackey of neo-colonialism", a "cold and

sneering prophet", or a "smart restorer of the comforting myths of the white race."*' Those

who perceive themselves to lie outside the dominant centres of academic influence have

raised numerous objections to Naipaul’s international influence and position. Like

Sivanandan, they view him as at best a "double-agent" for the coloniser, turning his acid

observations on the position of the colonised into the means of betraying the dispossessed,

"seeing history (his own included) through English eyes".'^ Some academics from the

United States also question his towering reputation. Selwyn Cudjoe, in discussing the

concept of the ‘noble savage’ in Caribbean and European culture, has said:

Naipaul’s response to the experiences of the colonial subject was profoundly 
ideological in that he interpreted it from the eyes of a European. He saw the culture 
of the colonizer as the universal culture and, as a result, all other cultures, 
particularly those of the colonized, as needing to be reinterpreted on that basis. This 
methodology precluded any radical interrogation of European culture. In fact, the 
difference between European and colonial culture became the latter’s defect, its 
almost incurable disease.*^

However, other commentators have tried to deflect the criticism of Naipaul’s choice of

subject matter. Brent Staples has said, “much of the criticism stems not from what Mr.

Naipaul writes but from expectations about what he ought to write, given that he is a brown

® Naipaul, The M im ic M en, 146.
As many critics have noted, the term "Third World" should not be taken to imply a homogenous entity. 

The inadequacies o f  the term, with its univocal description o f  an extremely heterogeneous part o f the world, 
also mean that a suitable alternative general category cannot be produced. Ironically, the term was first 
used as the 1955 Bandung Conference as a means o f providing an alternative to the hegemonic capitalist- 
socialist power blocks o f  the post-war period. It w ill be used in this examination with an awareness o f  its 
limitations in dealing with non-essentialised national identities. For an account o f  "Third Worldism" see 
N igel Harris, The E nd o f  the Third World: Newly Industrialized Countries and the Decline o f  an Ideology, 
Harmondsworth: Penguin. 1987, 11-29.
" H. B. Singh, "V. S. Naipaul: A  Spokesman for Neo-Colonialism." in Literature and Ideology, 2 (Summer 
1969), 85; Eric Roach. Trinidad Guardian, May 17, 1967, 5; Chinua Achebe. "Viewpoint” in the Times 
Literary Supplement, 1, 1980, 113.

A. Sivanandan, "The Enigma o f the Colonized: Reflections on Naipaul's Arrival," in Race and C lass, 32,
1 (1990), 35, 43.

SelwvTi R. Cudjoe, V.S. Naipaul: A M aterialist Reading, Amherst: University o f  Massachusetts Press, 
1988, 122.
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man (of Indian descent) bom into the brown and black society that is Trinidad.”*'’ To

complicate the issue fiarther, the Trinidadian journalist Ronald Bryden has gone so far as to

describe Naipaul’s pen as “arguably the only authentically golden article Trinidad ever

shipped to Europe”,’* The extremity of critical responses to, and the vigour of debates

sparked by, Naipaul's work have not affected his reputation as possessing a penetrating

analytic understanding of Third World societies. He has acquired this reputation despite:

producing an oeuvre suflfiased with received notions about the barbarism and 
dishonesty of Islam, cannibalism in Africa, the simple-minded irrationality of Indians, 
the self-destructiveness of Black Power, and the inability of the Caribbean and India 
to generate real history,

II

Naipaul has directly concerned himself with the source material surrounding the history of 

encounter in two of his texts: The Loss o f El Dorado: A History, (1969) and A Way in the 

World: A Sequence, (1994), and has also reacted to early European perceptions of the 

Caribbean in many of his other works. The El Dorado legend, in particular, represents for 

Naipaul a time when Trinidad was at the centre of European concerns, a time when 

‘history’ was being created in the West Indies, However, he feels that this time was short

lived and that Trinidad subsequently and inevitably slipped into the darkness of obscurity. 

This inevitability is contained within the inaccuracies of the Renaissance perception that 

displayed Trinidad to Europe. According to Naipaul, the Caribbean has always suffered 

from misrepresentation and cannot therefore rely upon even the memory of its powerfiil 

position in the Renaissance imagination as the site of Paradise and El Dorado in order to 

arrive at a sense of historical importance. Naipaul's stated aims in regard to examining the

Brent Staples, “Con Men and Conquerors,” in the New York Times Book Review, May 22, 1994, I, 42-43.
Ronald Bryden. "‘Between the Epics,” in New Statesman, 1 November 1969, 661-2.
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legacy of European perceptions of the Caribbean were to give himself "a past, and a

romance of the past" .'^ The use of the term "romance" is an indication that he felt that this

heritage he had tried to uncover was merely a fiction, and therefore o f little positive impact

on his ideas of Third World societies as in perpetual decline and without a history. His

standard evocations of the former colonies are "barbarous," "primitive", "simple",

"irrational", "static", "without history", "futureless", "parasitic", and "mimic". His views on

Third World and colonial history are informed by some of the most famous philosophers of

the Victorian era, a period vital to his development. History is, for Naipaul, the preserve of

first world societies, particularly Europe. Nixon says that Naipaul:

distinguishes between the past and history: the former is simple and associated with 
"primitive" or "half-made" societies; the latter is complex and a prerogative of the 
West. He reviles the past because he associates it with the regressive myths and 
fantasies that "tribal" societies fabricate about themselves. The possession of 
history, on the other hand, is a precondition for and product of human 
achievement.'*

The texts in which Naipaul does discuss events from Trinidad's past thus emerge as 

vindications of his idea that the island lacks a "history". As Nixon says, "The Loss o f El 

Dorado emerges .. as a history of the absence of history."'^ Naipaul approaches the history 

of the Caribbean with a sense that the erasure of the past is haunting and tragic, but that it 

was not sufficiently accurate or truthful to build an independent cultural aesthetic upon its 

fissured foundations. In this he differs significantly fi’om the other writers under 

consideration in this inquiry. Walcott sees servitude to the "muse of History" as debilitating 

to the New World societies because it inevitably ossifies into a "literature of recrimination

Rob Nixon, London Calling: V. S. Naipaul, Postcolonial M andarin, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1994, 6.

V.S. Naipaul, The Enigma o f  A rrival, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1987, 149.
Nixon, London Calling, 119.
Ib id , 122-123.
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and despair. In this way the spirit of resistance is caught in the disempowering binarism

of imperial history. Walcott suggests the need for a new reaction to post-colonial history, a

new Adam and a new Eden, one that incorporates imperial history as merely another strand

in a rich cultural tapestry. Wilson Harris sees the arts of the imagination as containing a

"philosophy of history" . '̂ The arts are examples of "stratagems available to Caribbean man

in the dilemmas of history that surround him."“  By creating fiction, the Caribbean writer

can insert himself into the fissures of the discourse o f encounter and transform the legacy

into a personal muse—inspiring creation and encouraging the celebration of the New World

community in all its diversity.

However, for Naipaul, the Caribbean is presented as largely irredeemable. Its

present disorder is seen as the inevitable result o f centuries of mismanagement and

misrepresentation. In order to trace the development of this idea in his work, one must

allow that the thought of nineteenth-century philosophers such as Hegel and John Stuart

Mill was of extreme importance in the development of his ideas about Trinidad's history and

his pessimistic projections for the future.

Hegel's assumptions about Third World history are difficuh to read in our

postcolonial age. He says of Africa in the introduction to The Philosophy o f History that.

Africa proper, as far as History goes back, has remained—for all purposes of 
connection with the rest of the world—shut up; it is the Gold-land compressed 
within itself—the land of childhood, which lying beyond the days of self-conscious 
history, is enveloped in the dark mantle of Night. ...

At this point we leave Africa never to mention it again. For it is no historical 
part of the world; it has no movement of development to exhibit. Historical 
movement in it—that is in its northern part—belongs to the Asiatic or European 
World.^

Derek Walcott, "The Muse of History," in The Post-Colonial Studies Reader, eds. Bill Ashcroft, Gareth 
Griffiths and Helen Tiffin. London: Routledge, 1995, 370-374.

Wilson Harris, "The Limbo Gateway," in The Post-Colonial Studies Reader, 378-382.
Ibid., 378.
Georg W. F. Hegel, The Philosophy o f  History, (1837), trans. by J. Sibree. Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press. 1990, 205, 209. Original emphasis.
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Hegel also turns his attention to the New World in the same introduction, saying:

Of America, and its grade of civilisation, especially in Mexico and Peru, we have 
information, but it imparts nothing more than that this culture was an entirely 
national one, which must expire as soon as spirit approached it. ...

A mild and passionless disposition, want of spirit, and a crouching 
submissiveness towards a Creole, and still more towards a European, are the chief 
characteristics of the native Americans; and it will be long before the Europeans 
succeed in producing any independence of feeling in them. ...

What has taken place in the New World up to the present time is only an 
echo of the Old World—the expression of a foreign life; and as a land of the future, 
it has no interest for us here, for, as regards history, our concern must be with that 
which has been and that which is.̂ '*

Hegel believes that Europe is "the scene of the world's h isto ry".N aipau l also feels that

events in Trinidad and the Caribbean cannot have the same importance or influence as

events in Europe. As he says in “Prologue to an Autobiography” from Finding the Centre,

“we were a small part of somebody else’s ‘overview’; we were part first of the Spanish

story, then of the British story. . . . We were, after all, a small agricultural colony; and we

couldn’t say we had done much.” ®̂ For the philosopher in the nineteenth century, the

inability of a people to represent themselves becomes a measure of their inferiority which

legitimises control and European superiority, Naipaul too often uses the terms ‘barbarian’

and ‘primitive’ to describe the inability to write or communicate in the prescribed manner,

John Stuart Mill contributes the view that "the greater part of the worid has,

properly speaking, no h i s t ory" .He  maintains that England's imperialism served a civilising

function. He feels that the English were entitled to govern uncivilised peoples against their

will because English government brought gradual improvement. A people's lack of

Ibid., 200, 203.
^  Ibid., 203.

V. S. Naipaul. "Prologue to an Autobiography,” Finding the Centre, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984, 51. 
J. S. Mill. On Liberty, (1859), Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982, 136.
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civilisation was not an innate or genetic characteristic; it was a result of history and could

now be remedied by history.

Marx, too, contributed his thoughts on the lack o f ‘history’ in the colonies. In "The

Future Results of the British Rule in India" (1853) he comments;

Indian society has no history at all, at least no known history. What we call its 
history is but the history of its successive intruders who founded their empires on 
the passive basis of that unresisting and unchanging society. ... England has to fulfil 
a double mission in India: one destructive, the other regenerating—the annihilation 
of old Asiatic society, and the laying of the material foundations of Western society 
in Asia.^*

European civilisation in the nineteenth-century was popularly described as ‘advanced’— 

indicating its privileged position in the linear conception of history as progress from 

savagery to civility, Joseph Conrad in Heart o f Darkness (1902) presents this linear 

conception, when the narrator Marlow comments on the Afncans aboard his ship heading 

up the Congo:

I don't think a single one of them had any clear idea of time, as we at the end of 
countless ages have. They still belonged to the beginning of time—had no inherited 
experience to teach them as it were.^^

Victorian assumptions about history meant that the popular descriptive adjective for the

time before European "discovery" of a region, "precolonial", contained the assumption of

rudimentary and primitive. More than one author, following Mill and Marx, went so far as

to assert that the history of the colonies did not begin until the arrival o f Europeans.

Europeans constructed a global narrative in which the colonised regions:

gained historical significance only in [their] newly established relationship with the 
intruders who had telescopes and could write, who could therefore focus on what 
they considered important and account for it as they wished.

Karl Marx. "The Future Resuhs of the British Rule in India," (1853), in Surveys from Exile, ed. David 
Ferabach, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1973, 320.

Joseph Conrad, Heart o f  Darkness, in Three Novels, ed. Norman Page, Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1995, 
47.

Raymond F. Betts, Decolonization, Routledge: London, 1998, 93.
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In the encounter with the people they colonised, the Europeans began to define themselves 

by the contrasts that they had constructed with the encountered society. They created a 

cultural dependency relationship; their self-conceived superiority required a contrasting 

inferiority; the "civilised" required the existence of the "uncivilised". As Nicholas Dirks has 

said:

[It] was through the study and narrativization of colonial others that Europe's 
history and culture could be celebrated as unique and triumphant.

David Dabydeen remarked in Slave Song (1984) that a mutual misrepresentation of

Otherness has been going on—perhaps for many centuries:

England is our Utopia, an ironic reversal, for Raleigh was looking away from the 
"squalor" of his homeland to the imagined purity of ours, whereas we are now 
reacting against our "sordid" environment and looking to "England" as Heaven,^^

Naipaul's obsession with finding confirmation for his judgements in Victorian assertions

about the Caribbean is in the vein of this "ironic reversal". He seems to see the Victorian

depictions of the Caribbean as enviably free to display outrageous prejudice and racism;

enviably self-assured.

The Victorian texts most often quoted by Naipaul are James Anthony Froude's The

English in the West Indies (1887), Anthony Trollope's The West Indies and the Spanish

Main (1859) and Charles Kingsley's At Last: A Christmas in the West Indies (1871). He

makes explicit reference to all three writers on numerous occasions, particularly in The

Middle Passage (1962), his first travelogue. As Nixon suggests:

The effect of such rhetorical maneuvers is to support his contention that "no attitude 
in the West Indies is new" and, more dangerously, his insistence that the West Indies 
are permanently "half-made" societies, devoid of history and sealed against the 
possibility of change. {The Middle Passage, p. 26)'’̂

Nicholas B. Dirks, "Introduction: Colonialism and Culture," in Colonialism and Culture, ed. Dirks, Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1989, 6.

David Dabydeen. Introduction to Slave Song, Mundelstrup, Denmark: Dangaroo, 1984, 9.
Nixon, London Calling, 45.
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His invocations are problematic, lacking in The Middle Passage an awareness of

anticolonial interpretations of Caribbean political and cultural history. Naipaul leaves the

statement from Froude which serves as an epigraph to the text, "There are no people there

in the true sense of the word, with a character and purpose of their own,"̂ "̂  to stand alone,

making no attempt to place it in the context of contemporary criticisms, such as J. J.

Thomas's 1889 rebuttal of The English in the West Indies.

Naipaul's envy of Victorian self-assurance comes across strongly in his reflections on

Trollope's "unapologetic display of outrageous prejudices":

Who today, discussing race relations, will begin a paragraph: "But to get back to our 
sable friends"? Who will suggest that America should take over Cuba to put an end 
to the slave trade, and will end his argument: "On the whole I cannot see how 
Englishmen can refrain from sympathizing with the desire of the United States to 
become possessed of the fertile island.

The tone of regret expressed here belies the fact that most modem commentators would

have a strong aversion to ever making the claims that Naipaul nostalgically evokes here.

Naipaul's own schooling perhaps predisposed him to developing a fondness for

Victorian imperial observations. He was prepared for a grandly imperial, romanticised

England that was largely distilled from the school curriculum of nineteenth century reading.

He envied Froude and Trollope their authoritative tone which came from the security of

their vision of England as the epitome of civilisation, a confidence which allowed Trollope

to describe the complexities of St. Thomas, now one of the U. S. Virgin Islands, as "a

Niggery-Hispano-Dano-Yankee-Doodle place", or to say of the creole negro community:

James Anthony Froude. The English in the IVest Indies or The Bow o f  Ulysses, New York: Scribner, 
1888, 347.

J. J. Thomas, Froudacity: West Indian Fables by James Anthony Froude Explained, (1889), repr. 
London: New Beacon, 1969.

V.S. Naipaul. "The Little More,” in the Times, London, 13 July 1961, 7.
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But yet he has made no approach to the civilization of his white fellow-creature, 
whom he imitates as a monkey does a man.^^

Trollope repeats the common Victorian trope about the stages of civilisation represented by

various nationalities. The idea of progress as linear comes across strongly in the following

statement:

In many respects the negro's phase of humanity differs much from that which is 
common to us, and which has been produced by our admixture of blood and our 
present extent of civilization.^*

Nixon's view of Naipaul's relationship with Victorian travel writers and philosophers

suggests that he maintains a constant approach throughout his career, differentiating

between those societies, usually Western, that are capable of having had a history, and those

"simple societies" that have only had a past. He says:

By forcing the distinction between the "primitive" category of the past and the 
Western category of history, Naipaul is able to hold Third World societies in one of 
his classic double-binds: without a sense of history, they can achieve nothing, yet 
what they tender as their history is something utterly different, amounting to 
embellishments of the past that either do not evidence achievement or elude 
description in historical terms. ... Whether he is anatomizing Indian, Trinidadian, 
Argentinian, or Egyptian nationalism, Naipaul's position on the past as a sentimental

39category remams constant.

I want to suggest that Naipaul's view on Caribbean history does not remain quite as 

constant as Nixon would lead us to believe. Nixon's 1992 study does not have the benefit 

of assessing Naipaul's return to the theme of the enduring legacy of Renaissance European 

perspectives on the New World in A Way in the World. This re-examination of earlier 

material is becoming quite a theme in Naipaul's more recent non-fiction. His re

examinations allow the reader to witness the strengthening of some of his earlier views, but 

also to witness the destruction, or at least the rethinking, of some of his earlier conclusions.

Anthony Trollope. The West Indies and the Spanish Main, (1859), repr. Gloucester: Alan Sutten, 1985, 6, 
42.

Ibid,  45.
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The project that Naipaul undertakes in writing The Enigma o f Arrival (1987) outlines the 

replacement of old ideas in his oeuvre. The idea of human life as a series of cycles that ran 

together, itself replacing an earlier idea of inevitable decay, is now replaced by another idea, 

an idea of renewal and commitment. For Naipaul, this means, "committing oneself not only 

to travel but also to different explorations of the past".'”’

Naipaul here turns his earlier, often ferocious satire of colonial "mimicry" in 

postcolonial societies into the calmer, renewing awareness of the end of The Enigma o f 

Arrival, when, on the return to Trinidad, he realises that "There was no ship of antique 

shape to take us back. We had come out of the nightmare; and there was nowhere else to 

go." As the narrator says, "Men need history. It helps them to have an idea of who they 

are," and, like "sanctity", it can "reside in the he a r t . N a i p a u l ' s  attitude towards his own 

examination of the Renaissance material changes quite substantially from ITie Loss o f El 

Dorado to A Way in the World, and although the earlier text is an attempt to justify the 

conceptions of ‘history’ and the colonised presented by the Victorian writers and 

philosophers already discussed, the later text, A Way in the World, is an attempt to 

recognise the "history" of Trinidad on its own terms, rather than in the traditional Western 

historiographic sense.

Ill

The importance of the legend of El Dorado as outlined in Chapter Two, the mythical vision 

of a gold-rich lake or city located deep within the South American heartland, has long been 

recognised as an exercise of imaginative power. Out of this legacy of confusion, falsehood

Nixon, London Calling, 120.
Naipaui, The Enigma o f  Arrival, 94.
Ib id .,l,\l , 318.
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and death has arisen one of the most enduring and influential historical legacies of the 

Caribbean. Writers as diverse as Edgar Mittelholzer in The Kaywana Trilogy'^, Alejo 

Carpentier, The Lost Steps^^, Michael Anthony, Bright Road to El Dorado^, and Wilson 

Harris in The Guyana Quartet^ have reacted to the El Dorado myth. According to Hena 

Maes-Jelinek, Antillean writers "have explored and re-interpreted their Caribbean past, and 

made this search for roots, a necessary if painful, requisite for self-knowledge and 

achievement"'*^

The examination of the El Dorado myth undertaken by Caribbean writers is often

more than an evaluation of a particular period of history. It is a return to the first encounter

with the resultant chance of starting again. The myth is often related to the notion of

creation, and is thus a way of looking forward, as well as into the past. The future

potentiality of the myth is one of its most potent aspects. One important aspect of the myth

of El Dorado that continues to haunt the imagination of the Caribbean writer is that of the

landscape of Guyana and the difficulty of journeying into the interior submitting the traveller

to a process of physical and mental initiation. As Maes-Jelinek says:

the journey through the forest, through an unknown underworld, is a commonplace 
symbol of moral or spiritual trial. But as a way of access to El Dorado and what it 
stands for, it has become the instrument of a new approach in the exploration of 
man's consciousness and of the conflicting values of life in the Caribbean.'*^

Maes-Jelinek sums up the Caribbean reaction to the myth of El Dorado by saying that "the

search for El Dorado leads to self-knowledge and a better understanding of past and

present; the myth itself urges man to search beyond his limited self a reality which

Edgar Mittelholzer, The Kaywana Trilogy, London; Corgi, 1952.
Alejo Carpentier, The Lost Steps, trans. from the Spanish by Harriet de Onis. Gollancz, 1956.
Michael Anthony, Bright R oad to El D orado, Surrey; Nelson Caribbean. 1982.
Wilson Harris, The Guyana Quartet, London; Faber and Faber, 1985.
Hena Maes-Jelinek. "The Myth o f El Dorado in the Caribbean Novel," in Journal o f  Commonwealth 

Literature, 6 (June, 1971), 113-127.
I b id ,  117
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transcends his own."'**

However, Naipaul's approach to the legend of El Dorado differs significantly fi'om

those writers who see in the mj^h the germ of a positive future for their country. Naipaul

was commissioned by an American publisher to write a book for a forthcoming series on

cities, but his text on Port of Spain, The Loss o f El Dorado, served his own needs as the

inhabitant of what he saw as a peripheral colony rather than the needs of the commissioning

publisher. Rob Nixon suggests that Naipaul's purpose in publishing this text is to defend his

assertion in The Middle Passage that "nothing was created in the West Indies." As Nixon

says "the 380-page volume emerges as an antihistory of the island, a vindication, through

fractured form, of the impossibility of narrating nonevents." He goes on to say, as I quoted

earlier, that "The Loss o f El Dorado emerges, in short, as a history of the absence of

h i s t o r y . T h e  choice o f ‘stories’ for examination in the text—Berrio’s and Ralegh’s failure

to find El Dorado; the torture of Luisa Calderon, the cruelty of Picton’s regime and the

ineptitude of Fullerton, his persecutor; the dissolution of Miranda’s dream of a Vene2iuelan

revolution—supports Naipaul’s theory of colonial history in which the peripheral colonies

demonstrate their distance fi'om the civilising restraints of the metropolitan culture and

become doomed to cycles of fiatility. In an interview with Ronald Bryden, Naipaul

discussed the issue of Trinidadian history as presented in The Loss o f El Dorado as follows;

I thought the place had no history. I thought I would swiftly look at the records and 
produce something, and then I discovered this appalling history that hadn’t been 
ignored but had just somehow dropped out because the place itself had ceased to be 
important, '̂*

Ibid., 127
Nixon, London Calling, 123.
"Tlie Novelist V.S. Naipaul talks about his work to Ronald Bryden,” in The Listener, 22 March 1973, 

368.
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As Richard Eder suggests, the abandonment of the Caribbean by the various European 

forces that had exploited it left “a fragmented culture resting on a jumbled, conflicting, half

dreamed past”,̂ * The Swiss writer Martin R. Dean has described Naipaul’s Trinidad as:

a twelve-months-a-year carnival of tragicomic short-comings, tropical tristesse and 
corruption; a mixture of Blacks, Indians, Spanish and Chinese living in post-colonial 
dependence, whose efforts to attain to cultural cohesion and identity are often as 
comical as they are convulsive.

The reaction from Caribbean commentators indicates a bitter awareness of an overwhelming

fatalism in Naipaul’s oeuvre:

[The Loss o f El Dorado] is an attempt ... to trace the brutality, sterility and 
materialism which, in his [Naipaul’s] view, have solely characterised West Indian 
history. ... Naipaul attempts, it seems, to provide a line of continuity between the 
derelict society which his novels portray and the savage world of history which 
shaped this community. ... The emphasis [is] as usual on brutality and treachery, 
loss, failure and nothingness seen by Naipaul as the sole ingredients of our 
heritage.

Naipaul's history of Trinidad is recreated from original documents and historical 

collections written in and maintained by Britain. As he states in the Preface, he was at pains 

to ensure that every quotation should be true to the original, thus denying himself the 

novelist's license with speech. The result is a long, dense, and tightly organised structure of 

episodes, each of which revolves around a principal figure from Europe who had a vested 

interest in Trinidad, either for its geographical location or for its resources. Peter Hughes 

has stated that:

what distinguishes fiction from history in Naipaul is above all this absence or 
presence of the document. ... What appeals to him about the eloquent and 
nightmarish documents that structure this visionary history of his ‘own home island’ 
is ... their chameleon power to look like truth without the need for fantasy or 
novelistic truths. '̂*

Richard Eder, “The Root of Rootlessness,” in the Los Angeles Times, 23 May, 1994, 3, 11.
Quoted in DU: Die Zeitschrift der Kultur, 10 (October 1993), V.S. Naipaul issue. Preface, 1.
C. Allan Wade, ‘'The Novelist as Historian,”, in The Literary Half-Yearly, Mysore, 11:2 (1970), 179-84. 
Peter Hughes, V.S. Naipaul, London; Routledge, 1988, 24.
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As Hughes goes on to say, archives and documents allow Naipaul to go beyond the claims 

of fiction. The documentary evidence underwrites the originality of his narrative. Naipaul 

had been troubled by the contrast between the history of England and the lack of history 

presented in Trinidad. In The Loss o f El Dorado he describes Trinidad as having "dropped 

out of history"^^ and later as "exempt from history"^^. The project of writing the history 

makes possible “a synthesis of the worlds and cultures that had made me”.”  Describing 

Francisco Miranda, the South American revolutionary, Naipaul says, "He loved Europe 

better than any European because he could never take its graces for granted; he never 

ceased to prepare himself for it"̂ *. Miranda's love of and respect for Europe and its past are 

a reflection of Naipaul's own. What Naipaul describes as Miranda's "colonial deprivation, 

the sense of the missing real world"^^ is the driving force for Naipaul's engagement with the 

historical documents.

As he said in The Enigma o f Arrival, quoted earlier, the main aim of his project in 

writing The Loss o f El Dorado was to give himself "a past, and a romance of the past"̂ **. 

The island seemed to have no former time of grandeur and significance. The extinction of 

the Amerindians meant that the island's history had disappeared into the void; become 

extinct. This absence is an important issue to Naipaul and is one that he will return to in A 

Way in the World. In The Loss o f El Dorado he laments the lack of perspective that 

prevented European commentators fi'om attempting to capture the reality of Amerindian life 

in the Caribbean:

The seething supper, the war-pipes in the night, the empty houses and the cooking 
bowls: it is as close as we will get to Indian life. When next these high woods are

Naipaul, The Loss o f  El Dorado, London: Andre Deutsch, 1969, 97.
Ibid., 104.
Naipaul. The Enigma o f  Arrival, 157
Naipaul, The Loss o f  El Dorado, 138.
Ibid., 266.

^  Naipaul. The Enigma o f  Arrival, 149.
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visited by someone open to the natural world— Charles Kingsley, in 1868—those 
Indian villages, that thick silent population continually on the move between Guiana 
creek and Trinidad forest path, will have disappeared. It is the absence o f the 
Indians that distorts the time-scale in these parts o f the Indies. Dudley’s adventures, 
which Wyatt’s narrative brings so close, can also appear, and only partly in the 
manner intended by Wyatt, to be set in a land of myth, part o f the historical night.^^

Naipaul claims that the Amerindian population o f Trinidad rapidly changed after the initial

encounter with Europeans. According to him:

The Indians had changed [by the time Ralegh returned]. They had been dulled by 
defeat and disappointments, and there is no trace in their stupefied descendants 
today o f that intelligence and quickness which attracted Ralegh and made them such 
feared enemies, masters o f the waters.®^

Because o f the lack of the Amerindian position in the discourse o f encounter, the islands’

past is seen as beginning with the encounter with Europe. An awareness of the traces of

their existence in the landscape forces the recognition that this ‘New World’ is as ancient as

the ‘Old.’ Naipaul had hoped to overcome his own alienation from Trinidad by

reconnecting the island's present to the past.

In the opening paragraph of the Prologue, Naipaul makes it clear that his purpose in

writing this ‘History’ is to justify his already-formulated ideas about the Caribbean:

For the conquistador [Berrio] the El Dorado adventure ended in kidnap, solitude 
and lunacy. His province—the dream of the third Spanish marquisate in the New

* 63World, after Mexico and Peru—^became the ghost province of the Spanish Empire. 

Here, at the very beginning of his ‘History’, he makes it clear that he has already drawn firm 

conclusions about the legacy of the history of encounter. He sees this legacy as the creation 

of a “ghost province” and in this, his first detailed textual reaction to Renaissance and later 

historical travel narratives, he seeks to justify his conclusions by tracing a history of 

misreading, mismanagement and inadequacy. As he says, “The history of Port o f Spain, a

V. s. Naipaul. The Loss o f  El Dorado, 43. 
Ibid., 88.
Ibid., 9.
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special New World adventure, is contained in these stories. ... It was a failure.” '̂* As a 

schoolchild in Trinidad, Port of Spain had seemed to be "a place where things happened and 

nothing showed":

Only people remained. History was a fairytale about Columbus and a fairytale about 
the strange customs of the aboriginal Caribs and Arawaks; it was impossible now to 
set them in the landscape. History was the Trinidad five-cent stamp; Ralegh 
discovering the Pitch Lake. History was also a fairytale not so much about slavery 
as about its abolition, the good defeating the bad. It was the only way the tale could 
be told.^'

Naipaul's ideas about Trinidad as lacking a history can be seen in many of his works, but the

thought is particularly important in the context of The Middle Passage (1962). The

contrast between the histories of Europe and mainland America, with their accounts of

invention, civilisation and revolution, and the blank Caribbean past is highlighted:

Nothing was created in the British West Indies, no civilisation as in Spanish 
America, no great revolution as in Haiti or the American colonies. There were only 
plantations, prosperity, decline, neglect: the size of the islands called for nothing 
else.̂ ®

This lack of awareness of Trinidad's past prevented the young Naipaul from forging 

connections with the island. He felt closer to Britain and the other places he studied than to 

his own home:

We could never be convinced of the value of reading the history of a place which 
was, as everyone said, only a dot on the map of the world. Our interest was all in 
the world outside, the remoter the better; Australia was more important than 
Venezuela, which we could see on a clear day. Our own past was buried and no- 
one thought to dig it up.^^

His statements regarding the irrecoverable nature of Caribbean history become stronger as

the examination continues:

Ibid., 9-10.
Ibid., 319.

^  Naipaul. The Middle Passage, 23. 
/b id ,  43.
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In West Indian towns history seems dead, irrelevant. Perhaps it is because the past 
is unimaginable; perhaps it is the light; perhaps it is because so much is makeshift 
and new and the squalor so wholly contemporary.^*

Naipaul's need to equip himself with a past requires that the past must be 

differentiated, in Nixon's division, from true ‘history’ with all its attendant ideas about 

progress and civilisation drawn from nineteenth-century historiography. Thus conceived, 

the past that Naipaul uncovers can be used to justify his lifelong sense of the Caribbean as 

futile and stagnant, the sense which forced his personal exile to Britain and, paradoxically, 

which equipped him very ill to cope with the complexity of modem British life, prepared as 

he was for the self-assurance of the Victorian perspective.

Naipaul views his history of Port of Spain as simultaneously limited and 

comprehensive;

The history of Port of Spain, a special New World adventure, is contained in these 
stories. ...A place like Port of Spain, in the uncluttered New World, has no 
independent life; it alters with the people who come to it.®̂

In his Prologue to The Loss o f El Dorado Naipaul states that "This book is made up of two

forgotten stories"’” which are representatively central to Trinidadian history. There is the

search for El Dorado, a 'Spanish delusion' taken over by Sir Walter Ralegh and others, and

there is the attempt to promote a revolution on high principles in the Spanish Empire, using

Trinidad as a base. The irony of this attempted revolution is highlighted by the fact that

Trinidad was itself a British slave colony.

On a visit to the Naipaul archive at McFarlin library in the University of Tulsa,

Oklahoma, I came across a note written by Naipaul on notepaper from the Hotel

Montalemart, Paris. This note, in a revised form, became the foreword to the Penguin

Ibid., 149.
Naipaul, The Loss o f  El Dorado, 9.
Ib id , 9.
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edition of The Loss o f El Dorado. In it, Naipaul states “I am writing here of events which,

though remote in every way from my Gangetic ancestors, shaped my own world.” The

purpose of his writing of Trinidad history is to trace “the conversion, over 300 years, of a

part of the New World into an unimportant agricultural colony of slave labour and

indentured labour,” And yet, as he goes on to say, Trinidad was once “thought magical” by

Columbus who believed that he was near the Garden of Eden and by those who later saw it

as the gateway to the land of El Dorado. The shifting of European focus from the

Caribbean is described as follows:

But Europe is far away; great events only send echoes on the ocean. Ideas— 
whether about the Garden of Eden or El Dorado, as in the beginning, or about 
slavery, the rights of man, and revolution, as later—alter in their passage, and are 
sometimes perverted. And after three hundred years a colony is created, with all its 
assumptions, a place once again at the rim of the world.’ '

The Loss o f  El Dorado concludes with a summary of Trinidad's next hundred and 

fifty years, as a "ghost province" now of the British Empire, and touches on Naipaul's 

childhood in Port of Spain, when it seemed "a place at the rim of the world." At that stage, 

in the 1940s, "Picton was the name of a street; no one knew more. History was a fairy tale 

about Columbus ... History was also a fairy tale not so much about slavery as about its 

abolition." These two central tenets, that history was made up of layers of fantasy and that 

Trinidad was a place on the rim of the world, animate Naipaul's intricate and detailed 

research into the legacy of European accounts of the Caribbean, and inform the conclusion 

that he reaches in this work; namely that the Caribbean is a society occasionally touched and 

illuminated by European history, but always fated to slide into the darkness of obscurity

All the quotations in this paragraph were taken from an unpublished letter housed in Box 15, Folder 5 of 
the Naipaul papers, McFarlin library', University of Tulsa, Oklahoma. The italics indicate that the phrase 
was scored out by Naipaul
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again. Robert Hamner describes the theme dominating The Loss o f El Dorado as “man’s

futile attempts to grasp the illusions of his own fantasy.”’^

The first half of Naipaul's history synthesises in precis form the narratives of Spanish

attempts on El Dorado and the events and incidents narrated in Ralegh's Discoverie. The

story is then continued, again using primary sources, beyond Ralegh's departure in 1595 and

his return in 1618 to the end of the El Dorado dream with the death of Antonio de Berrio's

son, Fernando. Naipaul believes that the Spanish search for El Dorado resuhed from their

discovery of the value and irrecoverability of what they had destroyed.

El Dorado, which had begun as a search for gold, was becoming something more. It 
was becoming a New World romance, a dream of Shangri-la, the complete, 
unviolated world. Such a world had existed and the Spaniards had violated it. 
Now, with a sense of loss that quickened their imagination, the Spaniards wished to 
have the adventure again. The story grew subtler with Spanish failure. It took the 
Spaniards beyond the reality they were beginning to see; it teased every deprived 
sense.

In Naipaul’s analysis, the conflict of dream and reality that he demonstrates with regard to 

the El Dorado quest, is at the heart of the modem Caribbean’s problems and inadequacies. 

As he shows, the riches of the New World were never enough for the European 

imagination. The discourse of encounter had fuelled this imagination with tales of unlimited 

riches and fabulous societies, and once the reality of the Caribbean had been assessed and 

accepted the region became irrevocably associated with failed promise, exaggeration and 

disappointment.

The type of exaggeration that was common in Renaissance propagation of evidence 

is exemplified in the section ofNaipaul’s text that analyses the expedition of Vera to find El 

Dorado. Vera returned with some examples of worked gold and a report about El 

Dorado’s location. But, as Naipaul says, when his story was repeated:

Robert D. Hamner, V.S. Naipaul, New York: Twayne, 1973, 27.
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The seventeen golden eagles became ‘forty of the most pure plates of golde 
curiously wrought, and swords of Guiana decked and inlayed with golde, feathers 
garnished with golde, and divers rarities’... At Cartagena the story was that El 
Dorado had been conquered and the golden man had sent in tribute to the King of 
Spain ‘the portraiture of a giant all of gold, of weight forty-seven kintals, which the 
Indians there hold for their idol!’. A Frenchman who knew Trinidad turned the 
golden eagles and jackals into ‘two millions of gold’.̂ '*

Naipaul sees this type of misrepresentation as the root of the difference between European

and colonial societies. For him, the exaggerations and repetitions of myths invalidate the

‘history’ of the region and transform it into no more than the ‘past’. History is a very

clearly defined discourse in Naipaul’s view, and it does not apply to these representations of

the Caribbean. Trinidad and Guiana, according to Naipaul, were seen as places where

legend takes the place of truth, "The legend of El Dorado, narrative within narrative,

witness within witness, had become like the finest fiction, indistinguishable fi'om truth.

As has been established in the earlier chapters of this thesis, Renaissance travellers

allowed their experience to be suffiised with their prior expectations, leading to a flawed

history and this is a recurring theme of The Loss o f El Dorado. Sir Robert Dudley's voyage,

which was described by Captain Wyatt, is said to have taken place in;

a time of fantasy and knight-errantry, of brave deeds poetically witnessed, of 
challenges, of seeking out an ordained enemy—and how well the Spaniards filled 
that role—in a strange glittering forest fiill of dangers and wild folk.’®

Naipaul says that Wyatt's narrative is "fiill of the London plays he has seen" and that he "set

out to write romance".’’ Wyatt describes the actions undertaken as if Dudley was the

greatest hero of chivalry and he was his loyal squire. As Naipaul says;

He aimed at a style that matched the adventure and his role. A storm at sea was like 
"a seconde enundacion of the whole worlde". Wyatt's journal, always straining after 
eflfect in this way, is the first that catches the excitement of an Atlantic crossing to

Naipaul. The Loss o f  El Dorado, 22.
Ibid., 27.
Ib id , 28.
Naipaul. The Loss o f  El Dorado, 34.

35.
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Trinidad: ... the twenty-two-day journey; the flying fish rising from the sea like a 
flock of frightened larks; the new climate.’*

As was demonstrated in Chapter Two, Ralegh's account, written only a short time

afterwards, also owes much to the conventions o f romance and the medieval travel narrative

and Naipaul focuses on its fictionality:

This is a book about the discovery o f Arcadia; it suggest mines and gold, 
spaciousness, enamelled forests, a world in which the senses, needs, life itself, can be 
extended. The book is part o f the world's romance. ... It was the swiftly passing 
moment when romance could be apprehended. But the book was written by a man 
with much to hide, a courtier whose gifts never extended to the action the code of 
his court required; and in the details of action it is, fatally, imprecise.’^

The Spanish accounts, too, are seen as coloured by preconceptions. It is undoubtedly the

case that medieval and renaissance travel narratives were ordered around the description of

curiosities. The writer moved from one marvel to the next, passing over those aspects of

the encountered society that were familiar, in favour of the perceived or imagined

differences between the observer/reader and the observed;

The conquistadors who found nothing had nothing to report. Believing in wonders,
he had no gift o f wonder. Columbus, coming to Trinidad, thought he had come to
the outer approaches of the Garden o f Eden. ... The natives were pale: a
disappointment: the greatest riches of the world were to be found in the lands o f the
blackest Negroes. ... To the conquistador where there were no wonders there was

• 80nothing. A place was then its name alone and landscape was land, difficult or easy. 

Even within this interest in the marvellous, the seemingly new, Renaissance writers rarely 

extended the boundaries o f their discourse. As Naipaul says, “Virginia, Newfoundland, 

Guiana rain-forest and the Antilles were one. Landscapes were formal. Columbus had seen 

gardens like those o f Valencia in March, and no one had seen more.”** In chapters One and 

Two I have traced the extent to which audience expectation and the conventions o f earlier

Ibid.,  34 . 

Ibid.,  88 . 

I b i d ,  11. 

Ib id .,  34- 35 .
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travel narratives coloured the depiction of the Caribbean in the discourse of the history of 

encounter. Naipaul berates this reliance because, in his view, it leads to inaccuracy, to lies, 

and it invalidates the ‘history’ of the area and transforms it into the ‘past’— semi-mythic and 

flawed.

The main focus of Naipaul's criticisms of Ralegh's behaviour is identical in both The 

Loss o f El Dorado and A Way in the World. He sees it as significant that Ralegh suppresses 

further mention of his Spanish captive Antonio de Berrio and how he and his lieutenant 

were finally exchanged for English prisoners. These were taken during the disastrous attack 

on Cumana as Ralegh's fleet left Trinidad, bound for England. Some forty or more of 

Ralegh's men were killed in the attack and many died in agony aboard ship from the effects 

of poisoned arrows. As Naipaul suggests, the inclusion of a somewhat digressionary 

paragraph in the Discoverie on the topic of arrow-poison and possible remedies, is the only 

reflection of these horrors in Ralegh's account. Ralegh even turns the discussion to self

promotion by suggesting that his knowledge of this cure was a result of the caciques' level 

of trust in him. Ralegh's elusive, vague style, noted in Chapter Two, is worthy of full 

quotation;

There was nothing whereof I was more curious, than to finde out the true remedies 
of these poisoned arrowes, for besides the mortalitie of the wound they make, the 
partie shot indureth the most insufferable torment in the world, and abideth a most 
uglie and lamentable death, somtimes dying starke mad, somtimes their bowels 
breaking out of their bellies, and are presently discolored, as blacke as pitch, and so 
unsavery, as no man can endure to cure, or to attend them. And it is more strange 
to know, that in all this time there was never Spaniard, either by gift or torment that 
could attaine to the true knowledge of the cure, although they have martyred and 
put to invented torture I know not how many of them. ... I was more beholding to 
the Guianians than any other, for Anthonio de Berreo told me that he could never 
attaine to the knowledge therof, & yet they taught me the best way of healing as wel 
therof, as of al other poisons.*^

Walter Ralegh. The Discoverie o f  the Large, Rich and Bewtifull Empyre o f  Guiana, ed. Neil Whitehead, 
Manchester : Manchester University Press, 1996, 170-71.
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Naipaul writes scathingly of Ralegh's conduct while his men lay dying in agony. Quoting 

Ralegh’s statement that “No man can endure to cure, or to attend them” he says baldly, 

“Ralegh himself didn’t.”*'’ According to Naipaul, Ralegh preferred to spend his time 

socialising with the Dutch merchants in the area than to face the human consequences of his 

decision to attack: "returning only at night to his own ship and his cabin with the green silk 

hangings."*'’ The mention of his opulent living quarters sits uneasily with the image of the 

poisoned men enduring a protracted death.

A further callous act causes Ralegh to leave behind two English youths, Francis 

Sparry and Hugh Goodwin, in order to continue his 'discoverie' and learn the local 

languages. This is seen by Naipaul as a monstrous abuse, evidenced by the prompt capture 

of Sparry by the Spanish, and the killing of Goodwin, who "going out into the country in 

English dress, was attacked by four jaguars who tore him to pieces." This account appears 

to make no sense, since 'jaguars' (tiguere) do not hunt in packs, but Neil Whitehead feasibly 

suggests that the enraged figures were 'were-jaguars' or kanaimas: that is, ritual assassins 

who 'become'jaguars as they hunt their victims.*^

Naipaul's familiarity with the source material allows him to convincingly assess the 

coherence of the text of the Discoverie. He suggests that Ralegh was, unlike Berrio, "exact 

where he appeared fanciful" but "got all the hard names right, and all the complex intrigue." 

In his questioning of Berrio, Ralegh is presented with the perspective of a Spaniard who is 

“a man fi-om another age.”*® Berrio’s account of his attempts to find El Dorado, according 

to Naipaul, represents “truth mixed with medieval fantasy."*^ Of the Discoverie, on the 

other hand, he writes that "The book is part of the world's romance. But its details are

Naipaul, The Loss o f  E l Dorado, 52.
Ibid.
Walter Ralegh, The Discoverie, Introduction by Neil L. Whitehead, 30.
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precise and true."** Naipaul emphasises the lack of'discovery' in the Discoverie, pointing

out that Ralegh had described little that was not already known, especially to the Spaniards,

and observing that Ralegh departed after spending only six days in the company of native

leaders on the Orinoco. Despite Ralegh’s faithfulness to truth in the early stages of the

Discoverie, Naipaul maintains that the final sections of his narrative are very different:

This is where Ralegh’s story of his ‘discovery’ of Guiana and El Dorado ends. 
‘Now that it hath pleased God to send us safe to our shippes, it is time to leave 
Guiana to the sunne, whom they worshippe, and steare away towards the North.’ 
This is how, with poetic elision, Ralegh begins to lie. The adventure wasn’t over.*^

In Naipaul’s view, the discourse of encounter inevitably becomes fanciful, mythic or false,

demonstrating the impossibility of relying upon it to posit the existence of a valid history in

the region. Ralegh’s quest gradually loses its initial empiricism and becomes as mythic as

those of his predecessors:

To be received among them [the Amerindians] as a liberator; that was part of the 
dream. In Ralegh’s memory those six days of Indian welcome on the Orinoco 
blended with the memory of a magical forest, of a ‘mountaine of christall’ seen from 
a distance, ‘like a white church-tower of an exceeding height’, over which a mighty 
river poured, touching no part of the mountain. To this there was added the 
knowledge of a ‘mine’, never seen. In the end it drew him out of the Tower of 
London, which was his perfect setting, perhaps subconsciously sought, where, 
liberated from his inadequacy in the role the age imposed on him, he reached that 
stillness where the fact of life and action was reconciled with the fact of death.^

Later, Naipaul reiterates this claim, saying that “in the Tower of London these memories

[Ralegh’s memories of the region] were turning to fantasy.” '̂

Naipaul depicts Ralegh’s second voyage to Guiana as “an act of madness.”^̂  For

Naipaul, the decision to return to the site of his earlier failure is the culmination of Ralegh’s

transformation of historical events into a type of fantasy:

Ibid.,  33 .

Ibid.,  47 , 48 , 49  
I b i d ,  8 8 .

Ibid.,  51 .

^  Ibid.,  54 - 55 .
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The Spaniards no longer looked for El Dorado. The Dutch had found nothing; the 
French had found nothing. Robert Harcourt had ridiculed the idea; Sir Thomas Roe 
had found nothing. Guiana had given up its mysteries, of tobacco and Indian tribal 
antagonisms, to scores of merchants. Ralegh himself no longer spoke of El Dorado 
and the Great Manoa; but in the Tower of London he had continued to dream of 
mines and a crystal mountain.

In Naipaul’s analysis, this return journey demonstrates Ralegh’s self-delusion. He accepted

his freedom on conditions which, as Naipaul says, “were absurd, as in a parlour game.” ”̂*

The Spanish intelligence about his movements was too great and the consequences of

failure would, as history showed, prove fatal. Naipaul sees the entire enterprise as suicidal,

an “act of self-violation.”^̂  According to Naipaul, Ralegh was delusional and obsessed with

his quest. He says of Ralegh’s reaction to the news of the assault on San Thome that:

The responsibility, in Ralegh’s mind, was all Keymis’s. Keymis arrived in the Gulf 
of Paria three weeks after his letter; and in that time Ralegh’s case against Keymis 
had taken shape, had become hard, something in which Ralegh could pretend he 
believed, something to which he could add. Incapable of action, as he had been 
since his release, doubting the value of action, a man withdrawn, prepared for the 
end, this became all his activity. The mines existed; his faith in this was like vanity,

96no more.

Truth has become secondary to Ralegh and he contents himself with his fantasy—too weak

to face reality. In his mind, “There was gold. There were mines, two mines, three, seven,

e i g h t . N a i p a u l  claims that this delusion tempts Ralegh into open falsehood:

He insisted there was gold in Guiana. He even made up the names of people who 
owned gold mines: Pedro Rodrigo de Parana (a South American place name); 
Hermano Fruntino {hermano, brother, and Fruntino one of the names he had picked 
out from the papers Keymis had sent from the San Thome treasury); Francisco 
Fachardo (Francisco de Vides was the governor of Cumana who had defeated 
Ralegh in 1595, Fajardo was the Spaniard with whom Ralegh had dined in Cumana 
and talked about the men whose heads grew below their shoulders).^*

95

Ibid.,  6 9 . 
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For Naipaul, this descent into falsehood is inevitable and is representative of the course of

all encounter with the Caribbean. Europe has never reacted openly and in an unprejudiced

manner when dealing with the Caribbean, and Ralegh’s initial attempts to present his history

accurately could not last. The quest for El Dorado ended in despair. Naipaul says:

It was the end of the quest. It had begun as a dream as large as the New World 
itself; it had ended in this search for a mine no one had seen, in an action of 
amateurs, in which all the great ones, and few of the lesser, perished.^

Naipaul's area of concern is Trinidad being 'touched' by history. As Bruce King

says:

For a time Trinidad held an important place in the European imagination as a land 
from which to explore for the gold of the Incas; later it was affected by the great 
revolutionary movements of Europe and the Americas which eventually led to the 
abolishing of slavery and the collapse of the plantation economy, and which left the 
island an impoverished provincial backwater of the British Empire.

Naipaul doesn't see Trinidad as capable of generating its own history. He uses the image of

illumination throughout the novel to represent the focusing of European attention upon the

Caribbean. The European gaze falls like a search light upon the darkness of the "historical

n i g h t . T h e  Renaissance perspective is particularly important in this context of the island

as central to the imperial theme, rather than entirely peripheral.

The New World as medieval adventure had ended; it had become a cynical extension 
of the developing old world, its commercial underside. No one would look at 
Trinidad and Guiana again with the eye of Ralegh or Robert Dudley or Captain 
Wyatt.

After the withdrawal of European interest in Trinidad, it ceased to fimction as an 

independent location. As Naipaul says, “After the El Dorado failure, this part of the

Ibid.
Bruce King, VS.Naipaul, Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1993, 81. 
Naipaul. The Loss o f  El Dorado, 43.
Ibid., 88. My italics.
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Spanish Main was on the periphery of the Spanish Empire.” *'*̂ Naipaul described the 

subsequent colonial society as "deformed", saying that everything of worth in the culture 

was imported, and that "The simple society bred simple people. He believes that "Port 

of Spain dropped out of history", becoming no more than "a remote municipality".*”̂

Naipaul establishes that incidents set in Trinidad and the wider Caribbean and 

described in the discourse of encounter had played central roles in developing aspects of 

European imperial imaginations—such as ideas of Utopia and the inspiration for Defoe's 

Robinson Crusoe. He regrets the abandonment of Trinidad and sees its results in present- 

day cultural Impoverishment. In relation to the Crusoe legend Naipaul describes the voyage 

of the Edward Bonaventure which came into the Gulf of Paria in June 1593. This ship had 

picked up an abandoned sailor who had been surviving alone on the island of St. Helena for 

fourteen months. Defoe used the account as the inspiration for his tale set on Tobago, with 

the "great island Trinidad, on the north point of the mouth of the river."*’’® Naipaul tells us 

that the Spanish soldiers described by Defoe "came from Berrio's city of St. Joseph."*®’

The central role of Trinidadian history in developing this powerful imperial narrative 

is stressed:

Fact and fiction meet: Berrio links the two fantasies of the New World. To be the 
first man on the earth, to see the first shoots of the first crop, to let off "the first gun 
that had been fired there since the creation of the world": it is an aspect of what the 
El Dorado quest had become. And Robinson Crusoe in its essential middle part is a 
monologue; it is all in the mind. ... With this difficulty [the lack of pen and paper to 
draw up a contract with the soldiers], irrational and concrete as in nightmare, the 
dream of innocence, resource and power ends. Crusoe is rescued.'”*

Ibid., 62.
Ibid., 2S3.
Ibid., 315.
Quoted in Naipaul. The Loss o f  El Dorado, 31. 
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The rescue of Crusoe leads to the neglect of the island. Again the Caribbean falls out of 

focus for Naipaul when the European gaze is removed. After the erosion of the El Dorado 

myth, the island developed into a "land of failures", as Naipaul calls it in The Middle 

Passage, an "unimportant, uncreative, cynical place", a place with "no sense of community 

and no dignity.

In The Loss o f El Dorado, Naipaul only considers the history of Europeans in

Trinidad. He quarantines events on the island from developments elsewhere. John Updike

describes the effect with precision:

The richly detailed episodes of West Indian history hover, however, in a virtual 
vacuum; the matrix of world circumstances—not only the power struggles on the 
Continent but even the events on nearby islands—is so lightly limned that the 
machinations on Trinidad appear as eerie as the motions of a sleepwalker."”

By piecing together his reconstruction from the single perspective of the literate participants

of Trinidad's past, he elides, or leaves unexplored, the development of the island's response

and resistance to "official" versions of events.

The attempts of islanders to forge a useable sense of the past are placed in an

impossible situation by Naipaul. As Nixon says, quoted earlier:

Without a sense of history, they can achieve nothing, yet what they tender as their 
history is something utterly different, amounting to embellishments of the past that 
either do not evidence achievement or elude description in historical terms.'"

Even when Third World societies do make efforts to reconnect themselves with history

Naipaul sees their project as futile. In Argentina he discerns "legend and antiquarian

romance, but no real history.""^ The 'past' is sentimental and Naipaul advocates

Naipaul, The Middle Passage, 41, 43.
John Updike, "Fools' Gold,", The New Yorker, 8. August, 1970; rpt. Hamner, Critical Perspectives on V. 

S. Naipaul, Washington: Three Continents Press, 1977, 154.
Nixon, London Calling, 120.

"■ Naipaul, "The Return of Eva Peron", 153. Naipaul goes on to remark; "In Argentina, unmade, flawed 
from its conception, without a liistory, still only with annals, there can be no feeling for a past, for a 
heritage, for shared ideals, for a community of all Argentines", 160.
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forgetfulness as an antidote to cultural stasis. A complete lack of history is better than a 

flawed history. Nixon criticises Naipaul's tendency to neglect the corresponding Western 

phenomenon and to presume that fabricated pasts are the preserve of Third World societies.

The Postscript to The Loss o f El Dorado lists the documents, which, as Naipaul 

admits, structured the narrative. These sources are housed in London, not in the place they 

describe, Trinidad:

This narrative was structured mainly from documents—originals, copies, printed—in 
the British Museum, the Public Record OflRce, London, and the London Library."^

This physical dislocation from the region allows Naipaul, in his own opinion, to come to

terms with Trinidad's past and to assess it more logically and rationally than anyone who

remains within the ‘simple society’. He describes the process of researching his earlier

history in A Way in the World.

It was easier in London, separated by many years and some thousands of miles from 
that ground-level view, and while I read in the British Museum and the Public 
Records Office, to feel the truth of the other, aboriginal island. From that distance, 
from that other side, as it were, the landscape of the aboriginal island became 
fabulous.

The Enigma o f Arrival (1987) is a text in which Naipaul comments upon many of 

his earlier projects, and is thus extremely relevant in the context o f The Loss o f El Dorado. 

It is among those texts that mark a new era in Naipaul's writing; an era in which he returns 

to his earlier conclusions and reassesses them, in some cases admitting the limitations of his 

earlier judgements and creating the space for a new assessment. This phase has been 

described as a "new mellowness" King says that Naipaul's more recent work admits the 

opening of experience and insight, and Naipaul himself would seem to agree:

"VAM , 323.
V.S. Naipaul, .4 Way in the World, London: Heinemann, 1994, 208. 
King, V. S. Naipaul, 136.
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However creatively one travels, however deep an experience in childhood or middle 
age, it takes thought (a shifting of impulses, ideas and references that become more 
multifarious as one grows older) to understand what one has lived through or where 
one has been/'^

Timothy Weiss has linked the project of The Enigma o f Arrival with that of A Way in the

World, denoting them as "‘̂ fin-de-siecle''' novels:

These novels emphasize memory’s power to reach beyond the shortsightedness of 
the times and to reinterpret and understand anew in the face of fracture and 
breakdown in today’s postcolonial, multicultural societies. They are fin  de siecle 
not in the negative connotation of excess and decadence, but rather in a neutral 
sense of a transition period in which endings and beginnings are mixed together."^

The Enigma o f Arrival is cast as a novel, but it is clearly both fictional and

autobiographical. Increasingly, we become aware that the narrator is Naipaul and that the

events described; the early years in Trinidad and the move to London, the novels and travel

writing, are his own. The novel describes the reassessment of perception over time. The

narrator is strongly influenced by his colonial education and must learn to cast aside

expectation in favour of experience and context.

The project that culminated in the writing of The Loss o f El Dorado is described in

The Enigma o f Arrival as follows:

For two years I had worked on an historical book about the region where I was 
bom. ,.. The historian seeks to abstract principles from human events. My approach 
was the other; for the two years that I lived among the documents I sought to 
reconstruct the human story as best I could. ... I was supported by my story, the 
themes it touched on: discovery, the New World, the dispeopling of the discovered 
islands; slavery, the creation of the plantation colony; the coming of the idea of 
revolution; the chaos after revolution in societies so created."*

Naipaul admits that he was attempting "to attach the island, the little place in the mouth of

the Orinoco river, to great names and great events: Columbus; the search for El Dorado; Sir

V.S. Naipaul, Finding the Centre, 12.
Timothy Weiss, “V.S. Naipaul’s ‘Fin de Siecle': The Enigma o f  Arrival and.4 Way in the W orld” in 

Ariel, 27:3 (July 1996), 107-126.
Naipaul. The Enigma o f  Arrival, 94.
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Walter Ralegh""^. He describes his urgent desire to explore Trinidad's past as originating in

his childhood belief that the island had always been in a situation of "colonial torpor" and his

sudden realisation that the current situation was man-made and that Trinidad had been a

very different place in the past:

As a schoolboy I had assumed that torpor to be a constant, something connected 
with the geographical location of the island, the climate, the quality of the light. It 
had never occurred to me that the drabness I knew had been man-made, that it had 
causes, that there had been other visions and indeed other landscapes there.

The research among the historical documents written by Europeans about the Caribbean

reveals the place as central to events in the Renaissance and in the late eighteenth century

revolutionary climate. Naipaul describes himself as "amazed ... by the antiquity of the place

to which I belonged. He can now see the island as "sharing in the antiquity of the

earth" and this new perspective makes him feel more connected with his heritage, even if

he does see the past he describes as inevitably sliding into "colonial torpor";

I had given myself a past, and a romance of the past. One of the loose ends in my 
mind had vanished; a little chasm filled.

He has taken possession of the connection between Trinidad and the rest of the world, and

this cannot now be stripped from his view The assessment of his project that takes place in

The Enigma o f Arrival^ published eighteen years after The Loss o f El Dorado, admits that

"Men need history; it helps them to have an idea of who they are."^ "̂' Naipaul needed to

research, digest and evaluate the enduring legacy of Renaissance European perspectives of

the New World in order to reach a better understanding of who he is. In The Loss o f El

Dorado the project leads to an inevitable awareness of the subsequent abandonment of the

Ibid.,  142 .

Ibid.,  142 .

I b i d ,  143 .

I b i d ,  143 .

I b i d ,  149 .

I b i d ,  3 1 8 .
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region and a sense that the European gazes were so coloured by expectation that they 

cannot function as legitimate assessments of the region's history.

IV

These conclusions are questioned, however, by the fact that Naipaul returns to the 

same figures twenty-five years later in A Way in the World: A Sequence (1994). This text is 

not prescribed by the limitations of the historical accuracy of The Loss o f El Dorado, and 

Naipaul uses the freer form to explore more fully the constructed nature of European 

textual assessments of the region and to suggest that the ambiguity and inaccuracy of these 

perceptions leaves some room for an alternative reading of the region's past, and thus its 

future.

The genre of the autobiographical travel narrative is one that Naipaul has made his 

own, and the issue of the creation of a personal identity through writing is a crucial 

consideration in this mode of discourse. Judith Levy has described the creation of a self as a 

fundamental impetus of Naipaul’s w r i t i n g . N a i p a u l ’s ‘writing self is a self-fashioned 

figure, at once the originator of the autobiographical discourse and its subject. The genre 

claims to be referential, but it is important to remember that it is actually closer to the 

performative. Many of the sections of A Way in the World are clearly autobiographical, 

repeating the tropes of the journalist-father, the early decision to be a writer, and the desire 

to escape from the ‘periphery’ all presented in other texts such as Finding the Centre 

(1984). Naipaul presents us with a series of interrelated roles as the returning native, world 

traveller, native informant, writer inscriber, reader, researcher, quester and dweller. The

Judith Levy, V.S. Naipaul: Displacement and Autobiography, New York; Garland, 1995. As Levy says 
“Probably no other genre has undergone as intense a scrutiny and revision o f conceptualization in recent 
decades as autobiography. This is not surprising in light of the fact that the three components of
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roles are split between the perspective of the child living in the landscape and that of the 

detached adult. At times, Naipaul places himself as a character in a scene and at other times 

he is the narrator. The foregrounding of travel and conceptions of home leads to a 

perception of both as subject to ceaseless and essential t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . A s  Sandra 

Pouchet Paquet says:

In A Way in the World, travel is construed as a discourse, a genre, and a basis for 
comparing the different cultures that traverse and constitute the Caribbean. Native 
place is a site of arrivals and departure, of local/regional/global encounters involving 
dominations, resistances, commerce, intercultural penetrations, and ideological

127appropriations.

Naipaul’s construction of himself as simultaneous traveller and dweller is a powerful

method of exploring the construction of Caribbean identity.

The pattern of return in Naipaul's work is becoming increasingly evident. As Fawzia

Mustafa says in V. S. Naipaiil (1995):

Since the publication in 1981 of Among the Believers, he has revisited Africa and 
India, and conducted an extended tour through the southern United States. His 
1983 essay, "Prologue to an Autobiography", coupled with his reflections on the 
Ivory Coast, "The Crocodiles of Yamoussoukro", appears in 1984 as Finding the 
Centre: Two Narratives, and the 1987 publication of his novel, The Enigma o f 
Arrival, continues the use of overt autobiographical borrowings. His first extended 
book about the United States, A Turn in the South (1989), is soon followed in 1990 
with what rounds out his trilogy about India, India: A Million Mutinies Now, which 
is a voluminous reassessment of his notions about contemporary India.

A Way in the World is a reworking of the historical constructions of European and

Caribbean figures set up in The Loss o f El Dorado and confirms his recent agenda of a

reassessment of the defining topics of his oeuvre.

autobiography— self, history and writing—are three of the most thoroughly radicalized concepts in post
structuralist thinking.” xix.

For further discussion of this issue see James Clifford, “Traveling Cultures,” in Cultural Studies, ed. 
Lawrence Grossberg, New York. Routledge, 1992, 96-116 and Sandra Pouchet Paquet, “The Thematics of 
Diaspora and the Intercultural Identity Question,” in The Caribbean Writer, 12 (1998), 229-37.

Sandra Pouchet Paquet, "The Thematics of Diaspora”, 228.
Fawzia Mustafa, V. S. Naipaul, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995, 18.
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In A Way in the World, Naipaul re-examines many of the major themes he had

outlined in the earlier work. The critical reception of the work underlines its thematic

similarities with The Loss o f El Dorado.

Once conjuring up exotic visions of the Spanish Main, galleons, conquistadors, 
buccaneers, sugar and spice islands shimmering in the sun-gilded Gulf and the 
fabulous lost city of El Dorado glimmering in the jungle depths, it’s a part of the 
world that has been lavishly overlaid with legend. Nobody is better placed than 
Naipaul—both by personal experience and years of research—to peel all this away 
and expose the reality underneath.

This latest book isn’t of course, his first attempt to do this. ... Covering the 
same territory [as The Loss o f El Dorado^ and also ramifying out to look at 20th- 
century black liberation, A Way in the World seeks to combine Naipaul’s fictional 
and documentary approaches to Trinidad,

Once again, Naipaul presents the Caribbean as a mutilated landscape, cut off from its own

sense of a useable heritage, and becoming ever more adrift as it loses the knowledge of its

own history in the midst of a sea of revolution:

... it was as though, whh the colonial past, all the colonial landscape was being 
trampled over and undone; as though, with that past, the very idea of regulation had 
been rejected; as though, after the sacrament of the square, the energy of the revolt 
had become a thing on its own, eating away at the landscape.

However, this project seems to give Naipaul a stronger sense of rootedness, of a useable

past, than did The Loss o f El Dorado.

A Way in the World is made up of nine narratives and each is set up with a different

structuring style, such as the screenplay or monologue. Norman Snider says of these

various styles that “Naipaul seemingly eschews anything as mundane as novelist

entertainment, he is intent on defining the cultural and political forces of empire that

ultimately produced both his work and character. Stephen Schiflf says that what emerges

“is a kind of chain in four dimensions, coiled and crisscrossed over the centuries, enmeshing

Peter Kemp, “Home Truths,” in the Sunday Times Books, 8 May 1994, 1 
Naipaul. A Way in the World, 35.
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dozens of lives and fates that happened to traverse a single West Indian patch of land and

sea.” ^̂  ̂ The first of these sections contains the monologue of a teacher who relates her

impressions of a local Muslim, Leonard Side, to the narrator, who fi'ames the account with

observations on his relationship with Trinidad and his awareness o f its history. Side acts as

the judge at the school's annual flower contest. The teacher's account concentrates on those

aspects of Side's activities that she sees as distasteful. His aesthetic sense, which allows him

to dress and beautify a dead body as well as a cake or a display of flowers, frightens her:

It was his idea of beauty that upset me ... mixing roses and flowers and nice things 
to eat with the idea o f making the dead human body beautiful too— was contrary to 
my own idea.

Side's aestheticism allows him, a Muslim, to display a picture o f Christ: "I knew that the

picture wasn't there for the religion alone: it was also for the beauty, the colours, the gold,

the long wavy hair o f Christ. Side is emblematic o f all the principal figures o f the

subsequent narratives who appear deluded by their hazy grasp on the past and who have

formed a sentimental or false history for themselves. The narrator ends this section by

speculating about Side's ancestry and implying that he, the narrator, has a greater

understanding of Side's impulses than Side himself because he has acquired historical

knowledge. As he says:

[Side] would have had almost no idea o f where he or his ancestors had come from.
... With learning now I can tell you more or less how we all came to be where we 
were. I can tell you that the Amerindian name for that land of St James would have 
been Cumucurapo, which the early travellers from Europe turned to Conquerabo or 
Conquerabia. I can look at the vegetation and tell you what was there when 
Columbus came and what was imported later. ... The recorded history of the place 
is short, three centuries o f depopulation followed by two centuries of resettlement.

Norman Snider, “Bad Attitude follows Conqueror like a Shadow,” in the Toronto Star, Saturday July 23, 
1994, H14.

Stephen SchifF, “The Ultimate Exile,” in the New Yorker, 23 May 1994, 60-71.
Naipaul, A Wav in the World, 1.
Ibid., 6.
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,. While the documents last we can hunt up the story of every strip of occupied 
land.̂ "̂

Naipaul has opened up a discursive space by introducing ideas of historical

determinism which condition present-day existence. However, in this text he admits that his

grasp of the legacy of the past is incomplete because of its reliance upon documentary

evidence. A familiarity with historical documents is not, he now feels, the key to a thorough

understanding of Caribbean history and its influence upon the present;

I can give you that historical bird’s eye view. But I cannot really explain the 
mystery of Leonard Side’s inheritance. ... we go back and back, forever; we go 
back all of us to the very beginning; in our blood and bone and brain we carry the 
memory of thousands of beings. ... We cannot understand all the traits we have 
Inherited. Sometimes we are strangers to ourselves.'^®

Fawzia Mustafa claims that "inheritance rather than history lies as a kind of cultural

unconscious so that "learning"—history—can be the agency whereby consciousness is

achieved."'^’ My interpretation of Naipaul’s position in A Way in the World is that he still

sees learning and close study as the only possible methods of analysing the Influence of the

past upon the present, but that he acknowledges that areas of this legacy are undiscoverable

and will manifest themselves in unexpected ways, as in Side’s feeling for beauty—traced by

Naipaul to his Lucknow ancestors.

All of the subsequent narratives explore relative levels of cultural, historical or

political "consciousness" and suggest the absolute importance of history and inheritance in

developing an autonomous Caribbean cultural identity. Brent Staples maintains that

Naipaul’s purpose was to create “an archaeology of the colonial impulse, the thing that spun

Columbus, Raleigh and countless others out of their easy chairs into the great dark

Ibid., 8.
Ibid., 9.
Mustafa, V. S. Naipaul, 203.
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unknown, on missions of discovery to the New W o r l d . T h e  establishment of this 

common concern allows Naipaul to explore different historical periods ranging from 

Ralegh's voyages to the experiences of Naipaul's contemporaries such as Blair and Lebrun, 

and makes this work more valid and coherent in its historical choices than the arbitrary 

nature of the chronology presented in The Loss o f El Dorado. In this novel there is a 

governing thematic concern with the Caribbean past. Naipaul himself has said of the form 

he chose:

This book {A Way in the World] is a way of dealing with all the various strands of 
the Caribbean or New World background, the place, and all the different stages of 
learning about it, as well. The learning is important, and the form I’ve arrived at 
seems to me truer and more natural than any artificial narrative which would have 
tried to create a James Michener kind of connected story. My story does have 
connections; they are associations. They are inseparable fi'om the background.

The second narrative, entitled "History: A Smell of Fish Glue" focuses on the

gradual political awakening of the black population, with a sense of discomfort about the

dismissal of historical facts and the ready acceptance of falsehoods if they serve the 'cause'.

As with his interpretation of Renaissance travel narratives, Naipaul calls to task those who

present falsehoods as truth. Naipaul implies that the political awakening stems from a

flawed historical consciousness. This fault is introduced with the narrator's meeting with

the lawyer father of one of his school fiiends. The man mistakenly attributes his name,

Evander, to Homer rather than Virgil, and the narrator comments "but this flaw in his

character, so casually revealed, was worrying." '̂**’ Evander declares his interest in "The

race! The race, man!" '̂ '̂ but his flaw has allowed the narrator to dismiss his ideas as "too

Brent Staples, “Con Men and Conquerors,” in the New York Times Book Review, May 22, 1994, 43. 
Aamer Hussein. “Delivering the Truth: An Interview with V.S. Naipaul,” in the Times Literary 

Supplement, 2 Sep, 1994, 3-4.
Naipaul,/I Way in the World, 15.
Ibid., 15
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sentimental."''^^

Later, the public development o f race consciousness is again seen as flawed because

it manifests itself as anti-intellectual religious yearnings:

In the square, romantic with its lights and shadows, they talked o f history and the 
new constitution and rights; but what had been generated was more like religion.

The culmination o f this feeling is the terrorist attack on the Police Headquarters and the Red

House, the seat o f the island's archives. For the narrator "you could move forward from

that exaltation and that mood of rejection to the nihilism o f the moment. The terrorist

attack physically exposes the eighteenth-century Spanish foundations of the building so

that"you could look down at red Amerindian soil".*'*̂

As the narrator says "there had been blood here before".’'*̂ If the people had

developed an historical consciousness they would, like the narrator, have been aware o f the

bloody history o f the region: “The simplest things around us held memories of cruelty.”

Naipaul does not explicitly say that an historical awareness can teach people to avoid the

events and mistakes of the past, as that would probably be too much for him to expect from

the "simple society" of Trinidad, but he does leave the reader with the image of the tortured

sixteenth-century Amerindian chiefs encountered by Ralegh at the end of this section— a

fitting comment on the chaos o f revolution and the cyclical nature o f history:

There had been blood here before. Where the shacks o f immigrants now scaffolded 
the hillsides there had once been aboriginal people. ... in the jail of the ... Spanish 
settlement beyond the hills, five o f the dispossessed chiefs were found, with the very 
names the notary had recorded, the last aboriginal rulers o f the land, held together 
on one chain, scalded with hot bacon fat, and broken by other punishments.

Ibid. ,  16 . 

I b i d ,  29 . 

I b i d ,  40 . 

I b i d ,  41.  
I b i d ,  41.  
Ibid. ,  18. 

Ibid. ,  41.
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The third chapter, "New Clothes: An Unwritten Story", deals with a mercenary who

journeys into the Amazonian interior in the hopes o f sparking a revolution. A number of the

chapters are presented as “unwritten stories” and Naipaul has responded to questioning

about the appellation as follows. “ ‘Unwritten’ because they are at once historical and

invented. There’s a crust o f fact, but within that the writer’s fantasy is working. It isn’t

being presented as anything else.” ’'̂  ̂ The story focuses on the role the Amerindians are

made to play and the way that this has remained unchanged for them since their earliest

encounters with Europeans. Following Naipaul’s own accepted manner of learning about a

region, the narrator tells us that:

I did some detailed reading about the area. I went back to the earliest records, 
concentrating on the period between 1590 and 1620. Among the Spanish 
documents were accounts of the formal foundation of Spanish towns in Amerindian 
wilderness, reports o f expeditions (most o f them ending in death or despair), 
petitions of colonists to the king (read by the king or an official perhaps a full year 
later): curiously informal and fresh, these old Spanish cries from the other end o f the 
world, the complaints and deceptions o f hungry, quarrelsome, self-righteous, stoical 
people.

The reports prompt the narrator, the creator o f the “unwritten story” to shape a story in his 

mind. The protagonist will be the inheritor of the quests described in the accounts that the 

narrator has familiarised himself with. The Amerindian villagers see the protagonist as the 

inheritor o f almost four centuries of occasional encounters and the expected deliverer of all 

the European promises of domesticity and civilisation. These tribes lack the sense o f linear 

time possessed by the European who come to the region because, “When men know their 

world well; ... when everything exists in balance, and there is nothing from outside to 

compare, what idea can men have of the passing of time?” ^̂ ’ As a result, the protagonist's 

subversive behaviour is linked with the other lies offered to the tribe by earlier European

Aamer Hussein. “Delivering the Truth: An Interview with V.S. Naipaul”, 3.
Naipaul, A Way in the World, 44.
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visitors. The narrator has promised to take his boy guide, Lucas, with whom he has had a 

homoerotic encounter, to England when he returns, but he has no intention of fulfilling this 

pledge:

He [Mateo, the friend of Lucas] says, "Sir, you must take Lucas with you to 
England. ...

The narrator says, 'Yes.'
The word has no meaning. It is just a sound, an acknowledgement. But Mateo 

gives a contented sigh and settles down to sleep.

The Amerindians display the beginnings o f a sense of mistrust towards the narrator. He is

challenged by a chief, who says:

"...They always brought the same message to my grandfather: next year, next 
year. Is that the kind of message you will be bringing us?"

"No", the narrator says. "It's going to be different this time. We are different 
people.

The entire sketch has proposed the expectation that European relations with the 

Amerindians will not be any better this time. The narrator has sexually exploited the people; 

he has relied on their labour for his comfort; he has made promises he does not intend to 

keep; and he betrays a racist attitude towards the Indians, believing them to be ripe for 

exploitation:

They are very far away, these people who can see everything in the forest, who have 
so many talents, who have perfected so much in their isolation. They are beyond 
reach. ... These people, after the migration o f their ancestors from Asia, have 
become people entirely of themselves, without resilience or the talent to adapt. 
Once their world was broken into, they lost their wholeness.

The narrator's betrayal of them seems inevitable to him, and he muses on how he will be

regarded by them:

Ibid.,  54 . 

Ibid.,  60 . 

I b i d ,  66. 
I b i d ,  56 .
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He will exist in the minds o f these people as he will exist nowhere else. And after he 
has gone away they will remember him as the man who stayed long and wasn't 
straight with them, who promised many things and then went away.’^̂

The mistakes of history will be repeated and the characters described in the sketch clearly

lack the kind of historical consciousness displayed by the writer who connects this modem

betrayal with its Renaissance origins:

He lifted out the material, fawn-coloured, perished, but recognizably a doublet of 
Tudor times, new clothes of three hundred and fifty years before, relic o f an old 
betrayal.

The fourth chapter, "Passenger: A Figure from the Thirties", looks at the way

Trinidad was represented in European travel writing between the wars. Of most relevance

to this inquiry, however, is the reconstruction at the beginning o f the chapter o f Columbus’s

first perceptions of the island:

And it occurred to me that, in spite o f everything that had happened here, in spite of 
everything at our backs, what I was looking at was, miraculously, a version o f the 
very first thing Columbus had seen after his crossing o f the Atlantic on his third 
voyage'”

Naipaul is exploring the nature of perception and the way a viewer's cultural perspective

affects his or her impressions of a new place. He describes the mood Columbus might have

been in on this third trip and, as Mustafa says, he uses this to "illustrate an archaeology of

perception that then becomes the conceit upon which his examination o f foci develops"'^*:

Things had gone badly for him. ... Now, third time lucky with the sighting o f new 
territory, his thoughts were of religion and redemption, o f things at last being put 
right for him. But until just a few hours before, he had been more o f a sailor; and to 
his fifteenth-century Mediterranean eyes the black rocks and twisted trees ... would 
have reminded him of a galley under sail'^^

Ibid., 64.
Ibid., 67.
Ibid., 70-71.
Mustafa, V. S. Naipaul, 208. 
Naipaul, A Way in the World, 71-72.
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Naipaul regrets that he was never taught to regard the island through the lens of history: “I

had never tried to do that as a child: pretend I was looking at the aboriginal island. No

teacher or anyone else had suggested it as an imaginative exercise,” and he describes the

limitations that result from this lack of historical awareness:

. . . to leave the Point ... was to be taken back into a version of the colony I had 
known as a child. It was to be taken back to old ways of feeling, where no moment 
of beginning, no past, seemed possible, and the aborigines might never have 
existed.

A recurring theme of A Way in the World, demonstrated in the above quotation, is a desire

to connect with the lost Amerindian heritage, and to acknowledge the enormity of its loss.

Naipaul laments the lack of perception that he had as a child and that, he feels, the majority

of Trinidadians still have.

Naipaul returns in this chapter to his early-developed idea that "foreign witness" is a

necessity for Trinidadian self-conception:

those words of Keats ... and Rutter’s foreign witness were like an extra blessing. ... 
we needed our visitors to give us some idea of where and what we were. We 
couldn’t have done it ourselves. We needed foreign witness.”

The problem lies in the fact that this witness is so often flawed, inaccurate and politically or

personally motivated. The discussion in this chapter of Foster Morris's travelogue. The

Shadowed Livery (1937), illustrates the misrepresentations that result from flawed

perception:

Foster Morris, with all his wish to applaud us, didn't understand the nature of our 
deprivation. He saw us as versions of English people and simplified us.'̂ "*

Ib id ., 72 . 

Ibid.
Ib id ., 76- 

Ib id .,  79 .
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Naipaul feels that the lack o f historical awareness possessed by Trinidadians severs 

the society from the established value systems and beliefs that Morris and other European 

witnesses carried with them:

The social depth he gave to ordinary people didn’t make sense. That idea of 
a background— and what it contained; order and values and the possibility of 
striving; perfectibility— made sense only when people were more truly responsible 
for themselves. We weren’t responsible in that way. Much had been taken out of 
our hands. We didn’t have backgrounds. We didn’t have a past. For most o f us the 
past stopped with our grandparents; beyond that was a blank.

Naipaul’s project—his desire to trace the links between the island’s present and its past— is 

an attempt to fill in this blankness and to take responsibility back into his own hands. He 

desires the surety of tone that comes with a rooted awareness o f one’s place in the world. 

What he does not seem to realise is that this ‘rooted awareness’ is now chimerical for all 

nations and peoples, having been undermined by ideological shifts such as those manifested 

in poststructuralism and postmodernism.

At the end of this chapter, Naipaul makes explicit what I have been proposing in this 

discussion; European flawed representations o f Trinidad follow a clear pattern that 

originates in the accounts o f Renaissance travellers, and these representations are an 

enduring legacy that Naipaul must come to terms with through his repeated explorations of 

the topic;

... it [Morris's account] can be fitted into the great chain o f changing outside vision 
of that part o f the world. That chain might begin in 1564 with John Hawkin's 
precise and fresh accounts of aboriginal life (down to the taste of the potato; 
somewhere between a parsnip and a carrot); might go on to Sir Walter Ralegh in 
1595 miraculously rescuing, and naming, the tortured and half-dead Amerindian 
chiefs of Cumucurapo who had been dispossessed by the Spaniards; might then lead 
through the high spirits and cruehies o f the early nineteenth-century naval novels of 
Captain Maryat; to the Victorians, Trollope, Kingsley, Froude. ... it is a fair record 
o f one side of a civilisation.*^^

Ibid.,  79 . 

I b i d ,  102 .
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The focus on the revolutionary Lebrun that forms the fifth section o f the sequence is 

less relevant to the scope o f this particular inquiry. It does, however, focus on the different 

perspectives and representations o f Lebrun and his influence in Britain and the Caribbean, 

once again demonstrating the flawed perceptions that Europe has o f the region. Chapter six 

is another "unwritten story", this time entitled "A Parcel of Papers, A Roll of Tobacco, A 

Tortoise: An Unwritten Story". Naipaul casts this chapter as a screenplay and the main 

figure is Walter Ralegh'^^, who reappears here in dialogue with the surgeon on board his 

ship on the second voyage. This device allows Naipaul to construct an interrogation of 

Ralegh's motivations and his writing, and the surgeon serves as Naipaul's surrogate "since 

his queries are in the interests o f a version o f history that is thoroughly grounded in 

empirical and verifiable documentation".

Ralegh is presented as having a flawed consciousness, much like the protagonists of 

the other chapters;

And now—in this land which in his mind and writings existed as a kind of Arcadia
where he could be king of the Indians, ruler of a golden empire—he is a man under 

168siege.

Naipaul takes advantage o f the fictional framework that he has constructed in order to 

invent dialogue and responses. The earlier text was, as I have said earlier, circumscribed by 

the limitations of its links to historical documents, but here Naipaul is free to invent and to 

test his powers of reconstruction. The surgeon challenges Ralegh's descriptions of the 

resources and lifestyle of the Indians, claiming that Ralegh deliberately painted a favourable 

picture in order to encourage fiirther exploration:

Naipaul himself changes the spelling he uses from 'Ralegh' in The Loss o f  El Dorado, to 'Raleigh' here.
I will continue to use the shorter version unless I am directly quoting Naipaul's text.

Mustafa, V. S. ^aipaul, 212.
Naipaul. A IVay in the World, 158.
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[Raleigh] 'Sweet oysters, sweeter than anything you ever tasted. And the rain 
water in the hollows o f the Pitch Lake. You can taste the tar in it, but that is part of 
the sweetness o f the water.'

[Surgeon] 'You torment yourself, and other people, by talking of these things. 
Sweet things. How many of them you promised us when we were coming out!

[Raleigh] ' ... Such women. Plump, and as fine as any well bred woman in
England. White skin, regular features, black hair.'

[Surgeon] 'That was what you told us almost as soon as we left the Canaries, to 
give us courage for the crossing, after the trouble we had with the Spaniards there, 
and after that captain deserted with his ship.'̂ ®̂

The surgeon intersperses the conversation with remarks such as those above, and then

makes his point even more vehemently after his protestations have caused Ralegh to cease

expounding the virtues of the Indies. The contrast between the sailors' expectations and the

reality o f their besieged situation is constantly emphasised. They are unable to land even for

fresh water because of Indian hostility:

Why did you tell so many people that you could be king of the Indies? You made 
them expect so much when they came here. They had suffered so much on the 
journey. ... I thought the chiefs would come out to meet you and honour you. The 
fresh, sweet water, the little cupftils of liquor, those women, the fresh food. ..
Nothing happened. We lived on what we had.*™

The surgeon begins to question Ralegh about his account, claiming that it is:

. . . a slippery piece o f work, if I can use that word. You slip about, you lose your 
footing. It's nice and easy and clear and brilliant for a number o f pages, and then 
suddenly you feel you've not been paying attention. ... It's just that something's gone 
wrong with the writing. ... It's not easy, noticing first o f all that the writing has 
changed and then finding exactly where. But those are precisely the places you have 
to identify. Because those are the places where the writer decides to add things or 
to hide things.’̂ '

The surgeon suggests that the book is a mixture of fantasy and truth. He says that Ralegh 

describes Trinidad accurately and that all his details here are correct, but that when he 

moves on to a description o f Guiana he writes fantasy:

Ibid., 160- 61 .

162-63 . 
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Everything you write about this side of the Gulf, the eastern side, the Trinidad side, 
everything is correct and veiy clear, every name, every tribe, every little Indian port. 
Real knowledge, real enquiry. On the river side, it’s a different story. When you get 
down to the main Orinoco, you write about a strange land of diamond mountains 
and meadows and deer and birds. It's beautiful, but only like a painting. The book’s 
like the work of two different men.^’^

Naipaul returns in this text to the abandorunent of Francis Sparrow and Hugh

Goodwin. The criticism of Ralegh's actions in The Loss o f El Dorado are now reinforced

by a strong image of neglect and abandonment:

Think of this boy close to tears walking in the forest, in his best clothes, with such 
goods as he had taken off the ship. Walking in solitude away from the village, after 
the ships had begun to drift downstream, a hundred miles a day.

Sparrow’s treatment at the hands of his Spanish captors was no better, “you know the

terrible things that happen to Protestant people in Spanish j a i l s . T h e  surgeon tells

Ralegh that "You never paid too much attention to people like that, the labourers and

rowers on the ships. Obviously Naipaul's opinion of Ralegh's actions has not improved

in the twenty-five years between the two texts.

As in the earlier chapter "New Clothes", Ralegh is accused of giving promises to the

Indians that he has no intention of keeping. He told them that he would liberate them from

the Spaniards in return for their co-operation, but he failed to return for twenty-three years.

The other main figure of this chapter, Don Jose, is the ancestor o f the villagers in the earlier

chapter who returned from England with the promise of domestication.

Naipaul's strongest concern in this imagined interrogation of Ralegh is the gulf

between his expectation and reality. The surgeon says;

Ibid., 168-6 9 . 

Ibid., 170 . 

Ibid.
Ib id
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The Gulf had always been a place o f blood and revenge, o f Indian dispossession and 
resettlement. ... You added to that. But you went away and wrote a book about an 
untouched paradise on the rivers, a place to which you alone had access, where the 
Indians lived in beautiful meadows and didn't know the value of the gold and 
diamonds by which they were surrounded, and where you alone had the secret to 
Indian hearts.

The inaccuracy of Renaissance European perceptions o f the New World is an

enduring concern of Naipaul's, and one that he feels he must expose. Each account was

buih upon the expectations raised by the earlier accounts. Columbus relied on Marco Polo,

Mandeville and Pliny; Ralegh was influenced by Columbus, Mandeville and Hawkins. The

surgeon raises the issue of the Negro drowned by a crocodile in Ralegh's account and says

that he included this episode because it had been described in Hawkin's description of

Guinea and the West Indies in 1564. If crocodiles ate Negroes in one account, then they

will be expected to do the same in subsequent accounts. The surgeon says:

I have thought a lot about that vanishing Negro o f yours, and I’m certain you 
borrowed him from John Hawkin’s account o f his voyage to Ghainea in West Africa 
and the West Indies in 1564. In Guinea Hawkins saw a Negro who was snatched by 
a crocodile and pulled under as he was filling water at the river’s edge. That’s a 
better story.

Just as you were taking back Topiawari’s son to England to show people 
that you had really been to Guiana, so, as you were writing about foreign 
adventures, you wanted to let people know that you had seen what other famous 
adventurers had seen. ... I feel that when you left the Gulf, with only the sand to 
show for your pains, ... Hawkins was in your head. You thought you would do 
what he had done."*’’

Another issue that Naipaul returns to in this text is the poisoning of the soldiers in 

the misguided attack on Cumana. The source of Ralegh's detailed knowledge is not 

mentioned in his account and he instead congratulates himself on his intimate acquaintance 

with the Amerindians. The surgeon challenges Ralegh's self-centred avoidance o f the men's 

suffering:

Ibid.,  174 . 

Ibid.,  175.
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You spent the hours o f daylight and heat with them [the Dutch sailors], when the 
smell o f the dying men in your own ship would have been very high. At night you 
came back to your cabin, with the green hangings. Just like this one.'’*

Ralegh, in the surgeon’s analysis, has lied, made mistakes, elided failures, demonstrated

poor leadership and cowardice, and has risked the life o f his men for a foolish dream.

Those things he offered as proof—his account and his Indian servants— both tell another

story if one can learn to read them.

The last portion of the chapter offers a different perspective on the events. Don

Jose, the Amerindian witness to the events at San Thome, is being interrogated by an

historian. Fray Simon, in New Granada. The closure o f the account with this Amerindian

voice invests the people with an authority and a representation that they were denied in

reality. The misguided concerns of the European explorers, with their constant emphasis on

the search for gold, are exposed by Don Jose's account:

Every time he [the English commander, unnamed but clearly Keymis] saw a rock or 
coloured earth or sand he wanted to know if it contained gold. ... Then he began to 
put things in the launch. ,.. The oranges and lemons. The only gold things in San 
Thome. ... There was tobacco everywhere. That was what people grew to trade

1T9with the foreign ships. If only it was food no one would have gone hungry.

The warped priorities of the European explorers lead to hunger and death. Ralegh and his

followers are willing to twist reality to suit their own purposes and Ralegh seems to

convince himself, if no one else, of the truth of his statements:

The commander had ruined everything, the general said. ... There were three people 
in San Thome who operated gold mines, the general said. ... Don Jose knew their 
names. Francisco Fashardo owned a mine. Hermano Fruntino owned a mine. Pedro 
Rodrigo Parana owned a mine. ... I wanted to say that it wasn't true, that there were 
no gold mines in San Thome, that none of those names the general had spoken were 
real, that Parana was the name of a river, and that hermano meant brother

Ibid., 111. 
188 . 

Ibid.,  196- 9 7 .
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Don Jose is aware o f  his symbolic importance to Ralegh as he leaves Trinidad and Guiana 

behind him. As he says:

When we got to England people would look at me and think better o f the old man. 
I would be like a remnant or proof of the kingdom of gold in his head. So I was 
part o f that vanity that remained to him, part of his idea o f the world going on 
beyond the emptiness o f the sea.'*'

Don Jose is vested with a greater understanding o f the motivations and feelings of all the

European characters than they could ever have of him. He even sums up the limitations

faced by his own people's lack of technology and modernisation in the final paragraph of the

chapter, prophesising the situation of the exploitation and decimation of the Amerindian

tribes that resulted from European encounter:

I think, father, that the difference between us, who are Indians, or half Indians, and 
people like the Spaniards and the English and the Dutch and the French, people who 
know how to go where they are going, I think that for them the world is a safer 
place.

The next chapter, "A New Man", examines Naipaul's interest in the unwritten story

of the Amerindian side of the Renaissance encounter. He says that the work he undertakes

with the historical documents;

took me back to the discovery. They gave me a sense o f a crowded Aboriginal 
island, busy about its own affairs, and almost without relation to what I had known. 
A sense rather than a vision: little was convincingly described in those early 
documents, and few concrete details were given.

The landscape Naipaul had grown up in, as he says, had been "wiped clean of this other

past." The schoolchildren were taught only the most rudimentary details about the

Amerindians. As Naipaul says:

Ibid., 200-0 1 . 

Ibid., 205. 
Ib id ,  207.
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Because they had ceased to exist, and were not real, the aboriginals of our island 
offered less to the imagination than the still living people we read about in Homes 
Far Away in the geography class

The complete annihilation of these people unsettles Naipaul, because he suggests that they

may have had a completely different way of viewing Trinidad, one not aflFected by the

legacy of European perceptions. These were:

different people living for centuries where we now trod, with our own 
overwhelming concerns: different people, with their own calendar and reverences 
and ideas of human association, different houses or huts, different roads or paths, 
different crops and fields and vegetation (and seasons), different views, speeds, 
reasons for journeys, different ideas of the ages of man, different ideas of the enemy 
and fellowship and sanctity and what men owed themselves."**^

It is at this stage that he makes the point, quoted earlier, about the importance of

leaving Trinidad in order to fully assess its history. "It was easier in London ... to feel the

truth of the other, aboriginal island. From that distance, from that other side, as it were, the

landscape of the aboriginal island became fabulous."**^ The history of Trinidad can be

exposed, as it was physically exposed by the bomb at the Red House, in layers that go back

to the original inhabitants: “a bit of the past just revealed and still fresh.” The way that

this exposition is achieved is through an understanding of the Caribbean past and the

falseness of European accounts of this past. Naipaul is attempting to arrive at some sort of

truth about historical events in his reconstructions, or at least to expose the lies that pass for

truth now.

The third and last 'unwritten story' of the sequence, "In the Gulf of Desolation: An 

Unwritten Story", returns to the figure of the eighteenth-century revolutionary, Francisco 

Miranda, who was the focus for a substantial part of The Loss o f El Dorado. Miranda is

Ib id . ,  208 .
76/^/., 208-09 .

/ * / ( / . ,  209 .
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seen as being a figure in the cast of Columbus and Ralegh because of his fictionalising of

himself As Robert Taylor said in a review of the text: “Like Raleigh, Miranda is obsessed,

well past his prime and absorbed by his vision of history ” '** He is yet another reinvented

man, whose project is ultimately doomed to stasis:

... at the end of this third journey he [Columbus] was to go back in chains to Spain. 
Just as Raleigh in 1618, when there was no longer anything to wait for, went back 
to the tower and execution.

There is this kind of madness and self-deception—followed by surrender—in the 
later career of Francisco Miranda'*^

As in the earlier unwritten stories, Naipaul takes advantage of a fictional fi-amework in order

to draw a human picture of the revolutionary figure. Of Miranda, Naipaul has written:

I saw him as a very early colonial, someone with a feeling of incompleteness, with 
very little at home to fall back on, with an idea of a great world out there, someone 
who, when he was out in this world, had to reinvent himself I saw in him some of 
my own early promptings (and the promptings of other people I knew).'^

As I had suggested earlier with regard to the depiction of Miranda in The Loss o f El

Dorado, Naipaul sees him as a type of himself The section relies on Miranda’s surviving

papers, but the emphasis is totally different fi'om the earlier work. The Loss o f El Dorado,

and it relies heavily upon extracts from his correspondence with his common-law wife,

Sally, in London. The way in which historical documents can bring a character to life for

Naipaul is emphasised:

These Havana volumes, in which the papers appear just as Miranda preserved them, 
the ephemeral mixed up with more formal things, without editorial gloss or 
interference, seem still warm with the life of the man.'^*

Naipaul's interest in historical documentation is clarified by this admission. He uses

documents, as he said in The Enigma o f  Arrival, to extract the human story.

Robert Taylor, “Naipaul uses Past and Present to make/I Way in the World,” in the Boston Globe, 29 
May 1994, A14.

Naipaul, A Way in the World, 238.
Quoted in Brent Staples, “Con Men and Conquerors,” in the New York Times Book Review, May 22, 

1994, 43.
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The final chapter of the sequence, "Home Again", is set in Uganda and the action 

concerns the narrator's old school mate, Blair, who has achieved a position of some 

authority in the newly liberal postcolonial society. Blair's career initially seems to 

undermine Naipaul's ideas about the inevitable postcolonial slide into obscurity, but he is 

subsequently found murdered on a banana plantation, and the sequence ends with the image 

of Blair's body being returned, with very little ceremony, to Trinidad for burial. The cycle 

of violence and miscomprehension has not yet ended.

VI

This examination has suggested that Naipaul has engaged with the legacy of Renaissance 

European perspectives on the Caribbean and with the discourse of the history of encounter 

in order to do a number of different things. Firstly, he was trying to give himself an 

understanding of his island's past, "a romance of the past", as he has put it. In his V. S. 

Naipaid: An Introduction to His Work, Paul Theroux says that Naipaul feels that “An 

ignorance of the past is a diminishing of one’s awareness of the present, a reduction of a 

person to his immediate needs, a provocation to recreate the past in fantasy.” ^̂  ̂ Naipaul’s 

hopes were that this historical understanding would provide him with a link to the island and 

a stronger feeling of belonging to the place, from which he had always felt alienated. As 

SchifFhas said;

The perpetuity of history: if Naipaul could be said to have a religion, that would be 
its ruling tenet. For him, the knowledge of history is a humanizing influence— 
humanizing in the sense of making humane ... History for Naipaul is a kind of order, 
a bastion against the chaos, personal and political, that he has despised all his life— 
ever since he found himself in the midst of it, among the squalling children and 
carnival lights back in Port of Spain.

Naipaul, A Way in the World., 341.
Paul Theroux, V. S. Naipaul: An Introduction to His Work, London; Andre Deutsch. 1972, 102.
Stephen Schiff, “The Ultimate Exile”, 70.
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When he began to examine the historical accounts, he became aware of the fact that 

these accounts were not accurate representations of events in the island's history, but were 

instead more useful as methods of gaining an insight into European preoccupations and 

preconceptions. The accounts told their intended audience what the authors felt they 

expected to hear, or gave them an idealised view in order to raise the status of the 

exploration's participants and encourage further investment. This realisation led Naipaul to 

trace what he sees as the inevitable decline of Trinidad into obscurity to these early and 

inaccurate presentations. The place being described had never existed and when more 

people began to visit the Caribbean they quickly realised that they had been misled and 

subsequently turned their attention to less idealised locations where they could at least make 

judgements for themselves. Trinidad was presented as the gateway to a kingdom of 

unimaginable wealth and as a place of Arcadian idleness and pleasure, and was later 

presented as the ideal base for a high-minded revolution, whereas in reality the kingdom did 

not exist and the principles of the revolution were flaunted by the appalling treatment of 

slaves on the island. Its legacy became one of crushed hopes, falsity, violence and instability.

I have proposed that Naipaul's view of the project of examining Caribbean history 

develops over the course of his involvement with the issue in the texts under consideration. 

The Loss o f El Dorado leaves the reader with a sense that Naipaul feels that his inquiry has 

only served to highlight the inevitability of Trinidad's slippage into obscurity. A Way in the 

World, on the other hand, shows in a number of echoing situations the dangers involved 

with a flawed consciousness that has no awareness of history and the island's past. Violence 

is an inevitable result of this lack of awareness. The study of the layers of history in the 

island is the only possible means to an alternative method of creating a Trinidadian identity. 

As Theroux says:
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Tme dereliction in Naipaul’s writing is the incurious mind forcing the memory to 
make a picture of the past. ... An insensitivity to history is the beginning of fantasy, 
and the “willingness to forget and ignore is part of the West Indian fantasy.” ^̂'*

The scenarios described in A Way in the World, however, show that Naipaul believes that a

total ignorance of the past is better than an inaccurate version. A little knowledge is shown

to be a dangerous thing, and Naipaul clearly feels that his own level of knowledge and depth

of research have placed him in a unique and privileged position for analysing the relationship

between past and present. His technique is to layer memory and history so that the past is

“an iridescence that colors the p r e s e n t . L i k e  Harris and Walcott, Naipaul sees the past

having a vital effect on the present and future and his examinations attempt to trace this

power of history in order to harness it for contemporary Caribbean society. However,

unlike the other writers I will be turning to, Naipaul portrays a society in which his search

for meaning and justification in the history of encounter is a solitary activity and one that

cannot involve the society he analyses. His engagement with Renaissance travel writing is a

quest for vindication—a voyage of self discovery.

Paul Theroux, V. S. NaipaulAn Introduction to His Work, 102. Internal quotation from Naipaul, The 
Middle Passage, 67.

R.Z. Shepherd, “Literary Platypus,” in Time, May 30, 1994, 64.
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Chapter Four: Wilson Harris’s “Voyagers of the Imagination”

A truly creative alchemical response to crisis and conflict and deprivation— a 
response that engages with formidable myth— may well come from the other side o f 
a centralised or dominant civilisation, from extremities, from apparently irrelevant 
imaginations and resources. The complacencies of centralised, ruling powers ... 
begin to wear thin at the deep margins of being within a multi-levelled quest for the 
nature o f value and spirit.

Wilson Harris, “Literacy and the Imagination” .*

The block imprints o f history need to be re-opened and scanned within pressures 
that will otherwise erupt dangerously from the unconscious in nihilistic humanities 
and technologies.

Wilson Harris, “The Fabric o f the Imagination” .̂

I

Having examined V, S. Naipaul’s response to the legacy o f Renaissance accounts and the 

history of encounter, I will now turn to the work of another prolific Caribbean writer, 

Wilson Harris. Harris’s utilisation of the legacy is complex and occurs in both his creative 

and his critical work. As a result, the chapter will first trace certain ideas as they are 

developed in his critical writing, before turning to examine three o f his novels in detail. The 

work of Guyanese-born Wilson Harris has a reputation for obscurity but his work becomes 

clearer as the reader exposes him/herself to his entire oeuvre. Many critics have commented 

on his self-referentiality— the way his critical writing offers insights into his own mode o f 

literary writing and the way that plotlines, characters and themes echo throughout his work. 

Andrew Bundy states that “I believe that Harris’s entire body of fiction can be treated as a 

single continuous dream-book, whose text, just like a cycle o f dreams over a number of

‘ Wilson Harris, “Literacy and the Imagination”, The Literate Imagination: Essays on the Novels o f  Wilson 
Harris, ed. Michael Gilkes, London: Macmillan Caribbean, 1989, 13-30.
 ̂Wilson Harris. “The Fabric of the Imagination”, Third World Quarterly, 12, 1 (January 1990), 175-86; 

rpt. in Anna Rutherford, ed., From Commonwealth to Post-Colonial, Mundelstrup: Dangaroo Press, 1992, 
18-29.
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years, is an inflection of thematic clusters and revisions.”  ̂ And, as Hena Maes-Jelinek has 

suggested:

Harris’s novels can be viewed as one narrative canvas, at once spiritual 
autobiography and unrelenting quest for a new art of fiction inspired by a long- 
eclipsed native tradition. They are all “novels of expedition” exploring the 
multilevelled inner space of the human consciousness, upsetting given categories of 
being and modifying the characters’ (and the participating reader’s) mode of 
perception."

He is a prolific writer, having produced twenty-one novels and numerous articles in 

the period between 1960 and 1996 (the year of publication of Jonestown, his most recent 

novel). As has been amply documented, his early career as a Government surveyor in 1940s 

Guyana, leading expeditions into the little-known interior, has had a profound influence on 

his fiction.^ These experiences have led him to describe landscape as a living receptacle of 

vanished peoples.

My own experiences as a land and hydrographic surveyor in the 1940s and 50s led 
me to intuit rhythms to riverscapes, landscapes, skyscapes which exposed an 
apparition and magical palace within changed and changing bridges of time.^

Harris is of mixed racial ancestry which includes Amerindian blood—as are many people in

modern-day Guyana—and he constantly returns to the idea of antecedents playing a part in

the creation of a modem, whole community. As Hena Maes-Jelinek, his leading critic, has

said:

Living in ... Guyana was ... to inspire his notion of cross-culturalism (as distinct 
from multi-culturalism) rooted in a heterogeneous, largely unconscious ‘mutuality’ 
between cultures, a constellation of so-called primitive and so-called civilised 
cultures, in which similarities appear between a pre-Columbian and a pre-renaissance

 ̂Andrew Bundy, Introduction to Selected Essays o f  Wilson Harris: The Unfinished Genesis o f  the 
Imagination, ed. Andrew Bundy, London: Routledge, 1999, 13. This text will hereafter be referred to as 
Selected Essays.

Hena Maes-Jelinek. Wilson Harris, Boston: Twayne, 1982, preface.
 ̂Tim Cribb’s 1993 article, "T.W. Harris— Sworn Siuveyor” suggests tliat Harris’s response to the 

Guyanese landscape and the epistemological instability it entails in his novels has its base in his experiences 
as a surveyor. This article was published in the Journal o f  Commonwealth Literature, 28, 1 (1993), 33-46.
 ̂Wilson Harris, New Preface to Palace o f  the Peacock, Selected Essays, 55.



intuitive approach to existence before rationalism dominated the European mode of 
thought/

The complexity and variety of landscape in the Guyanese interior contributed to his

rejection of realism as an adequate mode o f expression. His novels play with perception,

viewing scenes from diflFerent perspectives and timeframes in a way reminiscent o f this

chaotic interior world. Andrew Bundy agrees that:

The experience o f the interior brought home to Harris that the picture we hold o f 
reality, and its reification in the conventional novel, were unacceptably static, and 
that by continuing to believe them, we are actually damaging the fabric o f the culture 
in ways that threaten our own survival.*

Crucially, Harris sees landscape as a reflection o f human consciousness, a “medium through

which we participate in a theatre of consciousness.”  ̂ The landscape of the region of the

Guianas is, as its name indicates in translation, a “land o f many waters” . Guyana’s

geographical features necessitate the close concentration of the population masses on the

coast or along the river-banks and much of the interior remains sparsely populated and

relatively unknown.

As the epigraphs to this chapter would suggest, Harris finds the inspiration for much 

of his fiction in the turbulent history o f the Caribbean, but unlike Naipaul, he does not view 

this history as a cause for despair. He is wholly aware o f the annihilation o f the 

Amerindians, o f slavery, o f indentured labour and the polarisation of the population of 

Guyana, and also o f the psychological traumas engendered by these events, but he rejects an 

interpretation of the legacy o f these events as totally negative, seeing instead a possibility 

for change and renewal within the very breakdown of society. He is not seeking to reject

’ Hena Maes-Jelinek, "Dream. Psyche. Genesis: The Works of Wilson Harris” [article on-line], Liege, 
Belgium: University of Liege, acccssed 11 May 1999; available from http://www.ulg.ac.be/facphl/uer/d- 
german/L3/dream2.html.
* Andrew Bundy, Introduction to Selected Essays, 3.
^Jhid.,3.
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history, but to avoid its perpetuation in a discourse that repeats the same worldview. As he

says:

If one polarizes the world dreadfully, the oppressor and the oppressed, then one is 
no longer in a position to understand who the oppressor is, how he relates to one, 
who the oppressed are, how they relate to one. To understand that, one has to 
rehearse the implications."’

What he does instead of polarising is to suggest that the “need to stagger the burden of

memory, replete with guilt, is essential to the creation of a new age” ."  The so-called

‘historylessness’ o f the Caribbean is an essential source of originality for Harris. He uses

the frail hidden vestiges o f Amerindian and African mj^hs and cultural forms to deal with

the vacuum of history.

Guyana is known as the ‘Land o f Six Peoples’; East Indian, African, Amerindian,

Chinese, English and Portuguese. The Amerindian population, now only about 5% of the

total, are the survivors o f a much larger group. The complex social organisation of this

original population is attested to in accounts written by the exploring Spaniards in the

Renaissance period:

According to the expedition’s chronicler [this was a Spanish expedition in 1541] ... a 
very dense population lived here [the Amazon Basin], apparently organised into 
many great chiefdoms, some allied, others hostile, judging from the fortifications 
adorned with monumental sculptures and the fortresses built on the heights. Well- 
maintained roads, planted with fiiait trees, crossed cultivated fields.'^

Claude Levi-Strauss, who visited the Amazon Basin and the Guianas in 1935, concluded

that the present-day Amerindian population are:

... remnants—^who have either sought refuge in the interior or been stranded 
there— of more advanced and more populous civilisations whose indisputable

Wilson Harris, “Literacy and the Imagination: A Talk”, Selected Essays, 85.
" Wilson Harris, “Profiles of Myth and the New World”, Nationalism vs. Internationalism: (Inter)national 
Dimensions o f  Literatures in English, N. Zach and K.L. Goodwin, eds., Tubingen: Stauffenburg Verlag, 
1996, 83.

Quoted in Claude Levi-Strauss, “Saudades do Brasil” [Notebooks on Brazil], New York Review o f  Books, 
21 December, 1995, 19-20.
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vestiges are being exhumed and recorded at the mouth and along the whole course 
of the Amazon by archaeologists/^

These ideas contributed to the creation of Levi-Strauss’s seminal 1955 text, Tristes

Tropiques. The complexity of the social hierarchies is an indication of a once-large

population. Harris believes that the memory of a complex, original social order continues to

survive in vestigial form among the Amerindian population.

It is my intention in this chapter to trace some of Harris’s major themes as

articulated in his critical writing before turning to three of his novels from diflFerent stages of

his career. The aim is to show the ways in which Harris deals with European perceptions of

the New World that are rooted in Renaissance accounts of the region. The texts to be

discussed are Palace o f the Peacock (1960), his first published novel; Ascent to Omai

(1970) from the middle stages of his career, and Jonestown (1996), his most recent novel.

The choice of novels written at different stages of his career will give a sense of the

continuance of the El Dorado theme and the way it is regarded by Harris as his oeuvre

extends. However, it is important to recognise that Harris does not restrict his discussion of

the El Dorado legend to these three novels. Throughout his novels, poems and critical

writing the reader is reminded of the Renaissance voyages into the Guyanese interior and

the consequences of the encounters between indigenous peoples and intruding Europeans.

Harris’s use of the legend is enormously complex, with simultaneous opposing

interpretations at play. It is essential to trace some of his overarching themes in order to

place the chosen texts in context.

Ibid.
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II

In all his novels Harris’s main concern has been to trace and expose a hidden 

tradition that grew out of the unacknowledged legacy of vanished peoples and cultures. He 

repeatedly emphasises the role of the imagination as a major element in recovering this 

eclipsed legacy. He sees creativity as a means of bridging the gaps between peoples, races, 

cultures and areas of inquiry. Harris has articulated his dismay at the divisions between the 

arts and sciences, between Europe and the Americas, between the peoples of the Americas 

themselves. He sees ‘involuntary associations’ between all of these worlds that can only be 

brought to light through a creative use of the imagination.

The regenerative nature of catastrophe is one of Harris’s elemental concerns. 

Individual and community regeneration is made possible through chaos, through the 

breakdown of the rigid categorisations of realism and stability. What appears to have been 

lost in the chaos of Caribbean history may be recuperated to be the catalyst for the creation 

of community and hope for the future. The syncretism existing in the Caribbean, seen as a 

major problem by Naipaul, is viewed by Harris as having enormous possibility for creativity. 

This celebration of syncretism influences Walcott, the focus of the final chapter of this 

inquiry.

Five flill-length volumes of Harris’s critical essays have been published. The most 

recent was published at the end of March in 1999 and is entitled Selected Essays o f Wilson 

Harris: The Unfinished Genesis o f the Imagination}^ It covers selections from 1960 to the 

present. The 1992 collection. The Radical Imagination: Lectures and Talks, makes

Andrew Bundy, ed., Selected Essays.
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available essays from the period 1989 to 1991.'^ The Womb o f Space: The Cross-Cultural 

Imagination (1983) focuses on Harris’s interpretations of the New World imagination.'® 

Explorations: A Selection o f Talks and Articles, 1966-1981 (1981) includes the important 

lecture series “History, Fable and Myth in the Caribbean and GKiianas” (1970, 1981, 

1995).’’ The earliest volume, Tradition, the Writer and Society (1967, 1973), contains 

articles and ideas from Harris’s early contributions to Kyk-over-al, the magazine of 

Caribbean writing, between 1945 and 1959.'*

It is my intention now to trace the appearance of five critical ideas in Harris’s non- 

literary works: 1. The importance of European Renaissance discovery to twentieth-century 

New World literature; 2. The limitations of realist fiction; 3. The role of the vanquished 

Amerindians in the creation of a genuine Caribbean community, 4. The importance of 

creativity, myth and the imagination in bridging the chasms between arts and sciences, and 

between races, cultures and peoples; 5. The possibility of regeneration through crisis or 

catastrophe, through the destruction of normal codes of behaviour and standards of social 

organisation.

The essays Harris writes share common concerns with his fiction and, as Andrew 

Bundy has pointed out, “we can suppose that the essay will provide the hunches, 

conjectures, hypotheses for the reality of the dream-book of the culture”.'^ The first theme I 

intend to trace in Harris’s critical writing is his utilisation of Renaissance voyages and

Alan Riach and Mark W illiams eds., The R adical Imagination: Lectures and Talks, Liege: L3 - Liege 
Language and Literature, University o f  Liege, 1992.

Wilson Harris, The Womb o f  Space: The Cross-Cultural Imagination, Westport, Coim.: Greenwood Press, 
1983.

Hena Maes-Jelinek, ed.. Explorations: A Selection o f  Talks and A rticles, 1966-1981, Aarhus: Dangaroo 
Press, 1981. “Histor)’, Fable and M yth...” was first published as a monograph by The National History and 
Arts Council o f Guyana in 1970; revised fox Explorations in 1981; and reprinted with an introduction by 
Selwj'n R. Cudjoe ed., Calaloux Publications, Wellesley, Mass., 1995.

Wilson Harris, Tradition, the Writer and Society, London: New Beacon Books, 1967.
Andrew Bundy, Inttoduction to S elected  Essays, 17.
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expeditions and their importance for the contemporary Caribbean writer. The essay,

“Tradition and the West Indian Novel”, articulates his early perception of the theme:

For the mainstream of the West Indies in my estimation possesses an enormous 
escarpment down which it falls, and I am thinking here of the European discovery of 
the New World and conquest o f the ancient American civilizations which were 
themselves related by earlier and obscure levels of conquest.^”

The issue is seen as being o f huge importance for writers from the Caribbean, and Harris

seems to go so far as to say that it is inescapable—it must be dealt with:

The envirormient of the Caribbean is steeped . .. in such broken conceptions as well 
as misconceptions o f the residue and meaning of conquest. ... The question is—how 
can one begin to reconcile the broken parts o f such an enormous heritage, especially 
when those broken parts appear very often like a grotesque series o f adventures, 
volcanic in its precipitate effects as well as human in its vulnerable settlement?^^

Harris’s reaction to the legend of El Dorado is famously stated in this essay in a passage

that must be quoted at length because of its importance in the interpretation o f his fictional

treatments of the E! Dorado quest;

The religious and economic thirst for exploration was true of the Spanish 
conquistadors, o f the Portuguese, French, Dutch and English, o f Raleigh, of 
Fawcett, as it is true o f the black modem pork-knocker and the pork-knocker of all 
races. An instinctive idealism associated with this adventure was overpowered 
within individual and collective by enormous greed, cruelty and exploitation. In fact 
it would have been very difficult a century ago to present these exploits as other 
than a very material and degrading hunger for wealth spiced by a kind of self- 
righteous spirituality. It is difficult enough today within clouds of prejudice and 
nihilism; nevertheless the substance o f this adventure, involving men of all races, 
past and present conditions, has begun to acquire a residual pattern o f illuminating 
correspondence.

The section which follows this admission that the El Dorado myth has begun to transcend

the horrors of its cruel legacy reads like a passage from one of Harris’s novels.

El Dorado, City of Gold, City o f God, grotesque, unique coincidence, another 
window within upon the Universe, another drunken boat, another ocean, another 
river; in terms of the novel the distribution of a frail moment o f illuminating

Wilson Harris. '‘Tradition and the West Indian Novel”, Selected Essays, 141. 
Ibid., 141-42.

^^Ihid, 144.
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adjustments within a long succession and grotesque series of adventures, past and 
present, capable now of discovering themselves and continuing to discover 
themselves so that in one sense one relives and reverses the ‘given’ condition of the 
past, freeing oneself from catastrophic idolatry and blindness to one’s own historical 
and philosophical conception and misconceptions which may bind one within a 
statuesque present or a false future.^

The “residual pattern of illuminating correspondences” is what really interests Harris in this

issue. He traces patterns and reflections in his work, building up a complex pattern of

references that transcends the boundary between past and present. In “The Music of Living

Landscapes” he describes this ‘residual pattern’ when he refers to the rocks singing “an

unwritten opera of El Doradonne adventures.” ”̂* He does not view the legend as merely a

doomed search for non-existent gold mines, but as a means whereby various cultures came

into contact over the course of the centuries, and therefore as a heritage shared by all the

races present in modern-day Guyana. The very failure of the material, external aspect of the

explorations means that Harris can use the journey as a means of exploring inner

discoveries. The characters find themselves, despite the failure to find what they thought

they were looking for. This growth in consciousness is an essential aspect of his repeated

use of the El Dorado legend. However, as Hena Maes-Jelinek says, he is not suggesting “a

facile reunion between conquerors and conquered but an alteration of their rigid relationship

into a consciousness of what they share”. H a r r i s  is not a self-limiting revolutionary. His

hope for the fiature rests on a breakdown of the ideals of Western civilisation that gives

space for a new imaginative reality, rather than on a simple reversal of the limiting power

structures already in place. Unlike Naipaul’s project—exposing the sordid realities of the El

Dorado myth and its paralysing legacy in the Caribbean of the present—Harris relies on the

Ibid., 144.
Wilson Harris, ‘"The Music of Living Landscapes”, Selected Essays, 44.

“  Hena Maes-Jelinek, The Naked Design: A Reading o/Palace of the Peacock, Aarhus; Dangaroo, 1976,
53.
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creative possibilities of the myth to suggest a genuine connection between peoples and

between past and present. At this point, however, it must be said that Harris does not see

the creation of community as something that can be fully achieved. His characters approach

transcendence, but only in a series of gyres that can get ever closer to the goal, but cannot,

in this life, achieve it. Harris himself calls this process an “infinite rehearsal” . The fact that

his characters can only achieve partial comprehension seems to be less important than the

desire to attempt integration within oneself and with the outside world. However

significant the fialfilment achieved in such novels as Palace o f the Peacock, the description

of a final achievement would lock the characters into a static mode that is contrary to

Harris’s ideas about the importance of flux and chaos. As he says:

So much is said about stable societies—we want stable societies. But what do we 
mean by stable societies? If by stable societies we mean we want people who are 
locked within block functions, uniform functions, then what does that society serve? 
What purpose does it serve? Perhaps a little bit of instability in such a context might 
have creative consequences.^^

In the 1974 address, Fossil and Psyche, Harris articulates this mistrust of static

conceptions of identity and the possibility of fulfilment through the acceptance of the

historical legacy of the Caribbean as follows;

One may begin to see ... how deeply hypnotized and blinded one is by static 
polarizations of cultural identity that confirm our own helplessness in the name of 
conquests of appearances that enlarge and incapacitate, at the same time, the body 
politic of a civilisation; conquests and polarizations that may possess their ironic 
cradle in a distant golden age when the sexuality of time was so harmonious time 
seemed almost not to exist at all.̂ ^

The language Harris uses here seems rooted in the El Dorado experience: “conquest”,

“golden age”, “sexuality”, and so on. The language of El Dorado is used throughout his

novels, as in the following passage from Carnival (1985):

Wilson Harris, “Literacy and the Imagination— A Talk”, Selected Essays, 77. 
Wilson Harris. Fossil and Psyche, Austin: Universitj' of Texas, 1974, 2.
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The race of mudheads, if I may so describe my forebears, appeared in post- 
Columbian times, they were the renaissance of Carnival to compensate the 
inexplicable demise of El Dorado, the golden man and idol of kings. He ate from 
golden dishes and bathed in golden waters. So many cultures in ancient America 
vanished without rhyme or reason, leaving their treasures like heaps o f straw on the 
floor of palaces and temples.^*

Robin Glass, in The Infinite Rehearsal (1987), also relies on the legend of El Dorado as a

means of questioning the static conception of his identity that he has been made to believe:

In questioning those who sailed in drunken boats across the ocean to me, and to my 
savage antecedents long before I was bom, I know I questioned my deepest bottled 
instincts, deepest bottled intuitions, deepest bottled fears, deepest bottled hopes. I 
know I questioned my savage antecedent of Old New Forest. Drunken 
Quetzalcoatl.^^

The use of the word “bottled” implies both something trapped securely inside, as in 

‘bottling something up’, and also something imported in its entirety from outside. The El 

Dorado legend is simuhaneously internalised and imposed externally on the Caribbean 

people. Harris uses a growing awareness of the history of the Caribbean on the part of his 

characters in order to show them breaking down the prescribed societal roles they initially 

inhabit:

Black refugees. White refugees. Conquistadorial adventurers and refugees. 
Victimized emigrants or immigrants or refiigees. No wonder W.H. had heard such a 
clamour in the sea whose voices he barely caught and faintly translated.

Harris’s novels are saturated in the blood of conquest, but he believes that it is necessary to

reassimilate the significance of that conquest in order to create a sense of community:

... we need to retrieve or bring those monsters back into ourselves as native to 
psyche, native to a quest for unity through contrasting elements, through the 
ceaseless tasks of the creative imagination to digest and liberate contrasting spaces 
rather than succumb to implacable polarisations.^'

Wilson Harris, Carnival, London: Faber and Faber, 1985, 18.
Wilson Harris, The Infinite Rehearsal, London: Faber and Faber, 1987, 8.
Ibid., 52.
Wilson Harris, “Author’s Note” to the single-volume edition of The Whole Armour and The Secret 

Ladder, London; Faber and Faber, 1973, 8.
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Harris’s removal of the actual story of a city somewhere in the bush from his version of 

events also removes the notion of a seminal failure at the heart of the myth and Caribbean 

history. The spiritual quest replaces material conquest, as the true location and context of 

the myth is the human imagination.

Harris recognises that the tragic legacy contained within the legend of El Dorado 

has a universality that crosses time and place. In his “New Preface to Palace o f the 

Peacock' he says;

I must confess I have been haunted since childhood in British Guiana, South 
America, where I was bom, by vanished cultures and places and kingdoms. One 
such legendary kingdom was ancient El Dorado. No one to my knowledge has seen 
El Dorado. It seems to move and transplant itself within the great rain forests that 
lie between the Amazon and the Orinoco. ... When one visualizes Ralegh against the 
backcloth of bone-spirit bridge his death is another echoing passage into relived 
termini (which Donne endures) and re-visioning cross-cultural medium between the 
Americas and Europe.

The story-line of his narrow expedition is fractured into the prism of far- 
flung voyages.

As he goes on to say, “El Dorado is fabulous but it is not only a legend of relived memory

and the City of God one seeks everywhere. It is a grave and blood-stained canvas of greed

for gold and territory across centuries”. H a r r i s ’s vision is so all-encompassing that he can

use both the positive and negative aspects of his interpretation of the legacy of El Dorado in

his work to create a complex reaction to the Caribbean’s history, a reaction that contains

the seeds of hope for the future.

Harris, writing in “Tradition and the West Indian Novel,” discusses the limitations of

realist fiction, the second theme I intend to trace, in the following terms:

the rise of the novel in its conventional and historical mould coincides in Europe 
with states of society which were involved in consolidating their class and other 
vested interests. As a result ‘character’ in the novel rests more or less on the self- 
sufficient individual—on elements of ‘persuasion’ ... rather than ‘dialogue’ or

Wilson Harris, “New Preface to Palace of the Peacock”, Selected Essays, 55. 
Ib id , 55.
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‘dialectic’ in the profound and unpredictable sense of person which Martin Buber, 
for example, evokes. ,.. There is an element of freedom in this method, nevertheless, 
an apparent range of choices, but I believe myself that this freedom—in the 
convention which distinguishes it, however liberal this may appear—is an illusion. '̂*

He goes on to suggest that Caribbean writers rely too heavily on this European mode of

expression, a mode that ignores the “series of subtle and nebulous links which are latent

within [them], the latent ground of old and new personalities” .̂  ̂ In another essay, “History,

Fable and Myth in the Caribbean and Guianas,” he tells us that:

the waves of action stemming from many movements and continents since the 
European Renaissance have come so thick and fast that “realism” becomes, in itself, 
a dead-end, and the need begins to dawn for a drama of consciousness which reads 
back through the shock of place and time for omens of capacity, for thresholds of 
capacity that were latent, unrealised, within the clash of cultures and movements of 
peoples into the South Americas and the West Indies.^®

In “Profiles of Myth and the New World” he says, “Even as we perceive the useflilness of

realistic narrative we become aware surely of its partial stance in illuminating the legacies of

the past, the motivations of the past that run far deeper than the surfaces of fact.”^̂  Harris

clearly feels that the realist mode is inadequate to express the complexities of life in the

Caribbean and he criticises his contemporaries for relying on this incomplete and restrictive

form of expression.

... the novel written by West Indians of the West Indies ... belongs—in the main—to 
the conventional mode. ... I believe that it is becoming possible to see even at this 
relatively early time that the ruling and popular convention, as such, is academic and 
provincial in the light of a genuine—and if I may use a much abused term— native 
tradition of depth.'’*

Wilson Harris. ‘Tradition and the West Indian Novel”, Selected Essays, 140-1.
^^lbid.,UQ.
^  Wilson Harris, “History, Fable and Myth in the Caribbean and Guianas”, Caribbean Quarterly, 16, 2 
(June 1970), 21.

Wilson Harris, ‘Profiles of Mjth and the New World”, Selected Essays, 206.
Wilson Harris, “Tradition and the West Indian Novel”, Selected Essays, 141.
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Realist novels, in his view, limit the writer to certain conventions “of classes and

classifications”'’̂ . I will be returning later to the issue of classification, but it is important to

recognise Harris’s mistrust of division and categorisation. He constantly attempts to bridge

the gaps forged by the Western realist tradition’s attempts to distinguish between classes

and subjects. Harris describes Naipaul’s A House for Mr Biswas as having “a vulgar and

comic principle of classification of things and people which gives the novel a conventional

centre.”"*” He goes on to say:

The novel for him [Naipaul] ... restricts the open and original ground of choice, the 
vision and stress of transplantation in the person out of one world into another, the 
necessity for epic beyond its present ft'amework, or tragedy within its present 
framework, since the assumption remains to the end a contemporary and limited one 
of burial and classification, a persuasion of singular and pathetic enlightenment 
rather than a tragic centrality or a capacity for plural forms of profound identity."*'

Harris rejects the realist novel as an adequate means of expressing the complexity of

Caribbean identity. He believes that the conventional novel consolidates the limiting

Victorian European vision of the Caribbean’s potential. Harris is a firm believer in the

profound effect that literature can have on society. He has said:

Literature has a bearing on society, yes, a profound and imaginative bearing wherein 
the life of tradition in all its complexity gives a unique value to the life of vocation in 
society, ... it participates the ground of living necessity by questioning and 
evaluating all assumptions of character and conceptions of place or destiny ."*̂

He strengthens this perception of the importance of fiction in another essay, “Judgement

and Dream” :

Fiction is not irrelevant, it is profoundly relevant. It is profoundly relevant provided 
one can sense the roots of the imaginative thrust, and to sense that we have to sense 
how we are in dialogue with the past, how our unconscious links us into what you

Ibid.,  146 . 

Ibid.,  147 . 

I b i d ,  147 . 

I b i d ,  150 .
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may call the native world from which we have come, but also unleashes a 
universality, that can tie apparently alien configurations together.'*^

The rejection of realist conventions in the novel explains the complexity and ‘difficulty’ of

Harris’s own work, from the multiple modes of perception presented in Palace o f the

Peacock, through the dislocation of linear narrative and time schemes in novels such as The

Eye o f the Scarecrow (1965) to the transformation of the characters’ vision and identity in

Carnival (1985) and Jonestown. Harris dismantles Manichean oppositions by combining

words and concepts in unexpected juxtapositions. He is seeking not only to erode specific

binarisms in the text, but also to display the underlying roots that prevent categorisations or

oppositions. Throughout his work, the reader is presented with intentional oxymorons

because Harris believes that only ignorance of the deeper shared roots and experiences

allows us to create oppositions. He seeks to free words and concepts from their fixed

positions to allow them to associate in new ways. This method of writing is extended to

include association among seemingly opposing characters and themes as well as particular

words or phrases. The crew of Palace o f the Peacock, for example, are shown to be bound

together, despite seeming distinctions and divisions:

The whole crew was one spiritual family living and dying together in a common 
grave out of which they had sprung again from the same soul and womb as it were."”

Even the binary opposition between past and present is eroded in Harris’s work. The

constant evocation of the past in the Guyanese landscape makes its bearing on the present a

tangible one in his work;

The precipitous cliffs were of volcanic myth and substance he dreamed, far older 
than the river’s bed and stream. He seemed to sense and experience its congealment

Wilson Harris. “Judgement and Dream”, The Radical Imagination: Lectures and Talks, eds., Alan Riach 
and Mark Williams. 29. This text will hereafter be referred to as The Radical Imagination.

Wilson Harris. Palace o jth e  Peacock, London: Faber and Faber, with a Preface bv Kenneth Ramchand, 
1968, 40.
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and its ancient flow as if he waded with webbed and impossible half-spidery feet in 
the ceaseless boiling current of creation/^

The deconstruction of binary opposites is a ruling principle of Harris’s work and one that

allows him to transcend the distinctions between coloniser and colonised. Historical

legacies, including the legacy of Renaissance voyagers and their perception of the

Caribbean, become malleable with Harris’s rethinking. He does not deny the power of these

images of the Caribbean, but he uses them and deconstructs them by refusing to grant them

primacy. A growth in consciousness on the part of his characters leads to an awareness of

the past that highlights, not distinctiveness, but a shared community of humanity.

The third theme to be traced in Harris’s critical work is the role of the Amerindian.

As I have already articulated, Harris believes that the Amerindian population of today is

only a remnant of a complex and rich social order present in the landscape prior to the

encounter with Europeans and the subsequent decimation of the Amerindian tribes. In

many of his novels Harris seeks to incorporate Amerindian myths and legends with those of

the Afncan slaves and the Europeans in the area. He suggests that it is only by accepting

the vanquished Amerindian legacy that a true Caribbean identity can be created. Harris

describes this connection between disparate civilisations as a “womb of space”, indicating

its gestative role in creating some new conception of cross-cultural community. The

Sleepers o f Roraima (1970) and The Age o f the Rainmakers (1971) specifically explore the

vestiges of legend embodied in the Amerindian population, but throughout his work the

Amerindian presence can be felt. Regarding the two texts mentioned above, Andrew Bundy

has said:

As novels of the partial recall of race. The Sleepers o f  Roraima and The Age o f the 
Rainmakers are also gathering lenses to a startling and unique cultural programme: 
how express the uncanny sense of continuance with peoples whom history shows to

^Ubid., 103.
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have died out? How express an awareness of the continuance that signals itself as 
an overwhelming and terrifying presence felt by every sojourner in the Guianas?

Both novels express the imminent disappearance of peoples from history: 
they aim to make anew an essential imaginative fabric otherwise susceptible to 
obliteration by histories of conquest.'*^

Bundy’s recognition of the connection between “histories of conquest” and the power of

Amerindian absence to overcome this legacy is an important one for the focus of this

inquiry. The Amerindian vestiges presented by Harris are a means of overcoming the legacy

of Renaissance voyagers and of presenting an alternative to the repetition of the cruel

injustices perpetrated in the region. The presence of the remnants o f Arawak language in

The Age o f the Rainmakers implies that “there had been someone else to bear the prisoner

[of history] company or to suggest that even long, long ago he knew I would come and thus

he proffered me the core of his hospitality in my absence as I supped now with him in

his-.^^

Harris firmly believes that;

the mixed peoples of African or Indian or European or Chinese descent who live in 
modern Guyana today are related to the Aboriginal ghosts o f the past of whom I 
spoke a moment ago: if not by strict, biological kinship then by ties to the spectre of 
erosion of community and place which haunts the Central and South Americas.'**

He goes on to say that “Keys to the Void of Civilization are realized ... by immersion in the

terrifying legacies of the past and the wholly unexpected insights into shared fates and

freedoms such legacies may offer” . T h e  essential community of man is a strong element of

Harris’s concern with the decimated Amerindians:

A gateway complex between pre-Columbian primitive and ornamental Latin 
symbolism carries with it, nevertheless, a new latent capacity, a caveat or warning 
we need to ponder upon deeply and to unravel in our age. ... [If] we begin to 
immerse ourselves in a new capacity or treaty of sensibility between alien cultures.

Andrew Bundy, “Introduction”, Selected Essays, 20.
Wilson Harris, The Age o f  the Rainmakers, London: Faber and Faber, 1971, 91. 

^ Wilson Harris, ""Letter from Francisco Bone to W.H.”, Selected Essays, 50. 
Ib id , 51.
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we will bring into play a new variable imagination or renascence of sensibility 
steeped in caveats of the necessary diversity and necessary unity of man. In short, 
we won’t oversimplify or crudify similarities or differences, but will seek, as it were, 
however difficult, even obscure, the path, to bring all perspectives available to us 
into an art of the imagination, an architecture of the imagination.

The link between European and native consciousness forms an important resource for

coping with the modern-day Caribbean. Kenneth Ramchand has said of Harris’s utilisation

of the myths and legends of the Amerindians that:

[Harris has a persistent interest] in coming to terms imaginatively with the Caribbean 
past and all its peoples, as well as the artist’s experimental willingness to invest in 
the appropriate form.^^

Harris’s “gate-way complex”^̂  between cultures emphasises the links rather than the 

divisions and has no sense of an evolutionary reinforcement of superiority and inferiority. 

The Amerindian legacy has the power to transcend the imposed divisions created by 

colonialism. The figure of Mariella in Palace o f the Peacock demonstrates this 

transcendental role. As the ancient guide, she is simultaneously alive and extinct as an 

Arawak; enslaved but also fi'ee; beyond desire but also the object of temptation; and she 

embodies Mariella as young woman, as old woman and as landscape. The contradictions 

and paradoxes inherent in her characterisation form an excellent example of Harris’s 

complex treatment of the vestigial Amerindian presence.

The fourth theme I would like to trace—the importance of ancient myth and 

creativity in bridging the gap between cultures—is linked to Harris’s exploration of the 

vanquished Amerindians. As Harris says:

Wilson Harris, “The Amerindian Legacy”, Selected Essays, 168-9.
Kenneth Ramchand, “The West Indies,” in Bruce King, ed.. Literatures o f  the World in English, London, 

Routiedge. 1974, 208.
Wilson Harris, “Continuity and Discontinuity: History, Fable and Myth in the Caribbean and Guianas”, 

Selected Essays, 111.
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a writer ... discovers (he may also never discover it) that there are myths, ancient 
myths, which lie like fossils in the ancient past, that come alive within his own work 
so that the substance of tradition, which we apparently have forgotten, begins to re
enact itself, to come through the imaginative tradition.

It is among the superstitions and folk tales of the people that Harris finds the possibility of a

useable heritage for Guyana. This often-overlooked resource has a power and vitality that

may enable the writer to overcome the legacies of the colonial past. The many different

myths and legends which are combined in Guyana play against one another “in such a

manner that the tradition comes alive so marvellously that one begins to break the

apparition of tyranny, the habit of conquest” :̂ '*

The true capacity of marginal and disadvantaged cultures resides in their genius to 
tilt the field of civilisation so that one may visualise boundaries of persuasion in new 
and unsuspecting lights to release a different apprehension of reality, the language of 
reality, a different reading of texts of reality ,

Harris’s 1970 essay, “History, Fable and Myth in the Caribbean and Guianas”,

represents his fullest treatment of the importance of fable and myth in bridging the gap

between civilisations and in creating a cross-cultural community. Harris begins this essay by

discussing J. J. Thomas’s Froudacity (1889) as an attempt to rebut Froude’s biased

interpretation of Caribbean society. Harris believes that Thomas fails because he uses

Froude’s own structuring argument to counter him, rather than moving outside of this

discourse to create a new way of describing the society. Harris believes that only by using

the vestiges of subconscious imagination contained in fable and myth can one “apprehend a

figurative meaning beyond the real or apparently real world”. A s  he says:

I want to make it as clear as I can that a cleavage exists in my opinion between the 
historical convention in the Caribbean and Guianas and the arts of the imagination. I

Wilson Harris, “Literacv and the Imagination— A Talk”, Selected Essays, 81.
^Ubid.,U.
”  Wilson Harris. “Continuity and Discontinuity: History, Fable and Myth in the Caribbean and Guianas”, 
Selected Essays, 183.

Ib id , 156.
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believe a phiiosopliy o f history may well lie buried in the arts of the imagination. 
Needless to say I have no racial biases and whether my emphasis falls on limbo or 
vodun, on Carib bush-baby omens, on Arawak zemi, on Latin, English influences— 
in fact within and beyond these emphases— my concern is with epic stratagems 
available to Caribbean man in the dilemmas o f history which surround him.^^

Harris is creating the idea o f the “arts o f the imagination” as a bridge to counteract the 

artificial fissures that exist at present. He describes the transformation of Afiican myth in 

the West Indian context and thus introduces a rapport among the various folk myths. 

Limbo, for example, is seen as a “gateway between Africa and the Caribbean. ... Limbo 

then reflects a certain kind of gateway to or threshold of a new world and the dislocation o f 

a chain o f miles”. T h i s  creative co-existence which allows limbo to accommodate other 

legacies as well as African is a specifically Caribbean one, resulting from the forced mixing 

o f cultures. Harris sees the Caribbean as “a community which is involved in an original re

constitution or re-creation of variables of myth and legend in the wake o f stages of 

conquesf’.̂ ^

Harris’s “arts of the imagination” are capable of transcending the discourse of

imperialism in a way that many postcolonial theories cannot do because the latter are locked

into the same discourse. The “limbo imagination o f the folk”*® is a creative response to the

violation endured by the people o f the Caribbean. The creative arts—literature, dance,

music, sculpture and painting— can serve as a bridge between divided peoples and can draw

together the fragmented selves of the people:

the limbo imagination o f the West Indies possesses no formal or collective sanction 
as in an old Tribal World. Therefore the gateway complex between cultures implies 
a new catholic unpredictable threshold which places a far greater emphasis on the 
integrity o f the individual imagination. And it is here that we see, beyond a shadow 
of doubt, the necessity for the re-visionary, profoundly courageous, open-spirited

Ibid.,  156 . 

Ibid.,  157 . 

I b i d ,  159 . 

^  I b i d ,  160 .
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and receptive artist of conscience whose evolution out of the folk as poet, novelist, 
painter is a symbol of risk, a symbol of inner integrity.®^

The project that has begun in the Caribbean must be extended, in Harris’s view, to other

areas where an exiled community seeks to bridge the chasms of culture and history;

And furthermore in the Americas as a whole, it would seem to me that the apparent 
void of history which haunts the black man may never be compensated until an act 
of imagination opens gateways between civilisations, between technological and 
spiritual apprehensions, between racial possessions and dispossessions in the way the 
Aeneid may stand symbolically, as one of the first epics of migration and re
settlement beyond the pale of an ancient world.

The term ‘epic’ for Harris indicates an architecture of space that can transcend history.

Epic is timeless and can simultaneously unite past and present:

To arrive in a tradition that appears to have died is complex renewal and revisionary 
momentum sprung from originality and the activation o f primordial resources 
within a living language. ... This is the phenomenon of simultaneity in the 
imagination of times past and future, a fiiture that renews time in its imaginary 
response to gestating resources in the womh o f the present and the past. It is unlike 
the linear biases that prevail in conventional fiction.^^

The creation of modern-day epic means that the writer has arrived at a simultaneous

understanding of past and present, victor and victim. S/he has transcended the bridge

between closed worlds through the arts of the imagination.

The gap between the arts and the sciences seems similarly arbitrary to Harris. He is

attracted to the encompassing directions taken by scientific investigation into chaos or

complexity theory as a possible bridge. He has described this new scientific direction as

follows:

the Mathematics of Chaos ... is misconceived as an anarchic phenomenon. Whereas 
it may be visualized as portraying an ‘open’ universe. Continuities running out of

Ibid., 165.
166.

Wilson Harris. “Quetzalcoatl and the Smoking Mirror: Reflections on Originalitj' and Tradition”, 
Selected Essays, 187. Italics in original.
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the mystery o f the past into the unknown future yield proportions of originality, 
proportions of the ‘genuinely new’.®'*

Antonio Benitez-Rojo has also described Chaos theory in a way that seems very similar to

Harris’s interpretation:

Chaos looks towards everything that repeats, reproduces, grows, decays, unfolds, 
flows, spins, vibrates, seethes... Thus chaos provides a space in which the pure 
sciences connect with the social sciences, and both of them connect with art and the 
cultural tradition.

However, while Harris is certainly interested in the potential o f Chaos theory to bridge the

gap between the arts and the sciences, he sees it as too marginal as yet:

Is there a sacred necessity, a visionary, re-visionary necessity— steeped in profound 
rehearsals, and alterations of imaginative fiction—to throw provisional bridges 
across chasms between the arts and the sciences.

Can we truly speak of freedom when the age in which we live ... possesses 
no numinous, imaginative bridges between the arts and the sciences? Such bridges 
cannot fit into linear convention which bases itself on description, described place, 
on progressive description as one thing falls behind another

Harris goes on to suggest that the gap can only be bridged by accepting the “peculiar

intensities, partialities, re-visionary partialities that break closed worlds within the active

fossil resources o f a living language”.®̂ These ‘active fossil resources’, at present, offer

more to Harris than the fledgling philosophy of chaos theory.

Harris believes that the gaps between peoples, ideas and disciplines must be bridged

in order for humanity to break out of the discourse o f conquest and division:

within the gulfs that divide cultures ... there exists, I feel, a storage of creative 
possibility that, once tapped, may energize the unfinished genesis of the imagination. 
In that energy eclipsed bridges and potential bridges exist between divorced or 
separated or closed orders and worlds, bridges that are sometimes precarious, never 
absolute, but which I think engender a profound awareness o f the numinous solidity

Wilson Harris, “Letter from Francisco Bone to W.H.” Selected Essays, 49.
Antonio Benitez-Rojo, The Repeating Island: The Caribbean and the Postmodern Perspective, trans., 

Janies Maraniss. 2"** edn., London: Duke UP, 1996, 3.
^  Wilson Harris. “Profiles of Myth and the New World”, Selected Essays, 209-210.
®’ /W .,210.
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of space, inner space/ outer space, space as the womb of simuhaneous densities and 
transparencies in the language of originality.^*

Turning now to the fifth theme I intend to trace from Harris’s critical writing—the

possibility o f regeneration through crisis or catastrophe—it is possible to conclude that this

idea is of paramount importance in his creative work. Kenneth Ramchand has said:

Harris is well aware of the meeting of cultures and peoples in the Caribbean, and of 
the bitter consequences of slavery and colonialism, but in novel after novel he 
explores this broken world as one holding exciting possibilities for the creation of 
more balanced social structures and for the bringing into consciousness of 
suppressed and unconscious elements in the obscure person.®^

The use o f myth and legend are powerful means by which the artist may convert

catastrophic experience into creative regeneration. Harris tells us that “archetypal dreams

employ symbols of brokenness to depict the shedding o f habit” .’® These archetypal dreams

correspond to the vestiges of Amerindian and African myth and legend found in Guyana,

and the “shedding of habit” is part of the process o f creating a genuine postcolonial identity

that transcends the discourse and practices of colonialism:

Implicit in all this is the notion that a truly creative alchemical response to crisis and 
conflict and deprivation— a response that engages with formidable myth— may well 
come from the other side of a centralized or dominant civilization, from extremities, 
from apparently irrelevant imaginations and resources. The complacencies of 
centralized, ruling powers ... begin to wear thin at the deep margins o f being within 
a multi-levelled quest for the natures o f value and spirit. That quest becomes more 
and more imperative within endangered environments and species and 
communities.’^

The “edges of capacity”’  ̂ are the only place where this re-visioning can take place. By 

being brought to the limits of endurance and reason the old discourse can be made 

redundant and a new language and identity can rise, phoenix-like, from the ashes of

** Wilson Harris. “ Creoleness: The Crossroads of a Civilization?”, Selected Essays, 229. 
Kenneth Ramchand. "The West Indies,” 208.
Wilson Harris, “The Music of Living Landscapes,” Selected Essays, 42.

' Wilson Harris, “Literacy and the Imagination— A Talk Selected Essays, 89.
Ib id , 89.
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destmction. Harris tells us in “Profiles of Myth and the New World” that an awareness of

the horrors of the past would be unbearable:

if it did not acquire a degree of density that steeps us in diverse personae ... which 
help us to see ourselves differently, see ourselves broken into many players within 
ourselves and within stranger cultures. Such diversity, such strangeness, may then 
take up the burden of Memory in a new light and puncture or stagger that burden, 
puncture or stagger ancestral Guilt. Those punctures and staggerings create 
openings, corridors, into new architectures of space.’^

Harris tells us that Jonestown^ his latest fiction, poses the question “How strange to

entertain the regeneration of oneself through the fiaries one has long feared?”’”* The issue of

“regeneration of oneself’ means the breaking down of inner divisions and boundaries

through the life of the imagination. In the same essay, Harris provides us with his modus

operandus.

The truth is that across the long years of concentrated work I have not lost hope, 
within a severely nihilistic climate and endgame philosophy of the Imagination, that 
through profoundly intuitive and changing texts and forms it is truly possible to 
visualize the action of cosmic love within the dire circumstances, the dire plight, that 
afflicts humanity.’^

Within the very gulfs that divide cultures, Harris sees “a storage of creative

possibility that, once tapped, may energize the unfinished genesis of the imagination”:’®

In an age of crisis the marriage of consonance and dissonance—transmuted into 
unpredictable and original art that challenges the hubris of one-sided tradition—is an 
important factor, I think, in the re-sensitizing of technology to the life of the 
planet.”

Harris’s treatment of the El Dorado legend provides a concrete example of his ability to see 

hope within despair or failure. Where Naipaul sees Caribbean identity as maimed and 

forever trapped within the prescriptions of history, Harris sees its creative potential even

Wilson Harris, “Profiles of MArth and the New World”, Selected Essays, 208.
Wilson Harris. “Apprenticeship to the Furies”, Selected Essays, 226.
Ib id , 231.
Wilson Harris, “Creoleness, the Crossroads of a Civilization?” Selected Essays, 239. 
Wilson Harris, “The Music of Living Landscapes”, Selected Essays, 45.
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amidst the real enduring legacies of violence, destruction and corruption. This position has

had an enormous influence upon Derek Walcott’s attitude towards the history of encounter.

Harris’s vision is a hopeful one, although it is never static. His characters are always

arriving at, but never quite achieving, a new conception o f identity through community.

The lack of closure does not imply failure because, as I said earlier, the attempt, the

“unfinished genesis”, is the important factor.

Rather than being imprisoned by their traumas, Harris’s characters are enabled to

transgress the realist interpretations of language and to create a new mode o f expression.

As Francisco Bone says:

The shock o f the ‘peopling o f the Void’, the animals of the Void, became so 
extraordinary that ‘extinction’ imbued me with breath-lines and responsibilities I 
would not otherwise have encompassed.^*

He goes on to say that “immersion in the terrifying legacies o f the past” offers “wholly

unexpected insights into shared fates and freedoms such legacies may offer” . T h e  ‘Void’

is the place experienced and inhabited by those who have endured catastrophe and who

have used this experience to arrive at a new level o f understanding and conception of

identity. Hena Maes-Jelinek has described the importance o f this concept;

We have here the essential philosophy informing Harris’s narratives and the 
development of his major characters: the crumbling o f existing premises, o f the hard 
crust o f appearances in order to reach what to human eyes must be the void but 
which in fact opens the way to a fluid, ‘nameless’, and therefore (in Harris’s terms) 
more authentic dimension of being.*®

His novels point to the possibility o f emerging from a state of loss to create a new kind of

fiction and way of living, Violence and fragmentation permit the plumbing of the subject’s

depths and the regeneration of identity. Harris’s characters overcome the illusion of being

Wilson Harris, “Letter from Francisco Bone to W.H.”, Jonestown, 7.
Ibid., 8.
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complete subjects, and becoine aware o f their dependence on and place in the cross-cultural

community, their links with the past and the state o f their own identity. As Alan Riach and

Mark Williams have said:

Harris understands that even the most dreadful conditions are intricately and 
indissolubly linked to processes o f change which might reveal latent regenerative 
possibilities. The affirmation of such possibilities in Harris’s work is never glib or 
easy, yet he continues to hold forth the prospect o f regeneration amidst chaos and 
dissolution.*'

Harris’s conception o f identity, personal or national, owes more to the idea o f a community 

aware of its interrelatedness and interdependence than to a definition o f the self that relies 

on a system of polarising oppositions and hierarchies.*^

The five thematic concerns that have been traced in Harris’s critical writing form the 

basis o f his creative vision and, as we shall see in the next section, traces and developments 

of these key themes can be found throughout his work. His concern with the history of 

encounter is related to his desire to trace the vestigial presence o f the Amerindian in the 

Guyanese landscape; to his interest in myth and legend; to his disavowal o f realist, linear 

narrative as a suitable vehicle for self-expression and to his regenerative project that seeks 

to transform catastrophe into creativity.

Ill

Hena Maes-Jelinek, The Naked Design: A Reading o/Palace of the Peacock, Aarhus, Denmark: 
Dangaroo, 1976, 10.

Alan Riach and Mark Williams. “Introduction”, The Radical Imagination: Lectures and Talks by Wilson 
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Turning now to the novels in which Harris makes his most explicit use of the legacy of 

Renaissance voyages of discovery in his work, I will begin by examining his first published 

novel; Palace o f the Peacock (1960). This novel has received more critical attention than 

any of his other works because it contains all of his major themes and anticipates his later 

developments.

The basic plot of the novel may be summarised as follows: a group of men travel 

through the Guyanese jungle by boat to find workers in an Amerindian settlement called 

Mariella. When they arrive the people flee and the crew force a remaining elderly woman to 

act as their guide in pursuit of the rest of the ‘folk’. A seven-day voyage ensues in which 

the crew begin to die one by one. On the seventh day they meet a waterfall and the 

remaining crew members drown. To anyone familiar with the novel, this plot summary 

omits more than it describes. The work is complex and each character is invested with 

multiple symbolic roles. Events are confLising, death can take place on numerous levels, the 

journey is an internal as well as an external quest and the linear sequence of events is less 

important than the cyclical learning process undertaken by the characters.

The crew is a replica of a dead crew who had gone on a similar exploiting mission 

some time before, and they shuttle between life and death, past and present:

The odd fact existed of course that their living names matched the names of a
famous dead crew that had sunk in the rapids and been drowned to a man, ... but

• 83this in no way interfered with their lifelike appearance and spirit and energy.

The early sections are narrated by Donne’s brother, but he disappears at times to be 

replaced by a third-person narrator, or a character’s dream or hallucination. The crew 

members exist in a symbiotic relationship, complicated by identifications and familial ties:

The whole crew was one spiritual family living and dying together in a common
grave out of which they had sprung again fi’om the same soul and womb as it were.*”̂

Wilson Harris, Palace o f the Peacock, with an Introduction by Kenneth Ramchand, 23.
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A further complication in the novel arises from the fact that the crew’s deaths paradoxically 

bring them closer to an understanding of their lives.

Palace o f the Peacock has been described as “a quintessential recreation of the New 

World conquest as of all attempted expeditions into the Guyanese heartland”.*̂  The quest 

of Donne and his crew is related to the first European incursions into Guiana in the 

Renaissance. It begins with the ‘I’-narrator awaking in stages from a series of dreams. 

These dreams alert us to a number of crucial facts: that there is an initial questioning of the 

vision of all the major characters in the novel: “I dreamt I awoke with one dead seeing eye 

and one living closed eye”*̂ ; “we looked through the window of the room together as 

though through his dead seeing material eye, rather than through my living closed spiritual 

eye”*’ and that Donne is a cruel master with little regard for the Amerindian population: 

“Donne looked at her [Mariella] as at a larger and equally senseless creature whom he 

governed and ruled like a fowl”.** The narrator also dreams of Donne’s death at the hands 

of Mariella. These initial vignettes expose the purpose of the novel: Donne will be forced to 

accept a true vision through the creation of a respectful mutual relationship with the folk, 

and this goal will be achieved through a type of death and rebirth. The Amerindian 

presence combines with the concept of regeneration through crisis that was found in 

Harris’s critical writing to bring about the reconciliation and epiphanic conclusion.

In the initial stages Donne is a cruel taskmaster in the tradition of the early 

colonisers. He says:

40.
Hena Maes-Jelinek, “Dream, Psjche, Genesis: The Works of Wilson Harris”, website cited earlier, 2.
Wilson Harris, Palace o f  the Peacock, 13-14.
Ibid., 14.
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One has to be a devil to survive. I’m the last landlord. I tell you I fight everything 
in nature, flood, drought, chicken hawk, rat, beast and woman. I’m everything. 
Midwife, yes, doctor, yes, gaoler, judge, hangman, every blasted thing to the 
labouring people.*^

He describes his rule over the land as “everlasting”^  and says that “One doesn’t have to see 

deeper than that, does one?” ’̂ The novel will provide an emphatic answer to that 

question—one does need to reorient one’s vision. Donne’s vision is limited, but in the early 

stages it is so strong that he can force it upon others, like his dreaming brother; “your vision 

becomes the only remaining window on the world for me”; “he was myself standing outside 

of me while I stood inside of him”.

The narrator describes the colonial names and maps of the region as something he

desires:

I could not help cherishing my symbolic map, and my bodily prejudice like a well- 
known room and house of superstition within which I dwelt. I saw this kingdom of 
man turned into a colony and battleground of spirit, a priceless tempting jewel I 
dreamed I possessed.

This dream of possession and wealth in colonial terms informs the motivations of most of

the crew. The effect it has had on Donne, the most materially successful of the group,

ought to serve as a warning, but they are, as yet, too blind to see it:

he had conquered and crushed the region he ruled, annihilating everyone and 
devouring himself in tum.̂ "*

There is a ghostly presence in the novel that will become stronger as the crew begin 

to open themselves to an identification with the full Guyanese community, including the 

Amerindian. This identification is linked to the theme, outlined earlier in Harris’s critical 

writing, of the incorporation of the vestigial aboriginal presence. The watcher appears in

Ibid.,  17 .

^  I b i d ,  19 .
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the opening lines, “Someone was watching us from the trees and bushes that clustered the

side of the road”^̂ , and it reappears when the narrator moves into the forest alone;

I stopped for an instant overwhelmed by a renewed force o f consciousness of the 
hot spirit and moving spell in the tropical undergrowth. Spider’s web dangled in a 
shaft of sun, clothing my arm with subtle threads as I brushed upon it .̂ ^

The vision o f a “force of consciousness” is associated with the spider’s web, and thus with

Anancy, the spider-trickster who forms a part o f the African myth o f the region. Limbo,

which originated in the conversion of slaves into human spiders due to the lack of space in

slave-ships, represents metamorphosis and cross-culturalism. Spider-myths form a gateway

between Old and New Worlds.^^

The end o f Book One, “Horseman, Pass By”, shows that the crew have begun to

erode their fixed conceptions of identity. Donne has changed:

The change in Donne I suddenly felt in the quickest flash was in me. .. a cruel 
ambush of soul had partly lifted its veil and face to show that death was the shadow 
of a dream.®*

Death no longer represents finality, but a stage on the way to community with the folk, a 

transformation of the personality from one mode o f existence into another. As the narrator 

says, “It was the first breaking dawn o f the light o f our soul” .^

Book Two, “The Mission of Mariella”, strengthens the sense o f the crew as a single 

community. The mixed ancestry and races are representative o f the Guyanese community 

and its history. Cameron’s dream is reminiscent o f Donne’s and the narrator’s:

Ibid., 20.
Ib id , 24.
Ib id , 13.
Ib id , 27.
Harris describes the trickster as “the spider or anancy configuration” and goes on to say “it is here, I 

believe, in this trickster gateway -  this gamble of the soul -  that there emerges the hope for a profoundly 
compassionate society committed to freedom within a creative scale. [Wilson Harris, “History, Fable and 
M \lh in the Caribbean and Guianas”, Selected Essays, 166.]
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He wanted space and freedom to use his own hands in order to make his own 
primitive home and kingdom on earth, hands that would rule everything, magic 
hands dispensing life and death to their subjects as a witch doctor would or a tribal 
god and judge.

The Amerindian woman who will act as theu- physical and spiritual guide is introduced here

too She is forced to join them, and their subsequent treatment o f her is reminiscent o f the

EuDpean objectification of Amerindian women in the initial encounters. They turn her into

an object o f desire and see her as a representative of the feminised landscape. This

femnisation o f the New World landscape is a common Renaissance trope, with one of the

most famous pronouncements being Ralegh’s on Guiana. He described Guiana as a country

that “hath yet her maydenhead” and catalogues the possibilities o f violation. It is no

coincidence that both Donne’s servant/lover and the mission are called ‘Mariella’, and the

old woman is another representative of Mariella and the riches ‘she’ possesses for the crew,

Donne’s reaction to the presence of the woman is remarkable. He struggles internally

between his old desires to govern and a growing new desire to form a relationship with the

Amerindian population:

He stooped in unconscious subjection I knew to the treachery and oppression in the 
atmosphere and his eyes were sunken and impatient in rage, burning with the 
intensity o f horror and ambition.

However, the process o f change which has begun cannot be stopped, and Donne admits to

his brother that “I have treated the folk badly” *̂*̂ and that there may be “a ghost of a chance

... [of] changing my ways ... not being so beastly and involved in my own devil’s schemes

any more. Perhaps there’s a ghost of a chance that I can find a different relationship with

100 Ib id .,  41 . 

Ib id .,  56 .
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the folk”.'”̂  Donne’s transformation will take place in gradual stages, and he tempers his 

generosity by saying:

Of course I cannot afford to lean too far backwards. ... Isn’t it a fantastic joke that I 
have to bargain with them and think of them at all?” *̂^

The narrator tries, without success, to make him accept that his colonising motivations are

driven by “fear of acknowledging the true substance of life”*”'* that he, the narrator, sees as

residing in the folk.

The Palace o f the Peacock describes an approach to the “gate-way complex” that 

can provide a framework for recognising the links between disparate cultures and groups. 

The debate among the crew about the merits of following the folk articulates Harris’s 

stance. Carroll, who, along with Vigilance, appears to have a truer vision than the rest of 

the crew, begins to see the breakdown of the old order in the crew and the possibility of a 

new vision:

Something had freed them and lifted them up out of the deeps, a blessing and a 
curse, a reverberating clap of thunder and still music and song.

Here, at the end of the second book, the crew has begun their spiritual ascent from the

deeps and thus arrived at a stage closer to renewal.

The third book, “The Second Death”, is crucial in articulating Harris’s idea of

regeneration through crisis. The Amerindian woman is described as distant from the crew

at the start of this book, but by the end she will become their muse. The description of the

racial characteristics of the Amerindians points to their own ability to accept the legacies of

the past:

105
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Her race was a vanishing one overpowered by the fantasy of a Catholic as well as a 
Protestant invasion. This cross she had forgiven and forgotten in an earlier dream of 
distant centuries and a returning to the Siberian unconscious pilgrimage in the straits 
where life had possessed and abandoned at the same time the apprehension of a 
facile beginning and ending.

The Amerindian folk have been regenerated through their experiences of crisis and disaster.

The earlier sections of this chapter outlined Harris’s belief in the regenerative nature of

catastrophe. The breakdown of Amerindian culture and society in the wake of European

encounter paradoxically provides the Amerindian with the means of transcending the rigid

boundaries and categories of realism:

It was a vanishing and yet a starting race in which long eternal malice and wrinkled 
self-defence and the cruel pursuit of the folk were turning into universal protection 
and intuition and that harmonious rounded miracle of spirit which the world of 
appearances had never truly known.

The crew must achieve a similar transcendence of Guyanese history, and the Amerindian

woman’s power is utilised to begin the process. In a beautiful vision, the crew begins to

view the woman as an object of desire, pulling them into the “straits of memory”''**. The

woman and the landscape conspire to seduce the crew and awaken them from their limited

vision;

Tiny embroideries resembling the handwork on the Arawak woman’s kerchief and 
the wrinkles on her brow turned to incredible and fast soundless breakers of foam. 
Her crumpled bosom and river grew agitated with desire, bottling and shaking every 
fear and inhibition and outcry. The ruffles in the water were her dress rolling and 
rising to embrace the crew. ...

The crew were transformed by the awesome spectacle of a voiceless 
soundless motion, the purest appearance of vision in the chaos of emotional sense. 
Earthquake and volcanic water appeared to seize them and stop their ears dashing 
the scales only from their eyes. They saw the naked unequivocal flowing peril and 
beauty and soul of the pursuer and the pursued all together, and they knew they 
woiddperish i f  they dreamed to turn back.

Ibid., 72.
Ibid., 72.

^°^Ibid., 73.
Ibid., 73, Italics mine.
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The transformation of the crew, indicated by the scales falling from their eyes, is due to the 

Amerindian woman’s revelation o f their desires. She shows them that they are possessed by 

desire for the land, and they come to the realisation that “they would perish if they dreamed 

to turn back”: at this stage they must continue with their voyage o f internal discovery. The 

distraction of the vision leads them to a particularly dangerous stretch of rapids and Carroll 

falls overboard. This is the beginning of the crew’s second deaths, deaths that will lead 

them to fulfilment at the Palace of the Peacock. Schomburgh, who was Carroll’s 

unacknowledged father, dies in his sleep that night.

Donne tells the crew after these deaths that they are on “the threshold of the 

folk”,"® that “they had passed the door of inner perception like a bird of spirit breaking the 

shell o f the sky” '"  and that in the deaths o f their companions “they had started on the way 

to overcoming a sacred convention o f evil proprietorship and gain” ."^ The subsequent 

violence that breaks out among the crew seems to be a form of necessary catharsis before 

they can reach communion with the folk. The fixed identities o f  the crew begin to break 

down:

The unceasing reflection o f themselves in each other made them see themselves 
everywhere save where they thought they had always stood.

After awhile this horrifying exchange o f soul and this identification of 
themselves with each other brought them a partial return and renewal o f confidence, 
a neighbourly wishfijl fulfilment and a basking in each other’s degradation and 
misery that they had always loved and respected."^

The second deaths of the crew continue to occur during this period. Wishrop falls

overboard when the ship strikes a rock, and Da Silva kills Cameron for attacking a parrot

(the traditional herald of El Dorado). Some of the crew have begun to transcend the fixed

Ibid.,  94 .
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positions of pursuer and pursued, to arrive at a position that embraces all. The

interconnectedness of the crew’s lives and deaths continues to resonate:

They were bound together in wdshflil substance and self-destruction. ... So Donne 
had died in the death of Wishrop, Jenning’s primitive abstraction and slackening will 
was a reflection o f the death o f Cameron, Schomburgh had died with Carroll."'*

Book Four, Paling of Ancestors, represents the crew’s approach to the new

relationship with the folk and each other that will be their salvation. As in later novels,

Harris does not present this arrival as static, but instead presents the human impossibility of

breaking through convention for more than a visionary moment. The book opens with the

disappearance o f some o f the remaining crew members. Hena Maes-Jelinek has described

these second deaths as “a second chance, a symbolic return to the initial chaos, and the kind

of dissolution that is a prerequisite for rebirth” ."^ The survivors arrive at an enormous

waterfall, which is strongly reminiscent of that described by Ralegh in his Discoverie.^'^

Donne begins to ascend this waterfall by means of ladders tacked onto the rock face, and his

ascension finally draws him away from his old obsessions. He sees visions in chambers

behind the fall itself The first of these is a carpenter, a Christ-figure, who ignores him. His

initial attempts to attract attention are still constrained by the rules and realities that

governed his former life:

He hammered again loud to attract his attention, the kind of attention and 
appreciation dead habit taught him to desire.

Donne will leam that realism is insufficient as a means of communication in this context, as

Harris has suggested elsewhere in his critical writing. An aggressive physical gesture

123.
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cannot attract the attention o f this Christ-figure. The Christ-symbol is particularly relevant

in that Christ is a dying and resurrected God. His death and rebirth reflect the sense of

renewal in the novel. This apparition is, in itself, insufficient to allow Donne to transcend

his limited vision, and he requires the appearance o f a woman, a Mariella/Virgin figure to

blind his dead, materialistic eye so that he can truly see for the first time. He wills himself to

be blinded and finally sees:

that all his life he had loved no one but himself . . . It was his blindness that made 
him see his own nothingness and imagination constructed beyond his reach."*

This ecstatic communion with the visions in the waterfall cannot last. “They had been able

to lay hold upon nothing after all. It was finished and they fell.”"^ Donne falls to the foot

o f the waterfall, but his sense o f communion with the folk, with the Amerindians, remains:

the truth was they had all come home at last to the compassion of the nameless 
unflinching folk.'^°

The I-narrator reappears at this stage to describe the fiallness of the new way of

living;

My feet were truly alive I realized, as were my dreaming shoulder and eye; as far 
flung and distant from me as a man in a fever thinks his thumb to be removed from 
his fingers; far away as heaven’s hand. ... I had never before looked on the blinding 
world in this trusting manner—through an eye I shared only with the soul, the soul 
and mother of the universe.

The crew have reached the palace of the peacock. Joyce Jonas describes this as a place

“whose countless eyes represent a plurality o f perspectives and mutual reflection that is the

Palace o f  the Peacock. 133.

Ibid., 140- 1.

Ibid., 141.

Ibid., 143 .

Ib id ,  145- 6 .
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nearest humanity can come to true v i s i o n . T h e  resonances of the symbol of the peacock

have been described by F. Brahms:

This is a symbol which embodies the essence o f the vision experienced by Donne 
and his crew. .., From ancient times the peacock, with its mandala-shaped tail, has 
been considered a symbol of totality and flilfilment. It is an old Christian symbol for 
Christ. Like the Phoenix it represents rebirth and resurrection. As a parallel to the 
symbolic waterfall it fiinctions as an image of unity in diversity.

Carroll’s music is the cry of the peacock and it reflects their landscape, history and souls.

Carroll is a mouthpiece for all of their experiences. “It was the inseparable moment within

ourselves of all fulfilment and understanding” *̂ '*, but the moment cannot last. His song

“seems to break and mend itself always”. T h e  communion, the oneness they enjoy, must

dissolve in the final paragraph in keeping with Harris’s ideas of flux: “I felt the faces before

me begin to fade and part company from me and from themselves as if our need o f one

another was now fulfilled” .*̂® The irmer, evanescent potential for revisioning identity and

community represents the final message of the novel:

Each of us now held at last in his arms what he had been for ever seeking and what 
he had eternally possessed.'^’

The creation of a native consciousness results from an alteration of their opposition into an

awareness o f a shared heritage. This is the true El Dorado, the true internal quest that takes

place over the course of this novel and in Harris’s subsequent fiction. The unity of apparent

opposites, as F. Brahms argues “is the dialectical process from thesis and antithesis into syn-

Joyce Jonas, “Anancy in the Great House: Ways of Reading West Indian Fiction”, New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1990, 118.

F. Brahms, “A Reading of Wilson Harris’s Palace o f  the Peacock", Commonwealth Newsletter, 3 (Jan, 
1973), 35.

Wilson Harris, Palace of the Peacock, 151.
Ibid., 147.
Ibid., 152.
Ibid, 152.
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thesis” .'^* The momentary synthesis experienced by the crew represents the finding of El 

Dorado, the overcoming of the legacy o f the past.

IV

In Ascent to Omai (1970), Harris returns to the El Dorado myth. Michael Gilkes has said of 

this novel that:

The open-ended myth of El Dorado become the ‘latent ground’ of creative 
possibilities as he invests his work with layer upon layer o f meaning and his 
characters seek, through a state of ‘unpredictable arousal’, a ‘new dimension of 
feeling’.

The plot concerns the ascent of an interior escarpment, named Omai, by Victor, the son o f a 

dead porknocker named Adam. Victor, whose father had made and lost a fortune in the 

gold and diamond mines of the interior, is climbing a hill, looking for his father’s old claim. 

He is bitten by a tarantula and begins to hallucinate. He returns to his childhood in 

Albuoystown and we learn that his mother died in giving birth to him and that his father 

became a drunkard and finally destroyed the factory he worked in and their home. Victor 

appears to have run away to sea. The return to this history, forty years later, shows 

Victor’s quest to gain insight into his relationship with his father and his longing for an 

unknown mother. The novel ends with the image o f Adam fighting the flames he has lit. 

He holds the petticoat of his dead wife, a garment that had often served as a place o f refiige 

for the young Victor. Seeing this, Victor is filled with compassion and love, Victor’s 

ascent is interspersed with scenes and reminiscences of the judge who had presided over 

Adam’s trial. This judge is in an aeroplane flying over Omai, which is on the point of 

crashing.

F. Brahms. “A Reading of Wilson Harris’s Palace o f  the Peacock". 36.
Michael Gilkes. '‘Introduction”, The Literate Imagination, 6.
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The novel is, like Palace o f the Peacock, divided into books; Omai Chasm, Ascent 

and Omai. The first of these three books describes the beginning of Victor’s ascent and 

makes it clear that the El Dorado quest will be a psychological journey towards self- 

awareness. Victor’s name points to the fact that he will achieve victory over the oppressive 

forces of history embodied in the figure of the ruined porknocker, but as the novel 

progresses we realise that he is also a victim, a child who was abandoned after his father 

was sentenced to imprisormient. The clue to Harris’s approach is presented in an opening 

epigraph:

there is no ground of alternatives but to recover the “dangerous” chasm, the 
“forbidden” ascent and seek a new dimension offeeling—a new oath of humanity.'^®

El Dorado is the “dangerous chasm” that must be confi-onted. It is a gateway to

imaginative participation in the past. Glyne Griffith suggests that:

this void which Harris is at pains to highlight in Ascent to Omai is the chasm 
between the Caribbean man and his ancestral sensibilities. The European influence 
... separated Caribbean man from his mythological or imaginative history with a 
history of conquest and subjugation. Caribbean man thus evolved into a 
‘porknocker’; a man experiencing life as part of the machinery of European 
conquest.*^'

The figure of the porknocker, who appears at the beginning of the novel and prompts 

Victor’s chase, will represent both Adam and Victor himself He is dressed in “rags of 

gold”,̂ ^̂  and this seeming oxymoron represents Harris’s approach throughout the novel. 

Material wealth (gold) will bring spiritual poverty (rags) and the traditional search for El 

Dorado must be replaced by an El Doradonne quest for a cormection between Victor and 

Adam, between the judge and the judged and between past and present. The experiences of

Wilson Harris, Ascent to Omai, London: Faber and Faber, 1970, epigraph. All italics and capitalisations 
in the following quotations are present in the original unless otherwise indicated.

Glyne Griffith, “Ascent to Omai: Towards a Novel-History”, Journal o f  West Indian Literature, 2, 1 
(Dec, 1987), 70.

Ibid., 15.
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the porknocker have wiped away any traces of a former life and have left him drained and

exhausted. This blankness is described repeatedly as a "'tabula rasa”. Of course, the term

also allows for the creation of a new order to be inscribed on this clean slate, a new identity.

In keeping with his critical writings, Harris is demonstrating the potential for regeneration

through the breakdown of the normal rules of civilisation. Victor’s childhood role was to

assist Adam in achieving this tabula rasa, or knowledge of himself:

Victor wrote stage instructions on a leaf of his exercise book as follows (he laughed 
with relish): Train mirror. Shine quickly into the eyes o f approaching father or 
enemy (identity unknown). Make him stumble. Limbo dancer

Dance has a central fiinction in this novel. Through dance, and particularly through limbo,

the dance developed by the slaves in the cramped conditions of the Middle Passage, the

dancers can control their surroundings, express their identity and create community. The

limbo dance creates culture from the most horrific circumstances and a new art form is born

in the chaos of the destruction of an old order. As I outlined earlier, the creation of culture

from chaos represents Harris’s strongest hopes for the future of the Caribbean and its

relationship with the past. The ‘limbo’ reference implies that Victor’s role is to assist his

father in recovering a connection with the legacies of the region, as Harris believes that

limbo forms a bridge between the disparate Guyanese identities and between past and

present.

The mirror Victor flashes upon his father is, in a sense, a spear prodding him on to

transformation. It will return upon Victor as a relayed message forty years later, from the

wing-tip of an aeroplane flying over Omai during Victor’s ascent:

The drone of an aeroplane arose to the south. ... Then a glimmer shone in the sky 
like a crumb of glass. Flashed in his eye as if it shone across porknocker miles, 
welded iimQ—from his gaoled hands in Albuoystown—deity and child—reflected 
now in space. So that in a sense he had become in forty years his own constellated

Ib id .,  3 5 .
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mirror, shining now from  him (as if he were up there in the sky) and upon him (as if 
he were down here in his father’s shoes).

Victor loses this childhood visionary quality and, like Adam, becomes caught up in the

desires of the body;

Prayed to his idol to give him bread: bread he needed to fill his side, gnawing side, 
gnawing appetite, tin mines, silver mines, gold mines, OH MY CHASM.

Victor’s similarity to Adam is reinforced by the fact that the porknocker represents both of

them:

Was it a mirage of the senses, doppelgdnger, self-appointed ruin compounded of his 
own losses and gains? He too (Victor) had made a fortune in the gold and diamond 
fields of the interior, but had lost everything in the end.'^®

Victor needs to be reunited with his doppelganger, his father, in order to come to terms

with the events of the past. He will need his own tabula rasa in order to recover the

connections he tried to point out for his father when he was a child. As he approached

adulthood he had become caught up in the search for wealth and conquest and, as his secret

companion points out:

the higher one’s achievement of glory and insulation, the deeper the abyss ... which 
gnaws at one’s liver. Liver of compassion.

The ascent is referred to as the “hill of purgatory”'̂ *, indicating its cleansing action upon

Victor’s soul. As he carries out his difficult ascent, he “could ... discern (as if for the first

time) a fi'ail multiform conception of unity, terrestrial and transcendental” .

In this novel, Harris plays with alternative conceptions of the El Dorado myth. The

material search for gold has left the porknockers “ruined figure[s]” '̂“’, but the quest Victor

Ibid.,  35.
136'Ibid. ,  16 .

138
Ib i d ,  18 .

' I b i d ,  19 . 

Ib i d ,  2 2 . 
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undertakes leads him to enlightenment and an understanding of his father. The

simultaneous multiple interpretations are complex, but allow Harris to explore a range of

responses to the history of encounter. The quest caused hardship, fed greed, ruined lives

and led to the misrepresentation and exploitation of the region, but the hunger for fulfilment

that the search for El Dorado instilled has led Victor to self-knowledge and reconciliation.

The creative possibilities of the myth allow the “creation of a new dimension of feeling”‘'‘V

Victor is bitten by a Tarantula and the ensuing fever opens his perceptions. As in

Palace o f the Peacock, Harris is using the resonances of the Anancy myth to suggest the

possibility of transcendence of the limitations imposed by modem society and by a two-

dimensional view of experience:

Spider transubstantiation. Trickster transubstantiation. Metamorphosis of the Fall. 
Deliverance and protection.

The shock of inoculation (deliverance and protection), translation of the jaw 
of the spider, eye of the spider, into the omnibus of ascent, healing waterfall, imbued 
him with a brooding mirror and conception.

The fi’ontiers of memory are pushed back as a result of Victor’s hallucinations, and the

chasm between past and present disappears. We are introduced to Victor as a child, and we

learn of his mother’s death and father’s attempts to find solace in alcohol and sex. Victor’s

own inevitable entanglement with the El Dorado myth is described;

A phenomenally precocious but also phenomenally unprepossessing child. ... 
Painted black. STAGE INSTRUCTIONS AS FOLLOWS: Dip in fire. Plunge in 
water. Make for all seasons, weathers, rain, sun. Manufacturers El Dorado.

In the final instance, Victor manages to escape the fate intended for him and to “create [his]

own revolving wheel of compassion” .

Ibid., epigraph. 
Ibid., 26.
I b id ,  32.
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Book Two, “Ascent”, is largely concerned with the events at Adam’s trial. The

presiding judge is a passenger in the doomed aircraft whose lights had caught Victor’s

attention. In a typically complex Harrisian plot twist, Victor’s and the judge’s identities

become entwined until the reader is unsure which of them is creating and imagining the

other. The judge will include Victor as a character in the “novel history” he is writing, but

he is introduced as a visualisation o f Victor’s:

VICTOR LEANED BACK IN HIS TOMB OF SPACE AS HE VISUALIZED HIS 
HYPOTHETICAL KNOWLEDGEABLE PASSENGER [the judge] SPEEDESfG 
TO CRASH IN AN HOUR OR TWO IN A STORM ON OMAI.*'*^

Their identities quickly merge in the following pages;

Victor now saw that the judge sitting there was himself—cheek pressed to velvet 
glove and upholstery of the aircraft. He (Victor) toyed now with a writing-pad
upon which he drew the outline of a novel history (his father’s trial) through the
witnesses he (the judge) had interrogated forty years ago.*"’®

The novelist-judge seeks to revise an earlier judgement made in keeping with the

conventions o f the European-style court (a judiciary system based on rationalism)—the

guilty verdict passed on Adam. The re-opening of the case, the writing o f a “novel-history”

is an act o f conscience on his part. This act may be motivated by his knowledge o f the

plane’s impending crash at Omai. The city o f Manoa, seat o f El Dorado, prompts the

judge’s revisions:

Through the window of his aeroplane the lost city of Manoa had become like a pool 
in the clouds into which a stone, lapis of ambivalences, had fallen, and concentric 
rings representing fi-ontiers o f memory spread across the sea of the atmosphere.*'’’

The “novel history” is an attempt to give expression to the objections that Adam raised

during the trial to the working of the court, objections that undermined the validity o f this

51- 52 .

52.
Ibid., 89 .
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realist, rationalist discourse and sought to replace it with the complexities of a more

encompassing Caribbean discourse.

Adam had told the judge that his mother was from Mosquito and the judge

remembers that “Some historians claim there (Mosquito or Muisca) was the site of Manoa

(Alias El Dorado or gilded man)”.*'** Adam’s ancestry has placed him outside the discourse

of the judiciary system imposed by Europe. His El Doradorme ancestry prompted him to

bum the factory, symbol of Western capitalism and the search for material wealth, because;

I sought to unmake myself to make something I had lost before I was bom. The 
land that is nowhere. Manoa.

His explanation does not fit the discourse, or satisfy the requirements of, the representative

of colonialism—the judge—and Victor is branded a communist:

Perhaps ... the man was a communist/ psychic agent bom in Columbia (one of the 
legendary cradles of El Dorado) who had sleepwalked into Albuoystown and found 
it easy therefore to talk of a higher constitution, higher law, etc. and play at the 
same time the deadly game of the privileged saboteur,

Adam points out the injustice of a court system which “does not feel my existence at all”.’̂ *

This phrase stays with the judge and prevents him from forgetting the case. He wonders;

how much truth lay in Adam’s claim for a higher courtroom of original feeling rather 
than quasi-feeling, a court which could sift the entrenched reality of world-historical 
ruling intransigence, world-historical error, self-sufficient historical model, self- 
sufficient historical myth.^^^

His sympathy, even at the time of the trial, allowed Adam’s defence attorney to present a

poem of Adam’s, entitled “Fetish”, to the court. This poem is a collection of images of

disintegration, and the defence counsel claims that;

Ibid., 51. 
Ibid., 58. 
Ibid ,  59. 
Ibid ,  60. 
Ibid,  61.

153 This is also the title o f a booklet of poems Harris himself produced in 1951.
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what Adam is trying to salvage or uncover is a sacramental vacancy within the 
flotsam and jetsam of a collective experience that has oppressed him and continues 
to oppress him in the name of a puritanical humanity, whereas it may well be the fuel 
of a compassionate divinity.' '̂*

The introduction of this piece of evidence challenges the judge’sA^ictor’s liberalism:

he was still unprepared to face the fact that the untutored prisoner himself could 
speak out of the subconscious, on his own behalf, like a dead portrait consistent 
with its own voice of nothingness in order to blast the pretensions o f all who made a 
living by dubbing those, whose cause they espoused, with their own noises of 
emancipation or tyranny.

The prospect of Adam speaking for himself is too much to accept at the time of the trial, but

eventually the judge will accept the possibility o f a genuine voice from the heartland of the

Guyanese people;

The judge sighed. He knew before he glanced at Fetish he would dislike it—would 
label it pretentious of sovereign prisoner and witness he had long silenced in his 
dreams. And yet it was not too late anyway to begin to do so— open dislikes, open 
labels, even intellectual dishonesties on his part were better than no feeling or 
reaction at all for centuries an hour or two from OH

Adam’s quest is closely related to Victor’s ascent and memory. The destruction of 

his own home and factory was an attempt to transcend the limitations of ordinary 

experience, an attempt at the kind of renewal through destruction or catastrophe that Harris 

identifies in his critical writing. The breakdown o f the categories of home and work creates 

the space for a renewed relationship with Victor.

The third book, “Omai”, sums up the processes through which Victor and Adam are 

reconciled. As a child, the defenceless Victor fears the wrath o f his father and hides in the 

fragile defences o f his dead mother’s petticoat. This fear gives way to an attempt to 

illuminate his father’s consciousness, symbolised by his flashing o f the mirror. Victor, 

himself, subsequently becomes caught up in the exploitative desire for wealth that his father

Wilson Harris, Ascent to Omai, 73. 
Ibid., 6S-69.
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tried to destroy in the fires. The material aspect of the El Dorado quest has subsumed him

and it is only some forty years later, after his own disappearance and subsequent arrival at

self-knowledge that he can begin to trace his father’s ascent.

The final scene shows Victor seeing his father fight the blaze he has deliberately

started. He holds in his arms the petticoat Victor had sheltered in:

It lay there now across his father’s breast like a shield and an omen of godhead; the 
godhead in the man; the man in the godhead; ultimate sacrifice; ultimate sentence; 
ultimate forgiveness.

This physical link between father’s experience and son’s experience re-establishes their 

relationship, and Victor accepts the connection, thus destroying the chasm that had stood 

between them;

His faint breath lifted it, expunged it of fear, of loss, of degradation, of extinction of 
species, so that—in conformity with the very ruin of catastrophe—it retained a 
living spark, a fi'ail star, star of the Madonna.*^*

The novel struggles against an entrenched rationalism and tries to introduce breakdown.

Harris intends to unsettle the inertness of one-sided statement by introducing his mutable

characters. Victor is the porknocker, who is also Adam, and Victor is the judge whose

sentence obliterated his childhood. This is, as Harris repeatedly suggests, an opus contra

naiuram, an unnatural work. The ascent, the spider bite, the impending plane crash and the

fires all contribute to the breakdown of the fixities of existence and their reorganisation as

bridges between disparate identities.

The use of the El Dorado myth in this novel is even more internalised than the

physical and spiritual quest presented in Palace o f the Peacock. The search for gold that is

the essence of the porknocker’s existence is such a passion that it consumes its subject.

Ibid., 69.
Ibid., 128.

Ibid,  128.
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leaving him/her empty and open to making connections and judgements ignored by other

members of society. Adam’s ancestors came from the possible site of Manoa and he uses

this ancestry to deny the validity of a system that brands him a saboteur without listening to

or understanding the motivations behind his actions. He burned his livelihood in order to

escape from a discourse of control, materialism and exploitation and in order to recover

connections with his ancestry. The ascent to Omai, or OH MY, represents this alternative

El Doradonne quest for Victor, In seeking out Adam’s claim he comes to terms with his

relationship with his father. Omai is a “chasm of memory”*̂ ,̂ a “Roraima”'̂ *' which allows

him to replay the seminal events of his boyhood and to rewrite the consequences of his

father’s incarceration. The importance of coming to terms with the legacies of the past by

replaying those events is a major conclusion of the novel:

It was, in fact, a profound bitter question of confronting the legacies of the past in 
which he and all men were involved ... These legacies—extending into time and 
eternity—could assume all sorts of proportions, apparently unfeeling raw material as 
well as apparently feeling  unity. But the truth was one had to confront it all— 
whether through loss or gain—with the greatest care if one were not to succumb to 
self-deception.*®^

The search for El Dorado has been the method of bridging the created chasms that divided 

Victor and his father and it prompts both of them to transcend the limitations of their former 

existences. In this novel Harris has developed his earlier conception of the relationship 

between the history of encounter and the present to include his vision of community and 

acceptance, Victor and Adam achieve community with each other and with the catastrophic 

events that have shaped their relationship, and Harris’s ever-mutable conceptions of identity 

suggest that such a community will not stagnate in the fixture.

' Ib id ., 2^- 
’ Ibid.
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V

I will turn now to the final text to be discussed in this chapter, Jonestown (1996). In 

an informal interview that I conducted with the author in Liege he suggested that his return 

to the legend of El Dorado in this text represented the continuing evolution of this central 

theme in his writing/®^ He claimed that the history of encounter, along with such themes 

and symbols as the limbo dance, Anancy and ‘kanaima’, has evolved and taken on muhiple 

resonances as he continues to develop his creative writing. He told me that these themes 

recur because they are ambiguous enough to be moulded into multiplicities of references. 

According to Harris, the shame of the history of encounter ‘cracks’ into a different cradle of 

learning. No concept is absolute and all are capable of evolution. The legacy of conquest 

compels readers of the Caribbean to read in a strict, linear fashion (as Naipaul does). 

However, Harris suggests that we can learn to read differently and this is one of the main 

reasons that he returns to such ideas as the legend of El Dorado—to teach readers about the 

multiplicity inherent in such concepts. He told me that his forthcoming novel. The Dark 

Jester, examines the figure of the Renaissance conquistador in order to suggest that a numb 

insensibility to the mysteries of art and life can be overcome by a reconnection with the pre- 

Columbian age. The figure of the conquistador and the history of encounter will continue 

to provide a spiritual bridge in Harris’s work that can overcome the chasms of the literal, 

linear interpretation of Caribbean existence.

Jonestown focuses on the tragic events of the 1978 Jonestown massacre in the 

Guyanese jungle. In an unusual move, Harris takes a recent historical event as the starting

Ibid., 45.
This informal interview took place at the annual Association for the Study of New Literatures in English 

Conference, 31** May to 4* June, Aachen and Liege. The sessions on June 2°*̂  took place in Liege, Chateau 
de Colonster, and Harris was one of the keynote speakers. He spoke on the topic “Kanaima: An 
Overturning of Nemesis by Profoundest Trials of the Imagination.” I presented a paper on the relationship
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point for his examination of community and cross-cultural vision. As Louis Simon says in

his recent article on Jonestown, Harris links the events with “the enigma of other lost

settlements” in the area.*^  ̂ Contemporary commentary had tended to focus on the

Californian origins of Jim Jones’s cult and the fact that most of the victims had followed him

to Guyana, ignoring the specific setting for the tragedy, but Harris places these events in an

historical fi’amework that links them to other disappearances and massacres in Guyanese

history, including the after-effects of European encounter and the search for gold in the

interior. Francisco Bone, who in Harris’s version is the only survivor of the massacre and

the author of the Dream-book that attempts to explore the events, says:

I was obsessed—let me confess—by cities and settlements in the Central and South 
Americas that are an enigma to many scholars. ... Was Jonestown the latest 
manifestation of the breakdown of populations within the hidden flexibilities and 
inflexibilities of pre-Columbian civilisations? The Maya were certainly one of the 
great civilisations of ancient America and the fate of their cities ... has left 
unanswered questions. Teotihuacan in Mexico raises similar enigmas. The unsolved 
disappearance of the Caribs in British Guiana is another riddle of precipitate 
breakdown. And there are many others.’̂ "*

The suicides become a Guyanese tragedy and a means of connection with the past and

future of that region. Simon says in his article that “Because ... multiple levels exist

simultaneously and atemporally around us and within us, the past, often in the form of

mythical repetitions and patterns, always inhabits our present reality.”^̂  ̂ Francisco Bone

says that they chose the rainforest hinterland for their mission because:

No place around the globe had so mirrored paradoxes of vanished cultures, 
abandoned settlements, from ancient Maya cities and causeways ... to invisible 
Atlantean arches and bridges upon which migrating peoples had moved .. and left 
behind but the morsel of a flute.

between Harris and Edouard Glissant. and afterwards we had a conversation about the importance of 
historical consciousness in his work.

Louis Simon, “Writing, Reading and Altered Consciousness in Jonestown", The Journal o f  Caribbean 
Literatures, II: 1, 2, and 3, Spring 2000, 207.

Wilson Harris, Jonestown, London: Faber and Faber, 1996, 4.
Simon. Louis, “Writing, Reading and Altered Consciousness,” 209.
Harris. Jonestown, 15.
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As in his other fiction, Harris intends to disrupt Jus readers’ habitual modes of

perception and transcend the limitations of Western rationalist thought by refusing to accept

traditional ideas about linear development and integrity of identity in his work. The action

of the novel begins as the massacre is ending and Jonas Jones (Harris’s chosen name for Jim

Jones) is murdered by Deacon, one of his co-conspirators. The novel slips back in time to

1939 after these events and the remainder of the novel flits between scenes from the

childhood of Bone, scenes from the childhood of Deacon, scenes from the college meeting

of all three and scenes from the massacre. Francisco Bone, who narrates the entire novel

within the framework of W. H.’s ‘editing’, was the other comrade in the enterprise and his

identity becomes increasingly entwined with that of Deacon, his enemy, until at the end of

the novel he is tried and punished for Deacon’s crimes. Bone survives the holocaust and

writes his Dream-book in order to “create a jigsaw in which ‘pasts’ and ‘presents’ and likely

or unlikely ‘futures’ are the pieces that multitudes in the self employ in order to bridge

chasms in historical memory.” The linkage between past and present is so strong and

necessary that Francisco had to write about his experiences in order to escape from a never-

ending cycle of violence and despair. As he says;

To sail back into the past is to come upon ‘pasts’ that are ‘futures’ to previous 
‘pasts’ which are ‘fiitures’ in themselves to prior ‘pasts’ ad infinitum. There is no 
absolute beginning, for each ‘beginning’ comes after an unwritten past that awaits a 
new language. What lies behind us is linked incalculably to what lies ahead of us in 
that the fliture is a sliding scale backwards into the unfathomable past within the 
Virgin womb of time.

Harris repeatedly refers to Chaos theory throughout this novel. The patterns that 

emerge in examining the events surrounding Jonestown and the history of Guyana with its

Ib id .,  5 .
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cycles of violence are linked to the patterns mathematicians are beginning to see within the

most random events of the natural world:

Chaos is misconceived as an anarchic phenomenon. Whereas it may be visualized as 
portraying an ‘open’ universe. Continuities running out o f  the mystery of the past 
into the unknown future yield proportions o f originality, proportions of the 
‘genuinely new’ ...

Rather than allowing himself to be “imprisoned ... absolutely in a plot of fate”,*®̂ Francisco

instead is driven to “contemplate a hidden mathematics within the body of language” and to

transgress “against the fi"ames that would make us prisoners o f eternity in the name of one

creed or dogma or ideology” .̂ ™

By writing about his experiences and by revisiting the events o f his past, the events

that led up to the creation of the Jonestown community and its subsequent annihilation,

Francisco admits that;

I sought to salvage unpredictable keys to tradition within the terrifying legacies of 
the past. I sought to be true to the broken communities, the apparently lost cultures 
from which I have sprung.

He has become one o f the “creatures o f the Void” ’̂  ̂because of his traumatic experiences,

and this placement beyond the pale of normal, rational society imbues him with “breath-lines

and responsibilities I would not otherwise have encompassed”.'^  ̂ Harris, as in his critical

writing, sees potential for regeneration amidst the worst of catastrophes. Francisco will

come to see that the boundary between guilt and innocence is as arbitrary as that between

past and present and between individuals as he revisits the past in his ‘Memory Theatre’.

The blurring o f boundaries will offer release from historical determinism, but it also results

in the blending o f Bone, Jones’s left-hand man, with Deacon, Jones’s sinister “right-hand

Ibid., 6. 
^^^Ibid 
^^^Ibid. 

Ib id
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angel”. B o n e ’s belief that he is innocent of Deacon’s crimes cannot be sustained by the 

end of the novel and he accepts the punishment of being diiven over the edge of a clifiF, only 

to find true communion with “the unfathomable body of the Creator” . O u r  affinity with 

those we have deemed to be culpable must be acknowledged before we can reach salvation.

The figure of Marie is full of resonances and linkages in the novel. Like Mariella in 

Palace o f the Peacock, Marie takes on many roles in the novel and the power to achieve 

communion with the folk and the past resides in her. Marie is the wife of Deacon, and in 

this role she is usually portrayed as a child, affianced to the child Deacon, but she is also 

linked to Francisco’s mother, Marie—the Virgin of Albuoystown, who sacrificed herself in 

1939 to save her son from a “tall Carnival evangelistic Cat”*’  ̂who sought to direct a blow 

at him. The Cat seems to represent the figure of Jones who has also returned in the 

Memory-theatre to attempt to block Francisco’s attempts to overcome his tragic legacy. 

Marie also makes an appearance among the dead of Jonestown with a small boy who is 

Francisco. Just as he seems to be able to travel back in time to revisit the events of 1939, 

his mother and his boyhood self are able to visit the events at Jonestown:

There was a child beside her I had not seen before, A child I knew all at once. Me\
Me in another universe, a parallel universe to this. /  was in that parallel child.
Quantum hallucination. Quantum transference of psyche.*’’

In the world of the Jonestown community Marie is Jones’s lover and the Virgin Oracle. She 

prods Francisco to question his motivations and in part she prompts him to write his Dream- 

book as a means of establishing a connection with the past:

Ibid.
Ibid., 16. The paradox inherent in my association of ‘sinister’ with the “right-hand” man is one that 

Harris plays with in the novel, and represents another example of the oxymoronic blurring of the categories 
of rationalist discourse.

Ibid., 234.
Ibid., M.
Ibid., 14.
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‘Tell me,’ said the Virgin Oracle, ‘what in heaven’s or hell’s name do you really 
know of your long-vanished antecedents, Francisco? What do you know of the 
worlds and spaces they occupied or inhabited before the Conquest? Precious little. 
You are extinct, Francisco (in areas of yourself) as a species of bird or buffalo or 
animal that fell to the guns of the invading puritan in the Americas since the 
Conquest. You are the embodiment of lost tribes, or peoples, Atlantean peoples.’*̂*

She prompts him to free himself and claims that “that extinction of so many areas of

yourself may be viewed ironically, or tragically, or redemptively as a mystical unity with all

creatures”.’’^

The child Marie performs a pageant relating to the El Dorado settlements for the

patients in her adoptive father’s hospital.’*” She, too, is capable of pointing out the

connections between modern-day Guyanese life and the history and myths of the region.

She depicts her father as an ancient medicine-man and he accepts the role. She is described

as possessing a “mirror reflecting uncrushed Spirit in the teeth of adversity”.’*' Like Victor

in Ascent to Omai, she uses her mirror to try to show the community surrounding her the

primary importance of accepting the legacy of the Guianas and of rejecting one-sided

interpretations of events.

The example of Marie, in her various guises, prompts Francisco to ask:

Why should Bread—however trampled—be inferior to the horror and grandeur of 
Gold and the crimes that the conquistadors heaped on themselves when they 
ransacked the treasuries of ancient America?

The defect lies not simply in the constitution of Bread or Gold but in our 
difficulty to discern the innermost ghost of Bread, the innermost spectrality of Gold 
that can haunt us with excess.

Ib id ,  131 . 

Ih id ,  132 . 

Ibid.,  92  S. 
I b id ,  94 . 

^^^Ibid, 219 .
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His examinations have arrived at a stage where he can bypass the material constitution and 

societal values attached to particular items and view them for their historical resonances and 

the role they can play in the creation of a new conception of Guyanese identity.

Resonances of the El Dorado legend are present throughout the novel. The opening 

“Letter from Francisco Bone to W.H.”, asking him to edit the Dream-book ends with the 

passage:

Elusive El Dorado (City of Gold? City of God?), whose masthead is consumed and 
refashioned on sacrificial altars in every country around the globe, may have a buried 
harbour in that compass or ‘land of waters’.'*̂

The self-destructive search for gold is seen as being particularly strong in Guyana, “land of

waters”. Deacon’s crime, for which Francisco suffers, is to have sold his soul and his

chance of communion with Marie, his wife, for the sake of wealth. We are told early on in

the novel that Deacon is immune to pain because he was inoculated with scorpion venom;

He was inoculated by a medicine man of Mount Roraima with the venom of the 
Scorpion Constellation. He gained, or appeared to gain, immunity to pain!**'*

This immunity, it is hinted, has come at a terrible price. However, it is only at the end of the

novel that Harris informs us clearly that Deacon used his immunity to scorpion venom to

gather a fortune from the scorpion-infested Mount Roraima. The Amerindian accusations

of Bone culminate in the revelation that:

We helped you by arranging fo r  an Arawak Doctor or shaman to inoculate you 
with the venom o f the Scorpion. Roraima is infested with scorpions. It is also a 
garden of rare treasures, exquisite plants, leaves, exquisite fossils of the soul of 
living landscapes. You were at liberty then to climb the great Rock, or mother of 
the Guyanas, to climb with scorpions riding on your back, on your limbs, at your 
throat. You were immune to their bite. ... You climbed the greatest living fossil 
Apparition that takes us back to the rock of ages. You rifled it. You secured all 
you could carry. You secreted gold in your mouth, in the crevices of your body, 
everywhere,

Ibid. ,  10 . 

I b i d ,  20 . 

I b i d ,  232 .
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This power came with a warning that Deacon’s inoculation prevented him from having

intercourse with women and “// forbids your touching an infant in the cradle. It’s the curse

of El Doradonne Midas secreted in Roraima”.'*  ̂ Deacon killed his own son, Lazarus, by

failing to heed to warnings of the Amerindians. He chose the “exquisite garden of

treasures” '*’ over the most precious treasure of the soul.

Jones had helped Deacon to escape and the creation of Jonestown was, for Deacon,

a memorial to his dead son: “Jonestown was a memorial to Lazarus, a memorial of deadly

fortune that was to catapult me into space in due course”.'** In the memory theatre there is

no such escape for Francisco, who has taken on the persona of the absent Deacon in order

to replay the events of his wedding to Marie, with whom Francisco is in love. Francisco

attempts to shrug off responsibility for the actions of Deacon, but the Amerindians demand;

Who then is to be tried and judged? If not Deacon, who? Does no one claim the 
part? Is everyone innocent, no one guilty or responsible?'*^

Francisco accepts the question and says that “I was weak but I had gained the other side of

the Dream” and he finally says:

‘Judge me,’ I said at last. ‘I am here before you. I have nothing. I am poor. Judge 
me. It is no accident.’'^'

In being pushed over the cliff, Francisco comes to terms with the Predator who had

questioned him and his motivations throughout the Dream-book. This Predator is said to

have the power to destroy one, if “one fails to come abreast of dead time”'’ .̂ Bone has

186
' Ibid.  

188
Ibid.

' I b i d ,  8 3 . 

I b i d ,  232.  
^^Ibid  

Ib i d
I b i d ,  1 \ .
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managed to harness “the living texture and spirituality in time past” *̂  ̂ and the Predator no

longer has the power to destroy him:

We stood face to face. Dread and I, Predator and I. Old age and youth parted and I 
was naked in the lighted Darkness o f the Self The Child rode on the Predator’s 
groaning back. Lightness becomes a new burden upon the extremities of galaxies in 
which humanity sees itself attuned to the sources and origins of every memorial star 
that takes it closer and closer—however far removed—to the unfathomable body of 
the Creator.

Deacon’s search for El Dorado had led to destruction and death, but Francisco’s acceptance 

of the common guilt o f all humanity allows him to transcend the limitations of human 

existence and come into the presence of the Creator. His Dream-book has allowed him to 

form connections that encompass the legacy of the past and give hope for the future.

The El Dorado references in this novel point, as in the other works discussed, to a 

quest for reunification. Francisco must re-examine his relationships with his mother and 

with Marie as Deacon’s wife, and he must also accept the fact that he is culpable in the 

tragedy of Jonestown too. His quest, unlike Deacon’s, is not openly motivated by a desire 

for wealth, but the search for El Dorado is as much a part of his heritage as Deacon’s, so 

eventually he comes to recognise that he must accept this part o f his heritage in order to 

achieve communion with the cross-cultural community of the novel’s world.

VI

Harris’s work relies heavily on a reader’s understanding o f the horrors o f the El Dorado 

legacy. He uses the resonances of the myth to describe the sense o f alienation and 

disconnection experienced by many in the modern-day Caribbean. In doing so, Harris 

suggests that an understanding o f the historical legacy of the region is an important step in

Ibid.
'9 4  r L .  J  T-5,1
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bridging the gaps that divide sections of the community. The Amerindian community is 

often seen as holding the keys to an imaginative reinterpretation of the past. The 

encounters which his characters experience with the ‘folk’ generally lead to at least a 

momentary transcendence of their rational fates.

Harris’s work, both fictional and critical, is incredibly dense and it is nearly 

impossible to consider any one strand of meaning and reference without acknowledging the 

other motivating forces in his work. The legacy of Renaissance European impressions of 

the Caribbean is linked with the limbo and Anancy myths that bridge the gaps between the 

region’s African and its other inhabitants. This is in turn tied up with the other forms of 

‘bridging’ that Harris puts forward, such as chaos theory and ‘kanaima’.

The way that Harris uses his many theoretical fi’ameworks, which derive in the main 

fi'om his own writing, is more optimistic than nearly any other writer presently at work fi-om 

the area. He sees potential in, without denying the horror of, the most disastrous situations. 

At one point in Jonestown he describes the after-effects of a nuclear explosion at sea 

dislodging long-sunken ships from their watery graves. As they rise to the surface the 

connection between past and present is made visible and the potential to break out of the 

cycle of violence becomes clear. In other novels rape becomes the catalyst for a new cross- 

cultural community. Unlike writers such as Naipaul, Harris uses the legacy of Renaissance 

impressions and accounts to break open the rationalist. Western discourse and insert a 

genuinely Caribbean discourse, full of flux and individual discrepancies, in its place. This 

discursive space will prove enormously influential on a writer like Derek Walcott who uses 

Harris’s bridging motifs to draw on all of the strands of influence, including the European 

legacy, that have created his poetic voice. Harris subverts the interpretation of the El 

Dorado myth as a material quest for riches and instead builds on its rich heritage of dreams
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and myth. His characters may begin with a search which is motivated by conquistadorial 

avarice, but they quickly transcend this limiting vision and instead begin to move closer to a 

spiritual vision of bridging the divisive gaps between generations, sexes, times, races and 

communities. Harris’s open-ended quests allow for self-determination and a genuinely 

Caribbean community that builds on its inherent fissures and diversities in order to come up 

with a unique and powerful revision of itself
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Chapter Five: Derek Walcott’s Transformation of the ‘Detritus of the Past’

“It is the language which is the empire, and great poets are not its vassals but its 
princes”

Derek Walcott, “The Muse o f History,” 15.’

“We contemplate our spirit by the detritus of the past”
Derek Walcott, “The Figure o f Crusoe,” 40.^

I

The final chapter o f my thesis turns to the figure of Derek Walcott. Walcott’s towering 

reputation and ever-expanding oeuvre present an enormous challenge and opportunity to 

the critic. The theme of history is pervasive in his work, divided into separate concerns 

with Enlightenment history and the Renaissance history o f encounter. In her analysis o f 

Walcott’s poetry, Loreto Todd mentions history as the first o f the nine or so themes that 

she identifies as running throughout Walcott’s work.^ I intend to demonstrate that, like the 

other writers discussed in the preceding chapters, Walcott turns to the earliest European 

perceptions of the Caribbean in order to encompass the mythic potential of Antillean 

experience. The acceptance, appropriation and inclusion o f the history o f encounter is the 

key to an empowering vision in Walcott’s work.

Derek Walcott has achieved an international reputation as both a poet and a 

dramatist. Any inquiry into his work needs to address both aspects of his literary career, as 

well as acknowledging his critical contributions in the form of essays on his own work and 

on Caribbean and postcolonial literature in general. For this reason, the chapter will first 

examine his critical work, including the seminal essays, “The Muse of History” (1974),

' “The Muse of Historj': An Essay,” in Is Massa Day Dead? Black Moods in the Caribbean, ed., Orde 
Coombs, New York; Anchor Books, 1974, 1-27.
 ̂“The Figure of Crusoe; on the Theme of Isolation in West Indian Writing” was originally delivered as a 

lecture at the University of the West Indies in October 1965. It was published by Robert Hamner in his 
Criticial Perspectives on Derek Walcott, Boulder; Lyime Rienner, 1997, 33-40.
 ̂Loreto Todd, Derek Walcott: Selected Poems, Harlow, Essex; Longman, 1993.
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“The Figure of Crusoe” (1965), “The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry?” (1974) and “The

Antilles: Fragments of Epic Memory” (1992) before turning to examine his plays,

particularly Drums and Colours (1958), and a range of his poetry in the light of what he

has said about the relationship between his writing and history.

History is a powerful motivating force in Walcott’s work, and he seeks to forge a

new relationship with the past that denies it the power to absolutely control events in the

present or future. In this, he differs greatly from Naipaul, who has described history as a

stultifying force that cannot be overcome. Neither does he quite lean to the view of Harris,

who transmogrifies history to such an extent that it becomes total myth and the sequence of

events in the past is replaced with a simultaneity of experience. Walcott wants history to

be merely one strand in the rich tapestry of his work and in the cloth of his island’s

existence. The employment of simultaneous versions of history in his work forces the

reader to question its role and to deny the historical discourse supremacy over the literary.

Walcott’s concern with history in his work is an attempt to break down the artificial

barrier between history and narrative, a barrier highlighted in the introduction to this thesis,

and to highlight the constructed nature of even the most essential interpretations of the

history of the Caribbean. In The Bounty, published in 1997, he describes the type of society

that led to the creation of a linear historical discourse in the following terms:

Europe fulfilled its silhouette in the nineteenth century, 
with steaming train-stations, gas-lamps, encyclopedias, 
the expanding waists of empire, an appetite for inventory 
in the novel as a market roaring with ideas."*

He says “after the motion of history, every object we named was not the correct 

noun.”  ̂ The project of analysing and compartmentalising the world has led to a distance 

between society and the world. In order for reconciliation to take place, it must be

Derek Walcott, The Bounty, London: Faber and Faber, 1997,20.
 ̂Ibid., 48.
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recognised that “history dimmed and vanished into fiction.”  ̂ Walcott is attempting to re

establish the link between history and narrative or myth that is prevalent in the history of 

encounter. In Scars o f Conquest/Masks o f Resistance, Tejumola Olaniyan says of Walcott 

that;

[he] distinguishes two ideas of history: “history as time” and “its original concept 
as myth.” In its characteristic chronological rigorism and accumulation of details, 
the former is history that arraigns and judges in absolute terms. .., History as myth 
shuns this groveling [sic.] submission to the paralyzing grip of historic time.^

Walcott restores history to its original relationship with myth and uses the history of

encounter as the key to the establishment of this mythic vision on the part of his characters.

The vestigial presence of the Amerindian in the landscape often provides the initial

impetus for the transformations in his work, and in this we can see a clear link with

Harris’s reliance on the Amerindian to act as the catalyst in his literary quests.

One of the most crucial motifs running throughout Walcott’s treatment of history in

his writing is that of a return to Eden caused by historical atrocities immolating the debts to

the past. He does not deny the horrors of the decimation of the Amerindians, slavery,

indenture and the traumas caused by post-independence corruption and in-fighting, but

neither does he suggest that these real atrocities have the ultimate power to determine the

future of creativity and culture in the Caribbean.^ Walcott views the fires of historical

experience in the Caribbean as having caused an effect similar to that of chemical fusion.

Old allegiances are destroyed by the experience of enforced migration and a new culture is

formed because of the very historical forces that had seemed so destructive. The analogy

’ Tejumola Olaniyan. Scars o f  Conquest/Masks ofResistance: The Invention o f  Cultural Identities in African, 
African-American, and Caribbean Drama, Oxford; Oxford UP, 1995, 97.
* It is important to recognise the complexities surrounding the issue of discussing a pan-Caribbean aesthetic 
vision or project. The differences between the islands’ heritages and influences must be acknowledged, and 
even within the former British colonies the specificities are there to be seen. However, Walcott himself sees 
links between all of the islands of the archipelago and indeed between all of the countries of the ‘New 
World. ’ He often discusses the Antilles or the Caribbean as a single complex tapestry and his practice will be
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used by Toni Morrison, describing rape as an always-horrific experience but denying that

the unforeseen child of such a union should be rejected, seems apt to comment on

Walcott’s grim optimism. As J. Michael Dash says;

The persona of the ‘shabine’ as racially indeterminate, the ambiguous yet all- 
encompassing legacy of the sea, the ideal o f fortunate travelling, and the conception 
of the Caribbean as a New World Mediterranean all point to Walcott’s desire to 
transcend the fragmented to celebrate the process o f a Creole wholeness.^

In Walcott’s work, early European perception of the Caribbean cannot be ignored

and his characters encounter its vestigial legacy in the landscape, language and experience

of the modem Caribbean. He views figures like Columbus, Ralegh and Defoe’s Crusoe as

archetypal observers of the Caribbean’s potential but he refuses to allow their perspectives

to stand unquestioned. In so doing, Walcott revitalises the debates and impressions that

these figures introduced to Europe and he admits the complexity o f  his own ancestry.*®

Walcott’s essay “The Muse o f History” sets out some o f his most articulate non-

literary responses to the issue of the debt to the past. This essay was published in 1974 and

has since come to be regarded as one o f the most crucial keys to understanding Walcott’s

early relationship with history. The influence that Harris’s aesthetic vision has had upon

Walcott’s ideas can be seen in the essay. J. Michael Dash has said:

Like Harris, Walcott is exploring in this polemical work [“The Muse of History”] 
the aesthetic possibility o f transcending a conception o f history that imprisons those 
who adopt it as well as those who reject it. In his critique of ‘the prophets of 
bitterness’ and their jaundiced view o f the past, Walcott suggests that there is a 
spirit of inventiveness and renewal in the New World that makes history irrelevant. 
As he boldly declares, ‘amnesia is the true history o f the New World.’*'

followed in this chapter. All of the separate strands o f Caribbean experience form a rich fabric that reflects 
the distinct quality of its materials, but can rewardingly be considered in its entirety.
® J. Michael Dash, “Psychology, Creolization, and Hybridization,” in Bruce King, ed.. New National and 
Post-Colonial Literatures: An Introduction, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996, 49.

Walcott’s grandfathers were both white, while his grandmothers were black. This dual heritage has 
provided him with a universal (or ambiguous, depending on your viewpoint) standpoint for viewing the 
complex racial relationships in the Caribbean and has given rise to some of his most famous poetry, including 
the following from “A Far Cry from Africa”: “I who am poisoned with the blood o f both,/Where shall I turn, 
divided to the vein?” In a Green Night, London: Jonathan Cape, 1962, 18.
'' J. Michael Dash, ’‘Psychology, Creolization, and Hybridization,” 49.
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In one of Walcott’s poems, “The Schooner Flight,"'' his character Shabine says “I met

History once, but he ain’t recognise me.” *̂  It is my aim in this chapter to demonstrate that

Walcott demands an encounter with ‘History’ and refuses to be silenced by it, despite its

initial imperviousness to him and his characters. Like the other writers examined in the

course of this enquiry, Walcott must deal with ‘History’—the capital letter emphasising its

institutionalisation—and form it into a personal ‘history’ that can enable him to express his

poetic vision and to cultivate his hopes for the future of creativity in the Caribbean region.

The epigraph used in “The Muse of History” is from Joyce—“History is the nightmare

from which I am trying to awake”—but the thesis in this essay is that history must first be

assimilated before it can be rejected or overcome. Remarking upon this quotation from

Joyce, Walcott has said:

There is a quotation from Joyce’s Ulysses: “History is the nightmare from which I 
am trying to awake” (Knopf and Random House, New York, 1961, p. 34) and I 
don’t think he simply means the particular, special, provincial history of Ireland: he 
is talking about time: the consequential idea of time. For the artist to deliver 
himself from the bondage of time, which is called ‘history’ is the only way he 
himself can burst through. And the bondage of time involves language. It involves 
the idea of language being the tool that dominates the colonial.

Walcott tells us that the New World’s most important writers “remind us of our debt to the

great dead, that those who break a tradition first hold it in awe.”’'* He claims that their

success lies in an acceptance of the past as “habitable” ’ .̂ This sense of the past as a place

where the writer and his characters can actually live, at least for a time, runs throughout

much of Walcott’s work, from the staging of the European discovery and assimilation of

the Caribbean in Drums and Colours, through the staging of the Crusoe story by the

Derek Walcott. ‘‘The Schooner Flight'' from The Star-Apple Kingdom (1979) in Poems 1965-1980, 
London: Jonathan Cape, 1992,1. 161.

Derek Walcott, Remarks made before and after reading the poem “The Sea is History” from The Star- 
Apple Kingdom, Frank Birbalsingh. ed. Frontiers o f  Caribbean Literature in English, Basingstoke; 
Macmillan, 1996. 23.

Derek Walcott. “The Muse of History; An Essay,” Orde Coombs, ed., IsM assa Day Done? New York: 
Anchor/Doubleday, 1974, 1.

Ibid.
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hoteliers in Pantomime, to the monumental journey made by Achille in Omeros. Walcott 

feels that an acceptance of the past, the utilisation of history, is a more powerful reaction 

than the “filial impulse” of “revolutionary literature” that seeks to reject history. As he 

goes on to say, “maturity is the assimilation of the features of every ancestor.”'^ Walcott 

returns here to the question of heritage that is a crucial motif in his work. He consistently 

refuses to be told where his loyalties should lie, and instead chooses his heritage from 

among the vast worldwide resources that are open to him through interest and through 

education. This stance has led to accusations of disloyalty and he is often contrasted 

unfavourably with Edward Kamau Brathwaite who displays in his work some of the 

revolutionary tendencies that Walcott disparages above. However, as we shall see, 

Walcott’s ongoing debate with the Afrocentric discourse of Brathwaite leads to a greater 

acceptance of his African heritage in his later work. In the early stages of his career he 

articulated this distrust of essentialism, here focused on the Negritude movement, as 

follows:

For us, whose tribal memories have died, and who have begun again in a New 
World, Negritude offers an assertion of pride, but not of our complete identity, 
since that is mixed and shared by other races, whose writers are East Indian, white, 
mixed, whose best painters are Chinese, and in whom the process of racial 
assimilation goes on with every other marriage.

Walcott believes that the writers who have “assimilated . . .  the features of every

ancestor” have succeeded in returning to a vision of history as narrative, a vision that has

its roots in the Renaissance conception of history, that allows them scope for creation;

These writers reject the idea of history as time for its original concept as myth, the 
partial recall of the race. For them history is fiction, subject to a fitful muse, 
memory. . . . Their vision of man is elemental, a being inhabited by presences, not a 
creature chained to his past.'*

Ibid.
Walcott, “Necessity of Negritude” (1964), Hamner, Critical Perspectives, 23.
Walcott. “The Muse of History”, 2.
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The “original concept” o f history as “myth” can be clearly related to the project o f the

Renaissance accounts of the New World. In the Renaissance period, history was not

viewed as a linear progression from savagery to civility, as it came to be viewed in later

periods. Instead, history was regarded as having a more cyclical pattern and the links

between history and myth were still strong. Walcott’s rejection o f servitude to the muse of

the enlightenment discourse of history still leaves him free to engage with the history of

encounter. The imagery in the quotation above is o f liberation from bondage. Once the

link between history, myth and individual memory has been made, then history can be

viewed as no more than a collective expression o f will, subject to change by the artist. The

“fitful muse” is one that need not be obeyed. The past can become a source of inspiration

without having the controlling influence that it does in a reactionary rejection of its

consequences. Paradoxically, those who seek to reject history often end up being

influenced by its consequences more strongly than those, like Walcott, who assimilate it

and its legacy. As Walcott says:

In the New World servitude to the muse of history has produced a literature of 
recrimination and despair, a literature o f revenge written by the descendants of 
slaves or a literature o f remorse written by the descendants of masters. Because 
this literature serves historical truth, it yellows into polemic or evaporates in 
pathos.'^

Walcott is suggesting that in rejecting linear conceptions o f history, in writing the 

‘literature of revenge’ or o f ‘remorse’, the artist remains a slave to that history. He states 

that “to most writers of the archipelago who contemplate only the shipwreck, the New 

World offers not elation but cynicism, a despair at the vices o f  the Old which they feel 

must be repeated.” He does not want to ‘serve historical truth’ but to transform history 

into myth and utilise it as merely another strand in his work. As he says, “The truly tough

Ibid.
20 f t ,  j  n
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aesthetic o f the New World neither explains nor forgives history. It refiises to recognise it

21as a creative or culpable force.”

Walcott’s refusal to recognise a linear concept of the historical as either a force that

engenders creativity or one that should take the blame for contemporary problems does not

lead to a total rejection o f history. On the contrary, Walcott uses history and the

relationship between present and past persuasively throughout his work and we must look

further at his statements in “The Muse of History” in order to understand his position. The

key figure used by Walcott is Adamic. For him, Adam represents humanity “still capable

of enormous wonder”^̂  and the New World is the place in which this sense o f wonder is

most evident in the literature. This is a place “without monuments and ruins,” so the poet

is free to transform the landscape into monuments and create heroes from the local

peoples. An awareness of the enduring myths of Europe help to guide this process, but the

notion of a debt to history is sidestepped in favour o f a celebration of myth. In “The

Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry” Walcott says:

In the Caribbean history is irrelevant, not because it is not being created, or because 
it was sordid, but because it has never mattered, what has mattered is the loss of 
history, the amnesia o f the races, what has become necessary to imagination, 
imagination as necessity, as invention.^^

As Walcott says in “The Muse of History,” “This is not the jaded cynicism which sees

nothing new under the sun, it is an elation which sees everything as renewed.” "̂*

Walcott sees the belief in a debt to history as a type o f masochism, especially on

the part of those poets who limit their concern to the “suffering o f the v i c t i m . H e

suggests that the link between history and language leads this type of creativity to

Ibid.. 2.
“  Ibid., 3.

Derek Walcott, “The Caribbean: Culture or Mirmcryl "Journal o f  Interamerican Studies and World 
Affairs, 16:1, February 1974, 6.

“Tlie Muse of History”, 3.
Ibid.
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inevitable stasis, as the poet is circumscribed by the limitations o f the language of despair.

This goes some way to explaining Walcott’s celebratory optimism, even in the face of

horrific events. He feels that the past “becomes an unbearable burden” for those who

cannot accept it as an opportunity for a new beginning. In saying this, Walcott is not

suggesting that the events did not occur, but that their enduring effect was o f amnesia and

“That amnesia is the true history of the New W o r l d . I n  an interview with Edward

Hirsch in 1986, Walcott said “there are always images of erasure in the Caribbean— in the

surf which continually wipes the sand clean, in the fact that those huge clouds change so

quickly. Walcott seems to see this idea of erasure in the landscape as a reflection o f the

amnesia in the collective consciousness of the New World. Amnesia, or nothingness, is a

more genuine response, in his view, to the horrors o f the past than a desire for revenge.

Walcott associates revenge with atrophy or s u l l e n n e s s . A  reliance on enacting revenge

leads to a diminished judgement that will excuse or condemn art according to its subject

matter rather than its execution. According to Walcott, great art in the New World is more

concerned with examining the present than condemning the past;

It is this awe of the numinous, this elemental privilege o f naming the new world 
which annihilates history in our great poets, an elation common to all o f them, 
whether they are aligned by heritage to Crusoe and Prospero or to Friday and 
Caliban. They reject ethnic ancestry for faith in elemental man. The vision, the 
“democratic vista,” is not metaphorical, it is a social necessity.

This Adamic vision is not a vision o f innocence, however. The New World vision is

enriched by experience and part of its power resides in the ambiguity o f the origins o f the

Ibid., 4.
Edward Hirsch, “The Art of Poetry” (1986), Haituier, Critical Perspectives., 74.
See “The Art of Poetry”, 79, for more on Walcott’s distrust of revenge as a motivating force for creative 

production.
Walcott, “The Muse o f History,” 5.
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artistic presence in the New World, no matter what the ancestry of the artist may be. As

Walcott says,“The golden apples o f this sun are shot with acid.” ®̂

Walcott draws a distinction between “tradition”, which he sees as a vibrant, alert

force, and “history”—the stultifying muse he has chosen to reject.^' Tradition seems to

embody itself in the vibrancy and creativity o f the Caribbean psyche;

The Caribbean sensibility is not marinated in the past. It is not exhausted. It is 
new. But it is its complexity, not its historically explained simplicities, which is 
new. Its traces of melancholy are the chemical survivals o f  the blood which remain 
after the slave’s and the indentured worker’s convalescence. It will survive the 
malaria of nostalgia and the delirium of revenge just as it survived its self- 
contempt.^^

Walcott recognises the part that slavery, indenture and the other atrocities o f the eighteenth 

and nineteenth century Caribbean past have played in creating the modern-day Caribbean 

sensibility, but he denies that these events have the power to determine the fiiture. Instead 

they become a part of the individual psyche and lend it depth. Walcott has rejected a linear 

view o f history that inevitably becomes entangled in notions o f revenge and recrimination. 

He values his mixed heritage as a creative force that must not be rejected by racial purists 

and accepts the complexities concomitant with this h e r i t a g e . H i s  view o f the past reaches 

out to embrace the more fluid conceptions of the history of encounter and to re-engage its 

discourse of wonder, myth and potential.

In the closing stages of the essay, Walcott turns to the issue o f originality, 

answering the criticism that he lives in the shadow of other writers and that his poetry is 

consequently derivative by saying:

^Ubid.
Ibid., 1.
Ibid., 18.
This view is not one that will remain unchallenged during the course of his career. In his later work, and 

particularly in The Arkansas Testament (1987) and Omeros (1990), Walcott explores the Afiican side of his 
ancestry, after recognising that in North America his mixed blood is not recognised and that there he is 
classified as being of ‘African’ extraction. However, this acceptance that he must address the perception that 
North Americans have of him does not lead to a total rejection o f the idea of creative force originating in his 
interstitial identity.
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We know that the great poets have no wish to be different, no time to be original, 
that their originality emerges only when they have absorbed all the poetiy which 
they have read, entire, that their first work appears to be the accumulation o f other 
people’s trash but that they become bonfires, that it is only academics and 
frightened poets who talk of Beckett’s debt to Joyce or o f Pinter’s to Beckett.^"*

This justifies his claim that his poetry echoes with “other men’s lives and lines.”

The power o f literature and language in creating images that shape personal identity

are crucial ideas in Walcott’s critical and creative work. He demands a recognition of the

fact that the English literature he was exposed to in childhood is his natural inheritance, as

much as that of a European writer:

Forget the snow and the daffodils. They were real, more real than the heat and the 
oleander, perhaps, because they lived on the page, in imagination, and therefore in 
memory. There is a memory o f imagination in literature which has nothing to do 
with actual experience, which is, in fact, another life, and that experience of the 
imagination will continue to make actual the quest o f a medieval knight or the bulk 
of a white whale, because of the power of a shared imagination.^^

The ‘shared imagination’ of the Renaissance travellers and their audience examined in the

early chapters of this thesis gave their judgements and observations added weight— a

weight that can only be borne if their histories are rewritten as myth in the work of modem

Caribbean writers. Walcott specifically informs us that he views history as “a burden” that

he can lighten by changing its state.^^ Walcott’s observations on his own use of the literary

heritage he was exposed to as a child go some way to explaining the motivations of

contemporary writers to engage with the chimerical textual material presented by

Renaissance travellers as history. The purpose is not to deny history its power, but to

transmogrify that power into the creative force surrounding mj^h. This is an idea that shall

be expanded throughout this chapter.

“The Muse of History”, 25.
Ibid. The ‘other life’ represented by Walcott in the world of literature will become the basis of his 

bildungsroman: Another Life, (1973).
Ibid., 26.
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The final point that I want to draw out from “The Muse of History” reiterates the

creative potential inherent in the destruction o f an old order—an idea familiar to us fi'om

Harris’s work. The energy unleashed in such an event can be channelled by the creative

artist in order to forge a fresh sense o f cultural identity and to create a new aesthetic:

I give the strange and bitter and yet ennobling thanks for the monumental groaning 
and soldering of two great worlds, like the halves of a fiuit seamed by its own bitter 
juice, that exiled fi'om your own Edens you have placed me in the wonder of 
another, and that was my inheritance and your gift.^^

The notion of the New World, and specifically the Caribbean, as a new Eden lies in the

earliest representations o f the place and Walcott allows this idea to resonate and echo

throughout his literary career. The New World is paradise— not, as the Renaissance

writers would have it—because Paradise must inevitably be located at the source of the

mighty Orinoco river, or because the communal way o f life o f the Amerindians reflects

classical descriptions o f the Golden Age and scriptural depictions o f Eden, but because

Europe destroyed the indigenous existence and created a vacuum that has been filled by the

complexities and multiplicities o f the modem Caribbean. This complexity allows

enormous flexibility in creating a theory o f the Caribbean aesthetic and allows for such

varied interpretations as those offered by Naipaul, Harris and Walcott.

Walcott expresses his interest in appropriating and transforming the symbols of

colonialism and oppression in his writing. Some o f his most powerful poetry has stemmed

fi'om this desire to articulate an alternative perception o f symbols and events such as the

figure o f Robinson Crusoe, the effect o f fire, the Middle Passage and the legacy of slavery.

In the speech entitled “The Figure of Crusoe” (1965), he articulates some of his most

important ideas about the transmogrification o f a symbol’s resonance, in this case the

figure o f Robinson Crusoe, into a useable image for the Caribbean writer. The figure of

Ibid.
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Crusoe features prominently in his work and he represents much more than the coloniser

taming the wilderness and converting the natives. Walcott sees Crusoe as a figure full of

potential for reinterpretation and some of his most important poetry and plays centre on

him or on his image in the Caribbean context. He acknowledges the traditional

interpretation of the Crusoe image as understood by the tourist industry, but he recognises

additional resonances that he can use in his own work:

The commercial Crusoe gives his name to our brochures and hotels. He has 
become the property of the Trinidad and Tobago Tourist board, and although it is 
the same symbol that I use, you must allow me to make him various, contradictory 
and as changeable as the Old Man Of the Sea. In the poem [“Crusoe’s Journal”, 
The Castaway, 51-53] I have evidently seen him in several shapes, and I bore you 
with a catalogue of these shapes because, to me, they represent various problems 
organic to West Indian life. My Crusoe, then, is Adam. Christopher Columbus, 
God, a missionary, a beachcomber, and his interpreter, Daniel Defoe. He is Adam 
because he is the first inhabitant of a second paradise. He is Columbus because he 
has discovered this new world, by accident, by fatality, He is God because he 
teaches himself to control his creation, he rules the world he has made, and also, 
because he is to Friday, a white concept of Godhead.^*

This Crusoe-figure is much more than the rugged survivor living in paradise, surrounded

by the fruits of his labour and a willing and loyal servant/slave. He is a powerflil figure

because he has the opportunity to name his surroundings. Like the poet, he is gazing on a

world with fresh eyes—isolated, but empowered. Importantly, Walcott views his own

project of naming and textualising his surroundings as akin to that of Crusoe imposing his

language and will on the virgin territory of the Caribbean island. As he says “He is for us,

today, the twentieth-century symbol o f artistic isolation and breakdown, of withdrawal, of

the hermetic exercise that poetry has become, even in the New World, he is the

embodiment of the schizophrenic Muse whose children are of all r a c e s . W a l c o t t  extends

this idea to make a crucial point about the relationship between history and creativity in the

Caribbean;

Walcott, “The Figure of Crusoe,” (1965), Hamner, Critical Perspectives, 35-36. 
Ibid., 40.
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Cmsoe’s triumph . . . is the cynical answer that we must make to those critics who 
complain that there is nothing here, no art, no history, no architecture, by which 
they mean ruins, in short, no civilisation, it is “O happy desert!” We live not only 
on happy, but on fertile deserts, and we draw our strength, like Adam, like all 
hermits, all dedicated craftsmen, from the rich irony of our history.'*®

This appropriation of the symbol of Robinson Crusoe is representative of Walcott’s

repeated transformation of what he calls the “detritus o f the past.” In his poetry we shall

see the effects of his creative investment in the various symbols and images of the

Caribbean past that he wants to utilise as foundation blocks for his vision o f a Caribbean

aesthetic.

Before turning to Walcott’s literary output, it is useful to examine some of the ideas 

contained in his 1974 essay “The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry” and in his Nobel speech 

“The Antilles: Fragments of Epic Memory.” (1992). In the first o f these essays he outlines 

his conception o f the New World as a separate and distinct hemisphere that has a shared 

heritage of encounter, decimation, slavery and exploitation. Walcott feels an affinity with 

the artists and writers o f the New World—whether they are from the Caribbean, the United 

States, Canada or Central and South America. He has described the Caribbean as a 

hammock swinging ‘between (North and South) Americas’ and clearly feels that the 

archipelago has a central role in bridging the gaps that exist between the geographical 

locations. He says:

I find that the more West Indian I become, the more I can accept my dependence on 
America as a professional writer, not because America owes me a living from 
historical guilt, nor that it needs my presence, but because we share this part o f the 
world, and have shared it for centuries now, even as conqueror and victim, as 
exploiter and exploited. What has happened here has happened to us."*̂

In this essay, Walcott returns to his central idea that in both the Caribbean and the rest of

the New World, history as it is traditionally understood has become irrelevant:

Ibid.
Walcott. “The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry?,”3-4.
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You see, the degradations have already been endured; they have been endured to 
the point of irrelevancy. In the Caribbean history is irrelevant, not because it is not 
being created, or because it was sordid; but because it has never mattered. What 
has mattered is the loss of history, the amnesia of the races, what has become 
necessary is imagination, imagination as necessity, as invention.'*^

This point is central to an examination of Walcott’s relationship with history, and

particularly the history of encounter, in his work. Imagination is made to take the place of

history—not as a means of bypassing history altogether, but as a means of transforming it

into myth with the potential to contribute to the creative imagination of the artist. Walcott

denies that there was a moment “when the old ape of the Old World ... was paralysed with

the knowledge that henceforth, everything he did in the New World, on the other side of

the mirror, could only be a parody of the past ... there is no such m o m e n t . T h i s

impression of stasis or paralysis in the postcolonial context is central to Naipaul’s vision,

particularly in his early work, but Walcott refiites it and claims that the very absence at the

heart of the New World experience gives a tremendous freedom to its writers; “Nothing

will always be created in the West Indies, for quite a long time, because what will come

out of there is like nothing one has ever seen before.”'*"' His vision is more closely aligned

to Harris’s perception of creative potential being released through chaos. John Figueroa

describes Walcott’s concern with ‘nothing’ in Another Life as a preoccupation with

unhistoricity rather than vacuity. ‘Nothing’ implies that the artist “rejects acceptance of

doctrinaire concepts.”"*̂ Walcott has stated that:

. . .  if someone asks me, as a Caribbean person: “Where is your history?” I would 
say: “It is out there, in that cloud, that sky, the water moving.” And, if the 
questioner says: “There’s nothing there,” I would say: “Well, that’s what I think 
history is. There’s nothing there.” The sea is history.'*^

Ibid., 6.
Ibid., 7-8. Italics mine.
Ibid, 9.
John Figueroa. “A Note on Derek Walcott’s concern with Nothing,” Revista/Review o f  Interamericana, 4: 

3 (1974), 422-8.
Derek Walcott, Remarks made by Walcott before and after reading the poem ‘The Sea is History,” 

Frontiers o f Caribbean Literature in English, 26.
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A.S Walcott says, the Caribbean knows “all about nothing” and must make a choice

between revenge and nothing.” He feels that revenge is uncreative, so his choice is

‘nothing’. He goes on to say of history that:

History, taught as morality, is religion. History, taught as action, is art. Those are 
the only uses to which we, mocked as a people without history, can put it. Because 
we have no choice but to view history as fiction or as religion, then our use o f it 
will be idiosyncratic, personal, and therefore, creative. All o f this is beyond the 
sociological, even beyond the “civilized” assessment o f our endeavour, beyond 
mimicry. The stripped and naked man, however abused, however disabused o f old 
beliefs, instinctually, even desperately begins again as a craftsman.

In words that echo his description o f the Crusoe-figure as a symbol for the necessary

endeavours of the Caribbean artist he goes on:

In the indication of the slightest necessary gesture o f ordering the world around 
him, o f losing his old name and rechristening himself, in the arduous enunciation of 
a dimmed alphabet, in the shaping of tools, pen or spade, is the whole, profound 
sigh of human optimism, o f what we in the archipelago still believe in: work and 
hope. It is out o f this that the New World, or the Third World, should begin.

The creative urge is seen as a necessary part of coming to terms with the legacy of the past

without allowing that legacy to overwhelm the artist in the present. The artist must

recreate himself*^ through his work. Walcott describes history as “the mere repetition of

human error” and he sees his role as breaking open the cycle and allowing a new vision to

emerge:

The New World originated in hypocrisy and genocide, so it is not a question for us, 
o f returning to an Eden or of creating Utopia; out o f the sordid and degrading 
beginning o f the West Indies, we could only go ftirther in decency and regret. 
Poets and satirists are afflicted with the superior stupidity which believes that 
societies can be renewed, and one of the most nourishing sites for such a renewal, 
however visionary it may seem, is the American archipelago.^”

“The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicrv?,” 12, 13.
IhidA?,.
As is widely recognised, Walcott does not extend liis vision beyond the masculine artist. The female figure 

in his work and discussions is usually depicted as the inspiring force, the muse, rather than as a creator in her 
own right and he displays a recognition of this tendency when he highlights the extent to which he tends to 
give voice to his female characters, like Anna ia Another Life or Helen in Omeros.

Walcott. “The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry?” 13.
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Walcott feels a genuine joy in the lack o f definition in his world. He has been freed from

the obligation of a debt to the past because historical circumstances wiped out the

traditions o f the peoples o f the Caribbean. He, and the other writers he identifies with in

the New World, can use or disregard history as they choose.

In “The Antilles: Fragments o f Epic Memory,” published in 1992, Walcott revisits

the theme o f historical awareness and fragmentation in the New World context. He uses

the example of the staging o f a Hindu epic in a small Trinidadian village to show the

vitality that can ensue from restructuring the shards of a broken heritage. The aim is not to

recreate the original but to let the fissures and stresses be apparent. As Walcott says:

Consider the scale o f Asia reduced to these fragments . , . and one can understand 
the self-mockery and embarrassment o f those who see these rites as parodic, even 
degenerate. . . .  the way that the Caribbean is still looked at, illegitimate, rootless, 
mongrelised. “No people there,” to quote Froude, “in the true sense of the word.” 
No people. Fragments and echoes of real people, unoriginal and broken.^'

However, his own interpretation of this occurrence emphasises the positive aspects of the

desire to create myth and epic from the shards of the historical legacy available to the

peoples o f the Caribbean. He goes on to say that:

The performance was like a dialect, a branch o f its original language, an 
abridgement of it, but not a distortion or even a reduction of its epic scale. ... 
Visual surprise is natural in the Caribbean; it comes with the landscape, and faced 
with its beauty, the sigh o f History dissolves. . . . The sigh of History rises over 
ruins, not over landscapes, and in the Antilles there are few ruins to sigh over, apart 
from the ruins of sugar estates and abandoned forts.

This lack o f historical edifices, o f concrete evidence o f human endeavour and design, is

viewed as a liberating aspect o f Caribbean life in W alcott’s vision. Unlike Naipaul, he

interprets Froude’s words as evidence o f the freedom available to the Antillean writer and

he celebrates the survival o f the scraps of useable heritage and the creative will that

■’ Walcott, “Tlie Antilles: Fragments o f Epic Memory'’ in What the Twilight Says: Essays, New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 1998, 68.

Ibid.
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assembles them into art. This central tenet o f his more recent consideration of the role o f

history in the Caribbean aesthetic is worth foil quotation:

Break a vase, and the love that reassembles the fragments is stronger than that love 
which took its symmetry for granted when it was whole. The glue that fits the 
pieces is the sealing of its original shape. It is such a love that reassembles our 
African and Asiatic fragments, the cracked heirlooms whose restoration shows its 
white scars. This gathering of broken pieces is the care and pain o f the Antilles, 
and if the pieces are disparate, ill-fitting, they contain more pain than their original 
sculpture, those icons and sacred vessels taken for granted in their ancestral places. 
Antillean art is this restoration of our shattered histories, our shards of vocabulary, 
our archipelago becoming a synonym for pieces broken off from the original 
continent.

Poetry is the means by which the artist attempts this reassembly. Walcott believes

that poetry contains past and present simultaneously, and that in the Adamic or Crusoe-like

act of naming and renaming the two are combined. However, Walcott acknowledges in

this essay that the aesthetic in the Caribbean can be misinterpreted and that the history of

corruption can weigh so heavily on the interpreter that they fail to recognise the potential

and vitality of life in the region;

[Caribbean culture’s] proportions are not to be measured by the traveller or the 
exile, but by its own citizenry or architecture. To be told you are not yet a city or a 
culture requires this response. I am not your city or your culture.

He frees the Caribbean writer to make his or her own judgements about the region; “At

last, islands not written about, but writing themselves!

The strongest image of the concluding section o f this essay sees the act o f writing

in the Caribbean as witnessing the dawn. The poet must become “a walking, a waking

island”^̂  and celebrate the freshness o f his experience. As he says:

It is not that History is obliterated by this sunrise. It is there in Antillean 
geography, in the vegetation itself The sea sighs with the drowned from the 
Middle Passage, the butchery o f its aborigines, Carib and Aruac and Taino, bleeds 
in the scarlet of the immortelle, and even the actions of surf on sand cannot erase

Ibid.,  69 . 

Ibid.,  76- 77 . 

Ibid .,  78 . 

Ibid .,  79 .
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the African memory, or the lances o f cane as a green prison where indentured 
Asians, the ancestors o f Felicity, are still serving time.^^

Poetry does not deny the events of history, but it does allow the artist to confront the past

without despair. The horrors of the past become an integral part of the useable landscape

for the contemporary artist.

The strong awareness o f the historical legacy of the region that seems to be shared

by so many Caribbean writers need not limit the creative process but can enhance it and

can be used in myriad ways and forms. Much o f Walcott’s creative output is motivated by

the paradoxical and complex relationship that he has with history. The history of

encounter plays a particularly important role in his work. In an interview that I conducted

with Walcott in the Conrad Hotel, Dublin on July 5th 2000, we spoke at length on the issue

of history in general, and the history of encounter in particular, in his work. He told me

that he saw “a strong sense of history everywhere but in the sea where flux destroys

chronology.” *̂ This lack o f history in the sea leads to a different conception of temporality

that he went on to link with Harris’s use of the savannah landscape in his work. For

Walcott, the image o f the sea contains the potential to overthrow the linear conception of

time that he links with an enlightenment version o f history— a version of history divorced

from myth. He uses the natural landscape and animals such as the iguana to suggest a

prthistohc presence that can allow the writer and reader to establish the connections with

myth that he sees as essential in creating a Caribbean aesthetic.

Walcott linked his work with Harris’s by suggesting that they both work within a

dimension that avoids the “illusion of escape from historical bondage by open rejection.”^̂

Neither writer seeks the false consolation of a rejection o f the historical legacy in the

Caribbean, but neither do they wallow self-indulgently in the tragic past. Walcott said.

Ibid., 81.
Interview with Derek W alcott Conrad Hotel, Dublin, July 5*, 2000.
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“the concept of time was deliberately erased from the memory of the Caribbean, so the 

writer must find a viable alternative.” ®̂ Like Harris, he sees this alternative in the creation 

of art, and he, too, finds the process or intent as important as the result.

While acknowledging the relationship between his vision and that of Harris, 

Walcott stressed that he felt that Harris’s dealing with history “through a kind of superior 

fantasy” *̂ is not, for him, the answer. He sees the answer in the fusion of the real and the 

fantastic with no distance between the two. He spoke at length about the need to transcend 

the ‘meridian’ or chasm between reality and myth. In his work, he has sought to restore to 

history the richness and complexity o f its Renaissance conception as myth. He uses the 

vestiges of the history of encounter in the Caribbean landscape and psyche as a means of 

extending the vision of his characters and enabling them to destroy the false meridian that 

has been drawn between reality and myth by the subsequent developments in the discourse 

of history. I shall now turn to examine the ways in which he approaches this fiision in his 

plays and poetry.

II

This section of the inquiry will focus on one play. Drums and Colours, but will draw in 

elements from some of Walcott’s other dramatic works. His concern with history receives 

its fullest expression in his poetry, but in plays such as The Joker o f Seville (1979), 

Pantomime (1980) and The Odyssey (1993), Walcott explores history and its influence in 

the modem Caribbean. His interest in the regeneration of myth can be seen in projects 

such as the writing Henri Christophe (1950) and Ti-Jean and His Brothers, premiered in

Ibid.
^  Ib id  

Ib id
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1958, John Thieme suggests that this entire play “enacts a revisionist mythography”^̂  and

Nana Wilson-Tagoe has said:

In using this background [Caribbean myths and folktales] as a source of the drama 
in Ti-Jean and His Brothers, Walcott not only minimizes the “debt to history” but 
actually creates an entire theater within which the story of the three brothers is 
performed as myth, with the general structure of all myths and within the particular 
condition of St. Lucia and the Caribbean.

Drums and Colours was commissioned in 1957 for the opening of the Federal West

Indian Parliament in April 1958. The first production was in the Royal Botanical Gardens,

Port of Spain, Trinidad, '̂* and Walcott used the commission to explore the links between

historical events that span four centuries (discovery, the quest for El Dorado, revolution

and emancipation) and the creation of a federal identity He was a strong supporter of the

federation and lamented its subsequent dissolution in 1962. Thieme highlights the

difficulties of the task that faced Walcott, saying “a ‘satisfactory retelling of colonial

history does not ... involve producing narratives which make Caliban and not Prospero the

agent of history.”^̂  Having examined “The Muse of History” it is interesting to see how

Walcott reconciles his historical material with his distrust of historical foregrounding and

the “filial impulse” in the Caribbean context. One of the key concepts in reconciling his

position in the essays with the material in his creative work revolves around his definition

of carnival. In “The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry?” he says of carnival that:

The carnival mentality seriously, solemnly dedicates itself to the concept of waste,
of ephemera, of built-in obsolescence, but this is not the built-in obsolescence of 
manufacture but of art, . . . The energy alone is overwhelming, and best of all, on
one stage, at any moment, the simultaneity of historical legends, epochs, characters,
without historical sequence or propriety is accepted as a concept.^

“  Jolin Thieme. Derek Walcott, Manchester: Manchester UP, 1999, 61.
Nana Wilson-Tagoe, Historical Thought and Literary Representation in West Indian Literature, Oxford: 

James Currey, 1998, 173.
^  See Bruce King, Derek Walcott and West Indian Drama for more on the first production. The dates were 
25, 27, 28-30 April and 1 May, 1958.

Thieme, Derek Walcott, 64.
^  Walcott, “The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry?” 9-10.
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This project mirrors the staging of Drums and Colours, and it is possible to claim that 

Walcott uses the concept of carnival as a key to dealing with the complexities of the 

historical legacy in the Caribbean. The character Mano states in the opening lines that “ . .

. we going change around the carnival. ... Position yourself, we going ambush this 

roadmarch!”^̂  Walcott presents the historical characters and epochs simultaneously at 

first, and then divides them into episodes that intertwine and mirror one another. In this 

way he combines his mistrust of a direct confrontation with linear history with a 

determination to transform it into myth that can form the basis of a new poetic or dramatic 

vision. As Walcott said in the interview I conducted with him, “The concept of 

chronology doesn’t matter in Carnival. Time doesn’t matter.” *̂ Carnival has the capacity 

to transcend linear conceptions of time. Like the sea, or Harris’s savannah landscapes, it 

forms a creative space within which the writer can perform the task of transforming history 

into myth.

Along with the concept of the carnivalesque, the key position taken by Walcott in 

writing this text is the assimilation of ancestral features advocated in “The Muse of 

History.” He allows himself and the spectator to identify with all the characters on stage. 

The actors are chosen, seemingly at random, from within the crowd, thus allowing their 

fate, personality and actions to seem arbitrary and detracting blame association. Even 

those figures that could have easily slipped into a pariah role are given sensitive poetic 

voices, and the four main characters of Columbus, Raleigh^^, Toussaint L’Ouverture and 

George William Gordon are supplemented by servants and advisors who would not have 

been recorded in history. The linear chronology of the play is deliberately distorted by the

Walcott, Drums and Colours, Caribbean Quarterly (1961), rprt, Caribbean Quarterly, 38:4 December 
1992, 23.

Interview with Derek Walcott, 5 July 2000.
^  Walcott uses this spelling of Ralegh’s name, and I will follow his choice when discussing the character in 
Drums and Colours.
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framing device that places the events within a contemporary setting, and history is subject

to fusion that transforms it into myth. John Thieme has said of the play that:

While Walcott has always taken the view that subservience to what he calls ‘the 
muse of history’ leaves Caribbean peoples determined by a negative past legacy in 
which slavery has been the central event in Drums and Colours he fashioned a view 
of allegory which enabled him to develop concerns that embodied the cross-cultural 
political promise offered by the Federation and his own beliefs about the direction 
West Indian society should be taking. This was achieved as much through a 
dramatic practice that blended elements derived from intertexts ranging from 
Shakespearean drama to Trinidad Carnival as through the choice and handling of 
subject-matter.™

Antonio Benitez-Rojo, in discussing Drums and Colours, says that “upon connecting the

diachronic flow of events to the carnival we have discovered that Caribbean history is

underlaid by a transhistorical order, that is, a ritualistic and self-referential message that

always exists in the present.” ’̂

The foreword to Drums and Colours, written by the director of the original

production, Noel Vaz, states that:

Walcott has a fine sense of the past, but the epic is neither a Photostat nor a 
microfilm of history. He uses the telescope rather than the microscope to focus on 
the lives of his “four litigious men”, Columbus, the discoverer, Raleigh, the 
conqueror, Toussaint, the rebel, and Gordon, one of the first martyrs of 
consitutional rights—betrayed, corrupted, misjudged or mitigated against. . . . 
Walcott seizes upon those disturbed moments of crisis in the lives of his four 
protagonists, moments which history books can rarely evoke and concentrates and 
weaves them into the pattern of the play. He defends this attitude when he speaks 
in the prologue about raising these ghosts. And in doing so, the play reveals at 
once the two sides of the coin—the idealism of endeavour which prompted these 
pioneers and the irony of circumstances in which they suffered seeming defeat.^^

As Vaz points out here, the design and attitude of the play encourage a complex dual

interpretation of the symbolism of the characters.

The opening of the play depicts the seemingly random selection of the main

characters:

John Thieme, Derek Walcott, Manchester: Manchester UP, 1999, 11.
”  Antonio Benitez-Rojo, The Repeating Island: The Caribbean and the Postmodern Perspective, trans., 
James Maraniss, Durham: Duke UP, 19%, 302.
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MANO: We picking three, four heroes, all in history, look a test 
Disguise as Columbus, in the front pardner. Yes, I see 
Walter Raleigh, up this side friend,..
(COLL'MBUS and RALEIGH leave the crowd)

MANO; No Horatio Nelson? He ain’t in Mass this year? Well we going take what 
we get. Toussaint L’Ouverture and his Haitian Rebellion. In front brother. No 
Morgan? No Rodney? Ah I see George William Gordon.^^

The absences in this history are acknowledged by the seemingly random selection from

among the crowd. Mano calls on a spectrum of historical figures from the fifteenth to the

nineteenth century, but the play’s early scenes that deal with the Renaissance visionaries

are the key to the transformation of history in the work. Certain emblems, like the coin

and the recurring character names, are carried through and link the historical episodes and

thus provide a symbolic representation o f the threads that link the history o f encounter with

the Caribbean present. The emblems will undergo reinterpretation and distortion as the

play progresses, but their mythic qualities will be reinforced.

The ordinary carnival goers are transformed by Mano’s invitation into the

representatives of history and, as he says “every blest soul going act the history o f this

nation.” "̂* The project, as Mano goes on to say, is not concerned with revenge but with

memory: “Not for your judgement, but remembrance.”^̂  Walcott is enacting his own

expressed disavowal o f the literature of recrimination and forcing his audience to recognise

the traits they share with the figures from history:

Each sphere within the other leaves its mark,
As one man’s dying represents the race.^^

The first of the historical tableaux presented depicts Columbus’s third voyage. 

Mano tells the audience that “These ghosts Time raised are given back their speech” and

Noel Vaz, “Original Foreword to Drums and Colours” 22.
Walcott, Drums and Colours, 24.
Ibid., 25.
Ibid
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he depicts the judgement passed upon Colum bus’s management and the chains that he is

* 77made to w ear on the return journey in disgrace. As well as the major historical figures o f

the Governor, Columbus and Las Casas, W alcott introduces a variety o f sailors and

Amerindians who comment on the actions o f their commanders. One o f these, Fernando,

claims that the treatment o f the Amerindians will be judged by God:

For every Arawak converted to a Christian 
Thousands o f  them have perished in the mines.
Surely it will be a terribly steep bill 
W hich those grey friars will present to God.^*

The half-Amerindian figure, Paco, links the episodes o f Columbus and Raleigh in the

narrative. In the first o f these he is a young boy, maltreated by the soldiers on the ship, but

so influenced by their moral code that he excuses their treatment o f  him and murder o f his

people. Paco accepts his conversion and feels that savages deserve their fate.’  ̂ Garcia

calls him “a cannibal . . .  a  foul mixture” because he represents to the soldiers the

consequence o f  their rape and torture o f  the Amerindian tribes.*” He is rescued from

Garcia’s taunts by Quadrado who asks him his history. Paco’s reply encapsulates the

legacy o f  horror among the Amerindian people:

PACO: In Spain, my lord, he [Paco’s father] was a Spanish soldier.
My mother died with the last moon in the mines.
My brothers would not work, and the dogs ate them.*'

Quadrado attempts to force him to question the motivations o f  the Spaniards and their

thirst for gold:

QUADRADO: The true stamp o f  acquisitive man is here.
Compounded in his image, not his maker’s.
Study this coin, it gathers darkness around it.
And like the sun, brings its own darkness, guilt.

This barbarous metal, which has less iridescence

”  Ib id .,  26 . 
Ib id .,  28 - 29 . 
Ib id ., 31 . 

^^Ibid., 29 . 
Ib id ., 31 .
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Now night descends than the star crusted sea.
Induced our country, mercenaries, and gentlemen 
To sell their souls, for this, pus coloured metal 
Spanish gold.^^

Paco observes that the substance only achieves its value when it is extracted from the 

ground—its natural resting-place. In The Joker o f Seville, Walcott returns to this issue of 

gold’s corrupting influence, saying “Eden was hell./Men, earth, disemboweled for gold/to 

crust the Holy Spanish C r o s s . T h i s  frank exchange between Paco and Quadrado sets up 

a closeness between the man and boy. Paco is instructed to think of Quadrado as his father 

and he learns to re-question the motivations of the Spanish who had so completely 

controlled his interpretation of their occupation. Quadrado gives him the coin, saying 

“Here keep our God.”*"* This, according to Quadrado, is the true motivation behind the 

Spanish invasion, not the official conversion of heathens.

Quadrado is haunted by the ghosts of the slaughtered Amerindians, who appear to 

him on the ship:

QUADRADO: Look, now they come, O mother of God, prevent them.
As rotten leaves are whirled in a black wind,
I hear the spectres of these slaughtered men 

Wail in the wind, the autumn of their race.
One walks there like Sebastian, branched with arrows,
One brings his lantern like a bleeding head.

Mother of God.*^

The majority of this first episode concerns the remorse of a single Spanish soldier and his 

attempts to justify himself and apologise to the representative figure of Paco—the 

embodiment of the union between Europe and the New World. Garcia claims that 

Quadrado was one of the most bloodthirsty of the Spanish soldiers and was responsible for

Ibid., 33. Historically, the Amerindians began to turn away from gold and regard it as diseased after the 
atrocities of the Spanish invasion. Silver was prized as highly as gold in their societies. Walcott 
demonstrates his awareness of the Amerindian attitude to gold during the Renaissance period and its 
numinous properties in the Spanish imagination.

Derek Walcott, The Joker o f  Seville and O Babylon: Two Plays, London; Jonathan Cape. 1979, 61.
Ibid., 34.
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many atrocities before he had his change of conscience. These two figures, the repentant

soldier and the Amerindian, are given mythic status and are made to represent the traces of

Renaissance horror in the psyche o f the modern-day Caribbean. Paco never loses the thirst

for gold introduced by the Spaniard and it continues to motivate him throughout his life,

Paco converses with Columbus when he brings him his meal. The Admiral tells the

boy the story o f his struggle for support and o f his lowly birth;

COLUMBUS; I was a weaver’s son, strange how we start.
While I worked patiently at my father’s shuttle,
I could not guess the web of destinations,
That I would weave within the minds o f men.*^

He tells the boy o f his exhilaration at discovering land—justifying his years of “fawning

humiliation”— and laments the uses to which his work has been put.** Walcott allows his

Columbus-figure to blame “hypocrites and malefactors” for ruining his grand dream, but

the next speech indicates that the figure does accept that the tainting of his vision must

have been due in part to his own greed for gold;

COLUMBUS: I had hoped to open the green page o f this sea 
To be a book cartographers could read.
Let me be buried in the backwash o f oblivion,
My bones unmarked, my grave a mystery

I did all for God.*^

The scene ends with Paco being forced to realise that the man he had viewed as his father, 

Quadrado, was responsible for the deaths o f many o f his people, but he is urged to turn 

away from thoughts o f revenge and to accept that “there is only/ One race . . and that 

all the nations represented in the play and among its audience are equally complicit in the 

events of history.

Ibid., 36.
See Drums and Colours., 43.
Ibid., 39.
Ibid., 40.
Ibid., ^\.
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In the second scene Walcott presents a dockside a few years after the death of

Columbus. Paco is again a central personage and he is now responsible himself for aiding

the slave trade to the Caribbean. He works for a broker and is only concerned with weahh:

“All I know is, he knows the value of cash.” '̂ The coin given to him by Quadrado has

consumed him, as it did the Spanish who went in search of gold to the New World.

One of the slaves being traded is Mano. He is both the ancestor and the exact

figure of the Mano who speaks at the play’s opening. The suffering of the masses is

brought home by the individualisation of a particular figure. Walcott uses the same kind of

technique that he had used in presenting Paco as a complex representative of his people

and their suffering. In this scene, Paco dances and sings at the command of soldiers and

whores, and his song tells of the corruption and distance between European promises and

the reality of their actions:

PACO; /  linger on the darkened pier when the great ships have gone 
And curse the Spanish admiral called Cristobal Colon,
I think o f catechisms the grey friars made us learn.
How i f  I  was no Christian child in what great fires I ’d  burn.
And now that I  'm in holy Spain the church may shut its door,
For we 're dancing to the fidles [sic.] and 
The laughter o f the whores.^^

Paco’s growing awareness of European society, customs and arrangements leads him to

consider the life of a soldier. He turns away from his maternal New World heritage and

decides to follow in the footsteps of his Spanish father:

PACO: Oh the drums, the drums, colours and the fifes.
My father’s profession calls me, Bartolome, here’s a coin.
I’m on the side with the money still, Quadrado!
And I leave you this kingdom of the wharf, adios, adios!^^

^  Ib id .,  44 .

Ib id .,  47 . 

^  Ib id .,  52 . 

”  Ib id .,  54 .
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This section reflects the title o f the work, but it seems to me that the “drums, colours and 

the fifes” o f war will gradually be replaced by the “drums and colours” o f carnival as the 

Caribbean re-appropriates its past. As Pompey says later, the soldier becomes the 

“calypsoldier.” '̂̂

The presence of a Jew on board the slave ship in the following scene is a reminder 

to the audience of the complex make-up of the modem Caribbean and emphasises the 

impression o f the New World as a place o f refuge to the persecuted in Europe. Walcott 

posits the possibility that the New World is a place where the prejudices and injustices of 

Europe can be swept away and where a new community can be forged. The discussion 

among the individual slaves in the hold of the ship makes it clear that this community that 

can be forged does not deny the individuality o f its participants. The slaves discuss their 

differing religious beliefs and the methods of their capture. Walcott refuses to depict any 

o f the groups as cohesive or essential, but instead stresses the individuality o f each 

character: “My gods and yours are different. I am an Ibo.”^̂  The Jew purchases one of the 

slave children because he wants to give him his freedom and his speech emphasises the 

potential in the New World for an alternative way o f life for both slave and Jew:

JEW: Come stand by me, perhaps we shall be taken.
But we shall find roots in the new land together.
Come, move out of this danger o f the battle,
I will take care of thee, as my own son.
For we are outcasts together in ones sorrow.^^

In scene four Walcott shifts attention to the boyhood o f Raleigh. He bridges the 

temporal gap between Columbus and Raleigh by using the figure of Paco, now an old 

beggar, who meets the child Raleigh and his cousin Humphrey Gilbert on a beach. In the 

interview with Walcott, he told me about his early acquaintance with the painting, “The

Ibid.,  120 .

Ibid.,  56 .

^  Ibid.,  61 .
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Boyhood of Ralegh,” that depicts Ralegh and a companion conversing with a sailor. The

painting formed the basis of this scene in which Paco ignites the children’s interest in the

New World, while threatening them with fascinating tales of cannibalism;

PACO: .1 chew English flesh.
You come near old Paco the cannibal, and see.
I’ll split your head open with this bit of wood.^^

The boys are undaunted by Paco’s threats and he tells them of the tale of El Dorado,

fuelling their desires for gold and exploration:

PACO: I was like you my boy, before I saw the great legend 
That Quadrado called Europe, but now what would you say.
If I said, kissing this cross, that I’ve seen the legend.

This bit of log, mates.
Tells of a golden city in the green heart of Guiana,
And these two words, they mean the gilded king.
But it’ll take another coin to unlock my tongue.^*

He tells the boys that the Spanish have been prevented from discovering the city because 

of Indian opposition, but he draws them a map in the sand and then asks them to help him 

find a high, remote place in which to die. In his final moments, he is returning to the 

customs of his Amerindian past. He warns them that “if you go to Manoa, death will find 

you there”^̂  and he leaves the boys to find his own death. The figure of Paco is complex 

in the play. His presence serves to link Raleigh’s quest with that of Columbus and he gives 

Raleigh the Spanish coin that had exemplified the misguided Spanish lust for gold. The 

ambiguity of Paco’s allegiances to the Spanish and to the Amerindians serves to undermine 

any simple interpretation of Walcott’s loyalties. As with the literary heritage, Walcott is 

claiming the right to interpret his historical heritage in his own complex way.

Scene six takes place on the deck of Raleigh’s ship. The Destiny. The aduh 

Raleigh-figure compares his own project to that of Columbus, undertaken a century before:

Ib id .,  62 .

Ib id .,  65 .
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RALEIGH: You can discern the black leaves o f a forest,
So far translated into no civilized tongue.
So once another admiral years ago.
Saw a prone country, still with its maidenhead 
The virgin sea, through which no prow had entered.
And sealed its nuptials in the name of Spain.
Like me, his own impetuous, rebellious, obscurely.
Above my own head, hangs a thirsty axe;
The king with his limp and lily sinewed wrist.
Can write my vein out, with a flick of the pen.̂ ' '̂̂

Raleigh’s fears on this, the eve of the disastrous attempt on San Thome, remind him of his

childhood encounter with Paco, “an old man with two worlds mixed in his blood”’°*.

Walcott uses much more of the surviving historical material in this section than he had in

the Columbus scenes, and he depicts, in detail, conversations between Raleigh and his son,

Wat, and with Keymis and Berrio. Berrio informs Raleigh that his ambitions belong to an

earlier age, to the age o f the conquistadors, not the empire-builders:

BERRIO. But to me you are a finished phenomenon, my friend,
In that this pursuit of wealth, of personal glory.
Is of a finished age, the age of conquest, cruelty.
The gold is veining out.''^

He goes on to say that “the more profitable pursuits/Of growing cities, establishing

Christian culture,/Is now the general concern, not avarice,” ”̂  ̂ Raleigh refuses to be

swayed by the Spaniard’s arguments, claiming that greed motivates his desire to dissuade

the English explorers from undertaking their voyage. Berrio attempts again to convince

Raleigh of his folly, saying;

BERRIO: There is no El Dorado.
There is a story devised for malice by the Indians.
It is a vicious fable, it is like Atlantis, it is like 
Columbus’s Cipango, like your own John Mandeville,
The more you pierce Guyana and explore it.
Pages of pages part before you, volumes of forest.

' Ib id .,  67 .
Ib id ., 69 . 

” Ib id ., 70 . 
Ib id ., 74 . 
I b id
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But El Dorado has no meaning, there are the bones 
Of ruined Spanish expeditions, and nothing else.

The imagery in this speech reminds the reader o f the textual nature of European control

over the New World. The myth and the landscape are described as a book (“pages , . .

volumes”) and this book is shown to represent no external reality.

The reappearance of Pompey and Mano, who squabble and joke among themselves,

reminds the audience of the camivalesque and illusory nature o f the play. The illusion of

historicity is undermined by this interruption and the audience again becomes aware that

the figures representing Raleigh, Keymis and the others were chosen, seemingly at

random, at the beginning o f the play. The brutality o f Caribbean history is tempered by the

humour and vitality of its people.

Scene seven presents the death o f Raleigh. He remembers the prophesy of Paco

and regrets the actions that have led to this ignominious execution. The chorus urges the

audience to learn from the mistakes made in the past and to accept the chain o f events that

have culminated in the creation of the modem, federated Caribbean:

CHORUS; How shall we love, till we have known love’s cost.
How praise our liberty, so lately earned.
How shall our brothers love, till we forgive? 
and so to Haiti now, our theme is turned.
How shall we live, till these ghosts bid us live?’*̂^

Part two o f the play turns to the theme o f rebellion. The abuses o f the slaves are

highlighted and the audience is reminded that it is tragic “to see new countries making old

mistakes.” The Haitian rebellion becomes inevitable because o f the catalogue o f abuses

perpetrated by the European colonisers in the region and the eventual fate of the rebels is

inscribed in their desire for unproductive revenge. In this play, as Ram says, “history [is]

Ibid., 75 .

Ibid .,  86 .

Ibid .,  96 .
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not a judge, not a prophet, not a priest and not a executioner.”*”’ Historical events are

presented to the audience, but it is a mistake to view these events as causal or reactive-—

characters’ actions are motivated by their own personal concerns and the temptation to

blame history is continually undermined. The death o f Pompey inspires Mano to speak

about the common humanity and aims o f all the Caribbean peoples:

MANO: In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost,
In the name of Tamoussi, Siva, Buddha, Mahomet, Abraham,

And the multitude of names for the eternal God,
Amen. O God, this dist [sic.] was once mankind and none will listen.
We are gathered together, before whose eyes there is no night.
To bury one significant fragment o f this earth, no hero.
But Pompey . . . Corporal Pompey, the hot-headed shoemaker.
But Pompey was as good as any hero that pass in history.
For this is the hinge on which great nations revolve*®*

Pompey, the ordinary, uncelebrated representative o f the Caribbean people, is as important

as the figures Walcott plucks from history and whose actions, campaigns and motivations

are explored.

The gold coin given to Paco at the beginning of the play reappears at the end, and 

the characters debate its symbolism and power. Mano believes that greed and desire for 

wealth are the root of the failures in the Caribbean, but Yette points out that material 

wealth is not evil in itself and that it can have good uses if controlled wisely. Again, 

Walcott is resisting the temptation to close off interpretations and to make moral 

judgements about history. He is more interested in the cyclical, mythic nature of 

Caribbean history than in recrimination. The illusion o f the play is dissolved as Pompey is 

urged to get up from his deathbed before he catches cold, and the play ends with a final 

commentary from the chorus that weaves together all the disparate strands o f the narrative 

and highlights the links between the episodes:

CHORUS: That web Columbus shuttled took its weave.

Ibid., 122 .

131- 32 .
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Skein over slcein to knit this various race,
Though warring elements of the past compounded 
To coin our brotherhood in this little place.

The crowd is urged to let the past lie, secure in the knowledge of how it has shaped the

present, but owing it no obligations or debts:

Return again, where buried actions lie.
For time is such, alternate joy and pain.
Those dead I raised have left us vows to keep,
Look, a new age breaks in the east again.

Robert Hamner has said of Drums and Colours that:

Because of the requirements of spanning 400 years of history, the play ranges too 
broadly to be truly unified. ... Drums and Colours is a loosely constructed, 
somewhat didactic pageant. In spite of good character studies and convincing 
scenes, it lacks the kind of concentration that is desirable in drama.**'

This may well be the case, but the use of emblems, carnival and the role of the chorus in

pointing out the thematic links between the various episodes allows Walcott to link the

history of encounter with later historical discourses in the New World. These theatrical

devices allow the mythic nature of Renaissance views of history to transform the linear

impression of Caribbean history. The ‘detritus of the past’ is appropriated to form an

encompassing aesthetic vision for the future. John Thieme’s view is that:

The camivalization of history and the attempt to produce a play that transcends 
received generic conventions ... represents a significant step forward in Walcott’s 
endeavour to achieve a hybridized theatrical practice appropriate to the region.**^

After the publication of Drums and Colours, Walcott tended to express his concern

with history in his poetry more directly than in his dramatic work. None of his plays

display the same level of concern with history as poems like Another Life, but in the

introduction to The Joker o f Seville and O Babylon: Two Plays, Walcott says:

Ibid., 134.
Ibid.
Robert D. Hamner, Derek Walcott, New York: Twayne, 1993, 43. 
Thieme, Derek Walcott, 67.
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Legends find new vessels. When one oracle is exhausted, they may spring up in
unexpected ground, just as vital, real, vulgar, and apprehensible as they were when

11^they first sprang to life.

The legends that he speaks of can be taken to refer to European myths, Amerindian myths 

and the narrative that has passed for history.

In Pantomime (1980), the entire play becomes a vehicle for examining imperial 

history and the potential inherent in the Crusoe myth. Linear history is transformed 

through the role-play of Harry and Jackson into a Caribbean mythology. The success of 

the play lies in the characters’ new relationship and their transcending of the defined, static 

roles they play out. The reversal of roles is less important than the new relationship 

reached by the two characters. Again, Walcott is avoiding the filial impulse to history by 

stepping outside the discourse of recrimination.

Ill

In Walcott’s earlier poetry he is preoccupied with the historyless condition of the 

Caribbean. He represents the New World as unwritten and ascribes the Adamic task of 

creating fi’om a vacuum to the poet or artist. His youthful response tended in two 

directions; either he looked for heroes in the local figures—as he did in Drums and 

Colours, or he discarded the muse of history as a petrifying force in favour of myth as the 

appropriate vehicle for expressing the Antillean aesthetic. The ideas expressed in “The 

Muse of History” are particularly relevant in considering his writings up to and including 

Another Life (1973), but these ideas change and develop as he becomes older. As I shall 

demonstrate, Omeros operates under a different artistic vision—one closer to the views 

expressed in “The Antilles: Fragments of Epic Memory.”

Derek Walcott The Joker o f  Seville and O Babylon: Two Plays, London; Jonathan Cape, 1979, 4.
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In “The Almond Trees” from The Castaway and Other Poems (1965), Walcott

says:

There’s nothing here 
this early; 
cold sand
cold churning ocean, the Atlantic, 
no visible history.'^'*

As I outlined earlier, Walcott sees the lack of history represented by the flux of the ocean 

movement as creating a space in which he can construct an appropriate aesthetic vision that 

does not ignore history, but that seeks to transform it into myth. This lack of visible 

historical monuments to celebrate or commemorate the events of the past leads to a special 

role for the poet in the Caribbean. The “deep, amnesiac blow”"^ suffered by the people 

leads to a responsibility on the part of the artist to create myth from the tattered remnants 

of history that do survive. In “Mass Man” from The Gulf and Other Poems (1969) Walcott 

says:

Upon your penitential morning, 
some skull must rub its memory with ashes, 
some mind must squat down howling in your dust, 
some hand must crawl and recollect your rubbish, 
someone must write your poems.

This vision of the artist’s responsibility sees it as a difficult but necessary task. The

detritus of colonialism and slavery must be sifted and transformed by the poet in order for

the community to come to terms with its holocaustal past. I deliberately echo the term used

to describe the Nazi treatment of the Jews because Walcott’s language in the passage

• 117quoted above is strongly reminiscent of the imagery of the concentration camp. 

However, as I have outlined in the earlier sections of this enquiry, Walcott often describes

Derek Walcott. “The Almond Tree,” The Castaway and Other Poems, London: Jonathan Cape, 1965, 36. 
Walcott. “Laventille,” The Castaway, 35.
Walcott “Mass Man,” The Gulf and Other Poems, London: Jonathan Cape, 1969, U. 17-21.
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fire as a cleansing agent and a knowledge of his wider literary oeuvre allows the reader to

conclude that the ashes he sifts can fertilise the growth of a new poetic vision. This

concern with a later period of history, the plantation history of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, still relies on the type of transformation of history effected by the

discourse of the history of encounter.

Walcott sees the natural landscape as containing those traces of the islands’ pre-

Columbian past that have survived. The lack of monuments in the Caribbean leads the

artist to see the past in the features of the natural world. This is an idea that will be

developed in Omeros, but it finds its origins in his earlier poetry. In “Air” from The Gulf

and Other Poems he says:

The forest is unconverted, 
because that shell-like noise 
which roars like silence, or 
ocean’s surpliced choirs 
entering its nave, to a censer 
of swung mist, is not 
the rustling of prayer 
but nothing"^

This ‘nothingness’ is a result of the forest and ocean witnessing the decimation of the 

Carib and Arawak races. They leave “not the lightest fern-trace/of [their] fossil to be 

cuhured/by black rock,”^̂  ̂but they are not completely gone. They can still be heard in;

the rusting cries 
of a rainbird, like a hoarse 
warrior summoning his race 
fi'om vaporous air 
between this mountain ridge 
and the vague sea 
where the lost exodus

120of corials sunk without trace

In “Air’ from The Gulf and Other Poems Walcott develops this linking echo between the experiences of 
the Caribbean peoples and those of the Jews, saying “those hot jaws like an oven/steaming, were open/to 
genocide,” 11. 9-11. 

lhid.,\\. 17-24.
Ibid., 11. 30-32.
Ibid., 11. 33-40.
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These ghostly reminders of Europe’s inhumanity towards the peoples they encountered in 

the Renaissance period still form a vital part of the landscape of the modem Caribbean and

demand to be recognised in the work of its writers. Walcott concludes this poem with the

1 2 1  •  • • idea that there is “too much nothing here” and, knowing what we do about his ideas on

the potential o f ‘nothingness’, we must accept even this cry of despair as an exploration of

the Adamic project of creating poetry from vacuity.

In “The Schooner Flighf from The Star-Apple Kingdom (1979), Shabine travels

through history, encountering the middle passage, independence, black power movements

and more. Shabine’s mixed ancestry, “I have Dutch, nigger, and English in me/and either

I’m nobody, or I’m a nation,” *̂  ̂ reflects Walcott’s own make-up, and his encounter with

the history of his place mirrors the poet’s working through the troubled history of the

Antilles. Shabine sees the tragedy of the slave legacy in the sands and corals of the sea.

... this Caribbean so choke with the dead 
that when I would melt in emerald water, 
whose ceiling rippled like a silk tent,
I saw them corals: brain, fire, sea-fans, 
dead-men’s-fmgers, and then, the dead men.
I saw that the powdery sand was their bones

123ground white from Senegal to San Salvador

In a typical Walcottian move, Shabine does not simply side with the descendents of the

slaves, but points out the injustices of their behaviour when the balance of power shifts

away from the colonisers;

I had no nation now but the imagination.
After the white man, the niggers didn’t want me 
when the power swing to their side.
The first chain my hands and apologize, “History”, 
the next said I wasn’t black enough for their pride.

Ibid., 11. 41.
Walcott. '‘The Schooner Flight" from The Star-Apple Kingdom London: Jonathan Cape. 1980, 4. 
Ibid., 7.
Ibid., 8.
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Shabine’s mixed ancestry gives him a unique perspective on the events unfolding in his

island, as he can identify with, or reject, both the ‘white man’ and the ‘niggers.’

The totemic role of names and naming in the Caribbean is explored in the section

entitled “The Sailor Sings Back to the Casuarinas.” The tree has gone by a number of

names in the Caribbean: cedar, cypress, casuarina. Shabine says:

Once the sound “cypress” used to make more sense 
than the green “casuarinas,” though, to the wind 
whatever grief bent them was all the same, 
since they were trees with nothing else in mind 
but heavenly leaping or to guard a grave; 
but we live like our names and you would have 
to be colonial to know the difference, 
to know the pain of history words contain, 
to love those trees with an inferior love, 
and to believe: “Those casuarinas bend 
like cypresses, their hair hangs down in rain 
like sailor’s wives. They’re classic trees, and we, 
if we live like the names our masters please, 
by careful mimicry might become men.”*̂^

Words, names and naming are important weapons of control in the hands of the coloniser

or in the hands of the poet. Another poem, entitled “Names”, deals more fully with the

issue of taking control of an inherited language imposed upon one’s ancestors. In it,

Walcott says that “The African acquiesced [in the naming project],/repeated, and changed

them.” ’̂  ̂ The power of the Caribbean people in rediscovering and reinventing those

discoveries and inventions claimed by Europe is at the heart of the poem. The issue of

naming is of central importance in Omeros. In a central section Achille’s ancestor,

Afolabe, asks him to account for his name and Achille decides to give Helen’s child an

African name. Walcott suggests that the names from classical mythology given to so many

slaves in the New World can shake off the ties of the European myths they represent, and

can be central in forming a new, indigenous Caribbean myth that takes account of its

Ibid., 12.
Derek Walcott, “Names” from Sea Grapes London: Jonathan Cape, 1976, 42.
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European influences but is not always under the shadow of Europe. Names are not

restricted to the imperialist motivations that may have formed their bestowal, but they are

always invested with power.

The decimated indigenous tribes reappear in this poem, forcing Shabine and his

shipmates to question the idea of progress and development in the region. Mankind is

depicted as trapped in a cycle o f violence, much like the violence that controls the actions

and events in Drums and Colours.

Progress is something to ask Caribs about.
They kill them by millions, some in war, 
some by forced labour dying in the mines 
looking for silver, after that niggers; more 
progress. Until I see definite signs 
that mankind change,. . .  I ain’t want to hear.

1 onProgress is history’s dirty joke.

Shabine takes on the persona of a Carib Indian following this exchange. He says “I ran

like a Carib through Dominica,/my nose holes choked with memory of smoke; . . . there

was nothing but Progress, if Progress is/an iguana as still as a young leaf in sunlight.

The iguana-image will be taken up in Omeros as a symbol of the Amerindian presence in

St Lucia and acts as a reminder that there was another presence in the islands, another

language and another way of viewing the world, but that this vitality was wiped out by the

arrival of Europeans and their Manichean world view.

Shabine’s power, and, by extension, Walcott’s power, as a poet and namer is made

explicit in the following stages of the poem:

... All you fate in my hand,
ministers, businessmen, Shabine have you, friend,
I shall scatter your lives like a handfiil o f sand,
I who have no weapon but poetry and
the lances of palms and the sea’s shining shield!

“The Schooner F light, 14. 
Ibid., 15.
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As Shabine says, “I am satisfied/if my hand gave voice to one people’s grief.” *̂ '̂  His

voyage of discovery through his people’s past has given him the right to voice their

suffering and his position as a representative of the complex, mixed heritage of the

Caribbean gives him the vision to recognise the nuances and traces of all the different

experiences that have formed the modem islands.

Derek Walcott’s long autobiographical poem. Another Life (1973), provides one of

the fullest poetic expressions of his relationship with history. As Edward Baugh has said

in Derek Walcott: Memory as Vision: Another Life:

... to make a new art, one that truly expressed his New World, involved for Walcott 
an inevitable and painful confrontation with the past, a clarification of his 
relationship to the Old World. It involved an obsession, which he has been 
working at for a long time, with redefining for himself and other West Indians the 
very concept of history, with finding a sense of history within which he can achieve 
the fullest self-realisation.^^*

The entire poem is concerned with the relationship between personal memory and history,

but Chapter 22 is the most sustained expression of his beliefs at this stage of his career.

This chapter was published separately as “The Muse of History at Rampanalgas” in the

New Yorker. In Chapter 7, Walcott demonstrates the insecurity of the colonial—the

difficulties involved with validating one’s experiences against standards imported from

elsewhere:

Provincialism loves the pseudo-epic, 
so if these heroes have been given a stature 
disproportionate to their cramped lives, 
remember I beheld them at knee-height.

Remember years must pass before he saw an orchestra, 
a train, a theatre, the spark-coloured leaves 
of autumn whirling from a rail line, 
that, as for the seasons
the works he read described their passage with 
processional arrogance; then pardon, life.

Edward Baugh, Derek Walcott: Memory as Vision: Another Life, London: Longman, 1978, 42. 
Derek Walcott. “The Muse of History at Rampanalgas,” The New Yorker, 28 October 1972, 36-37.
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if he saw autumn in a rusted leaf.
What else was he but a divided child?

The child must develop his feelings of attachment to his own place, as the literary models

he receives are inappropriate to his home. These models are important, however, in the

development of the growing artist’s poetic voice and Walcott makes his debt obvious. As

his voice grows in strength he can begin to take on the task of naming the Caribbean:

... we swore

that we would never leave the island 
until we had put down, in paint, in words, 
as palmists learn the network of a hand, 
all of its sunken, leaf-choked ravines, 
every neglected, self-pitying inlet 
muttering in brackish dialect,'^"*

Walcott and Gregorias see it as their duty and privilege to inscribe St Lucia in poetry and

pictures, “For no one had yet written of this landscape/that it was possible.” The lack of

suitable models that Naipaul sees as a failing in postcolonial societies becomes an exciting

opportunity in the vision of Walcott. The remnants o f history are almost lost to the

contemporary writer, but Walcott’s own work revives them:

here was a life older than geography,
as the leaves of edible roots opened their pages
at the child’s last lesson, Africa, heart-shaped,

and the lost Arawak hieroglyphs and signs 
were razed from slates by sponges of the rain, 
their symbols mixed with lichen,

the archipelago like a broken root, 
divided among tribes, while trees and men 
laboured assiduously, silently, to become

whatever their given sounds resembled, 
ironwood, logwood-heart, golden apples, cedars, 
and were nearly

Derek Another Life, in Collected Poems: !948-l984 ,183.
^^Ubid., 194.

Ibid., 195.
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ironwood, logwood-heart, golden apples, cedars,
136men . . .

Walcott’s poetic vision involves the reconciliation of the Caribbean landscape to the 

imposed languages used to describe it. He is painfully aware, as this passage makes clear, 

of the erasure of another language and another people who described this world to 

themselves before the arrival of Europeans, but through his project the landscape can come 

to reflect both the vestigial Amerindian and slave traces and the heritage of the European 

colonisers.

The sea is an important symbol in Walcott’s work as the site of recuperative

amnesia. As he says in another of his poems, “The Sea is History”, in the Caribbean the

ocean takes the place of commemorative monuments and s t a t u e s . T h e  sea is said to

have “locked up” the monuments of the Caribbean, Thieme says of this poem that “the

sea .. offers an alternative history which has far more relevance to the lived experience of

the Caribbean peoples than the linear records of colonial society or attempts at an

adversarial counter-discourse.” '̂  ̂ In Another Life the image is used in the following way:

I saw in the glazed, rocking shallows
the sea-wrack of submerged Byzantium,
as the eddies pushed their garbage to this shore.

Paradoxically, the sea contains both the echoes of the past and the power to erase those

echoes: “I hoped for your sea-voices/to hiss from my hand,/for the sea to erase/those

names” The sea remains a site of potential in Walcott’s later work, and particularly in

Omeros.

^^^Ibid., 196.
137 History,” from The Star-Apple Kingdom, 25-27..

Ibid., 25.
Thieme, Derek Walcott, 160.
Another Life, 208.
Ibid., 209.
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Chapter 11 of the poem describes the kind of imperial historical discourse that

Walcott was presented with as a child. The celebration of warfare and European military

victories in the Caribbean led to a belief in the superiority of the colonisers and the

inferiority of the natives that Walcott could only overcome by rejecting the very discourse

of this linear version of history. This history, propagated by the education system, must be

recognised as “The fiction/ of rusted soldiers fallen on a schoolboy’s page . .. Hymns of

battles not our own.”*'*̂ Walcott sees an alternative, lost history in the landscape and

vegetation. Baugh says, “To name, Adam-like, the native vegetation, to make it into

poetry, would be to bring it into the ambit of history.” ’"*̂

Chapter 12 of Another Life contains an important statement on Walcott’s

transformation of European history and myth into a language appropriate to the Caribbean.

His Adamic vision is given powerful utterance in this section. This is not the vision of an

untouched Eden, but of a place formed and informed by its relationship with European

myth while still capable of transcending Europe’s discourse;

Christ, to shake off the cerecloths,
to stride from the magnetic sphere of legends,
from the gigantic myth.
To change the marbled sweat which pebbled
the wave-blow of stone brows
for this sweat-drop on the cedar plank,
for a future without heroes,
to make out of these foresters and fishermen
heraldic men!'' '̂*

Walcott wants to replace the frozen, static bead of sweat on the marble statue—symbol of 

the European concern with monumental history—with the dew on a freshly cut tree. He 

will bring this project to fhiition with Omeros, a work in which he transmogrifies 

European myth into a new Caribbean vision of the mythic. Baugh says o f this chapter that.

Ibid., 212.
Baugh. Derek Walcott, 44.
Another Life, 217.
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The metaphysical desire to get ‘beyond origins’ is no primitivism. Rather, the 
vision, towards which he strives, of the island as its first inhabitants must have seen 
it, like some primeval whale before it was harpooned by civilisation ... is simply 
another metaphor for the condition which the poet seeks to attain, of ‘a life older 
than geography’ ... older than history, the ‘virginal, unpainted world’ ... the 
original, fertile nothingness out of which he can build a new world.

Chapter 22 of Another Life is the most central section for this examination of

Walcott’s relationship with history in his poetry. In it, Walcott describes the natural world

colluding with his project of inscribing the Caribbean landscape, “Slowly the water rat

takes up its reed pen/and scribbles. Leisurely, the egret/on the mud tablet stamps its

hieroglyph.” The privileged position of the historian is replaced by the image of an

inscription in the mud. This may appear to affirm the historylessness of the Caribbean, but

I feel that Walcott is attempting a new, fitting historical discourse that is rooted in the

natural landscape of the Caribbean. The many races and peoples that have influenced the

formation of the modem Caribbean are described as being forced to reassess their

relationship with the past and their actions, or those actions that were performed upon

them;

The explorer stumbles out of the bush crying out for myth.
The tired slave vomits his past.
The Mediterranean accountant, with the nose of the water rat. 
ideograph of the egret’s foot, 
calculates his tables.

the Chinese grocer’s smile is leaden with boredom

. . . -all that
is the Muse of history.

These figures have not yet learned to recognise the mythic within the Caribbean. The 

Muse of history must be transformed into an appropriate model for the Caribbean writer. 

Walcott dismisses any debt to colonial discourse: “All of the epics are blown away with

Baugh, Derek Walcott. 48. 
Another Life, 283.
Ibid., 283-4.
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the leaves,/blown with the careful calculations on brown paper;/these were the only epics:

the leaves.” *''̂  His dismissal does not contain a complete disavowal o f this discourse’s

power, but gives him a position within which to transform the Caribbean’s history into a

useable, creative force. The figure o f the child is used to describe the true Caribbean artist

who can recognise history’s force and see all that the historian misses. This important

section is worthy o f quotation:

a child without history, without knowledge o f its pre-world,

that child who puts the shell’s howl to his ear, 
hears nothing, hears everything 
that the historian cannot hear, the howls 
of all the races that crossed the water,

And the sea, which is always the same,
I 149accepts them.

The sea-shell can contain within its delicate whorls all o f the tragic history of the

Caribbean, as long as one reads it with the open mind o f the Adamic child. The vision of

history provided by a rational, enlightenment discourse is insufficient to express the

complexity o f the historical patterns in the Caribbean. The Adamic image of the “child

without history” returns to the vision of the Renaissance explorer who looked on the new

lands with fresh eyes, open to the potential of the region, even if that openness was to lead

to chimerical quests for Paradise and El Dorado. The writer must look to the local, to the

landscape itself and refuse to allow the historian’s judgements about the Caribbean as an

uncreative place to blind his vision.

In the shallop of the shell,
in the round prayer,
in the palate o f the conch,
in the dead sail o f the almond leaf
are all o f the voyages.

Ibid., 284 .

Ibid., 285 .

Ibid., 286 .
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Walcott here uses the arguments advanced in “The Muse of History”. The perpetuation of

a linear historical discourse that he indicted in the essay, is creatively undermined by his

emphasis on the absence of history in Rampanalgas. Those who celebrate the cruelty, the

bloodshed and disempowerment that took place in the Caribbean as history are derided in

the following sections of the poem. Those who “upraise their silver chalices flecked with

vomit” *̂ ' must recognise that a more mutual relationship with the history of the Caribbean

celebrates the vacuum that was left—a space within which creation can take place:

... the silver-hammered charger of the marsh light 
brings towards us, again and again, in beaten scrolls, 
nothing, then nothing, 
and then nothing.

The poem ends with a celebration of the freedom offered to Walcott and his

contemporaries:

We were blest with a virginal, unpainted world 
with Adam’s task of giving things their names

IV

Omeros represents Walcott’s most sustained poetic commentary on the relationship 

between history, creativity and identity in the Caribbean. I will suggest that in this work 

Walcott shifts his stance beyond his earlier representation of the artist’s task as Adamic to 

a recognition that history’s traces are present in the Caribbean landscape and people and, 

rather than creating from ‘nothing’, the artist must hone his perception in order to 

recognise history in the landscape. The story is framed by elements of the natural 

landscape, including the iguana and the swift, that provide a link between the major 

episodes in the history of St. Lucia. The iguana represents the original inhabitants of the

Ibid.
Ibid., 287 .

Ibid., 294 .
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island, the Amac, and in the opening pages o f the poem we are reminded that the island

was originally named for this creature:

an iguana hears the axes, clouding each lens

Over its lost name, when the hunched island was called 
“lounalo.” “Where the iguana is found.

The result of using these living, historical motifs is an awareness o f the simultaneity o f

historical influences. Throughout the poem the iguana represents the Amerindian echoes

and the swift is associated with the legacy o f slavery. The iguana is particularly important

in this enquiry as a reminder of the outcome o f European and Amerindian encounter. An

entire way of life was destroyed and replaced with the complex heterogeneity Walcott

presents in this work. The old order has not disappeared, however. Its traces are present in

the landscape and in the psyche of the islanders and are embodied in the iguana-figure:

.., The slit pods of its eyes 
ripened in a pause that lasted for centuries, 
that rose with the Aruaks’ smoke till a new race 
unknown to the lizard stood measuring the trees.

The iguana is made to bridge the gap between the pre-Columbian island and the present. It

will act as a reminder to the characters that their struggle to come to terms with their

history must go back to the earliest encounters between Europe and the New World. In the

interview that I conducted with Walcott he told me that the iguana, the pomme-arac and

the sea swift in Omeros serve as “receptacles o f the erased past” and must be

acknowledged by the characters if they are to recognise the mythic nature of the island’s

history. Plunkett’s rational historical discourse will be undermined by the presence of

these reminders of an older order—an order that paid no heed to military victories and

defeats, or to the official changes o f nationality undergone by St. Lucia.

Walcott. Omeros, New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1990, 4.
Ibid., 4-5.
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The sea swift acts as the guide who leads Achille to Africa. She is described as 

“the mind/messenger, and her speed outdarted Memory.” *̂  ̂ The swift emphasises the 

cyclical nature of history and memory and facilitates the transformation of history into 

myth in the hands of the creative artist:

... the right journey
is motionless; as the sea moves round an island

that appears to be moving, love moves round the heart—  
with encircling salt, and the slowly travelling hand 
knows it returns to the port from which it must start.

Therefore, this is what the island has meant to you, 
why my bust spoke, why the sea-swift was sent to you; 
to circle yourself and your island with this art.^^*

The swift carries the seed of the plant that Ma Kilman uses to cure Philoctete’s wound.

Since his wound represents the pain and suffering o f his slave ancestors, the swift is a

symbol o f the possibility o f acceptance and transcendence of the horror o f this period. The

immense task of reconciliation and resolution falls to the tiny swift. She is responsible for

providing a feeling o f unity for both the text and the region;

I followed a sea-swift to both sides o f this text; 
her hyphen stitched its seam, like the interlocking 
basins of a globe in which one half fits the next

into an equator, both shores neatly clicking
into a globe; except that its meridian
was not North and South but East and West.*^^

The trees that are felled in the opening section o f the poem, like the Iguana, are

representative of the Amerindian presence in the land. Walcott says “The bearded elders

endured the decimation/of their tribe without uttering a syllable/of that language they had

Ibid., 131.
The cycle represented by the swift is open-ended. In form, Walcott’s cycles are closer to heUxes or gyres, 

with their elements of continual return and continual progress. The two-dimensional circle is too prescriptive 
to fully represent Walcott’s complex ideas about a retum to the past.

Omeros, 291.
319.
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uttered as one nation,” and the language used here to describe the trees provides a clear

link with the Aruak tribes who were the indigenous inhabitants and namers of the island.

The whole o f the opening section o f this poem invokes an absence—the absence of

a decimated people. The natural landscape reflects fragments o f the history o f the island,

and Walcott’s task in writing the poem is that o f the artist in “The Antilles; Fragments of

Epic Memory”, reconstructing the identity of the Caribbean but allowing the fissures of its

fragmentation to be an integral part o f his creation. The absence of the Aruacs is

strengthened further by passages such as the following:

... Then the host [of mosquitos] retreated

to high bamboo like the archers o f Aruacs 
running from the muskets o f cracking logs, routed 
by the fire’s banner and the remorseless axe

hacking the branches.'^*

One of the effects o f writing this poem will be to remind its readers o f the entire legacy of

the Caribbean, from encounter, through slavery, indenture and independence, to the

complexity of the modem Caribbean nations—their shared heritage and their individual

particularities. The lens that Europe turned on the Caribbean will be appropriated and

focused on the entirety of the Antillean experience by Walcott.

The echoes of slavery and the relationship between the Caribbean and Africa form

a central part o f the poetic journey.;

But if it could read between the lines o f her floor 
like a white-hot deck uncaulked by Antillean heat, 
to the shadows in its hold, its nostrils might flare

at the stench from manacled ankles, the coffled feet 
scraping like leaves, and perhaps the inculpable marble 
would have turned its white seeds away, to widen

the bow of its mouth at the horror under her table.
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from the lyre of her armchair draped with white chiton,
162to do what the past always does; suffer, and stare.

The past will be called upon to do more than gaze in this work. Achille will revisit Africa 

and attempt to come to terms with his ancestry and the suffering that forms a part o f his 

own and his people’s identity. Philoctete’s wound is a physical reminder in the present, 

like the figure of the iguana or swift, of the events o f the past. Philoctete himself claims 

that the wound “came from the chained ankles/of his grandfathers. . . ./That the cross he 

carried was not only the anchor’s/but that o f his race.” '^  ̂ The journey o f Achille and the 

healing o f Philoctete’s sore represent a community accepting the fragments of its past and 

reforming the vase of its identity, to return to the imagery provided by “The Antilles”, in 

the present. The fragmented vase becomes a mosaic, a work of art that celebrates its very 

fragmentation, and the mosaic is a powerful symbol for the creation o f an aesthetic vision 

in the Caribbean, Walcott draws parallels between the treatment o f the Amerindians at the 

time of encounter and the treatment o f the slaves at a later stage. History’s cycles of 

tragedy can only be overcome by an acceptance of the entire past. Achille’s journey to 

Africa is not sufficient to allow him to come to terms with history. Walcott introduces the 

desire to come to terms with the atrocities of slavery, but Achille will only be reconciled to 

his place when he has recognised the traces of the Amerindian presence in the landscape

Major Plunkett’s presence in the text acts as a reminder that the European 

colonisers have been formed and changed by the New World as much as those who were 

forced to make the journey there. He wants to record the island’s late eighteenth and 

nineteenth century military history in order to give a sense of the past to Helen, who is a 

representative o f the island itself'^'*

The island of St. Lucia was once named Helen, and Walcott seizes on tlie resonances that this linking of 
the Homeric heroine and the island’s past can create. The position that female characters often take in
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. Helen needed a history,
that was the pity that Plunkett felt towards her.
Not his, but her story. Not theirs, but Helen’s war.*^^

This plan has the intention o f clarifying the position o f the Caribbean on the world stage

and allowing Plunkett to dwell on his confijsed feelings for his former maid:

So Plunkett decided that what the place needed 
was its true place in history, that he’d spend hours 
for Helen’s sake on research, so he proceeded

to the whirr of enormous moths in the still house.
Memory’s engines.

Given Walcott’s mistrust of linear conceptions o f history, it is not surprising that the 

project he sets out to achieve is doomed to failure, but Plunkett will come to a greater 

understanding of the relationship between history and identity through the events o f the 

narrative. He must come to terms with his complicity in the venture that “munched on the 

pith” of the island and then “spat their sucked stones on a p l a t e . M a u d  and Plunkett 

move to St. Lucia with a mistaken sense that it is an Edenic place, untouched by history; “ 

‘It’s so still. It’s like Adam and Eve all over.’/Maud whispered. ‘Before the snake. 

Without all the sin.” '^  ̂ O f course, the Caribbean’s history is eternally present; not in the 

form of monuments and statues, but as traces in the natural landscape and people. Plunkett 

tells the iguana that History is restricted to empirical facts. His utilitarianism is misplaced 

and he cannot recognise that the iguana is ‘history’ in a much more real and important way 

than all o f Plunkett’s booklore. Walcott uses the figures o f Crusoe and Adam in his work 

to explore the naming of this fresh New World and yet he is not willing to allow Maud’s 

impressions of the Caribbean as Eden to stand unquestioned. In my reading, Walcott is

Walcott’s work—as muse or representative— has been the source of much discussion and he has been 
criticised for his essentialism. It is the case that the Helen-figure in Omeros and Anna in Another Life are 
both sources of inspiration for male creativity and that their voice is not allowed to develop, but this area is 
the subject of another enquiry. Here, it must be noted and passed over.

Walcott. Omeros, 30.
Ibid , 64.
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demanding that the history o f the Caribbean be recognised but suggesting that this 

recognition does not preclude a vision of the New World as having the potential to be the 

site o f a new aesthetic and personal identity. Maud’s mistake is that she has not made the 

initial step o f recognising the presence of the “snake” in the Caribbean Eden. This is not 

an unfallen Paradise, but a complex area full o f latent possibility waiting to be unleashed 

by an artist with the appropriate, rounded vision.

The Amerindian and coloniser meet in the encounter between Plunkett and the 

iguana, where he denies that the traces of history that Walcott has invested in the figure of 

the lizard are real. In an article in The Journal o f  Caribbean Literature, David Hoegberg 

says:

This [the meeting with the iguana] marks the moment at which, in the midst of his 
study of European deeds, Plunkett becomes aware o f another presence on the island 
and turns his sights towards it.’^̂

To Plunkett, history consists of textual accounts o f battles or actual monuments—the

history rejected in Chapter 11 o f Another L ife - h\xX in this meeting he is being confi-onted

with the actual presence o f the past and it will slowly begin to filter into his identity, as it

does to the other characters who live in this place:

“lounalo, eh? It’s all folk-malarkey!”
The grass was as long as his shorts. History was fact,
History was a cannon, not a lizard; De Grasse

leaving Martinique, and Rodney crouching to act 
in the right wind. lounalo, my royal arse!
Hewanorra, my hole! Was the greatest battle

in naval history, which put the French to rout, 
fought for a creature with a disposable tail 
and elbows like a goalie? For this a redoubt

was built? And his countrymen died? For a lizard

Ibid., 25.
Ibid., 63.
David Hoegberg, “Unstable Identities: Allusion and Hybridity in Walcott’s Omeros,” Journal o f  

Caribbean Literatures, 1:1, Spring, 1997, 60.
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with an Aruac name? It will be rewritten 
by black pamphleteers. History will be revised,

and we’ll be its villians, fading from the map^’*̂

Plunkett is motivated to write his version o f St. Lucian history in order to control

posterity’s impressions o f his actions and those of his countrymen.

Achille’s return to Africa remakes many of the broken connections that exist

between his community and that o f his ancestors. He learns to chew kola-nut, to drink

palm-wine and to listen to the tribal stories. He recovers his memory of the ancient gods

and converses with Afolabe, his father, but ultimately the return is unsatisfactory to him

and he becomes aware that his home is in the Caribbean. Before leaving, he recites the

names of the gods he has been reintroduced to, but they no longer have a bearing in his life

and he is unanswered.’̂ ' Achille is shown a dawn slave-raid on a village and is forced to

confront directly the horrors that forced this physical and spiritual wedge between him and

his ancestors:

He foresaw their fiiture. He knew nothing could change it.
The tinkle from coins of the river, the tinkle o f irons.
The son’s grief was the father’s, the father’s his son’s.'^^

In his return to the Caribbean, Achille passes through the events of recorded history, but

they are relatively unimportant in comparison with the unspoken history that he has

witnessed in his return to Africa:

Now, running home, Achille sprung up from the seabed 
like a weightless astronaut, not flexing his knees 
through phosphorescent sleep; the parchment overhead

of crinkling water recorded three centuries
of the submerged archipelago, in its swell
the world above him passed through important epochs

in which treaties were shredded like surf, governments fell,

’ ' °  O m eros, 92 .

Ibid., 141.

Ibid .,  146.
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markets soared and plunged, but never once did the shocks 
of power find a just horizon, from capture

in chains to long debates over manumission, 
from which abolitionists soared in a rapture 
of guilt. . . .

. . . Madrasi climbed the hull
with their rolled bundles from Calcutta and Bombay,

The final section of the quotation above shows the importance of the indentured peoples

who make up such a vital part of the modern Caribbean, along with those who were

introduced under the horrific regime of slavery and those who perpetrated the injustices.

The most important scene of the poem occurs as Seven Seas links Achille with the

Amerindian past of the island when he is helping to clear his yard. This is the major aspect

of the island’s history that Achille did not encounter on his journey;

He [Achille] stepped back from the pomme-Arac’s shade on the grass 
diagrammed like the lizard. Then, as if he heard 
his thought, Seven Seas said; '̂^Aruac mean the race

that burning there like the leaves and pomme is the word 
in patois for ‘apple.’ This used to be their place.”
Maybe he’d heard the iguana with his dog’s ears,

Because the dog was barking around the trunk’s base.
. . .  It was
one of those Saturdays that contain centuries,

where the strata of history layered underheel, 
which earth sometimes flashes with its mineral signs, 
can lie in a quartz shard. Gradually, Achille

found History that morning.’’'*

Seven Seas’s comment allows Achille to connect with the complexity of his island’s entire

past. His journey to Africa, while facilitating a major reconnection, had ignored the

Amerindians, the people whom the African slaves replaced as the major inhabitants of the

Caribbean, and in Walcott’s poetic vision, this crucial fragment must be reclaimed and
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incorporated as well in order for the transformation of history into myth to take place. I 

suggested to Walcott in our interview that this scene represents his most powerful 

expression of the importance of the pre-Columbian vestiges in the modem Caribbean and 

he told me that history is given back to the Caribbean people in this image of the pomme- 

Arac reconciling Achille to the Amerindian culture. He described Achille as a “type with a 

former, erased history” and claimed that his reconciliation with the Amerindian past, while 

it would not satisfy the ‘historian’, represents the importance of memory in the creation of 

cultural identity.*’^

The lack of monuments that has led to a depiction of the Caribbean as historyless is 

an important issue that is dealt with directly by Walcott at a later stage in the poem. He 

says:

...We had no such erections [bronze statues] 
above our colonial wharves, our erogenous zones 
were not drawn to power . . .

There the past is an infinite Sunday. It’s hot, or it rains; 
the sun lifts the sheets of the rain, and the gutters 
run out. For those to whom history is the presence

of ruins, there is a green nothing. . . .

. , . We think of the past

11 fkas better forgotten than fixed with stony regret.

The past is not present in the fomi of human monuments in the Caribbean. Apart from a 

few surviving sugar plantations and plantation owners’ houses, it is difFicuh to find 

‘concrete’ evidence of the important historical events that have shaped the region and its 

people. Walcott is attempting to forge an alternative method of viewing the past in this 

poem by locating its traces within the landscape and the people themselves. All of his

Ibid., 155-6.
'̂’U b id .,  163.

Interview with Walcott. Dublin. 5 July 2000.
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characters come to terms with history, to a certain extent, in this work. Each of them is

marked or wounded by a lack of historical perspective and the personal relationship that

each builds up with the events of the past is the key to the healing process.

This lack of monuments in Walcott’s world makes it difficuh for him to function in

the European urban world, with its emphasis on the monument and civic architecture:

the weight of cities that I found so hard to bear;

in them was the terror o f Time, that I would march 
with columns at twilight, only to disappear 
into a past whose history echoed the arch

of bridges sighing over their ancient canals
for a place that was not mine, since what I preferred
was not statues but the bird in the statue’s hair,*^^

The natural landscape of the Caribbean offers Walcott a sufficient canvas to read the past

and he is overwhelmed by a culture that flaunts its history and creates constant reminders

o f its past.

Walcott does not allow his preferences to stand unquestioned. He asks himself if

he is guilty of making “their poverty my paradise?” *̂ *, and states that:

Art is History’s nostalgia, it prefers a thatched

roof to a concrete factory, and the huge church 
above a bleached village.

His vision must not reduce the Caribbean to stasis. His gift for seeing the past in the

present must avoid the tendency to read the present solely in the light of the past. As he

says, “Why not see Helen/as the sun saw her, with no Homeric shadow . . . The link

between Homer and the narrator is eventually broken and the Homeric echoes of myth are

transformed into a new myth— a myth of and from the New World. The transformation of

Omeros, 192.

Ibid., 204 .

Ibid., 228 .

Ibid.
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history into myth in this work leads to a further stage—the transformation of myth itself 

As Walcott says, “the mirror of History/has meUed and, beneath it, a patient, hybrid 

organism/grows in his cruciform shadow.”'^’ The echoes of Homer subside and the 

fragments of the past take on a new and independent life, one that will not circumscribe the 

possibilities open to the mythic figures. Their possibilities will no longer be limited by the 

characters they echoed in the early stages of the poem. Achille can move beyond Achilles; 

Philoctete and Helen can transform themselves into independent characters and the 

Caribbean can move beyond the Greek archipelago to validate its own existence:

... The ocean had

no memory of the wanderings of Gilgamesh, 
or whose sword severed whose head in the Iliad.
It was an epic where every line was erased

Yet freshly written in sheets of exploding surf'*^

The influences are understood, but the Caribbean and the writer can become free of them.

The sea is the crucial image from the natural landscape at this stage of the poem. Walcott

says that water is the true element, “which commemorates nothing in its stasis.” In the

unceasing motion of the sea, the Caribbean past can be accepted and “a simply decent/race

broke from its various pasts.” '*"* Here, at the end of this book-length poem, Walcott has

arrived at a true recognition of history that allows him to move on and release the potential

inherent in the muhicultural Caribbean, The poem ends with the line, “When he left the

beach the sea was still going on.”'*̂  In Walcott’s aesthetic vision this continual motion

reflects the continual recreation of the Caribbean people from their fragmented past. In an

interview with Edward Hirsch he says:

Ibid., 271 .

Ibid., 297 .

Ibid., 295 - 6 .

Ibid., 297 .

^^Ubid.
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To me there are always images o f erasure [of history] in the Caribbean— in the surf 
which continually wipes the sand clean, in the fact that those huge clouds change so 
quickly. There is a continual sense of motion in the Caribbean.' ^

The recreation is not now from ‘nothing’, but from the surviving fragments of the past that

Walcott allows himself to recognise. The journey through history and the varying histories

introduced in this work allow Walcott to piece together the shattered vase and to celebrate

its imperfections.

V

In all of his work, from essays to plays and poetry and across his entire literary career, 

Walcott displays a huge degree o f concern with the relationship between history and the 

project o f literary creation. He characterises ‘History’ in order to question it, he transforms 

it into myth, he traces differing interpretations of it, but he never ignores it. As Edward 

Baugh has said:

The focus is ultimately not so much on the fact that the past is past as that it is 
present, informing the present and being informed by it. Walcott’s recovering of 
his past, which has been a continuous process for him, is an essential part of that act 
of self-definition which his life’s work has been.'^’

In this chapter I have tried to show the extent o f his concern with the past and the way that

his ideas have developed over time and through different genres. The arrival o f the first

Europeans to the shores of the Americas is a pivotal moment in Walcott’s vision and he

tries to trace the echoes of a different people and language in the landscape and people of

the modem Caribbean. His sense of an Adamic task for the writer in naming and

inscribing his place, and his depiction of the Caribbean as an ambivalent Eden are ideas

that find much of their resonance in the work o f the Renaissance travellers examined in the

early stages of this thesis.

Ibid., 325,
“Walcott Raps with Edward Hirsch; The Art of Poetr}'” in The Crusader, 29; 42, December 17* 1992, 28.
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Walcott’s disagreements with Naipaul’s approach to history are obvious. As

Gordon Colher says, “Naipaul believes in the progressive virtues of linear history, Walcott

in the recurrences of the mythic.” *̂* Walcott has been influenced by Harris, and I have

drawn out some of the parallels between their approaches to the history of encounter.

However, Ned Thomas maintains that their approaches differ in one important aspect:

[A] response in the Caribbean [to the tragedy of its history] has been to seek to 
transcend the situation. The Guyanese novelist Wilson Harris represents an 
ambitious attempt to do this, one focused on language—“because the concept of 
language is one which transforms inner and outer formal categories of 
experience. . .” For Harris, “the pursuit of a strange and subtle goal, melting pot, 
call it what you like, is the mainstream (though unacknowledged) tradition of the 
Americas. [Wilson Harris, Tradition, the Writer and Society, London: New 
Beacon, 1967, 32.]. Derek Walcott makes an attempt at another kind of 
transcendence, one more firmly rooted in the social world.' ^

Walcott relies on an awareness of the historical legacy in the Antilles. As June

Bobb says, “History is the skeleton upon which he builds the f u t u r e . H e  expects his

readers to know about the decimation of the Amerindians, the enforcement of slavery and

indenture and the tragic unfolding of the independence movements. His writing has a

force that can transcend an impulsive angry reaction to the events of history, but he never

ignores the past. In his work we find, not just a traceable legacy of the discourse

introduced by the early European accounts of the New World, but a translation and

transcendence of that discourse into a form and language appropriate to express the

realities and possibilities that exist in the Caribbean today.

Baugh. Derek Walcott, 3.
Gordon Collier. “Multicultural Self-Definition and Textual Strategy in the ‘Poetic’ Prose of Derek 

Walcott: Tlie Nobel Prize Speech,” Kunapipi, 15:2, 1993, 90.
Ned Thomas, Derek Walcott: Poet o f  the Islands, Welsh Arts Council, Merthyr Tydfil: Stephens and 

George. 1980, 8.
June D. Bobb, Beating a Restless Drum: The Poetics o f  Kamau Brathwaite and Derek Walcott, Trenton, 

N.J.: Africa World Press, 1998, 40.
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Conclusion

In examining the legacy o f Renaissance accounts o f voyages o f discovery in the work of 

twentieth-century Caribbean writers, this thesis has suggested that the mythic perspective 

afforded by the history o f encounter offers a useable discursive space to the modem writer 

concerned with the creation o f a personal aesthetic vision. The differences between the 

discourse of the history of encounter, with its cyclical, mythic qualities; and later 

historiography, with its emphasis on linearity and progress, were highlighted throughout 

the thesis. The fictionalising o f historical narrative seen in the work o f Renaissance 

explorers and travellers offers a fresh perspective for modem writers— a perspective that is 

better suited to their own than the more rigid views of the intervening centuries. The 

primary conclusion of my argument is that Caribbean writers turn to the history of 

encounter because o f its imaginative capacities and because it opens up the possibilities of 

a flexible reinterpretation of the West Indian past. The thesis suggested that the obvious 

distance between reality and the recorded impressions of the European travellers, replete 

with wonders and horrors, opened an imaginative space that could be inhabited by later 

writers, concerned with the creation of an imaginative postcolonial discourse.

The first chapter examined the surviving textual materials from the voyages of 

Christopher Columbus and also traced the relationship between Columbus and medieval 

travellers. It analysed the new technological and cartographic developments that made 

Columbus’s endeavour possible, but claimed that the debt to earlier travel narratives is at 

least as important in understanding his viewpoint as the technological advances that he 

took with him. Columbus carried with him a set o f rigid expectations about the wider 

world that had their roots in the accounts o f earlier travellers and in the teachings o f  the 

Church. Columbus was situated on the cusp of a tmly ‘New World’—the world of 

modernity— but his perspective was Janus-faced and he tried to mould his experiences into
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the received framework of the travel genre rather than admit the novelty of his encounter. 

The chapter discussed the texts that influenced Columbus’s impressions to the greatest 

extent; the Travels of Marco Polo and John Mandeville. These accounts fuelled the 

medieval interest in geographically distant wonders and supported speculations about vast 

riches and mineral resources. Because of his familiarity with these writers, Columbus 

expected to find luxurious wealth, advanced cultural and religious systems and varied 

civilisations on his travels. The rapid dissemination of the information surrounding 

Columbus’s voyages provides a useful gauge of the widespread contemporary European 

interest in overseas expansion, and the first chapter discussed the potency of Columbus’s 

perceptions in the light of his notoriety.

Chapter Two turned to the figure of Walter Ralegh and the legend of El Dorado. 

Ralegh’s voyages have provided a rich source for modem Caribbean writers who want to 

examine the distance between reality and dream in the New World context. In order to 

make an analysis of the variety of responses to the myth in the second part of the thesis 

possible, this second chapter traced the development of the El Dorado legend and Ralegh’s 

part in the endeavour. Ralegh’s most enduring legacy is the transformation of the various 

Spanish and Amerindian reports about Manoa and the kingdom of gold into a coherent 

account, or propaganda piece, that ensured the continuance of the myth. The tragic 

circumstances of Ralegh’s death, I suggested, add to the myth’s symbolic power as a 

tainted lure that destroys the seeker. This chapter also traced Ralegh’s reliance upon the 

conventions of earlier narratives and the preconceptions of his audience. In the case of 

both Columbus and Ralegh, their accounts were coloured, or even formed, by their 

expectations, and empirical observation was rejected in favour of positioning their voyages 

within a received framework of marvels, monstrosities and myths.
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Chapter Three marked the beginning of the thesis’ concern with the material 

written in the twentieth century; writing that responds to the traces of the visionary 

Renaissance historiography. This chapter, in examining the work of V. S. Naipaul, 

suggested that Naipaul found justification for his views on the flitility of postcolonial 

society in the inaccuracies and inconsistencies of Renaissance travel writing. Unlike 

Harris and Walcott, Naipaul sees the distance between reality and myth as proof of failure. 

The fact that the Caribbean was never regarded without the distorting perspective of the 

quest for material wealth (in the form of gold in the Renaissance, sugar produced by slaves 

later, the profits of tourism and political corruption more recently), in Naipaul’s view 

dooms it to stasis. This chapter examined two of Naipaul’s texts in detail: The Loss o f El 

Dorado and A Way in the World and it highlighted the changes in his perspective as his 

career developed. The earlier text. The Loss o f El Dorado, suggests that the Caribbean 

does not possess a valid history, but must content itself with a past—a lesser cultural 

inheritance, in Naipaul’s view. The later text, A Way in the World, acknowledges the 

validity of the Antillean engagement with history and admits the possibility of a 

reassessment of the historical legacy. These changes, while significant, do not allow for a 

positive interpretation of the potential relationship between past and present in the 

Caribbean, and the thesis turned to examine the differing perspectives of two other 

twentieth-century writers in the final chapters.

Chapter Four examined the critical and creative work of Wilson Harris and 

particularly his novels: Palace o f the Peacock, Ascent to Omai, and Jonestown. The 

analysis suggested that Harris sees vestigial remnants of the history of encounter in aspects 

of the language, people, culture, memories and landscape of Guyana. In his novels, the 

barrier between past and present is broken and he invokes the perspective of the 

Renaissance encounter in order to create a future aesthetic vision. The Renaissance
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material possesses enabling factors that Harris uses in his creative work. These factors 

include the use of the mythic and the capacity for wonder and imaginative interpretation 

that form such a central part of the history of encounter. Harris sees the decimation of the 

Amerindian population in the wake of the European encounter with the New World as an 

inescapable component of modem West Indian culture and he explores traces of the 

Amerindian cuhure and perspective in his fiction. This chapter suggested that the El 

Dorado legend is of particular significance in Harris’s work. In Palace o f the Peacock, the 

crew retraces the voyage into the interior undertaken by numerous Renaissance travellers 

in search of the elusive city of untold wealth. The two later novels. Ascent to Omai and 

Jonestown, also turn to the legacy of the El Dorado quest in the New World and explore its 

importance and continued presence. The chapter concluded that Harris’s interest in the 

legacy of Renaissance accounts is the transformation of the quest from a material to a 

spiritual one. His travellers discover themselves and his hybrid communities unite through 

engagement with the perspective of the Renaissance voyager.

The final chapter examined the poetry, plays and critical writing of Derek Walcott. 

Walcott is greatly concerned with the relationship between literature and history in the 

Caribbean. The chapter traced his pronouncements on the avoidance of a reactionary, or 

filial, impulse towards linear history and examined the idea that history can become 

inspirational to the writer if they treat it as myth—as the Renaissance travellers did. The 

chapter looked at one of Walcott’s plays, Drums and Colours, in detail and also examined 

some of his poetry, including Another Life and Omeros. In Drums and Colours, historical 

boundaries are broken down through the uses of carnivalesque devices, and the dreams and 

ambitions of the various historical figures are transformed into myth. In Another Life and 

Omeros, Walcott explores the presence of the historical in the landscape and advocates a 

new perception that recognises and utilises history’s detritus. Walcott, even more than
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Harris, finds history in the very landscape o f the Caribbean and his characters become 

more aware of their cultural identity once they have learned to read the traces of history in 

the landscape and especially the sea. This final chapter suggested that the fi^esh 

perspective of the Renaissance traveller is invoked in Walcott’s work as a useable force, 

and the encounter between European and Amerindian, recorded in the history of New 

World discovery, is a pivotal moment in reconciling his characters to their past, their 

present and their future.

In conclusion, the legacy of Renaissance accounts is an important and a hitherto 

unrecognised inspiration for a number of the greatest modem writers fi-om the Caribbean. 

As was highlighted in the introduction, this phenomenon is not restricted to the three 

writers under scrutiny in this analysis, but extends to include many of the most famous 

writers fi"om the Hispanic and Francophone Caribbean, as well as other writers from the 

Anglophone Caribbean. It seems that history can become a source o f inspiration and 

creativity if viewed through the lens o f the Renaissance perspective. The legacy o f the past 

can be absorbed and utilised if it is transformed into myth.

The three writers under scrutiny in this thesis utilise the material in different ways, 

although the ideas of Harris and Walcott are clearly linked. Naipaul sees justification for 

his nihilism in the inaccuracies of the history of encounter. For him, the travellers are 

‘travel liars’ and their fictionalising of the earliest European experiences o f the Caribbean 

is indicative of its future slide into obscurity that he sees as inevitable. Harris and Walcott 

both use the mythic qualities of the Renaissance accounts in order to achieve a 

reconciliation with the past on the part of their characters. However, despite the 

differences that exist in their relationship with the history of encounter, all three writers 

find a catalyst for their own creative work in the perceptions o f the early European 

explorers. Engagement with the earliest perceptions that Europe held o f the Caribbean
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allows Naipaul, Harris and Walcott to examine their relationship with the traumatic history 

of the Caribbean and to transform that history into a useable heritage— t̂heir own personal 

‘vision of paradise.’
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